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Whether you're watching the movie that won the 
Academy Award's "Best Picture" or want to make your 
own video movie with the best picture possible, NEC has 
the video cassette recorder that's exactly right for you. 

Now, you've probably heard pretty 
convincing arguments for the _ - - {==ó-=- ---_ 

superiority of VHS 
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_ _ _ THE NEC VC-N833EU VHS VIDEO 
' CASSETTE RECORDER. Add Dolby -,;, stereo to a high performance four - r- - 2. head, CATV--read VCR and double your 
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THE NEC VC-N895EU VHS HI -fl VCR. This state-of-the-art VCR's features include 
true hi-fi audio; a 139 channel, CATV-ready PLL Quartz tuner; 14 day, 8 event 
programmable timer; 4 heads for clear special effects; stereo recording and 
playback with Dolby Noise Reduction; segment recording; variable speed control; 
automatic editing system; picture sharpness control; electronic tape counter and 
full function infrared wireless remote control. 
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The Paramount Home Video Videocassettes pictured are 539.95 each suggested retail price and are supplied courtesy of Paramounrt Home Video. '1 



versus Beta and vice versa. That's because each format has 
its respective strengths. 

While VHS decks play longer, which 
saves tape costs; Beta cassettes are 
smaller and more portable, making 
possible home video equipment such as 
the integrated NEC Video Camera/ 
Recorder BetaMovie. 

This is why 
NEC became the 
only VCR 
manufacturer to offer both formats 
under its ovvñ name in the United 

States. This includes the very finest Beta and VHS models in 
each category. 

Suddenly, the answer to the question "Which VCR is 
best?" becomes very simple. NEC. 
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THE NEC VC- N4OEU BETA SLIMLINE 
VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER. 
Whatever the recording speed, it 
produces the best possible VCR picture 
available. 
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HE NEC BM-11EU BETAMOVIE. NEC 
put it art together with an integrated 
Color Vdeo Camera/Video Cassette 
Recorder that only weighs 5.5 lbs. 
i-lcludirg its battery 

NEC 
THE ONES TO WATCH. 

NEC Corporation, Tokyo, Japan 
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THE NEC VC -739E BETA Hl -FI VCR. The VCR with the 
picture that sounds as goad as it looks. It features studio 

quality hi-fi audio; a 134 channel, C47V--ready PLL Quartz tuner; 21 day, 8 event programmable timer; 4 
heads for clear, special -effects; three slow motion speeds; picture sharpness control; segment recording; 
electronic tape counter and full function intrared wireless remote control. 

NEC Home Electronics (U.5 A.) Inc., 1401 Estes Avenue, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007, (312) 228-5900 
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S WI TCH TO THE WORLD'S QUIETEST TAPE 

BASF C 
AUDIO 

BASF 

/ 

If you won't settle for anything less than pure music, accept If you won't settle for anything less pure music, accept nothing 
less than BASF Pure Chrome audio tape. Unlike ferric oxide tapes, 
BASF Pure Chrome is made of perfectly shaped chromium dioxide 
particles. And the exclusive Chrome formulation delivers the lowest 
background noise of any tape in the world, as well as outstanding 
sensitivity in the critical high frequency range. And this extraordinary 
tape is designed especially for the Type II Chrome Bias position. So 
make sure you're hearing all of the 
music and none of the tape. Make the 
switch today to the world's quietest 
tape. BASF Chrome. 

(BASF 
Chrome Audio & Video Tapes 
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Studio For Sale 

495.00* Brand New 
Here's the most compact, most affordable 

4 -track studio package you can buy. The X-15 
multitrack cassette recorder with built-in mixer 
has every essential feature you need to get 
your music on tape. 

Record basic tracks, overdub, ping-pong, 
punch in and out, overdub again, then mix - 
down. In fact, you have all the basic studio 
techniques without the studio prices. 

Plus, you have real portability, The X-15 
operates on batteries so it goes where the 
music is. 

Use it as a Hi -Fi cassette deck, too. The first 
two tracks are standard stereo format and will 
play on any home, portable or car stereo. 

Discover the advantages of owning your 
own studio at your local Fostex Dealer. For 
less than $500.00 how can you afford not to? 

FOSt® 0 
CONSUMER MULTITRACK 

Fostex Corporation of America 
15431 Blackburn Avenue, Norwalk, CA 90050 (213) 921-1112 

*Suggested Retail Price, batteries included. 
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iCÓ E HUNDRED PERCENT COMPUTERIZED 

ff DUAL DIGITAL VOLUME AND BALANCE CONTROL 

' D GITAL TONE MEMORIES 

'` ÉDUENTIAL AUDIO MUTING BETWEEN SOURCES 

OMPACT AUDIO DISC INPUT 

The P102 is the future ... All others will follow 

SCIENTIFIC AUDIO ELECTRONICS, INC. 

For your color brochure send to: Scientific Audio Electronics, Inc.. P.O. Box 60271, Terminal Annex, Los Angeles, CA 90060 
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Number 4 in a Series 

Sophisticated 
Styli 
While the least expensive - and simplest - 
phono stylus is the spherical or UniRadial, 
and the most popular is the elliptical or 
BiRadial, both have limitations in most sys- 
tems. The spherical tip can't accurately re- 
solve the highest overtones, and the reduced 
contact area of the elliptical can put higher 
pressure on the groove. hastening record 
and stylus wear. 

The Linear Contact Design 
At Audio-Technica we pioneered in the 
introduction of new stylus shapes to over- 
come these problems. Our current Linear 
Contact stylus design is a development from 
our original Shibata stylus of almost a dec- 
ade ago. Instead of the simple shapes of the 
past. the Linear Contact stylus features 
complex multi -radius contours dimensioned 
to the nearest micron (a micron is just 
0.0000393")! 

Long and Narrow 
The net result is a stylus which contacts 
each groove wall with a "footprint" which 
is unusually long and narrow. Narrow to be 
able to respond accurately to the smallest 
groove modulations. Long to support the 
stylus over more of the groove wall surface, 
which reduces stylus pressure. and thus 
wear on stylus and record alike. 

ELLIPTICAL 
SIDE VIEW 

02.mnradius 
CONTACT 

AREA 

LINEAR CONTACT 
SIDE VIEW 

CONTACT 
AREA 

Facing Up to Wear 
Because our best Linear Contact styli start 
as whole. natural octahedral diamonds, the 
grain structure of the diamond 
can be identified before 
grinding begins. Which 
permits us to shape the 
stylus so that the longest - 
wearing facets of the 
diamond contact 
the groove walls, to i' 
provide even rte" 
longer useful life C\ 
than diamonds 
ground from random - 
orientation chips or fragments. 

More to Come 
While the stylus tip shape is the most dra- 
matic difference between models. other 
stylus characteristics are also important to 
overall cartridge performance. And in our 
next column, we'll discuss the rest of the 
stylus...and the difference it can make in 
your stereo system. 

Good listening, 

\Y./ 

OCTAHEDRAL 
DIAMOND 

GRAIN -ORIENTED 
STYLUS 

Jon R. Kelly, Presiders' 
t22Audí 

Commercae 
U.S.. Inc.w 

1221 Commerce Dr., Stow, OH 44224 

audiotechnica. 
The V orld's Favorite Phono Cartridge 

Playback Equalization 
Q. My cassette deck has a four -po- 

sition equalization switch: 70 µS for 
Type II and IV tapes, 120 µS for Types 
I and Ill. What is the difference be- 
tween these settings? What frequen- 
cies do 70 and 120 µS use equally? 
And what is the equation for converting 
microseconds to Hz?-Ray Segura, 
Jefferson, La. 

A. With 120-µS equalization (used 
only for Type I ferric oxide tapes), play- 
back bass boost starts (up 3 dB) at 
1,326 Hz; with 70-4 equalization 
(used for all other tape types), it's up 3 
dB at 2,274 Hz. 

To convert turnover frequency in mi- 
croseconds to Hz, divide 159,155 by 
the number of microseconds. Thus, for 
70 p.S, we have: 159,155 divided by 
70, or 2,274 Hz. To convert turnover 
frequency in Hz to microseconds, di- 
vide 159,155 by the frequency. For 
2,274 Hz, we thus have: 159,155 divid- 
ed by 2,274, or 70 µS. 

Tape Saturation 
Q. I have a problem when recording 

with Dolby C but not with Dolby B. 
When I record live material from radio 
or phono records, the music always 
saturates the tape; the result is 
scratchy and blurred sound. I keep the 
recording level at the point suggested 
by the instruction book and have also 
tried lowering the level. Should live ma- 
terial be recorded with Dolby B instead 
of Dolby C? Any help would be appre- 
ciated.-Douglas Brenner, Douglas - 
ton, N.Y. 

A. First, let me point out that "live" 
material, as you call it (truly live materi- 
al would be the music source itself, not 
a radio station or phono record), tends 
to contain sharp transients which chal- 
lenge the capability of the tape system 
with respect to tape saturation. 

I suspect that something is wrong 
with the calibration of your Dolby C 
circuitry in recording, so you are not 
getting correct tracking (match be- 
tween recording and playback levels) 
for the tape you are using. If anything, 
Dolby C has been devised to provide 
even greater headroom (protection 
against tape saturation) than Dolby B. 
This is achieved by reducing the treble 
emphasis at the upper end of the au- 
dio range in recording. As you may 
recall, the Dolby system variably em- 

phasizes treble in recording, with low 
sound levels getting more emphasis 
than high sound levels, and in comple- 
mentary fashion it variably de-empha- 
sizes treble in playback to restore flat 
response. For all this to work properly, 
there has to be a match between re- 
cording and playback levels. 

If Dolby B works better than Dolby C. 
this provides further evidence that 
something is wrong with the Dolby C 
circuitry in your deck. You should have 
your deck checked by a competent 
technician; take along one or more of 
the cassettes you plan to use so that 
adjustments can be made on the basis 
of these tapes. 

Dubbing, Dolby, and dbx 
Q. I have to dub about 20 cassettes 

encoded with Dolby B NR which were 
made on a deck with incorrect azimuth 
adjustment. I couldn't play a friend's 
tapes, nor could he play mine because 
of my deck. I have a new deck which 
provides Dolby B, Dolby C, and dbx 
noise reduction. I want all my newly 
dubbed tapes encoded with dbx. I'll 
be dubbing from the deck that was 
originally used to record the Dolby B 
tapes. Will I have any trouble dubbing 
the old tapes and encoding them with 
dbx? Do I decode the Dolby B tapes 
as if I were listening to them? Do I have 
to be overly concerned with level ad- 
justments on the new deck? And how 
do I set the bias switch on the old 
deck? I use chrome tapes.-John 
Flanagan, Fall River, Mass. 

A. When playing the original tapes 
on the source (old) deck, do so in the 
Dolby B mode, which will give you a 
correctly equalized and quiet source 
signal. When you make your dbx-en- 
coded dubbings on the new deck, you 
do not have to be concerned with level 
(sensitivity) adjustment, as is the case 
with Dolby. When playing your original 
tapes on the source deck, the equal- 
ization switch should be in the 70-4 
mode-the mode for all but ferric 
tapes. Bias selection is not involved 
when playing tapes; bias is used only 
in recording. Q 

If you have a problem or question on tape 
recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AU- 
DIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All 
letters are answered. Please enclose a 

stamped, self-addressed envelope. 
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Musically accurate ... and reliable. 

Ask your dealer for a demonstration of the newest 
products available from the premier manufacturer 

of quality audio electronics ... 
Accuphase Laboratory, Inc. 

BOOTH?OYD STUART 

/MERIDIAN 
v:105)*-\ 

1.V 

There is a tremendous gap between Meridian 
and its closest competitor. 

The Modular Component Amplifier has been 
developed to accept a series of up to 12 modules, 

specifically designed to position between the power 
and pre -amp sections. You may select from an FM 
tuner head phone amplifier, tone controls, tape 

inputs, magnetic or moving coil cartridge and 
compact disc. As new technology is developed your 

system can keep pace with the changes ... only 
Meridian offers this quality and flexibility. 

Madrigal Ltd. is now distributing Accuphase, Meridian and Koetsu product and Audiofon Records in the United States. Interested 
dealers are invited to visit us during the SCES at The Raphael Hotel, 201 E. Delaware Pl., Suite 202. Appointments and information 
are available through: 

MADRIGAL f LTR Post Office Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 (203) 346-0896 
Enter No. 33 on Reader Service Card 
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HEYBROOK TT2 
A precision engineered and hand 
built, belt -driven turntable, 
manufactured in England to the 
highest Audio Standards. Five 
Year Warranty. 

See us at the Summer CES McCormick Inn, 
uite 315 & 317. 

Imported and 
Distributed by 

D'Ascanio Audio 
11450 Overseas Highway 

Marathon, FL 33050 
Tel.: 305-743-7130 

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR 
YOUR LIFE 

American Heart 
Association 

JOSEPH GIOVANELLI 

Compliance 
Q. What does "compliance" of a 

cartridge mean?-Ron Webb, Tempe, 
Ariz. 

A. Cartridge compliance refers to 
the ease with which its stylus can be 
displaced. The higher the compliance, 
the more readily the stylus can move in 
response to the undulations of the re- 
cord groove, and the less work the 
grooves must do to move the stylus. 

Phonograph Muting 
Q. I have an automatic turntable. 

When I press the "Stop" button, its 
tonearm lifts. My right channel be- 
comes silent just as it is supposed to. 
My left speaker becomes silent just 
after it lifts. What causes this problem? 
How can I resolve it?-Peter Dea, 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 

A. Your problem results from diffi- 
culties with the muting circuit associat- 
ed with the left channel of your turnta- 
ble. The audio is supposed to be short- 
ed out just before the tonearm lifts. If it 

does not, you will hear the arm being 
lifted from the surface of the disc. 

A number of factors can produce 
this condition. One is that the contacts 
which actually perform the shorting 
may be oxidized; this oxide may be 
removed by a suitable contact cleaner. 
These contacts could also be bent, or 
the cam which controls their positions 
might be worn. In either of these latter 
instances, the cam will not press the 
contacts together with sufficient pres- 
sure to create a short. You must exam- 
ine the contacts, and bend the appro- 
priate one ever so slightly toward the 
other. This work is best performed with 
needle -nose pliers. 

If the equipment is still in warranty, 
do not attempt a repair; take advan- 
tage of your warranty. 

Keeping Your Analog Phonograph 
Q. A few months ago, I purchased a 

very good analog playback setup. 
Now I constantly read and hear about 
the digital "attack" on analog record- 
ing techniques and I get angry. Did I 

waste my money when I bought good 
record playback gear?-Ed Miglino, 
Deer Park, N.Y. 

A. I do not believe you have wasted 
your money. The phonograph record, 
as you have come to know and love it, 
will be with us for years. There are so 

many phonographs that their presence 
becomes a marketing force too great 
to ignore. 

The quality built into today's phono- 
graph systems is very high, and they 
will last for a long time. This means 
there will continue to be a demand for 
records to play on these systems. 

Many recordings will never be reis- 
sued on Compact Discs. If you plan to 
collect these, the only way this can be 
done is to buy the present-day phono- 
graph record. 

The 78 -rpm disc has not been made 
for many years, yet manufacturers are 
still responding to a demand for good 
equipment on which to play them. This, 
then, is just one more guarantee that 
you will have lots of discs to play on 
your new phonograph. Not only will 
you have new discs to play, but you 
will have those which you now own. 
Given a good cartridge and stylus- 
kept in good condition-you will be 
able to enjoy your collection for years! 

Changing Internal Speaker Wire 
Q. I see ads for various heavy - 

gauge speaker wires. I understand 
how lower wire resistance can help im- 
prove the performance of a sound sys- 
tem. I don't understand how it can help 
when the wiring inside the speaker en- 
closure remains the same. Is it neces- 
sary or desirable to install heavier 
gauge wire inside the enclosure when 
using heavy -gauge interconnecting 
cable?-Al Shelton, Arleta, Cal. 

A. The effects, if any, of a change of 
wire will be in proportion to the wire's 
length. There is, therefore, more 
chance of improving the sound by 
changing the 20 feet or so of wire be- 
tween the amplifier and the speaker 
cabinet than by changing the 2 or 3 
feet of wire inside the enclosure. Also, 
the external wire is far easier to 
change. Some speaker manufacturers 
are now using heavy, premium cables 
inside their enclosures. That's simple 
to do in manufacture, but taking a 

speaker apart in order to rewire it is, at 
best, an awkward process, and there 
is unlikely to be enough improvement 
in the sound to warrant all that work. A 

If you have a problem or question about audio, 
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Maga- 
zine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All 
letters are answered. Please enclose a 

stamped, self-addressed envelope. 

8 AUDIO/JUNE 1984 



HARMAN KARDON'S 
STATE -OF -THE -MIND TECHNOLOGY TAKES TO THE ROAD 

- 

hannaNkarrJch C.4250 High Fidelity Car Amplifier 

With the introduction of the CA260 
high fidelity car amplifier, Harman 

Kardon blazes new trails. The commitment : 

to sonic superiority that's synonymous with 
Harman Kardon hone audio equipment is now 

ready for those wno demand the same quality on 
the'road. 

At Harman Kardon, we believed that there was a need for 
quality car audio components hr./the discerning listener... A 
car amplifier that would outperorm any car,ámplifier on the( 
market. Harman Kardbn'sthirty yeárs of audio expertise is 
unleashed with the CA260. 

`The unrivaled'desig'ntechnoigogies,that are embodied in the. 
CA260 include: High instantaneous Current Capability, Low 
Negative Feedback, Ul;rawidebandwidth and Discrete 
Components., The CA260 goes beyond industry standards 
to set new ones. 

r,' 

Incorporated in the Harman Ka -don 
CA260 is 30 amps of High instantaneous 
Current Capability to proiide 60 Watts of 
power into 4 Ohms, 90 Wa.-ts into 2 Ohms, and 
180 Watts bridged mono irto 4 Otms. Two 10,000 
µF capacitors prcvide full tower even at 20Hz. 

The CA260 is rugged and reliable enough to perform 
under any environmental and aJtomotive conditions. It 
has been designed to ove come extreme humidity, varying 
voltages in the car's electrical s?stem, mechanical vibra- 
tions, intense tefttperatures and engine noise. 

The CA260 is the debut of a line of superior and fundameri. 
tally advanced caS stereo products from Harman Kardon. 

Harman Kardon's, state -,of -the -mind technology. Un- 
paralleled excellence in advanced audio equipment now 
journeys with you 

harmari/kardon\ 
'' Our state -of -the -mind isto"morrow's state-of-the-art: \ 

, 

240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury. N'i 11797 In Canada, Gould Marketing. Quebec. For more infornation call toll -free 1-(800) 528-6050 ext. 870 
HK 1984 
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Many years ago, into a world 
forced to choose between the 
sports car and the passenger sedan, 
BMW introduced an innovation 
that proved prophetic. A way of merg- 
ing the two into a whole greater 
than the sum of its parts. 

Car and Driver, taking note of 
the achievement, wrote that "BMWs 
have reigned as the definitive 
sports sedan for nearly twenty years 
now. The world's car companies 
perennially take them apart to see 
what makes them tick" 

Now there's a new candidate 
for such dissection-an effort 
that will prove exhilarating for driving 
enthusiasts and chastening for a 
world of late entrants into the sports 
sedán genre. 

It's called the BMW 325e. 
HIGH TECHNOLOGY 

DEDICATED TO HEIGHTENING 
YOUR PULSE RATE. 

The 325e is a $20,970t par- 
agon of high performance. And 
central to its prodigious performance 
is a power plant unique to BMW: 
the technologically ingenious 2.7 -liter, 
6 -cylinder 'Eta' engine. It develops 
high torque at low to medium range 
engine speeds, thus offering you 
exceptional response as you move 

through the 
- - - gears.This 

response is enhanced by a newly re- sport seats that can be molded to 
fined version of BMW's Digital Motor your needs with a myriad of ortho- 
Electronics. A microprocessing sys- pedic adjustments. 
tem that uses data based on engine While in front of you the instru- 
and driving conditions to calibrate ment panel incorporates the second 
the electronic fuel injection and igni- generation of BMW's onboard 
tion instantly and precisely. The sys- computer. It handles such chores as 
tern is so efficient and unerring italso warning you when the outside tern - 
manages the BMW engine that perature nears freezing and providing 
powers the current Formula One anti -theft protection. You can acti- 
Grand Prix Championship car. vate it by pressing the turn signal 

In the 325e the result is an so it won't distract you from driving. 
aggressively smooth engine that de- Other informative BMW inno- 
livers soul -stirring performance vations include a Service Indicato- 
with a remarkable EPA -estimated that determines your individual driv- 

mpg, 36 highway.* ing style and recommends when 
But as Road & Track states and routine services are due. And an Ac - 

BMW engineers concur, "the con- tive Check Control that monitors vir 
cept of performance encompasses tal engine functions to offer early 
a good deal more than the various warning in the event of a malfunction. 
aspects of acceleration." THE SPORTS SEDAN 

It encompasses, for example, OTHER CARS PROFESS TO BE. 
excellence in deceleration as well. For The 325e exudes the same at - 
that reason the 325e has been tentiveness to detail and quality 
equipped with disc brakes for all four that characterizes all BMWs and 
wheels. And they're vented in front, elicited this from Motor Trend: 
where most braking stress occurs, to "doors close with a nice solid clunk, 
increase their fade resistance. gear changes are crisp as cold cel- 

The 325e also has a newly ery and the steering as precise as a 
engineered sport suspension that's dial indicator." 
fully independent, with anti -roll In sum, it expands the prereq- 
bars at the front and rear for flatter, uisites for all those cars seeking ' 

confidence -inspiring handling and credibility as high-performance sports 
á crisp, yet supple ride. sedans. Every nuance of-_ 
A NEW INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE. its performance has J 

Inside the BMW 325e there been finely honed and . . 

are no sacrifices required in the heightened to elevate 
name of high performance. The ergo- driving from a mere 

nomically engineered driver's pastime into a passion. '' 
domain includes totally new BMW THE ULTIMATE DRIVING MACHINE. 

'Manufacturer's suggested retail price. Actual prices established by dealers. Taxes, freight, optional equipment 
and any other dealer charges are extra. Price is subject to change without notice. "Fuel efficiency figures 

are for comparison only. Your actual mileage may vary, depending on speed, weather and trip length. Actual 
`ghway mileage will most likely be lower. c 19e4 BMW of North America, Inc. The BMW trademark 

and logo are registered. European Delivery can be arranged through your authorized U.S. 
BMW deafer. 
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AUDIO ETC 
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY 

TIME WATCHES ON 
I'm feeling like the cat on a hot tin 
roof. Only a year -plus ago, I was 
writing about the Three Phases of 

the then much -touted marriage of vid- 
eo and audio, or TV and hi-fi if you 
wish, and now we are already heading 
straight into Phase Three, the real revo- 
lution. Things are indeed heating up 
and I'll have to move fast if I want to 
indulge in speculation as to what may 
be in store for us-before it goes and 
happens, in the electronic flesh, not 
merely my imagination. 

Phase Three, of course, is liberation 
from the tube, towards other and radi- 
cally different methods of producing 
an electronic moving picture in color. 
The direction in which this will take us 
is familiar enough. Those potent trip- 
lets, miniaturization, ultra -low power 
drain (from long lasting batteries) and 
astronomically increased versatility, 
are already with us now in a hundred 
ways. 

When I look at my small, cheap, 
stick -on watch, or clock, bought two 
years ago for around seven bucks 
(and now selling for maybe less than 
three), I see future video. All this time, 
that little round timepiece, cream plas- 
tic with one small window showing the 
LCD numbers, has been flashing 
away, back and forth, alternating be- 
tween the date and the exact time, 
neatly keeping track of all the months 
and their different numbers of days, 
including February-though this is by 
no means all the thing can do. Stick a 

pointed tool into its two little guide 
holes and you can get the usual, a 

stopwatch counting seconds, the time 
by itself minus date, and so on. You 
can guess that, this last February, I 

waited with the traditional bated breath 
to see what it would do with Leap Year. 
Alas, it wasn't that brainy. Not pro- 
grammed for Leap Year. I had to move 
it forward a day, which took about a 

half-hour since it involved my usual 
random pushings of the two control 
elements, through those little holes, un- 
til I could once more figure out what 
their functions were. (The directions, I 

found, were for me worse than mean- 
ingless. Better just to experiment.) 

I think it is a constructive analogy 
also to take note of my Lorus quartz 
wristwatch. This, too, has been running 
for ages-well, a year-on its original 
battery, and it keeps the usual aston- 

. IM 

esat t 

-- 

ishingly accurate time, but that is not 
my point. Unlike the little stick -on 
watch (which is stuck onto a tray on my 
kitchen table where its LCD numbers 
can catch the light at the right angle for 
legibility), the Lorus is a composite. 
The main action is still mechanical. The 
hands go 'round, including the step- 
by-step second hand-which once 
again returns to the exact function that 
produced that name some centuries 
ago. (It is fascinating to watch my pre- 
revolutionary grandfather clock's sec- 
ond hand keep in precise time with the 
second hand on my Lorus.) The date 
action is also mechanical, if battery 
driven, and therefore much less so- 
phisticated than the cheaper LCD sys- 
tem. Its months are all the same, 31 

days, because anything more complex 
than this would be mechanically mon- 
strous and enough to kill the battery 
before its time. So every few months I 

have to go through the mechanical re- 
set rigamarole. 

Is that significant! This composite 
stage is where we also have been for 
years in just about every aspect of our 
hi-fi and recording fields, as well as the 
same in the entire video field. 

Why, then, did I choose a wristwatch 
with old-fashioned hands that go 

. 'round, instead of the more versatile 
number type? It was a thing I debated 
for a long time, as my earlier all -me- 
chanical watch pestered me with the 

' 

usual annoyances-it not only stopped 
when unwound but also stopped when 
wound up fully; it gained two minutes, 
then five minutes a day, and there was 
no adjustment, nor could I remember 
to remember when I had last reset it. 

Its hands slipped loose and when put 
back in place caught against each oth- 
er, converting the hour hand into a 

minute hand. Frankly, I never had a 
watch in my entire life that didn't pull a 
few of these annoying stunts on me, 
including an expensive Swiss pocket 
watch I got when I was 15. 

The reason I like hands on my watch 
is simple. I read them at least twice as 
fast as I can read and translate num- 
bers into time. And this is a very potent 
thought for all sorts of communica- 
tions, digital or no. 

What we must understand is that 
time, like most other vital parameters in 

electronics, is not by nature digital-it 
doesn't come in digits. When we digi- 
tize it, we are translating, just as we 
translate a basic or natural audio sig- 
nal into a set of discrete quanta. Every 
time you look at a digital clock, you 
must reconvert, D/A, back to the sim- 
ple flow of time itself. Like all our new 
digital processes, this one is extremely 
rapid, to the point where you are most- 
ly unaware of it. And yet when you see 
3:52:30 and then say out loud, "It's 
seven and a half minutes before four," 
you have performed a major translit- 
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CONSTANT VELOCITY. 
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NOW YOUR CAR STEREO 
CAN SOUND LIKE A 

$1,000 
SP OF rSRÉ SICE AIR PEÁKR 

Constant Velocity speakers from Audiovox are a totally new breed of car stereo com- 
ponent. Inside each is a powerful biamplification system. But the real technological break- 
through is a patented equalizing circuit that matches the amps to the speaker and 
eliminates distortion at all volume levels. The result is exceptionally clean and accurate 
sound reproduction. The kind no other car stereo speaker in the world can match one on 
one. Audiovox. For over 18 years a leader in quality auto sound products. For the name 
and address of the Constant Velocity dealer nearest you, write: Audiovox Corp., 150 
Marcus Blvd., Hauppauge, NY 11788. Or call toll free: 1-800-645-7750 
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Maxell introduces the 
ew XL -S audio cassettes; 
series of ferric oxide I 

apes es which deliver a lever 
performance f that c n 

capture the soundnu 
ances found on Com , 
pact Discs more faithfully 
than other ferric, oxide 
cassettes bn the market. 

There area number of 
areas where this achieve- 
ment is apparent I 

I-l-GREATER 
DYNAMIC RANGE. 

1-10 

to 10 kHz mid -frequency 
ranlge. And simultanebu 
ly increase sensitivity and 
maximum output levels 
by as much -as 2 dB. 

-better-signal to noise rati 
and a f I impact of the 
dynarnip tránsients exclu- 
sively inherent todigita 
CD recordings 

LOWER DISTORTION. 
The newly formulated 

particles also contribute 
considerably to XL -S's low 
output f uctuation, as ll 

as its vi úáI distortion-fré 
reprod ction, especially 
in the c itical-mid-range 
frequencies: This, in 
accounts for our LIS 

Through a new mill- tape's enhance 
ation of our magn tic par c arity 
ticles' weiwwre able to re- ri 

I c DISTORTION FREQUENCY 
duce -the perceived resid- i - -- CHARACTERISTICS 

ual1AC bias noise level by 
1 dB in the critical 2 kHz 0.5- 

o 
E 

o I 

.1 

sound 

apes pow have the abili 
o record'more infor 
ion per unit area 
ver before.Í 

PICKING DENSITY OF 
UNIFORM PAATICL S. 

Which 'is why Maxell 
high bias XLII -S and nor-, 
mall bias XLI -S are unsur- 
passed at repróducing 

-the sound qualities found 
ón today's finest record- 
ings. Regardless of I 

Whether your frame of ref- - éréncé is analog or dip - 
2 1 .51 1 12 3) -tal audio discs. 

' 1 

For technical specifica- 
tions on the XL -S series, 
write to: Audiophile File, i 

Maxell Corp. of America,' 
60 Oxford Drive, Our refined_ particle 1 

c ystallization process s Moonachie, New Jersey 

Frequeny - Cn icallfid Rang 
(k z) F eq,dencies 

IMIROVED 
A NETIC PARTICLES. M 

MOL2 % DISTORT 

10- - 
BI A S NQIS 

XLI1S 

XLIII S 

I 1 

I '1 I 

02.5 .1 .2 .5 1 2 10 20 
{ Frequency (kHz) 1 

As s a result, the dyna- 
mic range of.eabh tapé 
has been significantly 
expanded. So you get a 

-00 

the L3asIs for all of these 074' 7 

accóm lishments. Maxell Luiic14. XLIS o O 
' 

engineers are now able to 54°`-"°'""'""ssin` 

producé amore compact1- r Maxell: LXLII-S_..l 90 
needle-sh_aped Epitaxial 
magnetic particle of 
extremely high uniformity. 

This allows us to create 
a,gréater ratio of total sur- 711 11901111 I 

I'' TIME - 
135m744ort 

I_ t I L 

surtAE"vf EP?FAXIAI CAUSE EE[ 

face area to unit weight of 
magnetic particles. 

As a result, our XL -S 

FOSrtION 1141.1 " 

L- IT'S WORTH IT 
O 'QM ..b.di Ceuaio. o,Mwkq . pbd D. +oo.al... 1 . . 
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Time, like most other vital 
parameters in electronics, 
is not by nature digital; it 
doesn't come in digits. 

eration. That is very different from our 
much -vaunted redundancy, the need 
for excess and overlapping informa- 
tion. This is a conversion, and a fairly 
complex one at that. It wastes time. 
And energy of the human sort. 

On the other hand, once you are 
trained up to it, the moving -hand sys- 
tem of indicating time is far more di- 
rect, and inherently quicker. It is a one- 
step process, visual position directly 
into your choice of verbal expression, if 

any. No digitalization in between. I am 
definitely conscious of that difference 
as I look alternatively at a set of time 
numbers and at a set of hands. In- 
deed, I observe that often enough I do 
not verbalize the time at all. I know 
what I need to know without the inter- 
vention of words. I am late, period! I 

know it so fast that there is no time or 
need for words. 

We have committed ourselves to 
numbers for communication far be- 
yond any earlier period. The numbers 
are easy to produce-that's why. But 
are they easy to read? Another story 
and, as A & P says, we had better mind 
our Ps and Qs in this respect. Num- 
bers are stylish and so we have gone 
further into them than we should. True, 
we can learn to read numbers faster, 
and we do. We can, I suppose, learn to 
use them without consciously speak- 
ing their names in our heads. But the 
"position in space" readout is always 
going to be simpler, much more direct 
to the brain, and therefore more vitally 
useful. Colors in space, too. Why else 
our familiar red, yellow and green? Po- 
sition and color-instantaneous, un- 
complicated perceptions-have been 
recognized for centuries as the quick- 
est way to affect intelligence when 
speed is vital, as in all railroad signals, 
not to mention signals at sea, weather 
information, traffic signs and so on. 
The old radios took traditional note of 
this as the surest of principles. Num- 
bers-but positioned out in space on 
the radio dial. Television was the first to 
depart, but there were only 13 chan- 
nels to begin with. And at least they 
remained in numerical order, which is 
a subspecies of spatial position though 
one stage removed already. 

Phase Three in the getting together 
of audio hi-fi and video TV is going to 
get us into this kind of thinking with a 
vengeance-if we take the time to 

think. We'd better. We are going to 
have an incredible spread of new min- 
iaturizations, of low power drains, of 
versatility through microchips you can 
hardly see. The Lorus watch, above, 
might roughly be compared to our 
presently remarkable developments in 
tubed miniature TV. The tube is still 
there, and in most TV cameras too. But 
it is already foreshadowing in size the 
natural products of the coming tube- 
less age. The intermediate composite, 
astonishingly ingenious, beautifully de- 
signed and built (in Japan, of course), 
is already markedly ahead of its time 
(our present time), whether pocket TV 
or tiny video camera. And already fore- 
shadowing the new usefulnesses of 
products yet to come, already incorpo- 
rating some of them. 

In the Lorus watch, it's crystal accu- 
racy and a power supply to last a year - 
plus, even with an old-fashioned me- 
chanical movement, pared to minimal 
size and weight. In video, it's miniatur- 
ization and portability-big things to 
come and the wave of the future-but 
still the old tube, similarly pared down 
to minimize its tubehess. 

Curious that, at the present stage of 
technology, the video composite for- 
mat takes some odd twists. There is 
the new camera with a main picture 
receptor that-at last-is not a tube; 
but oddly, its finder, the tiny little B/W 
screen that now inevitably serves that 
function, remains a mini -TV tube. That 
means high voltage and the usual high 
drain, relatively speaking. Also the 
slow warm-up, so familiar through de- 
cades of every sort of tube. Even 
though the main camera in this com- 
posite is instantaneously ready to go. 

Needless to say, the large run of 
video products are not yet of this pro- 
gressive and experimental sort. We are 
still in Phase Two, decidedly, the inte- 
gration of existing forms of video with 
our existing forms of hi-fi audio. That's 
another story and an exciting one, but 
this cat, as I say, is on a hot tin roof and 
I can't wait. I keep thinking of all sorts 
of radical, crazy things the new video 
and its new audio might do-the most 
immediate, as should be clear to any- 
one following the video news, being 
the return to home movies, a somewhat 
dead popular art in recent years in the 
old and silent film medium. (Sound film 
for consumer use has never managed 
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Great Lies 
of Hi.Fi 

#1 
"Spend Most 

of Your Money 
on Speakers" 

It is a common misconception that the 
most important component in a hi-fi 
system is the loudspeaker. Nothing 
could be further from the truth! 

The performance of any loudspeaker 
is limited by the performance of every 
component that comes before it in the 
reproduction chain. Often, improving 
the speaker serves only to more clear- 
ly reveal faults that exist earlier 'in the 
system. 

Or, more simply put, if you don't get 
the information off the record at the 
turntable, no component further down 
the chain can recreate that missing in- 
formation. This is the reason that a 
moderately priced system with a Linn 
Sondek LP12 turntable, Linn Basik 
LVX arm, inexpensive integrated amp, 
and bookshelf speakers will sound 
better than an expensive system with 
a lesser turntable. 

P'2 
° I 

SEINNN[EK 
` 

Whether you have an expensive hi-fi 
or a moderately priced system, replac- 
ing your existing turntable with a Linn 
will result in a larger audible improve- 
ment than any other change you could 
make, regardless of cost! This may 
sound like a pretty bold claim; don't 
take our word for it, visit a Lini/Naim 
dealer and hear it for yourself. 

Distributed in the U.S. by: 

audiophile 
syitemi lTD. 

6842 Hawthorn Park Drive 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220 
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Position and color have 
been recognized for 
centuries as the quickest 
way to affect intelligence 
when speed is vital. 

to get far off the ground and for good 
reasons.) But now, in Phase Three vid- 
eo terms, and audio terms, home mov- 
ies are going to come back. 

Not really yet. The composite era is 
working hard in that direction, even so, 
trying to achieve home -style moving 
pictures with small cameras that really 
aren't small when you come down to it, 

dragging or carrying along VCRs too, 
plus long cables or packs full of batter- 
ies, plus even a monitor playback- 
excellent idea but even more cumber- 
some as of now. And the whole thing 
both complicated and hugely costly. 
But in Phase Three, in all its glory, we'll 
have it! Plus more of the same. And 
othe' changes so startling that one can 

THE CENTER FORTH E 
PERFORMING ARTS 

Nowadays, there's no piece ike home to enjoy the great 
performances of our time. Protectand display your valued 

audio, video and compute. egwirmertt with Custom 
Woodwork & Design. 

Handcrafted in select oak or w-Inuthardwoods, CWD's 
modular furniture systems stand the test of time. And only 

CWD lets you add 'n stack matching units and 
accessorie3 as your center expands! 

Quality, versatility and value. Th-ee good reasons why great 
Home Entertainment Centers begir with Custom Woodwork 

& Design. From $235. (Manuf. sugg. retail) 
Call toll -tee for the CWD dealer nearest you. 

In Natural Oak. Dark Oak o- Natural A-nerican Walnut. 
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CWD 
CUSTOM WOODWORK & DESIGN 

FOL.-FREE 1-800-323-2159 
IN LUNCIS: 312-563-1745 

go way off the beam imagining them. 
And just to show you-one of my 

own recent zany ideas. As a non -engi- 
neer, I made a minor mistake when I 

thought I understood one of the new 
ways of video playback, using the 
LCD. This system is practically with us 
now and no dream product: The LCD - 
type video screen. The LCD is all over 
the place, including my stick -on watch 
and my elderly (already) calculator. No 
emitted light like the LED. Reflected 
light. That's how my LCDs work. You 
have to hold them in an outside light at 
just the right angle. 

And flat! Look at the newest Canon 
card calculator, so thin you can bend 
the thing like a playing card. A reflect- 
ed color picture like that? Wow! 

Just like in the old comics, a 1,000 - 
watt light went on in my head. How 
about a video postcard? 

Undaunted by engineering prob- 
lems, I worked it out in a few minutes. 
Flat, slim TV screen, postcard size, 
portable. Like a postcard, you put its 
LCD surface under a bright light for 
viewing. But this would be a movie 
postcard, receiving a TV signal (some- 
how...). Sound too. Quarter -inch re- 
ceiver, flat, along with the video, and 
maybe a half -inch speaker under the 
surface, up where the postmark usual- 
ly lands. Boy, am I a quick designer. I 

just ignored the complications. 
Then Hitachi let me on to some fur- 

ther truth. As I now soberly under- 
stand, the LCD video screen will not 
emit light but will reflect light, coming 
from in front. Millions, maybe, of open - 
and -close color blinds, switchable on 
and off. When electronically off, they 
blend with the background. On, and 
you see a tiny spot of dark color. Do I 

have it right? If so, it sounds terrific to 
me. You could do anything with that. 

Okay, then, let's make it an illuminat- 
ed postcard, still flat and thin but with 
built-in lighting. White LEDs? Some- 
thing fluorescent? Anyhow, a nice, flat 
battery inside, á la Polaroid. No mere 
technical problems are going to faze 
me, you see. 

So down with old-fashioned, silent, 
still postcards and also color prints. 
Maybe the Polaroid battery could itself 
fluoresce, behind the LCD screen? 
And hey, how about a paper -thin mini - 
videocassette to play inside my new 
color cards? There I go again. A 
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SPECTRUM 
IVAN BERGER 

SOMETHING TO COUNT ON 

Finger Fun 
Ken Pohlmann's "Digital Domain" 

columns have been talking about 
binary, decimal, and unitary number 
systems. The human hand can be 
used to illustrate all three. 

When we count on our fingers in 
the normal way, we're using the 
unitary system, letting one digit 
stand for each item counted. That 
limits our count to 10, unless we take 
our shoes off. 

The decimal system takes that 
figure, 10, as its base. Using both 

hands and feet and a combined 
decimal/unitary system, we can count 
up to 110, letting the fingers stand for 
unitary digits while the toes stand for 
unitary multiples of 10. Three toes 
and two fingers symbolize "32," and 
so on. 

But using binary, we can count up 
to 1,023 on our hands, letting each 
finger stand for a different power of 
two. Both thumbs and the least - 
significant pinky, for example, would 
then stand for 00001 10001, or 
decimal 49. 

Shed an Oxide, Shed a Tear 
Polygram has been reissuing a lot 

of jazz on CD lately, but some of 
these releases have not been of the 
artists' most popular recordings. 
According to Billboard, Polygram's 
Barry Feldman has been picking 
more for sound considerations than 
for initial popularity. That's not just a 

tribute to CD's superior sound, either: 
Feldman is quoted as saying, 
"Unfortunately, the [master] tapes 
from a lot of the great old jazz albums 
are falling apart." 

That points out another advantage 
of digital sound: Archival stability. 
Some media (such as CD) should last 
just about forever. And even if they 

don't, digital's error -correction 
capability should make it possible to 
make perfect duplicates from tapes 
which are starting to lose their 
perfection, giving the old masters a 

new lease on life. 
On the other hand, today's digital 

master tapes are on nonstandard 
formats (as far as I know, there are no 
standard ones), for which few 
recorders exist. Some day, these 
tapes might become unplayable-not 
through deterioration but because the 
equipment to play them has been 
scrapped. I hope that, when a studio 
standard does come into existence, 
these masters will be dubbed to the 
new format. 

Right/Wrong EO 
My February item on "Prerecorded 

Progress" pointed out, correctly, that 
some recording companies, such as 
A&M and Sine Qua Non, were using 
chrome cassettes without the Type II 

recognition notch, so decks with 
automatic playback-EQ selection 

Audio on Video 
Audio showed up on 200 New 

Jersey TV screens last year as part of 
a CBS experiment in videotex 
programming. Viewers saw 
information on the current issue's 
contents, and abbreviated versions of 
our Q & A columns and record 
reviews. For those who didn't get to 
see it, here's what we look like on TV. 
Film at eleven. 

UtIÍO 
- MAOAZIHE 

AUDIO CLINIC 

O: My turntable plays records out of 
phase. When I reverse the leads to one 
pair of speakers, the sound is in 

Phase. 

I must. ho,ever, return the leads of 
this speaker to proper phase to play 
other program sources. 

Is there a may to change phase at the 
turntable to eliminate the need to 
change speaker connections? 

Harve 41 che, Roslyn Heihts N1 
itfs 

f Ea. 
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SPECIAL FEATURE: Now to 
build a low-cost stereo 
enhancer, one of the most 
successful and satisfying 
accessories available. ° 
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would play them with 120-µS 
equalization. But I was incorrect in 

assuming that this was a mistake. 
According to Mark Fishman, Editor of 
the Boston Audio Society's 
publication The BAS Speaker, these 
tapes "are intended for playback at 
120-µS equalization." Musical 

Heritage Society, he adds, offers 
chrome tapes for 120-µS playback 
(marked "Compatible Chrome-Cr02 
tape -120 µsec EQ") and for 70-µS 
play (marked "Superchrome-Cr02 
tape -70 µsec EQ"). The latter tapes, 
he points out, have the notch. BASF 
has since confirmed this. 
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TO MAKE A CASSETTE TAPE SOUND LIKE MUSIC, 
YOU'VE GOT TO KNOW WHAT MUSIC SOUNDS LIKE. 

Think about it. What other tape manufacturer also builds professional 
recording equipment including 24 -track and digital studio tape 
recorders? What other tape manufacturer has 72.years of expenence as a 
major reword company? Other tape manufacturers may talk about "digital 
ready," but do you know Denon develcped the digital recording process 
in 1972? 
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DEMON: DX1/90 

DENON. DX3/ 90 

DE NON I."14.0.w.l DX4/90 

DENON DX7/90 

DEN ON, DD(8/90 

DENON®Dxro1/90 

N 

It is this unique combination of technical and musical expertise that 
led Denon to use Dynamic Distortion Testing to optimize DX cassette 
tape performance in the presence of real musical signals, not mere 
laboratory test tones. The result is the most musical of all cassette tape. 

Denon DX -Cassette tape. When we claim it's better, we say it with 
music. 
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When the Hollywood Bowl 
chose a new sound system, 
they took the speakers t 
out of your living room. 

The world's leading acoustic engineers chose 
B.E.S. speakers to delight demanding audiences at 
the world-famous Hollywood Bowl. 

B.E.S. speakers radiate sound in a 
360 -degree pattern. With their com- 
puter -designed planar diaphragms, 
high efficiency, and low distortion, 
B.E.S. was the clear choice. 

Hear them yourself. Wherever you 
choose to place them, and wherever 
you listen, B.E.S. delivers a lifelike 
three-dimensional image-stereo 
everywhere. Music in the round. Close 
your eyes, and you're at the Bowl. 

B.E.S. 

Music in the round: SM 255 Mark II 

©1984 by B.E.S., 345 Fischer Street. Costa Mesa, Ca. 92626 (714) 549-3833 

Enter No. 12 on Reader Service Card 
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the perfect combination .. 
The musical accuracy of Bryston components is a revelation. 
Every note emerges with perfect clarity from a background of 
silence, then vanishes. The progression of musical events 
seems real, tangible, almost visual in its presentation ... . 

Bryston believes there is a need for reference standards 
of musical accuracy. That is why we designed our Models 2 B, 

3B and 4B power amplifiers, and our Model 1B preamplifier. 
Their only reason for existing is to provide the most faithful 
electronic rendition of a musical signal possible within the 
bounds of available technology. Write to us and we'll tell you 
how we do it, and where you can listen to our perfect com- 
bination. 
IN THE UNITED STATES: IN CANADA: 

H3L12.)1,-Tuti.UIVERMONT [T MARKETING LTD 
RFD°4, Berlin, Montpelier, Vermont 05602 57A VW_srmore Dr., Re.daie Ontario, Canada MW 3Y6 

Enter No. 15 on Reader Service Card 

Unannounced dbx 
transmissions had 
listeners phoning in 
about the unusually 
clean sound. 

dbx Digital 
The dbx 700 digital audio 

processor, which uses a nonstandard 
encoding format (see "Behind the 
Scenes," Jan. 1983), is beginning to 
make a little news in broadcasting. 
RKO Radio used the system last 
October, in a coast -to -coast 
broadcast of the Little River Band 
from the Universal Amphitheater in 
Los Angeles. The sound was relayed 
to New York in digital form, then 
decoded and sent in analog form to 
RKO affiliates around the country. In 
March, public -radio station WGBH 
Boston began using the system to 
send Boston Symphony concerts 
direct from Symphony Hall to their 
transmitter site in Milton, Mass. 
According to the station, their 
unannounced initial tests of the 
system had critical Boston -area 
listeners calling in to comment about 
the unusually clean sound. 

[a 
J 

I 

Dubble Trouble 
While cassettes can't match the 

dynamic range of Compact Discs, I 

do find that the best tapes I have are 
those dubbed from CD (mainly using 
Dolby C NR). And I still don't 
sympathize with those who want to 
tax tapes on the basis of lost record 
sales-most of my dubbing is to 
copy, for the car, records I already 
own, or occasionally copy, for friends, 
records long out of print. 

On the other hand, I do approve 
the suit just filed in Tokyo by 20 
members of the Japan Phonograph 
Record Association. The aim was to 
get an injunction against the shops 
that both rent music tapes and 
provide high-speed, coin -operated 
dubbing machines. For under a 
dollar, according to a story in 

Electronics, you can copy an LP or its 
equivalent in only three minutes. That 
is an invitation to a rip-off. 
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When was the last time this many 
publications agreed on anything? 

"The performance ... was astounding .. . 

I can't imagine anyone (buying) one of 
these cars ... without the music system." 
High Fidelity 

". the one option no one should go 
without ..." 
Motor Trend 

"... this sonic paradise 
"... a truly outstanding 
automotive sound." 
Stereo Review 

"My friends there kept hopping in 
and out of the car, shaking their 
heads in delighted astonishment." 
New York Times 

advance in , -- -._ r_- ._-_-..__._ 
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The most highly 
acclaimed automotive 
option. Available only 

on GM cars. 
Lee 
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IOME ELECTRONICS 8. CNTERTAINMENT 
" a car stereo the quality of 8 A: 
which is, in a word, stunning." í 
Home Electronics & Entertainment 

"Believe every rave you've 
read, and then some." 
Auto Week 

iL .. one of the sweeter 
bargains of the year." 
Road and Track 

"Best Sound System: 
Delco -Bose" 
Car and Driver 

"The results 
are fantastic." 
Popular Science 
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Will you have the same reaction 
as the p:ess? Our recent experi- 
enwe has convinced us that, 
regardless of your interest in 

music, you will require less 
than one minute of listening 
:o know that you want the 
DelcD-GM/Bose Music 
System in your next car. 

Hear it now in selected 
models of General Motors 
automobiles. 

an Boy k 
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DPter C S LOWER PRICED 

Aulosound /ndustrj 
New Mode/s And Ad ` I 

w . f ,»., . eilO w eview 
SPECIAL CAR STEREO ISSUE 

1 How to Gat Real Hi -Fi In Your Car 
Julian Hirsch on the 
Da/co-GM/Bose Car Steroo . 

r1jt éttt 

i i 

Sound so real it will change 
how you feel about driving. 

Delco ®'pos. 
Our computerized listener enables 
us to match the Music System 
to the individual accoustics 
of each model automobile. 

r... *irk eun C. 5 vwlr,.ia 
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PS CAR TEST: 
6 U.S.-made 
economy champs 

NASA's 
STIRLING 
AUTO EIs GINE 

-almost ready, but... 

, l 

A 

Available on selected 
models of Cadillac, 
Buick, Oldsmobile 
and Chevrolet. 
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To Nakamichi, 
Convenience without performance is unthinkable. 

OMNI 

MEIN 

Now you have a choice of 
three Nakamichi Auto - 
Reverse Cassette . 

decks-each with 
UDAR, Nakamichi's 
revolutionary Unidirec- 
tional Auto Reverse 
mechanism that elimi- 
nates bidirectional azimuth 
error and assures you of 20- 
20,000 Hz response on both 
sides of the cassette. 

UDAR is simple, fast, and reliable. It automates 
the steps you perform on a conventional one-way 
deck. At the end of each side, UDAR disengages 
the cassette, flips it, reloads, and resumes oper- 
ation in under 2 seconds. Tape plays in the same 
direction on Side A and on Side B so perfor- 
mance is everything you've come to expect from 
traditional Nakamichi decks-and more! 

Every RX-Series deck records and plays both 

R. sos 
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I 
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RX-303 
The RX-505's only 
rival. Record/Play- 
back Auto Reverse 

in a 2 -Head 
Dual -Capstan 
configuration. 

R%.202 __ --- - 
- -- °I C 

° 

Ialp 1 

. 

1 

li- 

sides of the cassette auto- 
matically. Auto Rec Standby 

simplifies recording 
setup on each side 
while a Dual -Speed 

Master Fader helps you 
make truly professional 

tapes. Direct Operation 
loads and initiates the de- 

sired function at a touch, and 
Auto Skip provides virtually con- 

tinuous playback! 
UDAR-the revolutionary auto -reverse record- 

ing and playback system-only from Nakamichi. 
Check out the RX Series now at your local Naka- 
michi dealer. One audition will convince you 
there's no longer a reason to sacrifice unidirec- 
tional performance for auto -reverse convenience! 
19701 South Vermont Ave., Torrance, CA 90502 In Canada: W. Larsen 

Co., Ltd. 25 Scarsdale Road, Don Mills, Ontario M3B 3G7 ni Nakamichi 

RX-505 
The world's first 
Discrete 3 -Head 
Auto -Reverse 
Cassette Recorder. 
Quite simply, 
the best! 

on 
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RX-202 
The origin of the 
UDAR revolution. 
The basic Unidirec- 
tional Auto -Reverse 
deck that outper- 
forms the pack. 



ROADSIGNS 
IVAN BERGER 

CD ON THE ROAD 

CD on the Road 
There's little question that we'll have 

the option of equipping our cars to 
play Compact Discs, probably about 
the beginning of '85. What I'm 
beginning to wonder about, though, is 
whether we'll want to. 

The chief advantage., to me, of a 

car CD player is the ability to play 
records from my home collection 
directly, without having to tape them 
first. On the other hand, CDs will only 
form a small part of my collection for 
some years to come (I have a few 
thousanc recordings, in various 
formats, about as many as all the 

titles that are out yet on CD). A CD 
player in my car would only be able 
to play those few recordings; a tape 
player can play anything in my 
collection that I take the time to tape. 
The best tapes I have now, in fact, 
are those I've dubbed from Compact 
Discs. The other main CD advantage, 
wide dynamic range, is less of an 
advantage in the car, where the noise 
floor is 20 to 30 dB higher. 

Now for the disadvantages: You 
can't open today's "jewel -box" CD 
package with one hand, which you 
would have to do while driving. And I 

don't want to subject my expensive 
CDs to the car's environment, where 
they're likely to be warped (or, I hear, 
delaminated) by heat, scratched by 
the omnipresent grit, and more likely 
to be stolen. Considering that I can 
tape several CDs for thé cost of 
replacing one of them, I think I'll stick 
with tape as my main mobile music 
souce. 

That doesn't mean I won't try CD in 
my car as soon as it's available. 
Practical considerations may 
moderate my enthusiasms, but they 
cannot completely kill them. 

Equalizer Inequalities 
Equalizers are not all alike, nor are 

similar equalizers necessarily labelled 
similarly. For example, Kenwood has 
a three -band "equalizer," while 
AudioMobile's three -band unit is a 
"preamp." Which is correct? You can 
make a good case either way. Many 
home preamps, for example, have 
three -band tone controls (bass, mid, 
treble), but most home equalizers 
have five bands or more. Yet, having 
the three -band AudioMobile unit in my 
car, I can see just how useful an 
equalizer it is, especially as its high 
and low bands cover the frequency 
extremes (50 Hz and 10 kHz), rather 
than duplicating the wider range of 
bass and treble tone controls. In 

former days, I had a Clarion system 
with a five -band equalizer and no 
tone controls. (Plugging in the EQ 
disabled those controls, to keep users 
from blowing out their speakers by 
turning bass and treble up full on 
both the tone controls and the EQ.) I 

found it took more of my attention to 
get the sound I wanted with the five - 

band EQ than with my present three - 
band whatever and tone controls. (On 
the other hand, the speakers I then 
had were far from being as flat as the 
ones I now have.) 

Then there's the question of how 
much an equalizer's controls should 
boost or cut. Most have a range of 
± 12 dB, with a few (AudioMobile, 
Craig, Monolithic and Zapco) offering 
more, Linear Power offering slightly 
less (±9 dB) and Proton offering a 
switchable choice (± 12 or ± 18 dB). 

The narrower a control's range, the 
easier it is to adjust precisely. But I 

discovered that the Proton's control 
slope was steeper in its 18 -dB range, 
effectively narrowing the band of 
frequencies controlled. 

So wide -range controls have an 
indirect benefit, but I'm not so sure 
about their direct ones. Assuming 
decent speakers, decently installed, 
the system's response should never 
need a boost or cut of 12 dB or 
more-and extreme boosts can blow 
speakers, or at least push amps 
nearer their distortion points. The 

odds are, too, that an equalizer's 
bands won't be at the precise points 
needed to neutralize system defects 
without causing problems elsewhere. 
The only time I ever use one of my 
AudioMobile's controls to its full 15 - 
dB capacity is when I need to cut 
high -frequency garbage in my source 
material. Then, I sometimes use full 
cut on the 10 -kHz band; the rest of 
the lime, I use so little of that range 
that precise control is difficult. 

If I were designing a car equalizer 
for use with good systems, it would 
have either three bands (spaced 
about like AudioMobile's now -50 Hz, 
2 kHz, 10 kHz) or possibly four (the 
extra one splitting the midrange). The 
control ranges would be limited to 
about ±8 dB for all but the 
uppermost band-that one would be 
asymmetrical, something like +6, 
-15. Filter steepness (Q) and 
perhaps center frequency would be 
selectable, but the switches would be 
screwdriver types, used for setting up 
the system but untouched during 
normal operation. 
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PHASE -CONTROL -REGULATION' 

FROM 

THE WORLD'S SMALLEST, LIGHTEST, 
MOST POWERFUL CONTINUOUS POWER 

STEREO AMPLIFIER! 

205 WATTS $ 
per channel @8 ohms 
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- . 

For the ULTIMATE iri Stereo Amplification. Add a SECOND PCR800 
to your Scundcraftsmen DX -series Preamp and your PCR800 for... 

555. WATTS* per channel @ 8 ohms! 
(*Full FTC Specificatlions, 20 Hz-20KHz < 0.05% THD) 

1 

mama mar 
mama pm 

11111 . 

{ 

AMERICA'S LEADER IN AMPLIFIER, 

190-/ 
/ U a PREAMPLIFIER, EQUALIZER u AND ANALYZER TECHNOLOGY... 

DIGITAL QUARTZ STEREO TUNER $299.* 
AM -FM -FM Stereo Tuner with 7 AM, 7 FM Station Presets, Automatic or Manual 
Scanning, Active High Blend Circuitry... 

WORLDS MOST VERSATILE 
PREAMPLIFIERS $399 to $699* 
Unique Equalizer/Preamplifiers and Straight -Line Preamplifiers featuring -97dB 
Phono SIN. Adjustable °hono Capacitance and Impedance, Moving Coil Inputs, 
Phono Input Level Controls. Exclusive AutoBridge® circuit for Mono Operation of 
Stereo Amplifiers @ TRIPLE POWER OUTPUT, versatile Push -Button Patch Bay 
with Two External Processor Loops, Digital and Video/Audio Inputs, Precision Pas- 
sive Coil ED Circuitry and Differential/Comparator® True Unity Gain for Highest 
Gain, Lowest Distortion and No "Clipping" of Wide Dynamic-Rahge Material. 
Computone charts included... 

WORLDS MOST ACCURATE REAL-TIME 
ANALYZERS AND EQUALIZERS $189 to $699* 
REVOLUTIONARY Differential/Comparator® circuitry makes possible Accuracy to 
0.1dBI Automatic or Manual Octave Scanning for Fat, Accurate Analyzing and 
Equalizing. Precision Passive Coil niters for Highest Gain, Lowest Distortion, Scan- 
Alyzer Models. With and Without Built-in Equalizers. No Calibrated Microphone 
necessary. Computone Charts Included. 

REVOLUTIONARY CLASS "H" AND 
POWER MOSFET AMPLIFIERS ....5449 to $1,199* 
The most advanced Stereo and Professional Amplifiers featuring Class H Dual 

Signal -Tracking Power Supply, Auto -Buffer® for Continuous 2 -Ohm Operation, No 

Current -Limiting, Auto Crowbar Output Protection, Power MOSFET circuitry for 
Highest Reliability, Calibrated LED meters... 

'Genuine Oak or Wa nut Side Panels are Optional Extra. 

FREE! 
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BEHIND THE SCENES 

In the December 1983 issue, I dis- 
cussed tube amplification technol- 
ogy-past and present. I reported 

on some of the lower priced tube 
equipment, and promised that down 
the line I would cover high -end tube 
equipment-specifically, Conrad -john - 
son's Premier One amplifier and Pre- 
mier Three preamplifier. These units 
are generally considered as being at 
the "cutting edge" of tube amplifica- 
tion design. 

As I pointed out in my previous col- 
umn on tubes, these conrad-johnson 
units are particularly prized by the un- 
derground audio press and their read- 
ers. I wondered what these people 
found so attractive about tube equip- 
ment. I know a number of individuals 
who are devotees of the technology, 
and asked them to express their opin- 
ions on why they favor tube sound. 
Their answers were pretty much as I 

had expected. They talked of the 
"smoothness" of the sound, the ab 
sence of "graininess" and "overbright, 
tizzy" top end. The sound had an 
"open, airy, and transparent" quality. 
They liked the "imaging," "stage 
width," "sense of depth" and "ambience 
preservation." Above all, they stressed 
that these qualities added up to what was 
reverently described as "musicality." 
These people contend that even with 
the most sophisticated and expensive 
solid-state preamps and amps, this 
vaunted "musicality" is missing. 

Acting on a hunch, I asked these 
tube aficionados what they thought of 
digital sound, and most especially the 
Compact Disc. Almost to a man, they 
turned out to be vociferously anti -digi- 
tal! I asked them if it had occurred to 
them that the negative qualities they 
had ascribed to solid-state equipment 
over the years was somewhat akin to 
what they disliked about digital sound. 
Well, we won't get into that can of 
worms! Suffice to say, some people 
like vanilla, and some like chocolate. A 
number of my friends knew I was gent- . 

ly needling them, and I would never 
summarily dismiss their notions about 
"musicality" as mere self-delusion. 

The conrad-johnson Premier One is 
a big amplifier. It measures an impos- 
ing 19 in. W x 10 in. H x 21 in. D and, 
at 135 pounds, is one of the heaviest 
amplifiers-tube or solid-state-extant. 
A large part of this weight is due to the 

i 

BERT WHYTE 

PREMIER PERFORMERS 

A 
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massive power and audio transform- 
ers. The main power supply provides 
more than 4,000 µF at 550 V. After the 
input condenser, the power supply is 
separated for each channel to reduce 
stereophonic cross -coupling. A cas- 
code triode pair of 5751 tubes is em- 
ployed at the input as a voltage ampli- 
fier. As described by Bill Conrad and 
Lou Johnson, "This high -gain, phase - 
linear single stage is direct coupled to 
a cathode -coupled, differential phase 
inverter made up of paralleled sections 
of high -current triodes (6FQ7) to pro- 
vide balanced low -impedance drive to 
the push-pull output stage. The output 
stage utilizes paralleled 6550 tubes, a 
total of six per channel." The arrange- 
ment features ultralinear operation at 
high power levels, while reducing the 
source impedance of the stage. Thus, 
the amplifier is capable of the high 
current necessary to handle high -am- 
plitude transients. 

Power output of the Premier One is 
rated as 200 watts per channel rms at 
4, 8, or 16 ohms from 30 Hz to 15 kHz, 
with no more than 1% total harmonic or 
intermodulation distortion. Two hun- 
dred watts is a high output for a tube 
amplifier, and for many years, the only 
tube amp with that kind of power was 
the 200 -watt McIntosh. George Piros, 
the disc cutter for the late Bob Fine, 
used a Mac to drive the special Miller 

cutter head when the superb Mercury 
Olympian Series recordings were 
made. 

It is interesting to note that conrad- 
johnson uses domestically manufac- 
tured tubes (including the 6550 output 
tubes) in the Premier One. Many own- 
ers of tube equipment are always look- 
ing for esoteric Russian or other for- 
eign tubes which purportedly are bet- 
ter than American tubes. The folks at 
conrad-johnson say they have exten- 
sively researched the performance of 
U.S. versus foreign tubes, and, for their 
purposes, the American tubes are su- 
perior. In fact, they state that substitut- 
ing foreign tubes in the Premier One 
will significantly degrade its perfor- 
mance. The company also points out 
that their tubes have been tempered 
by a controlled burn -in procedure, per- 
mitting extended performance of up to 
two years without sonic degradation. 

A nice feature of the Premier One is 
its output -tube bias -adjustment sys- 
tem. The amplifier is connected to a 
loudspeaker, the preamplifier to the 
amplifier with the volume control fully 
off, and no signal is applied to the 
amplifier. Through the perforated metal 
cover of the Premier One, screwdriver - 
adjustable controls (one for each out- 
put tube) are turned clockwise until an 
associated red LED is illuminated. 
Next, the controls are turned counter- 
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clockwise until the LED is just extin- 
guished. After a 30 -minute warming 
period, the procedure is repeated and 
that is all there is to do. With this bias- 
ing system, it is not necessary to buy 
output tubes in matched pairs. In use, 
the Premier One generates quite a bit 
of heat, but not as much as some 
Class -A amplifiers; it operates in 
Class AB. 

Considering that this Premier One is 

a tube amp, its rated hum and noise 
figure is extraordinarily low, 100 dB 
below full power output. That is right in 
line with noise figures of top-quality 
transistor amplifiers. Frequency re- 
sponse of the Premier One is rated 
within ±0.5 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. 
This unit costs $4,350. 

The conrad-johnson Premier Three 
is the Premier One's companion pre- 
amplifier. It measures 19 in. W x 51/4 

in. H x 12V4 in. D. The unit has an 
attractive gold finish and solid -metal 
control knobs for volume, balance, and 
mode and input selection. Pushbuttons 
control on/off, muting, and tape moni- 
tor. There are two tape monitor func- 
tions and two main outputs. The rear 
panel has inputs for phono, AUX, tun- 
er, and tape record in and out. Two 
switched and two unswitched a.c. re- 
ceptacles are provided. Herewith is 
conrad-johnson's description of the 
Premier Three preamplifier circuit: 

"The Premier Three phono stage 
consists of two stages of cascode tri- 
ode pairs. This provides sufficient 
open -loop gain to achieve optimum 
feedback ratios even at bass frequen- 
cies. The second stage is direct cou- 
pled to a cathode follower which drives 
the feedback loop as well as the out- 
put. Phono equalization is accom- 
plished by RC networks in the feed- 
back loop. A generalized anode follow- 
er configuration on the second cas- 
code stage tailors the circuit's open 
loop response to maintain a constant 
feedback ratio across the audio spec- 
trum. 

"The line amplifier stage uses two 
triode amplifiers, separated by a cath- 
ode follower which maintains open - 
loop phase linearity at high frequen- 
cies. The second amplifier stage is di- 
rect coupled to a cathode follower to 
achieve low output impedance. 

"Plate voltages are supplied by a 

separate circuit for each channel. Spe- 

cial voltage regulators effectively iso- 
late the two channels as well as elimi- 
nate line voltage fluctuations. The reg- 
ulators achieve an extremely low im- 
pedance supply for the audio stages. 

"Filaments are operated at a regulat- 
ed d.c. voltage to eliminate coupling of 
subsonic line voltage disturbances to 
the audio signal." 

Phono input is the industry standard 
47 kilohms and 100 pF. RIAA equaliza- 
tion is within 0.25 dB from 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. Phono overload is in excess of 
500 mV at 1 kHz. Phono gain is 40 dB, 
and phono hum and noise is 72 dB 
below 10 mV. 

The phono input is for moving -mag- 
net cartridges, but I am a bit surprised 
that no moving -coil phono input was 
provided on a preamplifier of this price 
($2,850) and sophistication. 

As in the Premier One, the Premier 
Three's tube complement (two 
12AX7s, five 5751s, and two 5965s) 
has undergone the special burn -in pro- 
cedure for extended life. And here, too, 
conrad-johnson does not recommend 
the use of foreign tubes. 

The high-level gain for the Premier 
Three is 28 dB, and maximum output is 

25 V. Response bandpass is 2 Hz to 
more than 100 kHz. High-level hum 
and noise is 84 dB below 2.5-V output. 
Total harmonic and intermodulation 
distortion are specified as less than 
0.05%. 

I hooked the Premier Three into the 
Premier One and added a Sota Star 
Sapphire vacuum turntable with Sumi- 
ko's The Arm and a new Grado Signa- 
ture Eight phono cartridge. I also used 
Technics, Kyocera and Sony CD play- 
ers, the Sony PCM-F1 digital proces- 
sor, and my Ampex 440C open -reel 
recorder. In other words, I had plenty 
of top-quality input sources. I used a 
number of speakers, ranging from 
Quad ES -63s and B & W 801s, to IMF 
_Monitor Sevens and the new Duntech 
PCL-3 planar wall loudspeakers. 

Did I perceive the same qualities of 
performance as the "tube freaks"? It is 
best to remember I had not listened to 
a tube preamplifier/amplifier combina- 
tion for many years, especially units 
with this degree of sophistication and 
quality. I was very pleasantly surprised 
by many of the things I heard, less so 
with some other things. The conrad- 
johnson Premier Three and Premier 

The conrad-johnson 
Premier One and Three do, 
indeed, present a broad 
sound stage and a great 
sense of depth. 

One did, indeed, present a broad 
sound stage, a great sense of depth, 
and more retrieval of hall ambience 
(with selected recordings). There was 
an airiness, a transparency, and a' 
more evanescent quality to the sound, 
especially notable with strings and 
woodwinds. The smoothness tube lov- 
ers prefer was certainly evident. Trans- 

' ient response from piano, percussion, 
and guitar was fast and clean but not 
with the super -fast attack of amplifiers 
like the Levinson, Krell, and Citation 
XX. Bass response was better than is 
traditionally expected of tube amplifi 
ers. It was clean and extended, but the 
lower damping factor meant less con- 
trol and a thickening in the lowest fre- 
quencies. However, it was not tubby 
and should be fine except with speak- 
ers which produce a really lumpy low 
end. Vocal and choral work fared very 
well, with a fine sense of presence and 
no blurring. 

With digital vinyl, CDs and digital 
tape, did the tube equipment produce 
sound any different than solid-state 
units do? Not appreciably. In some of 
the shriller CDs, the sound did seem to 
smooth out somewhat. Did all the nice 
things I heard add up to this much - 
abused term, musicality? Can musical- 
ity equate with accuracy? Is it more of 
a euphonic coloration (a phrase be- 
loved by the little magazines) than a 
superior reproduction of sound? Per- 
haps it is like a well-known and expen- 
sive phono cartridge, of which audi- 
tioners say, "If it doesn't sound like 
music, than that is how music ought to 
sound." 

In several months of use, I found the 
conrad-johnson Premier One and Pre- 
mier Three very reliable, and all con- 
trols were very smooth and positive in 
operation. These components repro- 
duce recorded music with all the pa- 
rameters so beloved by the tube cult- 
ists. Their sound falls extremely easy 
on the ear. ul 

(Note: In my April and May columns, 
I inadvertently caused some confusion 
as to the location of two companies. 
Duntech loudspeakers are imported 
by W & W Audio, 4821 McAlpine Farm 
Rd., Charlotte, N.C. 28226. Compo- 
nents developed by Win Labs are 
available through Tru-Sonics Market- 
ing, 7320 Hollister Ave., Goleta, Cal. 
93117.-B. W.) 
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HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY DEMONSTRATION SHOWING HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY DEMONSTRATION SHOWING 
DISTORTION IN A CONVENTIONAL SPEAKER AT 265 Hz. NO DISTORTION IN A SONY APM SPEAKER AT 265 Hz 

ASTE 
THE PERFECTION OF 
DIGITAL SOUND ON 

THE IMPERFECTION 
OF A CO NTION 

SPEAKER? 
As truly remarkable as the digital compact disc 

is, it has one equally remarkable side effect. Namely, 
along with taking the mask off sound, it also unmasks 
the flaws in your loudspeakers. 

Distortions like "cone flexing:''split vibration" and 
"cavity effect:' which were hereto- 
fore barely audible, are now discern- pf 
ible when listening to music. 

To eliminate the flaws inherent 
in every conventional driver, Sony 
has radically redesigned the speaker 
from the bottom of the woofer to the 
top of the tweeter. 

The buckling, flimsy paper 
cones have been replaced by a rigid, 
aluminum honeycomb construction. 

Because it's flat, it eliminates cavity effect. Because it's 
aluminum, it resists bending-a major cause of dis- 
tortion in paper drivers. Yet it's light in weight for truly 
excellent transient response. 

But Sony goes further. APM drivers are square to 
dramatically reduce split vibration. 

For a most convincing demonstra- 
tion call 1 -800 -222 -SONY for the 
name of your nearest APM dealer, and 
audition the first speakers of the 
digital age from the people who were 
present at its creation. 

SONY 
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO. 

1984 Sony Corp of America, Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656. 
Sony is a registered trademark of the Sony Corp. 
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DIGITAL DOMAIN 

Im back again for a third 
installment, encouraged 
by positive comments 

from people who are en- 
thused about digital audio 
and anxious to learn more. 
Surprisingly, a lot of you 
have confessed that you still 
haven't heard true digital re- 
production; I strongly en- 
courage you to visit a good 
stereo shop and take a lis- 
ten, because I think you'll 
like it. Meanwhile I hope 
these columns pique your 
curiosity, sustain your inter- 
est, and develop your un- 
derstanding of digital audio. 
Thus, I'm forging ahead with 
more theory and explana- 
tion; stick with it and soon 
you'll be a bonafide digital 
audio expert. 

So far we've discussed 
numbers, information, civili- 
zation, reality, and motorcy- 
cles. Our next topic relates 
to all of these, as well as 
everything else in the uni- 
verse. First, some observa- 
tions: Digital information can 
exist only in pieces, as dis- 
crete values, as numbers. 
And that is a vastly different approach 
than with analog, in which one continu- 
ous, infinitely indivisible value is re- 
corded. At first glance, you might think 
you're getting less for your money with 
digital-a finite number of fixed values 
as opposed to an infinitely changing 
one. In actuality, digital is often the 
better deal because we can more pre- 
cisely manipulate discrete values and 
thus get more and more accurate infor- 
mation from the recorded data. That, 
more or less, is why digital computers 
are taking over the world. 

With analog recording, we merely 
rolled tape or cut a groove, but with 
digital we must choose numbers. The 
first question we are faced with is: How 
many numbers do we want? In other 
words, how often do we record a data 
point? That is, how fast do we sample? 
And the idea of sampling is bound with 
the idea that relates to everything in 
the universe-and that is time. It is 
important for us because what we are 
dealing with is time sampling. This is 
the essence of what makes digital tick. 

KEN POHLMANN 

ALMOST FREE SAMPLES 

Speaking of ticking, and time, let's 
try a clock analogy to illustrate how a 
digital music system might differ from 
an analog system. Time seems to flow 
continuously (more on that later), and 
the hands of an analog clock sweep 
across the circle of hours, covering 
each part of time. A digital readout 
clock also tells time but with a discrete- 
ly valued display; in other words, it 

displays a sampled time. It's the same 
with music. Music varies continuously 
in time and may be recorded and re- 
produced either in continuous analog 
form or time -sampled digital form. Just 
as both clocks each tell the same time, 
both types of recordings each play the 
same music. 

Intuitively, a nagging question pre- 
sents itself at this point in time. If a 

digital system samples discretely, 
what happens in between samples? 
Haven't we lost the information going 
on between samples? The answer, in- 
tuitively surprising, is no; given correct 
conditions, no information is lost. The 
samples contain the same information 

as the conditioned, unsam- 
pled signal. To illustrate this, 
let's try another analogy. 

Let's suppose we mount a 

movie camera on the han- 
dlebars of a motorcycle and 
go for a spin, up and down- 
hill, over smooth pavement 
and some not so smooth, 
and then we head back and 
process the film. When we 
audition our piece of avant- 
garde cinema, we discover 
that the discrete frames of 
film successfully come to- 
gether to reproduce our 
ride, uphill and down; it 
looks great. But when we 
come to some bumpy pave- 
ment, our picture is blurred, 
and we ascertain that the 
quick movements were too 
fast for each frame to cap- 
ture the change. We draw 
the following conclusions: If 

we increased .the film 
speed, using more frames 
per second, we would be 
able to capture quicker 
changes. And if we com- 
plained to City Hall and 
had the bad pavement 
smoothed, then there would 

be no blur even at slower frame 
speeds, and our movie would perfectly 
reproduce our motorcycle ride (except 
our hair wouldn't be blowing in the 
wind). We settle on a compromise; we 
have the roads fixed so no one feels 
the bumps, and then we use a film 
speed adjusted for a clean picture. 

Just.as the discrete frames of a mov- 
ie create moving pictures, the samples 
of a digital audio recording create 
time -varying music; there is little con- 
ceptual difference between the visual 
anc aural systems. In a digital audio 
system, we must smooth out the 
bumps in the incoming signal; specifi- 
cally, it is low-pass filtered at 20 kHz. 
When this above -audibility filtering is 
accomplished, we can successfully 
sample the signal such that there is no 
loss of information between the sam- 
pled signal at the output and the 
smoothed signal at the input. It is not 
an approximation; it is exact. When the 
input is smoothed, we can compute all 
the intervening values without error 
and thus re-create the original wave- 
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ONKYO Receivers & Tuners with APR® 

Automatic Precision Reception. 
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Onkyo's new receivers and tuners 
with Automatic Precision Reception 

guarantee the best FM reception possible. 
And, that's a fact you can hear for yourself. 

Our test bench photo shows how ell 
tuners are performance verified. Special 
equipment generates FM test tones aid 
sends them via cable to the test unit. 
Unfortunately, this does not take into 

account actual reception conditions like 
distance, local terrain, buildings and 

antenna type. Conditions that definitely 
affect a tuner's performance. 

Onkyo's special APR circuitry prevents 
these real world problems from interfering 
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with you- listening enjoyment. As each 

s ation is fined, the microprocessor 
controlled APR system automatically. 
aialyzesfiE incoming FM signal and 

controls t1e most important reception 
modes: focal/distant input sensitivity, 
stereo/molo and Automatic High Blend 

on/off, aff in a fraction of a second. On 

other tuners and receivers, you may have 

to make these adjustments yourself as 

each station is tuned. 

Compare the ease of tuning Onkyo's 
A?R system offers with conventional tuner 
design. You'll see why APR is really 
"the easiest way to perfect reception." 

ONKYO 
Artistry in Sound 

200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446 
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form smoothed at the outer limit of au- 
dibility. And fortunately, the sampling 
rate required to achieve this is well 
within our technology. The Nyquist 
sampling theorem shows that we must 
sample at a rate twice the highest 
throughput frequency to achieve loss - 
less reproduction. Thus, for an input 
signal extending from 0 Hz to 20 kHz, 
we must sample at twice the highest 
frequency, or 40 kHz. And that is es- 
sentially what manufacturers have 
adopted, with a guardband to make 
life easier on their hardware engineers; 
they need a little leeway because the 
analog filters used cannot cut off as 
suddenly as the sampling theorem 
would like. Thus, a few thousand hertz 
are allowed for the filter to sufficiently 
attenuate the signal. An alternative ap- 
proach to these so-called brick -wall fil- 
ters is the oversampling technique, in 
which the sampling rate is effectively 
extended to permit less drastic filter- 
ing. Regardless of the hardware de- 
sign, the Nyquist theorem must be ob- 
served, and sampling must occur at 
least at twice the highest signal fre- 
quency. Compact Disc players, for ex- 
ample, sample at 44.1 kHz. Thus, 
44,100 times a second, a CD player 
outputs a value. With stereo, that's 
88,200 times per second. And over the 
course of an hour, that's about 3.2 mil- 
lion samples. For a Compact Disc 
costing $15, this means you're paying 
about 0.00050 per sample-almost 
free. At any rate, the point is clear: A 
smoothed signal may be sampled, 
stored in discrete values, desampled, 
and reproduced without any loss. 

Of course, this discussion doesn't 
close the book on sampling. Later, we 
will discuss exactly why we have to 
have a low-pass filter at the input of a 
digital music system (and at the out- 
put, too), what happens if we don't, 
and why some digital systems choose 
sampling methods which require rates 
in the megahertz range. And time sam- 
pling is only half the battle; a digital 
system must also be able to determine 
the actual numerical values it will use 
at sample time to represent the original 
waveform's amplitude; we'll byte into 
that question next month. 

Oh, I almost forgot! I mentioned that 
time seems to be continuous. How- 
ever, some physicists have recently 
suggested that, like energy and mat- 

ter, time also might come in discrete 
packets. Just as this magazine con- 
sists of a finite number of atoms, ;he 
time it takes you to read the magazine 
might consist of a finite number of time 
particles called "Nows." Specifically, 
the indivisible period of time might be 
1 x 10-42 seconds (that's a 1 preced- 
ed by 41 zeros and a decimal point). 

Just as discrete frames of a 
movie create moving 
pictures, samples of a 
digital audio recording 
create time -varying music. 

The theory is that no time interval can 
be shorter than this, because the ener- 
gy required to make the division would 
be so great that a black hole would be 
created and the event would be swal- 
lowed up. If any of you out there are 
experimenting in your basements with 
very fast sampling rates, please be 
careful. 
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We also make availa- 
%le three distinctly d er- 
_nt cabinet styles: The 
Traditional Series, the 
Designer Series (shown). 
and the low-cost Series 100. 
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POI,K'S 
SISA 

PEAKER. 
lk;signcd-In Stereo 

MATTHEW POLK 

hen made commonly available in the 1950s, 
stereo revolutionized the quality of reproduced 
sound. Originally conceived befóre the turn of 
the century, stereo reproduction was not made 

practical until the invention of a stereo disc recording and 
playback system at Bell Labs during the early 1930s. Due to 
the economic effects of the Depression and the turmoil of 
World War II, stereo was not introduced to the general 
public until the 1950s. In the interim, many fundamental 
works on acoustics and sound reproduction were written, 
but from a strictly monaural point of view. A framework of 
monaural theory was created, within which sound -reproduc- 
ing equipment, mainly transducers, was designed and its 
performance judged. Stereo, in no small measure, owed its 
success to its superficial compatibility with existing monau- 
ral equipment and the fact that engineers could apply famil- 
iar monaural concepts to the design of equipment for ste- 
reo. The first stereo systems offered were, in fact, two 
separate and complete mono systems linked by a common 
volume control and fed by a "new" stereo disc player. The 
concept of stereo as "dual mono" reproduction continues to 
this day, especially as regards the design of loudspeakers. 
In addition, criteria for measuring the performance of the 
equipment also remain unchanged from the days of monau- 
ral reproduction. 

Matthew Polk is Chairman of the Board and 
Vice President/Engineering of Polk Audio, Baltimore, Md. 

Horizontal Plane 

Median Plane 

Fig. 1-Localization by lnteraural Intensity Differences. 

Mono Versus Stereo 
Stereo is an essentially psychoacoustic phenomenon. 

That is, a listener is required for the sound localization 
process to take place. Early experimentation with reproduc- 
tion of sounds in stereo revealed that the human hearing 
process perceived certain limitations in the sonic image 
produced by multiple speaker systems. Using essentially 
the same speakers as had been used in earlier mono 
systems, the sound field was perceived to be limited by the 
physical positions of the loudspeakers. Despite this limita - 
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Fig. 2-Localization by Interaural 
Phase Differences. 
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Fig. 3-Localization by Interaural 
Time Delay (ITD), where t is the time 
required for sound to reach the 

Phase Lag, m= x360° 

+90° 

Median Plane 

B=SIN' At max. 

+90° 

At max. 

nearest ear and .]t is the delay in 
reaching the other ear, also known as 
the Interaural Time Delay. 

tion, stereo imaging was a great im- 
provement over the monaural image, 
and stereo became an unqualified 
success. Once stereo was firmly es- 
tablished, attempts were made to pre- 
sent a more complete sound field, the 
most notable of these attempts being 
the ill-fated four -channel systems of 
the '70s. In the mid -'70s, several of us 
at Polk began to wonder whether it 

was necessary to use additional chan- 
nels to create a more realistic sonic 
image. We could show that, in theory, 
there was enough information con- 
tained in two normal stereo channels 

to define at least a.180° sound stage, 
and indications were that even more 
might be possible. This gave us confi- 
dence that a more complete sound 
stage might be reproduced from exist- 
ing stereo recordings. Recognizing 
that the equipment being used to re- 
produce stereo was basically un- 
changed from monaural equipment, 
we saw that we would have to expand 
our concept of what the equipment 
was being asked to do. More than 
asking the equipment simply to repro- 
duce an input signal, we proposed to 
make the equipment work with, rather 

than against, psychoacoustic princi- 
ples, to re-create a sound stage in the 
listener's mind. 

Directional hearing is primarily a bin- 
aural process. In simplest terms, the 
brain compares the sounds heard by 
the two ears and uses the difference to 
determine the direction and distance 
of the sound source. The differences 
between the sounds at the two ears 
are perceived in three ways: Intensity, 
phase, and arrival time. (See Figs. 1 

through 5.) 
In each case, the listener uses two 

signals, one at each ear, to localize the 
sound source. However, a stereo sys- 
tem has two speakers, and will provide 
the listener with a total of four signals 
(see Fig. 7). The sound from each 
speaker that crosses the listener's 
head to the opposite ear is known as 
interaural crosstalk. Experimenters in 
directional hearing were the first to be 
troubled by interaural crosstalk since 
its existence prevents the independent 
control of phase and arrival time of 
sounds at each ear. Interaural cross- 
talk was also thought to be the primary 
cause for the limitations on stereo im- 
aging. The obvious solution was, of 
course, to use headphones, thereby 
eliminating the interaural crosstalk 
sound paths. This was a very satisfac- 
tory means to an end for psychoacous- 
tic research, but it was not as success- 
ful in the reproduction of music. Al- 
though the elimination of interaural 
crosstalk seemed to give significant 
advantages to headphones, the 
phones still failed to produce a con- 
vincing sonic illusion. Clearly, there 
were numerous questions still to be 
answered about the stereo imaging 
process before approaching the final 
question of how the reproducing 
equipment should interact with the lis- 
tener to produce a believable sonic 
illusion. 

It seemed natural to focus on the last 
link in the reproducing chain, the loud- 
speaker, in an effort to develop the 
necessary understanding and control 
of the stereo imaging process. The fact 
that two loudspeakers could produce a 
phantom image between them was 
well known; the basic mechanism is 

shown in Fig. 7. The major difficulty 
here is that the two speakers will pro- 
vide the listener's ears with four sig- 
nals, whereas only two can be properly 
used. To avoid confusion, the hearing 
mechanism selects only one of the two 
sounds at each ear, according to a 

principle known as the precedence ef- 
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fect. First described in 1949 by Helmut 
Haas, the precedence effect simply 
states that only the first arrival at each 
ear will be used for directional location 
(see Fig. 6). It is not difficult to apply 
this concept intuitively to the stereo 
listening situation shown in Fig. 7. If 
both speakers produce the same 
sound at the same time, the first sound 
to arrive at each ear will be the direct 
sound from the speaker on that same 
side. The second sound at each ear 
will be the interaural crosstalk signal 
which has been delayed by traveling 
the extra distance across the listener's 
head. Since the direct sounds arrive 
first, they will be the only ones consid- 
ered, and since they arrive coinciden- 
tally, and with near -equal loudness, the 
listener will perceive a phantom sound 
source as if it were centered between 
the speakers. 

Although this situation was easy to 
analyze intuitively, we realized that 
more complex cases would be easier 
to approach with an appropriate math- 
ematical notation. Two quantities char- 
acterize each of the signals arriving at 
the listener's ears, arrival time and in- 
tensity. Ignoring any electrical delays, 
the arrival time of the sound will be 
proportional to the distance traveled in 
reaching the ear. Relative intensity is 
easily expressed as a ratio. So, the 
signals reaching the ears can be ex- 
pressed as a function of the time re- 
quired to reach the ear, multiplied by 
the sound intensity relative to that at 
the other ear. 

Accordingly, the left and right loud- 
speaker signals were considered as 
functions of time. If the time required 
for the sound from the left loudspeaker 
to reach the left ear is t, that signal at 
the left ear would be written as L(t). If 

the interaural time delay for the same 
signal to pass across the listener's 
head to the right ear is át,, then the 
time required for the left signal to reach 
the right ear will be t + át,. That cross- 
talk signal would then be written as 
L(t + Jt,). Using this notation, the sig- 
nals at each ear in Fig. 7 will be: 

Right Ear 

Re = R(t) + L(t + .14) (la) 

Left Ear 

Le = L(t) + R(t + Of,) (1b) 

From this point on, I will use át, as 
the notation for the interaural time de- 
lay associated with the positions of the 
loudspeakers. 

ITD=O 

.78msec 90° 

Fig. 4-Experimentally determined 
values for the interaural time delay for 
various angles of incidence. 
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Fig. 5-The Interaural Difference 
Spectrum (IDS). 
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Interaural Crosstalk Distortion 
Two speakers will produce a con- 

vincing center image-but what hap- 
pens as the image moves to the side? 
In Fig. 7, each ear receives two sig- 
nals, the direct sound followed by the 
interaural crosstalk signal (Eq. 1). 
Turning the right speaker off would 
represent the most extreme leftward 
shift of sonic image on the basis of 
interaural intensity difference. Only one 
signal at each ear would remain: 

Re = L(t + .1t) 

Le = L(t) 

(2a) 
(2b) 

In the absence of a right -speaker 
signal, the crosstalk signal becomes 
the first right -ear arrival and causes the 
sound to be perceived as coming from 
the left loudspeaker. The same would 
happen on the other side if the left - 
channel signal were turned off. The 
presence of the interaural crosstalk 
signals effectively cuts off the sound 
stage at the loudspeaker positions. 

Suppose that one channel is de- 
layed relative to the other. This also will 
cause the sonic image to shift. If right 
is delayed by át relative to left, we 
have: 
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leave the speakers at the same time, 
the sound will seem to originate 
directly between the speakers. 

Re = R(t + .St) + L(t + Jt,) 
Le = L(t) + R(t + + Jt,) 

(3a) 

(3b) 

As the right -channel delay in- 
creases, the sonic image will shift pro- 
gressively to the left. As long as the 
delay of the right channel, _St, is less 
than the interaural delay, .1t1, for the 
left -speaker crosstalk signal, localiza- 
tion will be controlled by the right - 
channel signal. When the right -channel 
delay exceeds the crosstalk delay, the 
interaural crosstalk signal will become 
the first arrival and will again limit the 
image shift to the position of the loud- 
speaker. It began to appear to us that 
the existence of the interaural crosstalk 
signals caused the stereo image to be 
linked more to the positions of the 
loudspeakers than to the musical con- 
tent of the stereo signals. 

Next, we tackled the problem of 

headphones. Despite the fact that 
headphones eliminate interaural cross- 
talk, they still do not usually produce a 
convincing stereo image. We looked 
again at one channel delayed relative 
to the other. The signals at the ears for 
headphones were the same as those in 
Eq. (3), but without the crosstalk terms. 
Accordingly, for right delayed relative 
to left: 

Re = R(t + t) 
Le = L(t) 

(4a) 

(4b) 

Assuming the left- and right -ear sig- 
nals are of roughly equal intensity, lo- 
calization of the sound will be entirely 
controlled by the time delay, _St. The 
sonic image will shift to the left as the 
magnitude of the delay increases. 
When the delay becomes equal to the 
maximum naturally occurring interaural 

time delay, Atmax (see Fig. 3), the son- 
ic image will be shifted all the way to 
the left. If the delay between channels 
increases further, what will happen? 
The image can shift no further! The 
directional hearing mechanisms are 
closely related to the physical dimen- 
sions of the head and ears. The maxi- 
mum naturally occurring interaural time 
delay (ITD) corresponds to the dis- 
tance between the ears, roughly 63 
inches. If the apparent ITD presented 
by the headphones is increased to cor- 
respond to a distance of several feet, 
the listener cannot respond in any pre- 
dictable way. It would be like trying to 
locate the direction of a sound while 
holding long cardboard tubes against 
each ear. 

As we saw in Eq. (3), the interaural 
crosstalk signals produced by loud- 
speakers limit the side -to -side image 
shift. But, in doing so, they also pre- 
vent the problem of non -localizable 
sounds that occurs with headphones. 
In Fig. 8, sound sources A through F 
are shown being recorded by two mi- 
crophones set the same distance apart 
as a person's ears. Loudspeakers tend 
to localize everything as being in front. 
This is because the positions of the 
loudspeakers forward of the listener, 
obviously, must create the appropriate 
frequency spectra at each ear for for- 
ward localization. The bottom half of 
Fig. 8 shows the apparent positions of 
the sounds when played back over two 
mono loudspeakers. Due to the limita- 
tions we have just discussed, the sonic 
images of sounds C through E will "pile 
up" in the same direction as the left 
loudspeaker while the sounds A and B 
will have distinct images between the 
speakers. 

Although this piling up of sound im- 
ages is observed on many recordings, 
the prediction that the image could 
spread no further than the loudspeaker 
positions was initially disturbing. 
Sometimes a single pair of loudspeak- 
ers can produce a sonic image which 
extends slightly outside the bounds of 
the speaker positions. We realized that 
in each case where we had observed 
this, the speakers were placed very 
close to the listener and had some 
unusual directional characteristics 
which, we speculated, were contribut- 
ing to a partial elimination of interaural 
crosstalk sound paths. This was not a 
measurable phenomenon, but it 
opened our minds to the idea that in- 
teraural crosstalk could be eliminated 
by acoustic methods. 
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The Full Potential of Stereo 
Although binaural recording tech- 

niques have produced startling results 
with headphones, our goal was to re- 
produce a more complete sound stage 
from existing stereo recordings. Binau- 
ral recordings being in regrettably 
short supply, we realized that, whatev- 
er system was devised, it would have 
to cope with the broad range of avail- 
able recordings. Consideration of 
prevalent recording practices within 
the context of the directional hearing 
mechanisms had revealed that the 
sound imaging abilities of both loud- 
speakers and headphones were limit- 
ed, but in different ways. The width of 
sound stage presented by loudspeak- 
ers is limited by interaural crosstalk. 
The stability of the sonic image of 
headphones is limited by th'e lack of 
realistic directional cues. This meant 
that we would have to do more than 
eliminate interaural crosstalk. In addi- 
tion, we would have to find a way for 
the directional cues contained in the 
recordings, such as they are, to reach 
the listener's ears in a manner accept- 
able to the hearing process. 

Rather than trying to imagine what 
nature of speaker system might do all 
of these things and still sound good, it 
seemed more appropriate to try to 
capture our needs in mathematical no- 
tation. We wanted a system which, 
when balanced all to one channel, 
would provide the listener with a sonic 
image directly to the side, at 90°, but 
which would remain stable regardless 
of the interchannel delay. The signals 
required for a left -side signal would be: 

Re = R(t) 

Le = R(t + átmax) 
(5a) 

(5b) 

Conversely, a right -side signal would 
be: 

Re = L(t + átmax) 
Le = L(t) 

(6a) 

(6b) 

Adding these will give the more gener- 
al case for both channels operating: 

Re = R(t) + L(t + Atmax) 

Le = L(t) + R(t + átmax) 
(7a) 

(7b) 

The second term at each ear looks 
very much like a crosstalk signal with 
an ITD equal to átmax, but in reality it 

is sort of a stabilizing dimensional sig- 
nal which limits the perceived ITD to 
values within the naturally occurring 
range. 

A Directional Hearing Primer 
Directional hearing works mainly 

by comparing the sounds heard by 
the two ears of a listener. Specifically, 
three quantities are compared, inten- 
sity, phase, and arrival time. A sound 
arriving from one side of the head will 
be partially blocked in reaching the 
ear on the other side, giving rise to a 
difference in loudness between the 
two ears (see Fig. 1). The precise 
difference created depends both on 
the angle of incidence of the sound 
and on the frequency. The unique 
combination of loudness difference 
and frequency is linked to the angle 
of incidence of the sound in the hori- 
zontal plane. High frequencies are 
blocked more easily by the head, 
leading to greater loudness differ- 
ences. 

Intensity differences also play a 
role in locating complex sounds. For 
a given angle of sound incidence, 
each frequency has its own charac- 
teristic loudness difference. The sum 
of these will create an interaural dif- 
ference spectrum (IDS) which corre- 
sponds to a specific angle of inci- 
dence (see Fig. 5). The exact charac- 
teristics of these difference spectra 
enable the listener to distinguish be- 
tween sounds coming from the front 
and sounds coming from the rear. 

In addition, the hearing mechanism 
is sensitive to the difference in rela- 
tive phase of a sound which appears 
at both ears, though this is limited to 
continuous tones. A sound arriving 
from one side of the head experi- 
ences a time delay in reaching the 
farther ear. The listener senses an 
interaural phase difference which de- 
pends on the angle of incidence of 
the sound and on the frequency (see 
Fig. 2). However, for higher frequen- 
cies the phase lag may become 
greater than 180° and hence indistin- 
guishable from a phase lead in the 
opposite direction. Appropriately, the 
hearing mechanism is relatively in- 
sensitive to phase differences above 
900 Hz, a frequency whose half - 
wavelength is nearly equal to the in- 
teraural distance. 

Transient sounds are localized 
mainly on the basis of the difference 
in arrival time at the two ears. Since 
most naturally occurring sounds are 
transient, this is both the most impor- 

tant and most accurate method of 
directional location. The interaural 
time difference (ITD) increases 
roughly as the sine of the angle of 
sound incidence up to 90° left or right 
of the median plane. At this point the 
sound musttravel entirely.across the 
head to reach the far ear, and the ITD 
becomes equal to Otmax (see Fig. 3). 
Figure 4 shows experimentally deter- 
mined values of ITD versus angle of 
incidence. 

Finally, two related mechanisms, 
forward masking and the prece- 
dence effect, help the listener to dis- 
criminate between the many sounds 
reaching the ears at any given time 
(see Fig. 6). Basically, if two similar 
sounds of equal loudness arrive at 
one of the listener's ears separated 
by a short period of time, the listener 
will hear only one sound but of great- 
er loudness than either of the individ- 
ual sounds. The maximum interval for 
forward masking of musical sounds 
in a live room is about 35 mS. How- 
ever, the maximum interval for mask- 
ing of test clicks over headphones 
may be as low as 3 mS. The prece- 
dence effect is observed in the case 
of two signals at each ear, where the 
perceived direction of the sound 
source will be determined on the ba- 
sis of the arrival of the first sound at 
each ear. 

An example of phantom source lo- 
calization from two speakers is 
shown in Fig. 7. Here, each ear re- 
ceives two signals, one from each 
speaker. However, due to the prece- 
dence effect, only the first sound at 
each ear is considered. These are 
the direct sounds from each speaker, 
labelled L(t) and R(t). If the listener is 
centered between the speakers, 
these sounds will arrive at the same 
time. If they are also of approximately 
equal loudness, a phantom sound 
source will be perceived midway be- 
tween the speakers. 

In practice, most stereo image lo- 
cation takes place on the basis of 
intensity differences. This is due to 
the existence of interaural crosstalk 
signals which restrict the possible 
range of interaural time delays. As 
shown in Fig. 8, the location of phan- 
tom sound sources is limited to within 
the loudspeaker positions. M.P. 
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Sound Sources 

Fig. 8-Normal stereo imaging with 
sounds recorded by two microphones 
at locations A through F. When 
reproduced by two mono 

Microphones 

- Right 
Mono Spkr 

-Unwanted 
Interaural Crosstalk 

Distorts And Compresses 
Sonic Image 

loudspeakers, the existence of 
interaural crosstalk will limit the 
phantom images to the locations 
shown in the lower half. 

At this point, we made a decision 
that the sound sources, whatever they 
might be, should be placed in a for- 
ward position relative to the listener. 
This would eliminate the need for any 
complicated filtering to replicate the 
necessary interaural intensity differ- 
ences for forward localization of 
sounds. However, if the sound sources 
were loudspeakers we would again be 
limited by the existence of interaural 
crosstalk signals. If we include the 
crosstalk signals in the expressions for 
the idealized signals above, we then 
have: 

Re = R(t) + L(t + át,) + L(t + átmax) (8a) 

Le = L(t) + R(t + át,) + R(t + átmax) (8b) 

The second term at each ear is the 
crosstalk signal, which arrives earlier 
than the desired dimensional signals 
represented by the third terms. In or- 
der to take advantage of the later -arriv- 
ing dimensional signals, the crosstalk 
signals would have to be eliminated or 
substantially reduced in loudness. Re- 
calling that we had observed partial 

elimination of crosstalk signals due to 
unusual directional characteristics, 
and recalling the well-known phenom- 
enon of low -frequency cancellation be- 
tween two out -of -phase speakers, we 
guessed that it might be possible to 
acoustically cancel the interaural 
crosstalk signals. If this were done, the 
signals at the ears would be: 

Re = R(t) + L(t + át,) 

- L(t + At') + L(t + átmax) 

Le = L(t) + R(t + át,) 

- R(t + át') + R(t + átmax) 

(9a) 

(9b) 

The new third term in each expres- 
sion should be thought of as a phase - 
inverted equivalent of the crosstalk sig- 
nal, timed to arrive at the correct ear at 
the same time as the original crosstalk 
signal. This was a very attractive idea, 
but we were not at all sure how it would 
be accomplished. 

Timing the Delay 
In oroer to cancel the crosstalk, a 

phase -inverted version of the sound 

could be acoustically delayed to arrive 
at the proper ear at the precise time to 
cancel the crosstalk signal. Creating 
the acoustic delay is no great trouble- 
you simply place the sound source far- 
ther away. It immediately seemed that 
if we had two pairs of acoustic 
sources, it would be possible to do 
this; the idea was to use one pair to 
cancel the crosstalk produced by the 
other. The cancellation source would 
have to be the same distance from the 
ear where the cancellation was to oc- 
cur as the main source whose cross- 
talk signal was to be cancelled. In ad- 
dition, the cancellation source should 
be placed so as to minimize cancella- 
tion of the direct sound reaching the 
other ear. Figure 10 shows an arrange- 
ment of drivers which allows the proper 
cancellation to take place. The signals 
arriving at the two ears for this arrange- 
ment would be: 

Re = R(t) + L(t + át,) 

- L(t + - R(t + át,) (10a) 

Le = L(t) + R(t + .1t) 

- R(t + - L(t + át' + át,) (10b) 

Here t + .it' is the time required for the 
sound from the cancellation drivers to 
reach the nearest ear. So long as .St' is 
equal to .Stl, the main driver crosstalk 
signals (second term) will be cancelled 
by the direct sound from the cancella- 
tion drivers (third term). The fourth 
terms are the crosstalk signals gener- 
ated by the cancellation speakers 
themselves. For each ear they are the 
same signal as the direct sound from 
the main driver (first term), but arrive 
considerably later. Due to the prece- 
dence effect, they will not interfere with 
the localization process. 

The placement of drivers shown in 
Fig. 10 also answered the requirement 
that the listening position be flexible. 
The center -to -center distance between 
the main and cancellation drivers on 
each side is the same as the distance 
between a person's ears, roughly 63 
Inches. As long as the listener remains 
on the axis between the two speakers 
and the cabinets face straight forward, 
sound from the cancellation drivers will 
arrive at the proper time to cancel the 
crosstalk signals regardless of how 
close or far away the listener sits. The 
remaining problem with this arrange- 
ment, however, was the lack of the 
stabilizing dimensional signals neces- 
sary to prevent the type of non -localiz- 
able sounds that can occur with head - 
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phones. Consider the effect of having 
no right -channel signal on this system: 

Re = L(t + .1t,) - L(t + At') = nothing (11a) 

Le = L(t) - L(t + + át,) (11b) 

In nature, a sound is not normally 
heard in one ear only, and, presented 
with such a situation, a listener would 
not be able to assign an accurate di- 
rection to the sound. The solution to 
this problem was to use a stereo differ- 
ence signal as both the dimensional 
and the cancellation signal. The differ- 
ence signal has long been known to 
contain mostly ambient information, 
but in this case, we recognized that its 
components represented the two sig- 
nals that we needed. The R - L signal 
was fed to the right dimensional/can- 
cellation driver, and the inverse signal, 
L - R, was fed to the left dimensional/ 
cancellation driver. In each case the 
positive portion of the difference signal 
is the stabilizing dimensional signal, 
while the negative portion is the can- 
cellation signal. The entire system is 
shown in Fig. 11. The resulting signals 
at each ear would be: 

Re = R(t) + R(t + At') + L(t + .5t,) 

- L(t + -R(t+ot'+át,) 
+ L(t + It' + (12a) 

Le = L(t) + L(1 + -St') + R(t + t,) 
- R(t + At') - L(t + + at,) 
+ R(t + at' + (12b) 

Writing these out in plain language, 
without reference to the particular 
speakers, we have: 

(Signals arriving at the ear) = (main 
driver direct signal) + (dimensional 
driver direct signal) + (main driver 
crosstalk signal) - (dimensional driver 
direct signal) - (dimensional driver 
crosstalk signal) + (dimensional driver 
crosstalk signal). 

In all, each ear receives six signals. 
For clarity the equation has been la- 
belled to indicate the driver from which 
the signals originate. Crosstalk signals 
break the median plane in reaching the 
ear in question, whereas the direct sig- 
nals do not. The various time delays 
are defined as follows: 

t = time required for sound from 
main driver to reach nearest ear. 

t + fit' = time required for sound 
from dimensional driver to reach near- 
est ear. 

= ITD for main driver crosstalk 
sound to reach opposite ear. 

= ITD for dimensional driver 
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Fig. 9-Stereo dimensional imaging. If 
the interaural crosstalk signals are 
cancelled, the stereo stage will be 
unrestricted, allowing proper imaging 
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of sound sources A through E. Sound 
source F will still be ambiguously 
located due to the lack of front -to - 
back directional cues. 

crosstalk sound to reach opposite ear. 
Mtmax = the maximum naturally oc- 

curring ITD. 
At this point it appears helpful to 

explain each term. Term 1: The direct 
sound from the main driver will be the 
first arrival at the ear and will be the 
primary sound used by the localization 
process when the sonic image shifts 
for sounds on that side. Term 2: The 
positive component of the direct sound 
from thé dimensional driver. Since it is 
the same signal as the first term, but 
arrives later, it will always be ignored 
by the localization process. Term 3: 
The main driver crosstalk signal; if it 
were not cancelled, it would limit the 
width of the sonic image. Term 4: The 
inverted component of the direct 
sound from the dimensional driver, oth- 
erwise known as the cancellation sig- 
nal. It arrives coincidently with the main 
driver crosstalk signal and cancels it. 
Term 5: The inverted portion of the 
dimensional driver crosstalk signal is 
also a late arrival and will be ignored in 
the localization process. Term 6: The 
positive portion of the dimensional 

driver crosstalk signal, or dimensional 
signal; it insures a stable sonic image 
by placing an upper limit on the possi- 
ble values of perceived ITD generated 
by the system. 

Now, if we turn off the right channel 
sound as we did in Eq. (11), keeping in 
mind that for this arrangement _it' 
equals .Xtl, the signals at the two ears 
are: 

Re = L(t + át,) - L(t + At') + L(t + + t) 
= L(t + + (13a) 

Le = L(t) + L(t + ..1t') - L(t' + + át,) (13b) 

With signals at both ears, the listener 
will have no trouble localizing the di- 
rection of the phantom sound source. 
The perceived ITD will be the sum of 
_St' and Atl, which will produce a phan- 
tom image well outside the speaker 
positions as shown in Fig. 11. 

The Stereo 
Dimensional Loudspeaker 

The stereo dimensional speaker sys- 
tem described here in theoretical 
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Fig. 11-Block diagram of complete 
stereo dimensional speaker system. 
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necessary image stabilization cues 
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and limits the induced /TD of the 
system to naturally occurring values. 
Optimum sound -stage width occurs 
when the listener forms an equilateral 
triangle with the speakers. 

terms seems to offer all that we had 
hoped for. Using the theory we had 
developed as a guide, we set about 
constructing prototypes of what we 
hoped would be the first loudspeaker 
system capable of realizing the stereo 
imaging and dimensional capacity of 
available program material. The proto- 
types were constructed with four iden- 
tical sets of drivers for the main and 

dimensional arrays. The Polk 61/2 -inch 
mid -woofer was used since its size al- 
lowed, precisely, for the interaural 
spacing of 63/4 inches required be- 
tween the main and dimensional arrays 
on each side. In addition, the wide 
frequency response of the driver would 
cover most of the frequency range cru- 
cial for directional location. We con- 
structed a single cabinet to house both 

of the driver arrays on each side, 
which fixed the geometrical relation- 
ship between them. The left and right 
speaker cabinets were interconnected 
with a cable to provide the compo- 
nents of the stereo difference signal to 
the dimensional drivers, and a com- 
plex crossover matrix was designed to 
provide the correct frequency re- 
sponse for each array as well as the 
critically important phase relationships 
between them. As soon as the proto- 
types had been debugged, we hooked 
them up to some music. It was immedi- 
ately apparent to us that the idea was a 
success. 

As each set of prototypes was com- 
pleted, tested and evaluated, more un- 
suspected pieces of information were 
uncovered. The finished system shown 
in Fig. 12 contains many important fea- 
tures discovered during the refinement 
process. For example, phase match- 
ing between the main and dimensional 
arrays was found to be necessary at 
surprisingly low frequencies, well be- 
low 100 Hz. As a result, the main and 
dimensional drivers of the finished sys- 
tem share the same acoustic volume, 
ensuring that they will see identical 
acoustic loading. However, the most 
significant realization coming out of the 
refinement process was of the com- 
plete inadequacy of our existing mea- 
surement techniques to assess the 
performance of this system. Although 
we have since made considerable pro- 
gress in developing a more relevant 
measurement system, the human ear 
remains our most discriminating de- 
sign tool. 

Audible Benefits 
The finished system, in many re- 

spects, has exceeded our expecta- 
tions. The flexibility of listening position 
is greater than was expected, allowing 
not only front -to -back movement, but 
substantial side -to -side tolerance as 
well. Analysis of signals at the ears for 
listening locations off the central axis 
somewhat justifies this, but predicts a 
more dramatic image shift than the 
"changing seats in a concert hall" ef- 
fect actually observed. More easily ex- 
plained is the observation that phan- 
tom sources localized to the sides 
seem to remain stationary as the listen- 
er moves away from the system, rather 
than moving with the listener. As we 
recall from Fig. 11 and Eq. (13), the 
perceived ITD will be the sum of _It' 
and .itl. Due to the geometry of the 
system, this quantity will decrease as 
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the listener moves away, causing the 
sound stage to narrow and preserving 
the pérspective of greater distance. 
Less explainable, however, is the ex- 
perience of having some sounds seem 
to actually originate from the rear of the 
listening area. Since this occurs pri- 
marily on pop recordings, we can only 
speculate that the recording studio has 
inadvertently created an interaural dif- 
ference spectrum appropriate for rear- 
ward localization. Nevertheless, the ef- 
fect is startling. 

The newly designed Polk SDA sys- 
tems are, we think, the world's first true 
stereo loudspeakers, strongly realizing 
the capabilities of the stereo medium. 
The unique ability of the system to 
place sonic images over an unrestrict- 
ed stereo stage allows the listener to 
hear the recorded instruments or vo- 
calists firmly located in the original 
acoustic environment. In addition, due 
to the system's preservation of direc- 
tional information, each sound be- 
comes better separated and more dis- 
tinct. Crucial to the accomplishment of 
these sonic goals has been the elimi- 
nation of interaural crosstalk by effec- 
tively cancelling the sounds indicating 
the loudspeaker positions and replac- 
ing them with the correct directional 
signals for the recorded sounds. q 
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Left Speake 
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Iy 
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Interconnect 
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Fig. 12 -Physical configuration of the 
finished system. The four tweeters 
and four upper 61/2 -inch mid -woofers 
form the main and dimensional driver 
arrays. The inside array in each 

9 -? .I 
o'. mensional 

Mid -Woofer 

5111/Or'h,, 
..., wd7..tt'7/..Sryi,: 111 

Right Speaker 

cabinet is the main array, while the 
other is the dimensional array. The 
two lower 6'/2 -inch drivers, together 
with the passive radiator in each 
cabinet, operate below 75 Hz. 
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SPEAKER IMPEDANCEJ 

x 

r 
RICHARD C. HEYSER 

A loudspeaker's actual impedance can vary 
widely from the specified value. A close look at 
the speaker's complex impedance can reveal 
problems the designer ignored. 

To impede means to obstruct or 
hinder. The electrical imped- 
ance of a loudspeaker is a mea- 

sure of the amount by which it impedes 
the passage of current. The higher this 
impedance, the more voltage it takes 
to pass current through the speaker. 
Impedance is measured by determin- 
ing the voltage required to pass a fixed 
amount of current. 

It is important to know the loud- 
speaker impedance because this de- 
termines the type of effort which the 
power amplifier must exert in order to 
deliver clean sound. In addition, the 
subtle wiggles and bumps on an im- 
pedance plot often give telltale clues 
concerning how well or badly the loud- 
speaker has been designed. 

Impedance comes in two types: A 
resistance part and a reactance part. 
This is because a loudspeaker can 
temporarily store some of the energy it 
gets from the amplifier, as well as dis- 
sipate that energy in the form of heat 
and sound. The part that represents 
dissipation is resistance; the part that 
represents storage is reactance. The 
unit of measurement is the ohm. One 
ampere of current produces one volt 
drop across one ohm impedance. 

Audio produces two separate im- 
pedance plots for our loudspeaker re- 
views. The first is the total amount of 
impedance as a function of frequency. 

Figure 1 is a typical example of the 
form such a plot may take. The second 
plot is a breakout of the resistance and 
reactance, and it may take the form 
shown in Fig. 2. Both plots describe 
the same loudspeaker impedance, but 
from different perspectives. 

Before describing how these plots 
are useful, there is a possible point of 
confusion which must be clarified. It is 
a relic of a bygone era that we still try 
to use a single number for the imped- 
ance of a loudspeaker, usually a resis- 
tance value of 4, 8, or 16 ohms. Mod- 
ern loudspeakers, particularly those 
which incorporate separate units to 
cover different parts of the frequency 
range, have anything but a constant 
impedance. The actual impedance 
may vary all over the place, yet the 
specification sheet may, for example, 
still call it an 8 -ohm speaker. That sin- 
gle value is nothing more than a nomi- 
nal number to be used for crude com- 
parison purposes. The lower the num- 
ber, the more current needed to deliver 
the same amount of power. The actual 
impedance is what we measure and 
plot for you. That single -number im- 
pedance bears a relationship to actual 
impedance somewhat like that which 
the EPA mileage estimate bears to 
what you will actually get from your 
new car. 

Another very important point to bear 
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in mind is that an impedance plot is 
just that, an impedance plot. It is not a 
plot of sound. Wiggles and bumps in 
the impedance plot do not signify lack 
of smoothness of the sound from that 
loudspeaker. 

The impedance plot of Fig. 1 serves 
two useful purposes: First, it identifies 
the lowest net impedance that the 
power amplifier must drive, and sec- 
ond, it shows the way a loudspeaker's 
net impedance changes with frequen- 
cy. The smallest wire size to use in 
hooking up a loudspeaker can be de- 
termined by minimum net speaker im- 
pedance and how wildly that imped- 
ance changes with frequency. This 

, 

Off 

minimum impedance also tells us 
whether it is safe to hook additional 
extension loudspeakers to the same 
power amplifier. Circumstances vary, 
so the narrative portion of each review 
is intended to provide user guidance in 
such matters. 

Often, a loudspeaker will have knobs 
or switches that can be used to 
change the balance of sound. These 
adjustments may change the imped- 
ance. If that happens, we generate 
separate impedance plots for each 
major combination of adjustments 

The complex impedance plot, 
shown in Fig. 2, is aimed straight at a 
prime audio question: Why do certain 

1, pi, i 
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he subtle wiggles on an impedance plot 
often give telltale clues as to how well or 
badly a speaker has been designed. 

FREQUENCY - Hz 

LOWEST 
HIGHEST FREQUENCY 
FREQUENCY 

PLACE OF LOWEST 
RESISTANCE AT 
HIGH FREOUENCIES 

PHASE 
ANGLE 

PLACE OF LARGEST 
CAPACITIVE PHASE 
ANGLE AT H GH 
FREQUENCIES 

"PIGTAILS" DUE TO HIGHER FREQUENCY 
ACOUSTIC RESONANCES 

"PIGTAIL" DUE TO 
BOX RESONANCE 

CURVE ALWAYS 
CURLS CLOCKWISE ' 
WITH INCREASING 
FREQUENCY 

MIDRANGE 
RESONANCE 
CIRCLE 

SINGLE BASS RESONANCE 
CIRCLE CHARACTERISTIC OF 
SEALED BOX WOOFERS 

"PIGTAIL" DUE TO ACOUSTIC COUPLING 
BETWEEN MIDRANGE AND TWEETER 

Fig. 1- 
Conventional plot 
of the magnitude 
of impedance as 
a function of 
frequency. 

Fig. 2- 
The same 
speaker as in 
Fig. 1, but now 
plotted as a 

complex 
impedance as a 
function of 
frequency. 

Fig. 3- 
Some of the 
things to look for 
in a complex 
impedance. 

power amplifiers sound bad with some 
loudspeakers? 

At least some part of this problem 
must be due to the nature of the load 
which the loudspeaker presents to a 
power amplifier. During musical pas- 
sages, as current passes into and out 
of the loudspeaker, amplifier circuitry 
must take up the voltage difference 
between a steady power supply in the 
amplifier and the voltage which the 
speaker needs for that current. Energy 
flow between amplifier and speaker is 
expressed by the instantaneous volt- 
age and current. If a loudspeaker were 
a pure resistance load, energy would 
only pass from the amplifier to the 
speaker, where it could be converted 
to heat and sound. But a loudspeaker 
is not a pure resistor. It grabs energy, 
stores it, and kicks some of it back at 
the amplifier as that amplifier attempts 
to maintain control of signal voltage. 
Some loudspeakers aggressively fight 
the power amplifier, kicking and 
screaming their defiance through com- 
plicated musical passages. The only 
time we are aware of that battle is 
when we hear something wrong in the 
sound coming out of the loudspeaker. 

Figure 2 plots the reactance, as well 
as resistance, which the loudspeaker 
presents to a power amplifier. The 
amount of inductive reactance, in 
which the loudspeaker tries to prevent 
any change in current, determines the 
height of the curve above the horizon- 
tal axis. The amount of capacitive reac- 
tance, in which the loudspeaker tries to 
prevent any change in voltage, deter- 
mines the level of the curve below the 
horizontal axis. The horizontal axis 
plots the resistance, or dissipative, 
component. 

The complex impedance plot looks 
like a string which has been dropped 
on the paper. In a sense it is a string, a 
string that traces out the impedance 
we encounter as we progress through 
the frequency range. 

The string always curls clockwise as 
we progress upward in frequency. The 
plot looks like, and is, circles on cir- 
cles. The circle form is a fundamental 
expression of energy exchange. There 
will be one complete circle component 
for each condition of energy reso- 
nance. As an electromechanical de- 
vice, the loudspeaker will have a num- 
ber of impedance resonance modes. 
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Woofers show fundamental signa- 
tures on this plot. A sealed woofer will 
have one bass resonance circle, while 
most vented woofers will have two. 
This can reveal information that even 
the loudspeaker designer was not 
aware of. For example, a poorly sealed 
system may have an air leak. Can't fool 
Mother Nature; the leak will show as an 
unexpected circle in this measure- 
ment. This is a clue to degraded low - 
frequency performance. 

Another situation is the distinction 
between the nice, simple resonance, 
generally assumed by designers, and 
the real world. We know the woofer 
pushes air and makes sound; the sides 
of the box also push air and make 
sound, but that's not what the designer 
had in mind. The effect of box sound is 
often visible in our review data as a 
deformation of the otherwise perfectly 
circular form of simple bass resonance 
(see Fig. 3). This will also show up as 
an apparent clockwise rotation about 
the origin of the plot by the bass reso- 
nance circle. 

If the lower bass -resonance frequen- 
cy in a vented system falls much below 
15 Hz, watch out. Subsonic audio com- 
ponents, such as those due to record 
warp and tonearm resonance, might 
cause unnecessarily large cone excur- 
sions at high sound levels. The sonic 
effect can be pure mud. It is not the 
loudspeaker's fault as much as ít is the 
program material's. When it occurs, 
use a rumble filter to cut out subsonic 
components. 

Sometimes separate drivers in a sys- 
tem will talk to each other, like chatty 
neighbors over a backyard fence. 
Acoustic coupling between drivers is 
always unavoidable, but if improper 
crossover design allows two or more 
drivers to carry on simultaneous con- 
versations in the same frequency 
range, each driver will hear the other 
talking and show it as a change in 
impedance. Small extra loops, which 
look like pigtails added to the string, 
are telltale clues to this interspeaker 
chitchat. 

Progressing upward in frequency, 
the string shows wanted, as well as 
unwanted, resonances. Space does 
not permit complete discussion of 
everything to look for, but one condi- 
tion can cause amplifier distress. Most 
constant -voltage amplifiers drive resis- 

complex impedance plot can often show 
why an amp will sound bad with certain 
speakers, ones which fight the amplifier. 

tors and inductive loads better than 
they do capacitive loads, particularly 
at high frequencies. Figure 3 illustrates 
what to watch for. At high frequencies, 
where slew rate becomes important, 
point 1 on curve A is a harder load to 
drive than point 2 because the current 
demand leads the voltage being con- 
trolled. This means that the amplifier 
must deliver its peak current demand 
prior to the time that the voltage wave- 
form reaches its peak value. The worst 
case is reached when the peak current 
occurs at the same time the voltage is 
passing through its maximum rate of 
change. This would be a purely capac- 
itive load, represented by a complex 
impedance point on the negative verti- 
cal axis. Under this condition, the pow- 
er amplifier must deliver maximum cur- 
rent when there is a very low instanta- 
neous voltage on the speaker but the 
highest waveform slew rate. (The term 
slew, or slue, means to turn or swing 
around. Early gun -control servomecha- 
nisms were required to slew the gun 
mounts at high rates to follow precise 
pointing signals from the fire -control 
radars. There was a maximum swing- 
ing rate, or slew rate, which the amplifi- 
ers could follow and maintain complete 
control of the gun mount. Thus, by de- 
vious pedigree, the term slew rate 
came to mean maximum voltage rate 
which an amplifier could deliver.) 

The smaller the net impedance at 
point 1, the harder the drive require- 
ments. If this condition prevails in the 
upper registers, brass, strings, and vo- 
cals can go harsh at high sound levels. 

A loudspeaker makes a very good 
microphone. In the case of the conven- 
tional moving -coil loudspeaker system, 
every sound in your listening room is 
picked up by the loudspeaker. The 
sounds are converted to current, which 
the loudspeaker tries to drive back into 
the power amplifier. It does this even 
when the power amplifier is supplying 
an audio program. If you could hook 
up a sensitive ammeter to the loud- 
speaker wires, and could "buck out" 
the simultaneous audio program, it 
would be possible to measure sound in 
the room at the same time that music 
was being played. This is not a ridicu- 
lous idea and can actually be accom- 
plished under special conditions. 

Of course, the usual situation is that 
the sound in the room is principally 

caused by the loudspeaker itself. In 
that case, the "microphone" pickup . 

current is related to the "program" cur- 
rent in the speaker wires. When we 
apply a voltage to the terminals, and 
measure the resultant current that 
flows, we are measuring current pass- 
ing from the amplifier into the loud- 
speaker as well as current passing 
back to the amplifier. If we pause for a 
moment and think about it, that is ex- 
actly the type of information contained 
in the impedance measurement. 

Therefore, loudspeaker impedance 
contains a great deal more information 
than is assumed by the manufacturer 
when he states "... this is an 8 -ohm 
system." Some of the information can 
be downright embarrassing to the 
manufacturer, such as when it shows 
that his "sealed" box has an unwanted 
leak, or when it shows that the mid- 
range and tweeter acoustically talk to 
each other at the same time over a 
broad band of frequencies, or when it 

shows that his "solid" walnut -covered 
enclosure resonates like a bass drum 
at some unwanted frequency. 

Some of the information tells us 
about the acoustic coupling between 
the loudspeaker and the room, and 
how good (or bad) the acoustic match 
may be. Because of that, I try never to 
measure impedance with the speaker 
facing a hard, reflecting surface. If I 

have any suspicion that some of the 
squiggles on the complex impedance 
plot are caused by the measuring 
room, I will move the loudspeaker and 
repeat the measurement. 

Because present-day loudspeakers 
are designed to produce sound pres- 
sure based upon constant voltage ap- 
plied to the speaker terminals, it would 
make sense to measure the amount of 
current that is drawn at this rated volt- 
age. This is just the inverse of imped- 
ance. Whereas impedance is a mea- 
sure of the voltage drop produced by a 
fixed amount of current, admittance is 
a measure of the current drawn when a 
fixed voltage is applied. In the simple 
case of the loudspeaker, admittance is 
the inverse of impedance. 

Personally, I would prefer to mea- 
sure the complex admittance of a loud- 
speaker, since this tells me how much 
current is drawn if I put, say, 4 V across 
the speaker terminals at 1 kHz. Speak- 
er current is then the product of a sig- 
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The complex impedance will often show 
information that even the speaker design- 
er was not aware of. 

nal voltage times a factor called admit- 
tance. Instead, I must remember that 
speaker current is equal to signal volt- 
age divided by the factor called im- 
pedance. I am lazy, and it is mentally 
much easier for me to multiply than to 
divide. But over half a century of tradi- 
tion has been developed around the 
concept of loudspeaker impedance, 
and I grudgingly bow to this tradition in 
quantifying the driving -point properties 
of loudspeakers. Besides, that is the 
property cited by the manufacturer 
when he sells you the product, and we 
are trying to see how well he meets his 
commitment to you. 

Admittance, like impedance, must 
have two parts, and these parts are 
related to dissipation and storage of 
energy. The part related to dissipation 
is called conductance, and the part 
related to storage is called suscep- 
tance. The units of measure for these 
parts is the inverse of the units of mea- 
sure for impedance. A 1 -ohm resis- 
tance corresponds to a 1 -siemens (we 
used to call it "mho," for ohm spelled 
backward) conductance, and an 8 - 
ohm resistance corresponds to a '/8 - 
siemens conductance. 

In defense of the impedance mea- 
surement, impedances in series are 
added. Thus, a 1/2 -ohm speaker wire 
adds 1/2 ohm to the impedance seen 
by the amplifier. And there is, techni- 
cally, nothing contained in an imped- 
ance measurement that is not con- 
tained in an admittance measurement, 
and vice versa. The reason I bring up 
the subject of admittance is to de- 
scribe another aspect of our loud- 
speaker measurements in Audio. 

It is no secret that I have tried to 
present a format of data, in the guise of 
the complex impedance plot, which 
can be of great value in the design of 
better power amplifiers. Loudspeakers 
are not resistors, and those who de- 
sign power amplifiers to drive resistor 
loads exclusively are simply fooling 
themselves. Furthermore, no two differ- 
ent loudspeaker designs have the 
same impedance (or admittance) 
properties, and as loudspeaker de- 
signs evolve over the years, the type of 
loads which they present to amplifiers 
also evolves. 

The output stages of the amplifier, 
which must take it on the chin when 
driving a loudspeaker, have their safe 

and their unsafe operating regions. It is 
no great difficulty for a power amplifier 
designer to produce a plot of exactly 
what regions of load current are safe 
under various signal conditions. When 
I say "safe," I am referring not only to 
whether or not the transistor, FET or 
whatever will blow up, but how the 
feedback margin and slew rate of the 
amplifier are affected. 

Don't think, for example, that the 
feedback factor of a power amplifier is 
not affected by the load which it drives; 
it is. Consider, for example, what hap- 
pens to the feedback signal if you 
short-circuit the output terminals; those 
amplifiers whose feedback is obtained 
from the output terminals are then op- 
erating in an open -loop condition. That 
amplifier which operates essentially 
without distortion into a 4 -ohm resistor 
may have substantially altered distor- 
tion properties when driving a 4 -ohm 
complex load. 

If the amplifier designer plots the val- 
ue of allowed complex impedance ver- 
sus drive level, drive duration, and 
feedback properties, including internal 
slew -rate limitations, he need only 
overlay a plastic transparency of Au- 
dio's impedance plot to see whether 
his amplifier will cut the mustard with 
that particular speaker. Furthermore, 
an overlay of the corresponding com- 
plex admittance diagram will indicate 
such niceties as peak instantaneous 
current under conditions of XYZ speak- 
er cable interconnect. 

The complex impedance (and ad- 
mittance) plot is sufficiently difficult to 
perform that the vast majority of loud- 
speaker manufacturers do not, them- 
selves, know what the complex load 
properties of their products are. There- 
fore, Audio publishes these measure- 
ments. After many years of such pub- 
lished measurements, I believe that 
there can be no excuse for a power 
amplifier designer who produces a 
product optimized for a mythical load 
resistor. One intent of the complex im- 
pedance measurement is to archive 
data which can allow for better audio 
amplifier design, and thus the impor- 
tance of the measurement extends far 
beyond the particular review in which it 
is published. 

As a final consideration, loudspeak- 
ers are notoriously nonlinear in their 
electromechanical properties. Imped- 

ance (and admittance) is a function not 
only of instantaneous drive level, but of 
the immediate past history of signal 
which has been applied to the speak- 
er. They are non-Markovian in their sig- 
nal -handling properties. (A Markov 
process is one in which the immediate 
present is strictly dependent only upon 
the immediate past and statistically de- 
pendent upon the more distant past. If 

the value of a signal from the distant 
past has an effect on the manner in 
which the present value is to be pro- 
cessed, other than an additive memory 
contribution, then the processing is 
non-Markovian.) There are recoverable 
hysteretic effects in the drive proper- 
ties which modify the impedance at a 
particular drive level. And there are 
nonlinear suspension properties which 
can cause a woofer cone to drift in and 
out of its average no -signal position 
under special combinations of excita- 
tion. These all modify the nature of the 
load which the loudspeaker presents 
to a power amplifier. 

Due to space limitations, the Audio 
measurements are those of the small - 
signal linear impedance. I watch for 
nonlinear drive properties during the 
higher power distortion measurements 
which I also perform on the loudspeak- 
er. If I spot problems, I comment on 
them in the narrative part of the review. 

Let me wrap up this little discussion 
by commenting on something that is 
true of all of the measurements in Au- 
dio's reviews. The measurements are 
technically difficult to perform and re- 
quire highly specialized equipment. 
But they are world -class measure- 
ments, not simply something that hap- 
pens to be available in a particular 
piece of commercial test equipment. 
The data is presented in such a way as 
to be of value to readers at several 
levels of audio involvement. First, a 
narrative is provided for those who 
could not care less about highly tech- 
nical matters and only want to know 
what to watch out for in nontechnical 
terms. These narratives also include 
more technical matters that are dis- 
cussed in relation to the measured 
data which is supplied as plots. And, 
finally, the technical content of the 
measurements is sufficient to be of val- 
ue to professionals who design the 
products which you listen to. They, too, 
read Audio magazine. A 
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he audio industry 
has been waiting for 
it for more than five 
years. The TV broad- 
cast industry has 
wanted it much long- 
er than that. It's been 
available in Japan 

for nearly six years and in West Ger- 
many for nearly four. "It" is stereo TV, 
and by the time you read this, TV 
broadcast stations will be getting 
ready to go on the air with this new 
audio service, and TV receiver manu- 
facturers (not to mention leading audio 
manufacturers) will be feverishly gear- 
ing up to produce the hardware need- 
ed to receive stereo transmissions. 

While there's no point in rehashing 
the reasons that stereo TV has been so 
long in coming to the United States, it 

is important to note that we in the U.S., 
having finally arrived at a decision and 
selected a system, will more than likely 
benefit from the long delay. As a result 
of the long deliberations which led to 
the selection of a system, we will prob- 
ably end up with the highest quality of 
audio possible within the present 
NTSC broadcast standards. Further- 
more, unlike the Japanese or the Ger- 
man TV systems, we will be able to 
enjoy simultaneous stereo and bilin- 
gual or secondary audio program- 
ming. Bilingual soundtracks may well 
prove to be as important as, or even 
more important than, stereo sound for 
TV. Many regions of the United States 
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Stereo TV has been long in coming here, but 
we'll probably get the best sound possible with 

NTSC as a result. 

n 
50 - 

STEREO 

25 
MAIN 

(L+R) 

o 1f 

(L - RI 

2 f H 3 H 

S. A. P. PROFESSIONAL 
ISUB -CHANNEL 

I 1 

4fH 5f 6fH 6.5íH 7f 

Fig. 1-Base-band frequency allocations of Zenith multi -channel TV 

sound system; fH is the TV horizontal -line frequency (15,734.26 Hz). 

are populated by large ethnic minor- 
ities whose first language is not Eng- 
lish, and these viewer/listeners will be 
able to enjoy their favorite TV programs 
accompanied by soundtracks in their 
native languages. This will enlarge the 
stations' audiences, raising their ad 
revenues (especially if the commer- 
cials are also bilingual). Stations ex- 
pect to make money on this, but not to 
make much on stereo. Luckily, both 
stereo and a second language can be 
transmitted at once; in the Japanese 
multi -channel TV audio system, the 
broadcaster must choose either a ster- 
eo soundtrack or a second language 
soundtrack. 

Last December 22, various seg- 
ments of the video industry assembled 
in Washington to vote for one of three 
multi -channel audio transmission sys- 
tems that had been undergoing tests 
for several years. One of the major 
decisions to come out of the initial se- 
ries of tests was that there was an 

obvious need for noise reduction or 
"companding." Experiments with 
"compatible companding" revealed 
that some companding could be toler- 
ated by people owning older TV sets 
not equipped with the necessary ex- 
pander circuits, but that it was difficult 
to devise an effective companding 
system without altering sound balance 
for those owning the older, mono TV 
sets. So, after a great deal of delibera- 
tion, it was decided that companding 
should be applied only to the stereo 
difference (L - R) channels and not to 
the mono (L + R) sum channel, which 
the mono listener would continue to 
receive as before. 

A separate committee task force 
was set up to evaluate several corn- 
panding systems. This task force con- 
ducted extensive subjective listening 
tests, using experienced listeners- 
ranging from recording and broadcast 
engineers to musicians and audio crit- 
ics and journalists-who where asked 

Table I-Signal specifications for multi -channel TV sound. 

Service or 

Signal 

Mod. 

Signal 

Maximum 

Mod. 

Freq., kitz 

Pre -Emphasis, 

µ8 

Subcarrler Main -Carrier 
Peak Bev., 

kltz 

Freq., 
i kHz 

Modulation 

Type 

Bev., 

kill 

Mono L + R 15 75 25 

Pilot fH 5 

Stereo L - R 15 2fH AM-DSB-SC 50 

S.A.P. 10 5fH FM 10 15 

Prof. Channel Voice 3.4 150 6.5fH FM 3 3 
or Data 1.5 0 6.5fH FSK 3 3 

Total: 73 

Notes 
fH = 15,734.26 Hz; DSB = double sideband; SC = suppressed carrier; 
FSK = frequency -shift keying. 

to make a large number of "forced 
choices" in blind A -B comparisons be- 
tween pairs of companding systems. 
The tests were conducted using noise 
and interference levels simulating 
those which would occur with each of 
the three transmission systems in 
close -in (strong signal) and suburban 
or fringe area (weaker signal) loca- 
tions. It was agreed that noise reduc- 
tion would be even more important in 
the case of the Second Audio Program 
(S.A.P.) channel, the one used to trans- 
mit a second -language audio track or 
a secondary audio program. (As we 
will show shortly, this second audio 
program channel is normally noisier 
than the stereo channel). The action of 
the various proposed companding 
systems was judged by the auditors for 
the S.A.P. channel as well. In addition 
to these subjective tests, extensive 
laboratory measurements were made 
to evaluate the performance of each of 
the proposed noise -reduction systems. 

Zenith Transmission System 
After two days of presentations by all 

proponents, the vote was finally taken. 
The winning transmission -system pro- 
ponent was Zenith, while the winning 
companding-system proponent was 
dbx. Figure 1 shows the spectrum oc- 
cupancy and modulation standards of 
the chosen transmission system. The 
main -channel modulation consists of 
an L + R audio signal. An L - R 

stereo difference audio signal causes 
double-sideband, suppressed -carrier 
amplitude modulation of a subcarrier 
at twice the horizontal -line frequency. 
Audio bandwidth of each signal ex- 
tends to 15 kHz, and the main channel 
pre -emphasis remains as it has been 
in the past, 75 µS. Pre -emphasis of the 
stereo subchannel is a part of the corn- 
panding system, which will be de- 
scribed shortly. 

The combined peak deviation of the 
main channel and stereophonic sub - 
channel is always 50 kHz, with the 
main channel accounting for 25 kHz of 
this. When the L and R channels are 
statistically independent (as will usual- 
ly be the case), the main and subchan- 
nel signals interleave, so peak devi- 
ation due to the stereo subchannel can 
also be up to 50 kHz; this helps keep 
S/N from falling as low in stereo as it 

otherwise might. When the L and R 
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The Japanese system won't allow 
simultaneous stereo and bilingual use, but our 

system will. 

Ro---> 
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PUSES f H- 

75 - S 

PRE- 
EMPHASIS 
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PRE- 
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--> 
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Fig. 2-Encoder for Zenith multi -channel TV sound system. 
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MODULATES 
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signals are not statistically indepen- 
dent (which will be most true as the 
signals approach mono), or when the 
L + R and L -R do not have matched 
pre -emphasis characteristics, the rela- 
tive levels of L + R and L - R compo- 
nents assume their respective, natural 
levels, as dictated by the acoustic scene. 

A stereo pilot signal is also transmit- 
ted, as a continuous -wave frequency 
of 15,734.26 Hz (the TV horizontal -line 
rate) with a main -carrier deviation of 
5.0 kHz. The subcarrier for the S.A.P. 
channel is at five times the horizontal - 
line frequency (or 78.67 kHz). The 
S.A.P. channel is frequency -modulated 
to a peak deviation of 10 kHz by a 
signal that is band -limited to 10 kHz; 
when not modulated, it is locked to 
78.67 kHz. The pre -emphasis on the 
S.A.P. channel is, again, part of the 
chosen companding system. Main - 
carrier deviation due to this subcarrier 
is 15 kHz. The S.A.P. channel is noisier 
than the main -channel or stereo- 
subchannel audio, due both to its own 
low level of modulation and its low de- 
viation of the main carrier. 

A third subcarrier, known as the Pro- 
fessional Subchannel and intended for 
voice or data transmission, is located 
at approximately 6.5 times the horizon- 
tal -line frequency. This last subcarrier 

causes 3 -kHz deviation of the main 
carrier. 

Figure 2 is a simplified block dia- 
gram of the encoder required at a 
transmitter to broadcast the new sys- 
tem, while Fig. 3 shows a basic block 
diagram of the elements of a decoder 
circuit for multi -channel -sound TV re- 
ceivers or tuners. It is expected that 
appropriate ICs will be available for 
both the basic decoder and corn - 
pander. 

The companding circuits are not 
shown in these diagrams. In the en- 
coder, a compression circuit would go 
in the L - R line between the stereo 
multiplexer and pilot adder, and anoth- 
er would be inserted just before the 
S.A.P.'s FM modulator. In the decoder, 
the L - R signal would be expanded 
in the stereo decoder, and the S.A.P. 
would be expanded in its decoder. 

dbx Companding System 
Although the companding system 

chosen by the industry for noise reduc- 
tion bears the dbx name and was pro- 
posed by dbx, its operation is more 
sophisticated than that of the familiar 
dbx noise -reduction system used in 
consumer tape recording. The corn - 
pander works in two stages. First, It 

provides wide -band amplitude corn- 

pansion to reduce dynamic range in 
the transmission channel at all audio 
frequencies. This section utilizes a 
1:2:1 linear dB compander, similar to 
dbc's noise reduction for tape record- 
ing. In addition, the compander pro- 
vides variable pre-emphasis/de-em- 
phasis which adapts itself to the spec- 
tral distribution of the program materi- 
al, to take full advantage of the limited 
channel -headroom available. The 
spectral compressor is able to boost or 
reduce high -frequency levels, depend- 
ing upon the input signal spectrum. 

Rms detectors are used to control 
both the amplitude and spectral com- 
panders, thereby providing minimum 
sensitivity to impulse noise while main- 
taining appropriate reaction times for 
music signals. A clipper is provided 
within the compressor control loop for 
preventing channel overload without 
inducing compressor/expander track- 
ing errors. Band -limiting filters are also 
included in the compressor design. 
Compensation for the phase errors 
caused by band -limiting throughout 
the system is provided in the form of a 

complementary filter in the L + R 

channel. The compressor design is 
shown in block diagram form in Fig. 4, 
while the expander block diagram is 
shown in Fig. 5. 
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When stereo FM was approved, noise reduction 
hadn't been invented. Happily, the new stereo TV 

system includes it. 

How Good Is the Chosen System? 
As anyone who has switched from 

stereo FM to mono reception of the 
same FM signal knows, unless you are 
in a strong signal -reception environ- 
ment, stereo FM is a lot noisier than 
mono. The full impact of this signal-to- 
noise deterioration is especially severe 
when you are listening to a station 
whose transmitter is many miles away. 

Unfortunately, when stereo FM broad- 
casting was approved back in 1961, 
noise -reduction systems such as 
Dolby, dbx and the like had not been 
invented. Happily, as we enter the ster- 
eo TV era, we have an excellent noise - 
reduction system built into the new 
system to take care of the signal-to- 
noise deterioration that would other- 
wise have occurred as we switch from 
mono to stereo TV sound (or to the 
Secondary Audio Program channel, be 
it bilingual service or an entirely differ- 
ent audio program). 

The following data was extracted 
from the many, many pages of data in 
the report submitted to the FCC by the 
Electronic Industries Association Multi- 
channel TV Sound Committee to sup- 
port the industry recommendation. In 
"City Grade" reception tests, the cho- 
sen systems yielded S/N ratios be- 
tween 65 and 68 dB for stereo recep- 
tion, with a split -sound type of receiver, 
while the S.A.P. channel, using the 
same type of receiver, yielded S/N ra- 
tios between 78 and 79 dB. 

The real advantage of companding 
showed up more definitively when 
tests were conducted for "Grade B" 

signal -reception conditions. Such con- 
ditions are represented by a video car- 
rier -to -noise ratio of only 30 dB, as 
might be expected in outlying areas 
served by a TV station. Again, using a 
split -sound receiver, signal-to-noise ra- 
tio of the Zenith system, without com- 
panding, was just over 50 dB in stereo. 
With dbx companding added, the sig- 
nal-to-noise ratio increased to between 
63 and 64 dB. The improvement was 
far more dramatic in the case of the 
normally noisier S.A.P. channel. With 
no companding, S/N measured a very 
noisy 43 dB. When dbx companding 
was added, S/N improved to a remark- 
able 77 or 78 dB! With intercarrier 
types of receivers (those that do not 
have separate video and audio i.f. cir- 
cuits), S.A.P. signal-to-noise without 
companding in a Grade B signal envi- 
ronment was even poorer, between 36 
and 42 dB. With the chosen dbx corn- 
panding system added, S/N improved 
to between 62 and 63 dB, still an ac- 
ceptably low level of background 
noise. 

Once stereo TV transmissions begin, 
I expect that we'll see a number of new 
product categories appearing in both 

Fig. 3-Decoder for Zenith multi -channel TV sound system. 
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YOU WON'T 
CATCH THIS NISSAN ON 
ANYTHING BUT EAGLES. 

Every Nissan 300-ZX Turbo 
leaves the factory on Goodyear 
Eagle GT radials-and only Eagle 
radials. Here's why: 

1. All-out performance. 
In 1983 SCCA Showroom 
Stock national competi- 
tion -street radial 
against street radial - 
Goodyear Eagles* won 
more races than all 
other radials combined. ( it *4 

2. All-around per- J rod. formance. Goodyear 
Eagles are meeting 

tread shaved to racing deptt.. 

the auto companies' toughest 
specifications for performance - 
radial endurance, speed ratings, 

ride quality and steel -belted 
strength. 

3. Race -bred perfor- 
mance. Only Eagle radi- 
als give you the direct 
benefit of Goodyear's 
longtime domination of 
world racing. - Example: The tread 

1 pattern of our Eagle 
GT radial is derived 
from our Formula One 

ti 

-11».- 
MINIM 

racing rain tire. 
These are just some of the ma- 

sons why Gaxdyear performance 
radials are standard equipment on 
more cars sold in this country 
than any other performance tires. 

These are the reasons you 
should visit he Eagles' Nest at 
your Goodyear retailer today. 

For a free copy of the detailed 
produd specification book 
Fly With Thr Eagle, write to: 
The C-oodyar Tire & Rubber 
Company, Bax 9125, Dept. 17E 
Akror, Ohio 44305. 

GO OD flEA N 



EQUIPMENT PROFILE 

SHERWOOD 
S-2680CP 
RECEIVER 
Manufacturer's Specifications 
FM Tuner Section 
Usable Sensitivity: Mono, 9.3 dBf 

(1.6 0/300 ohms). 
50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Ster- 

eo, 36.3 dBf (35 µV/300. ohms). 

S/N: Mono, 80 dB; stereo, 75 dB. 
Selectivity: 80 dB. 
Capture Ratio: 1.2 dB. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 15 

kHz, +0.5, -1.0 dB. 
THD: Mono, 0.1% at 1 kHz; stereo, 

0.1% at 1 kHz. 
Stereo Separation: 50 dB at 1 kHz. 

AM Tuner Section 
Usable Sensitivity: 300 µV/meter, 

bar antenna. 
S/N: 45 dB. 

Amplifier/Preamplifier Section 
Power Output: 70 watts per chan- 

nel, continuous, from 20 Hz to 20 
kHz, 8 -ohm loads; 100 watts per 
channel at 1 kHz, 4 -ohm loads. 

Rated THD: 0.05%. 
SMPTE-IM Distortion: 0.05%. 
Damping Factor: 70, at 1 kHz, 

8 -ohm loads. 
Input Sensitivity (for Rated Out- 

put): Phono, 2.5 mV; high level, 150 
mV. 

Phono Overload: 270 mV at 1 kHz. 
Frequency Response: Phono, 

RIAA ± 0.5 dB; high level, 5 Hz to 40 
kHz, +0, -3.0 dB. 

S/N: Phono, 85 dB (75 dB unweight- 
ed); high level, 100 dB (90 dB un - 
weighted). 

Tone Control Range: Bass, ± 10 
dB at 100 Hz; treble, ± 10 dB at 10 
kHz. 

High Filter: -3 dB at 8 kHz, 12 dB/ 
octave. 

Ultra -Low Bass EQ: +5 dB at 30 
Hz, -9 dB at 15 Hz. 

General Specifications 
Power Consumption: 460 watts, 

maximum. 
Dimensions: 17.3 in. (43 cm) W x 

4.3 in. (11 cm) H x 13.8 in. (35 cm) 
D. 

Weight: 21.6 lbs. (9.8 kg). 
Price: $479.95. 
Company Address: 17107 Kings - 

view Ave., Carson, Cal. 90746. 
For literature, circle No. 91 
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Sherwood's top receiver is distinctively different in ap- 
pearance from anything this venerable company has pro- 
duced during its several decades of existence. Still, one 
guiding principle seems to have been retained all through 
the years: Sherwood products offer excellent performance 
at very reasonable prices. When you consider the fact that 
this receiver, with its relatively high power rating of 70 watts 
per channel, has a price tag barely higher than that of 

component tuners which perform not much better than the 
tuner section of the Sherwood S-2680CP, the excellent val- 
ue inherent in this unit becomes obvious. 

Control Layout 
There are no rotary control knobs or other protrusions on 

the receiver's front panel. All controls and switches take the 
form of light -touch, silver -colored buttons or sliders, blend- 
ing neatly with the silver -framed panel and the dark -colored, 
smoked, transparent plastic display areas which cover most 
of the front panel's surface. 

A power switch is at the upper left of the panel, with two 
speaker selector buttons and a stereo headphone jack 
arranged below. When power is applied, two LEDs (one for 
each channel) illuminate in the power -output display area to 
the right of the power switch. These LEDs are, in fact, the 
lowest indicators of two vertically oriented indicator banks 
(seven LEDs per bank) which tell the user how much power is 
being delivered by the amplifier section. In order to provide a 

useful range greater than that which might be available with 
such a small number of LEDs, this metering system has two 
ranges: From O to 10 watts per channel, and from 0 to 140 
watts per channel. When the low -power range is selected, 
the first LED in each bank will light with output powers of as 
little as 0.006 watts per channel. Readings are, of course, 
referenced to 8 -ohm loads; if 4 -ohm speakers are used, the 
readings must be doubled. (The owner's manual contains an 
error in this regard, telling you to divide the readings by two, 
in complete defiance of Ohm's well -established law!) 

Three horizontal sliders below the power display area 
handle bass, treble and balance control functions. All are 
nicely detented-not just at their center positions, but in 10 

discrete increments, making it easy to return to desired 
settings with a great deal of precision. These sliders, as well 
as the vertical slider for adjusting overall volume of the 
receiver, have been sculptured to fit your fingertip. 

A fluorescent display to the right of the power metering 
system shows AM or FM frequencies when you are in the 
tuner mode, but it is extinguished when you use such 
program sources as phono, CD player, or other high-level 
inputs. A five -LED signal -strength meter to the right of the 
frequency display operates for both AM and FM tuning. To 
its immediate right is a single red LED which illuminates 
when FM stereo signals are received. A red "Memory" touch 
button and eight numbered station buttons, arrayed below 
the frequency display area, permit preselection and memo- 
rization of eight FM and eight AM stations for instant recall. 
When the numbered buttons are used to choose a station, a 
tiny green light above the button depressed lights up to 
denote that fact. To the right of these buttons is an "Auto/ 
Manual" tuning button and a "Down/Up" tuning bar. When 
the bar is depressed at either end, tuning will occur either in 
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increments of 0.1 MHz or 10 kHz if you are in the manual 
tuning mode, or, in auto mode, until a usable AM or FM 

signal is encountered. 
Thirteen silver -colored square touch buttons are arranged 

along the lower right portion of the front panel. The first of 
these is used to select the appropriate power meter range. 
"Ultralow Bass EQ" and high -cut filter are activated by the 
next two buttons. "Mute Off/Mono" and loudness buttons 
are next, followed by selectors for tape "Monitor," "2/1," and 
"Dubbing." The remaining five buttons are interlocked and 
used to select program source (AM, FM, AUX, CD, and 
phono). The vertically oriented master volume -control slider 
is located at the extreme right of the panel. 

The Sherwood S-2680CP's rear panel is equipped with a 

swing -away AM antenna bar; two sets of tape in/out jacks; 
two pairs of color -coded, spring -loaded speaker -cable ter- 
minals; 300-ohm/75-ohm FM and external AM antenna ter- 
minals; a chassis ground terminal, and a pair of a.c. conve- 
nience receptacles (one switched, the other unswitched). 
The usual array of phono and high-level inputs are on the 
rear panel (near the chassis ground terminal), as well as an 
increasingly more common input for a CD player. A fuse- 
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Unwanted 19 -kHz, 38 -kHz 
and distortion components 
were extremely low as 
compared with results I 
have obtained from many 
other receivers. 
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Fig. 4-Crosstalk 
and distortion 
products with 

i 5 -kHz modulating 
signal. 

Fig. 5-Frequency 
response, AM 
tuner section. 

holder containing a 5 -ampere line fuse is also accessible at 
the rear panel. 

Circuit Highlights 
Unlike many manufacturers of audio equipment, Sher- 

wood continues to supply its customers with a complete 
schematic diagram-a very worthwhile addition to any own- 
er's manual, should servicing become necessary when it is 
inconvenient to send or bring the unit to an authorized 
service center. 

Four major circuit boards and several smaller ones con- 
tain all of the components of the S-2680CP. The r.f. amplifier 
of the FM tuner front-end utilizes a dual gate FET, and 
separate bipolar mixer and oscillator stages. Ceramic filters 
are used as tuning circuits between i.f. stages, and multi- 

purpose ICs are used for limiter -detector and multiplex - 
decoder circuitry. A microprocessor IC is located on the 
memory/display board along with the necessary driving 
circuitry for the frequency displays. Phono preamplifier cir- 
cuitry is also mounted on the tuner board, and input stages 
for the phono circuits use FETs. Eight semiconductors are 
used for each channel of phono preamplification, with RIAA 
equalization incorporated in the usual feedback arrange- 
ment between stages. 

A single IC handles the active circuitry of the tone con- 
trols, which are incorporated in an inverse feedback loop of 
the familiar Baxandall arrangement. Power amplifier circuitry 
is contained on its own separate p.c. board, with hybrid 
monolithic IC packages containing the power output mod- 
ules. Relay protection circuits are incorporated in series with 
the amplifier's left and right output lines. The power trans- 
former used in this receiver has separate secondary wind- 
ings for high and low regulated supply voltages. All second- 
ary lines are fused, as is the fuse found in the primary line of 
the power transformer. 

Tuner Measurements 
Usable sensitivity in mono measured 12.0 dBf (2.2 µV 

across 300 ohms), a bit short of Sherwood's ambitious 
claim of 9.3 dBf but of no major concern to me, since the 
"least usable sensitivity" specification has long since 
ceased to be important from a practical point of view. 
Sensitivity for 50 -dB quieting, on the other hand, measured 
15 dBf (3.1 µV at 300 ohms) in mono and 36.0 dBf in stereo, 
both of which are very good figures. S/N ratio measured 80 
dB in mono, exactly as claimed, and 2 dB better than 
claimed in stereo, or 77 dB. Harmonic distortion, for a 1 -kHz 
100% -modulation signal, was also lower than claimed, both 
in mono and stereo; it was 0.075% in mono and 0.055% in 
stereo. Distortion anc quieting characteristics as a function 
of signal strength are plotted in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2, I have 
plotted harmonic distortion as a function of modulating fre- 
quency for both mono and stereo reception. At 100 Hz, THD 
in mono measured 0.085%, while in stereo the reading at 
this modulating frequency was 0.17%. At 6 kHz, THD in 
mono was 0.085%; in stereo it remained a very low 0.09%. 

Figure 3 is a 'scope photo of a spectrum -analyzer sweep 
showing FM frequency response (upper trace) and stereo 
separation. Deviation from flat response was -0.7 dB at 30 
Hz and -1.1 dB at 15 kHz. Separation measured 51 and 50 
dB at 1 kHz for the left and right channels, respectively. At 
100 Hz, separation from left to right channel was still a very 
high 48 dB, and 49 dB from right to left channel. Separation 
decreased to 30 dB (left to right) and 29 dB (right to left) at 
the 10 -kHz test frequency. 

Figure 4 shows results obtained when a 5 -kHz modulated 
FM signal was applied to the antenna terminals of this unit, 
with the outputs examined over a linear frequency range 
from 0 Hz to 50 kHz. The tall spike at the left is the desired 5 - 
kHz output signal as seen at the left -channel output. The 
shorter spike and other crosstalk products were obtained by 
examining the right -channel output. Unwanted 19 -kHz, 38 - 
kHz and distortion components were extremely low com- 
pared with results I have obtained when this test was ap- 
plied to many other receivers. In fact, in a separate mea - 
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The front -panel controls 
are well laid out and 
clearly identified. My 
fingers seemed to go 
directly to the controls I 
needed. 
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surement I determined that subcarrier product rejection was 
better than 71 dB, while SCA rejection was 69 dB. 

Alternate channel rejection was excellent, at 82 dB, and 
capture ratio, though falling a bit short of the claimed 1.2 
dB, measured a perfectly satisfactory 1.5 dB for this tuner 
section. Image, i.f., and spurious rejection all measured in 
excess of 90 dB. 

AM frequency response was, as usual, plotted with a 
spectrum analyzer, this time sweeping logarithmically from 
20 Hz to 20 kHz. The results shown in Fig. 5 are, to put it 

mildly, disappointing; the -6 dB points were reached at 
approximately 60 Hz and 2.5 kHz. 

Power Amplifier and Preamplifier Measurements 
The power amplifier section of the Sherwood S-2680CP 

delivered 78.1 watts per channel at mid -frequencies for its 
rated THD of 0.05% while driving 8 -ohm load impedances. 
At the frequency extremes, power output dropped some- 
what, to just under 75 watts per channel for the same level of 
distortion. At rated output (70 watts per channel, 8 -ohm 
loads), THD dropped to 0.025%, while SMPTE-IM distortion 
measured 0.04% as against 0.05% claimed. Dynamic head- 
room was just over 1 0 dB. Damping factor, referred to 50 
Hz and 8 -ohm loads, measured 58 as opposed to the 70 
measured by Sherwood using a 1 -kHz signal and 8 -ohm 
loads. Figure 6 shows the levels of THD as a function of 
power output for three key frequencies (1 kHz, 20 Hz, 20 
kHz). CCIF-IM distortion (twin -tone measurement method) 
was 0.008% at rated output; IHF IM measured a somewhat 
higher 0.05% at the same level of power output. 

Figure 7 shows the maximum boost and cut range of the 
bass and treble controls. Vertical sensitivity in this display 
was 10 dB per division and, as in the case of Figs. 3, 5 and 
8, the frequency sweep is logarithmic, from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. 
Figure 8 shows the effect of turning on the high -cut filter and 
the ultra -low bass EQ circuit. The latter provides a modest 
amount of bass boost at around 30 Hz and then attenuates 
all lower frequency signals sharply. Users of this receiver 
who also own turntables which exhibit a moderate amount of 
rumble will find this circuit especially useful, since it effec- 
tively attenuates rumble frequencies without. audibly affect- 
ing even the very lowest musical bass tones present in a 
recording. 

Although Sherwood continues to quote input sensitivity 
figures and signal-to-noise ratios referred to rated output, I 

measure these important characteristics in accordance with 
IHF (now EIA) standards, so my results cannot be easily 
compared with Sherwood's. Input sensitivity for the phono 
inputs measured 0.32 mV for 1 -watt output. For the high- 
level inputs, 19 mV of input were required to drive the 
amplifier to a 1 -watt output level with the volume control at 
maximum. Phono signal-to-noise ratio, using a 5 -mV input 
signal and with the volume control set for 1 -watt output, 
measured 80 dB, A -weighted. With a 0.5-V signal applied to 
the high-level inputs and again adjusting volume for a 1 -watt 
output, noise was 78 dB lower than the reference 1 -watt 
level. At minimum volume setting, noise was 84 dB below 1 

watt, A -weighted. Phono overload measured 290 mV, well 
over the level claimed. Frequency response for the phono 
inputs deviated from precise RIAA equalization by no more 
than +0.2 dB at the treble end of the spectrum and -0.5 
dB at 30 Hz. High-level inputs exhibited flat frequency 
response (within 1 dB) from 5 Hz to 21 kHz, and the -3 dB 
roll -off points were at 2 Hz and 30 kHz. 

Use and Listening Tests 
Most of the 12 -page owner's booklet explains the function 

of each pushbutton and control on the front panel and the 
hookup diagram of the rear panel. Only one page of the 
booklet actually details step-by-step operating instructions 
for listening to the various program sources and for "memo- 
rizing" favorite AM and FM stations. I mention this not by 
way of a criticism, but rather as an indication of how well the 
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We built Laser XE to outperform the competition. 
We gave it a turbo you can trust. 

_ . 

We built Chrysler Laser XE to win. 
We engineered its turbo to endure. 
Lasers turbo is the sophisticated new 
wave. A water cooled bearing reduces 
critical turbo temperatures to prevent 
oil "coking" and bearing failure. 
Horsepower is boosted 43%. A multi - 
point injection system '"spritzes" fuel in 
at 4 points and moves Laser like light. 
With 5 -speed your time to 50 mph is 
5.4 seconds. Camaro Z28, Trans Am, 
Toyota Supra and Nissan 300 ZX are 
in your remote -controlled side view 
mirrors. 
We gave Laser XE world -class perform- 
ance. In the slalom Laser beats all entries- 
from Trans Am to Mustang GT. 
Laser does it when you equip it with 
turbo and performance handling pack- 
age with nitrogen charged shocks* 
Laser does it with front wheel drive, 

..._.._ . 
Laser beats Nissan 300 ZX in the slalom. 

Laser outperforms Trans Am in braking. 

Laser is faster than Camaro Z28 from 0-50 mph. 

f . 

-1- 

dual path suspension system and 
quick ratio power steering. In the 
slalom Laser finishes No. 1. 

We gave it high-performance brak- 
ing. Laser XE stops you where . 
Trans Am doesn't 

- 

We think total performance 
calls for performance brak- 
ing. So we gave Laser XE / 
semi -metallic brake 
pads, power brakes all 

;. 4,, _r .. j 
around and optional wide 15" alloy 
wheels with Goodyear Eagle GT radials 
Result: Laser stops quicker than Z28, 
Mustang GT, Toyota Supra, 300 ZX, 
Trans Am. 
We gave it a brain-and a perform- 
ance seat that performs. 
Laser XE thinks with you. Its 19 -feature 
electronic monitor even talks your 
language, while its color graphic 
displays make you a calculating 
driver. Laser XE's AM/FM stereo 

remembers what you 
like to hear and its 
self -diagnostic system 

d 

is the nearest thing to an on- 
bóard mechanic. Your seat . 

responds with cushions 
you pump up for thigh and 
lumbar support, and 
you can choose a 6 -way 
power seat and Mark 
Cross leather. 
We gave it our best: a 5 year/ 

50,000 mile Protection Plan. 
Even your turbo is protected. 

We believe a performer has to 
be a survivor, so we back your 

entire powertrain with 5/50 
protection, with outer body rust - 

through protection for the same 
period.** See dealer for 

details. Buckle úp for safety. 

35 Est Hwy. 
22 EPA Est MPG' Chrysler 

The best built, best backed American cars} 
'Based on overall results of USAC tests against standard 
equipped models. Laser XE equipped with optional handling 
suspension. Turbo package and IS road wheels and tires. 
"S years or 50.000 miles whichever comes first. Limited war- 
ranty Deductible required. Excludes leases. Use EPA est. mpg 
for comparison. Actual mileage may vary depending on speed. 
trip length and weather Hwy mileage probably less }}Based 
on lowest percent of National Highway Traffic Safety Adminis- 
tration recalls for '82 and '83 models designed and built in 
North America. 
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If one section must be 
singled out, the FM tuner 
section is the winner. Auto 
tuning was precise, as one 
expects (but unfortunately 
doesn't always get). 
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Note that one input on 
the Sherwood S -2860's 
rear panel is labelled "CD." 

front -panel controls are laid out and how clearly they are 
identified. My fingers seemed to go directly to the controls 
and touch buttons I needed when I was putting the receiver 
through its paces during bench and listening tests. The LED 
and fluorescent displays were clear and easily read, even at 
a distance. 

As for the performance of the receiver during listening 
tests, I found the FM tuner section to be the winner, if one 
section of this receiver must be singled out above the 
others. Auto tuning was always precise, as one would ex- 
pect (but doesn't always get) from a frequency -synthesized 
tuning system. The amplifier section, while not unusual in its 
performance, delivered adequate power for use with speak- 
ers of medium -to -high efficiency-even when the program 
source was Compact Discs (as it very often is, now, in my 
listening tests). The phono inputs handled my best moving - 

magnet cartridges well, but users should note that the 47- 
kilohm resistances provided at the inputs to the left and right 
phono stages are shunted with 150-pF capacitors. If your 
cartridge is optimally loaded with around 250 pF or even a 

bit less (as most popular MM cartridges are), you may have 
to hunt for some low -capacitance audio cable or else keep 
the ength of the cables from turntable to phono inputs 
extremely short to prevent a high total capacitance from 
attenuating treble response. (Of course, if you are handy 
with a pair of cutting pliers and a screwdriver, you could get 
inside the receiver yourself and clip out the 150-pF capaci- 
tors altogether.) 

Overall, I found the S-2680CP receiver to be a worthy 
entry in Sherwood's line of products, especially in view of its 
modest price and its superior FM and stereo FM perform- 
ance. Leonard Feldman 
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE 

MICRO SEIKI 
CD -Mal 
COMPACT DISC 
PLAYER 

Manufacturer's Specifications 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 

kHz, ±0.5 dB. 
S/N Ratio: Greater than 90 dB. 
Dynamic Range: Greater than 90 

dB. 
Channel Separation: Greater than 

90 dB at 1 kHz. 
Harmonic Distortion: Less than 

0.005% at 1 kHz. 
Output Level: 2.0 V. 
Number of Programmable 

lections: 24. 
Power Consumption: 30 watts. 
Dimensions: 16-15/16 in. (43 cm) W 

x 5-3/16 in. (13.2 cm) H x 13% in. 
(34 cm) D. 

Weight: 18'/ lbs. (8 kg). 
Price: $1,100.00. 
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Company Address: Scientific Audio 
Electronics, P.O. Box 60271, Termi- 
nal Annex, Los Angeles, Cal. 90060. 
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The Micro Seiki CD -M1 offers just about every feature that 
listeners to CDs are likely to ever want, except for remote 
control and fast audible scan of recorded programming. Up 
to 24 tracks, index points, or a combination of both can be 
committed to the player's microprocessor memory and can 
be played back in any random order. 

More and more, CD software is beginning to take advan- 
tage of the index numbering feature inherent in the CD 
format. To take full advantage of such indexing, the Micro 
Seiki unit provides easy access to a given point in a disc by 
index number within a track, as well as by track riumber or 
even by elapsed time within a track. 

Control Layout 
Like so many other CD players I have tested, the Micro 

Seiki CD -M1 is a front -loading machine with a hinged disc - 
compartment door that accommodates a vertically posi- 
tioned disc. To the left of the disc door is a power on/off 
pushbutton, while immediately to the right of the compart- 
ment are four separate display areas, one below the other. 
The top display has three LED lights, for "Stand By" (illumi- 
nated during the stop mode or when a track is being 
searched), "Pause," and "Play." A "Track No." display just 
below indicates the number of the track currently being 
played or about to be played. The next display is multi- 
purpose. It indicates time elapsed since the beginning of 
the track being played and, if the "Total Time" button (else- 
where on the front panel) is pressed, total elapsed time from 
the beginning of the disc being played. Finally, this display 
will also indicate index number within a track when such a 

number is being programmed. The fourth display area is 

much like a tuner's dial scale. An illuminated red dot moves 
to the left or right to show the relative location of the laser 
pickup to the disc surface. 

Major operating buttons are located to the right of the 
displays. Included are seven touch buttons for "Play/Start," 
"Stop/Eject," "Pause," reverse and forward skip, reverse, 
and fast forward. The reverse and forward skip buttons 
move the laser pickup either to the beginning of the current 
track or to the beginning of the following one. A set of keys 
numbered from "0" to "9" to the right of the operating 
buttons is used to program desired program or index num- 
bers and/or track starting times. A "Memory" button, used to 
enter track or index numbers during programming, and a 

"C/AC" (Clear/All Clear) button are to the left and right, 
respectively, of the "0" key. When the "C/AC" button is 

touched once, it clears an error you may have made during 
programming. Touched twice in succession, the button 
clears or erases all programmed entries from memory. 

Six small buttons in a vertical row at the right of the front 
panel take care of the remaining functions. Included here 
are a "Phrase" button for initiating repeat -play of a desired 
musical phrase, an "Index" button for selecting desired 
index points, a "Time" button for programming by starting 
time rather than by track or index number, a "Memo Call" 
button for visually reviewing memory content in the order in 

which it was programmed, a "Repeat" button for repeat 
playing of any given track, and a "Total Time" button for 

viewing total time since the beginning of the disc's first 
track. 
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Fig. 3-Outputs from 
Micro Seiki CD -M1 
contained spurious 
high -frequency signals at 
around 44.1 kHz, the D/A 
sampling frequency. 
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A clear challenge from PDMagnetics 
to the readers of Audio. 

Introducing the 500 CROLYN HG Audio Cassette. Clear sound. clear shell...clearly superior. 
The new 500 CROLYN'" High Grade cassette will exceed even 
your high standards. We engineered it for you, the audiophile. 
We want to hear from you. We challenge you to compare it 
with the likes of XL-IIS and SA -X. Hear the difference genuine 
chromium dioxide tape makes versus cobalt -iron oxide imita- 
tions or other "chrome equivalent" tapes. Also, ask about 
1100 Metal HG and lb -Oxide Ferro HG. 

Buy a 500 CROLYN'"" HG cassette. Use it-test it-under 
your standards. Send us your comments (plus outer wrapper 
and sales receipt). We'll send you a 500 CROLYN * HG Cassette 
FREE! We're betting you will agree with our results.* 

Only the people who invented the compact cassette 
(Philips, the "P" in our name), and chromium dioxide (Du Pont, 
the "D" in our name), could bring you a tape this great. 

Rating vs. Leading Premium Cassettes 

500 CROLYN" HG 

Tape Background Noise SUPERIOR 

S/N. Law Frequency SUPERIOR 

S/N High Frequency EQUAL i 

Dynamic Range SUPERIOR 

Frequency Response EQUAL 

Shell Quality EQUAL 

Overall Listening Quality SUPERIOR 

Specific test results available on request. For free cassette 
offer, technical information or the PDMagnetics dealer serv- 
ing your area. write us at address below 

PDMagndics 
A legacy of quality from Philips and Du Pont. 

I 
«ALI 

r`Muwwlks --,.¡' fPDAOIYM; 

0 

Magnetics 

500 CROwL YN Ir 90 

500 CROLYN" 

PDMagnetics 

1` 

'Offer expires July 30. 1984. 01984 PDMagnetics 600 Heron Drive. Foreland Industrial Complex. Bridgeport. NJ 08014 

Enter No. 37 on Reader Service Card 



I liked the fact that the 
CD -M1 didn't swallow or 
grab discs. I always feel 
that self -closing doors may 
someday close early, with 
disastrous results. 
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Fig. 4-Channel 
separation vs. frequency. 
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Fig. 5-Third-octave 
analysis of S/N. 

On the rear panel of the CD -M1, in addition to the usual 
left and right output jacks, there is an output -level control 
which adjusts left and right channel simultaneously. 

Operation of the player, for all its programming features, 
is relatively simple. I particularly liked the fact that the disc - 
compartment door did not "swallow" or "grab" discs when I 

inserted them. It is necessary to push the disc all the way 
down until a click is heard, and then to close the door 
manually. While the self -closing doors on some machines 
are elegant to watch, I always have the feeling (probably 
unjustified) that some day the door will close before the disc 
is properly positioned, with disastrous consequences for 
both disc and player. Retaining a certain amount of control 
over the mechanism is, to my mind, somewhat reassuring. 

Measurements 
Figure 1 is a plot of frequency response for both left and 

right channels of this CD player. The vertical scale is ex- 
panded to 2 dB per division, and the plot is from 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. At 17.5 kHz, response was down about 0.5 dB on both 
channels; at 20 kHz, response was down 0.8 dB from the 

1 -kHz reference level. 
Harmonic distortion for maximum recorded level mea- 

sured a very low 0.003% at mid -frequencies, rising to 
0.005% at the lowest test frequency of 41 Hz. Note that in 

Fig. 2 I was unable to provide a meaningful plot of distortion 
above 10 kHz. That is because some spurious super -audi- 
ble components, centered around 44.1 kHz (the sampling 
frequency used for CDs), were present at the outputs of the 
player. The presence of these unwanted frequencies is 

illustrated in the spectrum analyzer sweep shown in Fig. 3. 

In this display, sweep was linear from 0 Hz to 50 kHz, rather 
than logarithmic, and you can see two distinct spurious 
spikes at around 43 and 45 kHz, near the right edge of the 
screen. The tall spike at the left is, of course, the desired 1 - 

kHz test signal present on the test disc. While the unwanted 
high -frequency signals cannot be heard during playback of 
a CD, they nevertheless influence any attempts to read 
harmonic distortion for high -frequency signals. (For THD 
readings below 10 kHz, I used a band-pass filter so as to 
reduce or eliminate the effects caused by these spurious 
high -frequency signals.) 

Output linearity was accurate to within 0.3 dB from 0 -dB 
reference level down to - 75 dB. Stereo separation is plot- 
ted for left and right channels in the graph of Fig. 4. I 

measured separations of around 85 dB at mid -frequencies 
and approximately 75 dB at 10 kHz. 

SMPTE intermodulation distortion measured a negligibly 
low 0 0025% at maximum recorded output level, increasing 
to 0.02% at -20 dB recorded level. Signal-to-noise ratio 
readings were also difficult to perform using a single -meter 
method because of the presence of those spurious high - 
frequency signals at the outputs of the player. Using an a.c. 
VTVM, I read an S/N of only 85 dB, unweighted, and 86 dB, 
A -we ghted. Yet, when I measured S/N using my Sound 
Technology 1500A tester, which limits its analysis of noise to 
the audio band only (from 20 Hz to 20 kHz), the S/N reading, 
as shown in Fig. 5, was a superb 102 dB, unweighted. 

Examination of a reproduced 1 -kHz square wave (Fig. 6) 
revealed that the Micro Seiki CD player employs digital 
filtering and oversampling, similar to that employed by Phil- 
ips in the players that are sold under the Magnavox name in 

this country. Micro Seiki claims that, unlike Philips and 
others who employ oversampling, they are actually using 
16 -bit D/A converters rather than 14 -bit D/As. In addition to 
digital filtering, "soft" analog filtering is used in post-D/A 
circuitry. The appearance of the recovered unit -pulse test 
signal (Fig. 7) confirms that this circuit approach is being 
used, and the excellent phase relationship between the low 
(2 kHz) and high (20 kHz) signals of Fig. 8 offers further 
confirmation of this circuit approach. 

The usual error -correction and tracking tests were made, 
using a Philips test disc, to see how well the player could 
handle simulated scratches, dust particles, and fingerprint 
smudges on the surface of a CD. The player successfully 
tracked the scratch -simulation opaque wedge up to the 
900 -micron width. This is about average for the players I 

have tested to date. As for the simulated dust particles 
(black dots of increasing diameters), the CD -M1 did not do 
quite as well, audibly muting when trying to traverse a dust 
spot of only 600 microns. This is well below average com- 
pared with other machines previously tested. As for the 
simulated fingerprint smudge, the player had no trouble 
playing through it, nor have any of the other players tested 
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The CD -M1 uses digital 
filtering and oversampling, 
like Philips, but Micro Seiki 
claims to use 16 -bit 
rather than Philips -style 
14 -bit D/A converters. 

1:4 r' 

1 

Fig. 6- 
Reproduction 
of 1 -kHz 
square wave. 

Fig. 7- 
Single-pulse test. 

Fig. 8- 
Phase linearity 
test, 2- and 
20 -kHz signals. 

been tripped up by this simulated defect in the test record's 
surface. 

Use and Listening Tests 
The Micro Seiki CD -M1 performed flawlessly in terms of 

programming facilities and in terms of sound quality. Now 
that my software library has expanded to include a good 
deal of well -recorded classical fare (and even a bit of 
beautifully engineered and recorded jazz material), I must 
confess that I am beginning to be able to differentiate 
between the sounds of various CD players. Yes, there are 
sonic differences, however subtle they may be. In my opin- 
ion, the Micro Seiki circuit approach to decoding and play- 
ing CDs is a good one, and I believe that in future months 
and years we will see an increasing number of manufactur- 
ers turning to the digital filtering/oversampling approach 
already employed by Micro Seiki and others. I certainly 
don't mean to imply that those manufacturers using steep - 
analog filters are producing inferior -sounding machines. I 

still maintain that all CD players I have tested, given decent 
software, offer tremendous advantages over even the best 
analog recordings and analog audio systems. It's just that 
those of you who are very critical listeners may be able to 
distinguish between the sounds of various CD players and, 
like me and many of my colleagues, may prefer the kind of 
sound reproduction offered by players such as this Micro 
Seiki unit. 

Are there any negatives concerning the CD -M1? Yes, one 
or two. For one thing, it is not as shock -resistant as some 
other players I have tested. You don't want to bang your fist 
on its surface, or even on the table or shelf on which it 

stands while it is playing a CD. For another, at its suggested 
retail price, I rather wish that it had provisions for a remote - 
control unit (preferably wireless), even if the remote were an 
option at added cost. Especially with pop CDs, there's so 
much music on a single disc that I often find myself wanting 
to skip ahead when I listen to a disc for the first time and 
haven't yet programmed it to play specific tracks. To most 
listeners, these minor deficiencies may not even be regard- 
ed as substantive. The fact is that the Micro Seiki CD -M1 
looks good, sounds good, and works well. 

Leonard Feldman 

The feature -laden 
CD -M1 can 
access up to 24 
selections-by 
time, track or 
index point. 
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Harvey's proudly present to the world the ultimate power amplifier... The Perreaux 

51506 of New Zealand. An engineering masterpiece of the highest order. 

The 51506 is actually capable of harnessing all the electricity your power 

company can supply. Yet its brute strength is derived from its elegant simplicity. 

The 5150B has no integrated chips or complex trick circuits. Perreaux accom- 

plishes this demanding task with only 5 transistors in the driver stage and 

12 transistors at the output. This most powerful of amplifiers has the shortest 
path with the fewest components -A virtual straight wire with gain, the 

theoretical ideal of amplifier design. 

The creation of this leviathan that serves the art of music is an art in itself. 

Every Perreaux audio component is completely handcrafted. The 5150B's 
internal beauty and simplicity is reflected by its external design. There are 

no flashing lights or panels that glow in the dark. It has no need to shout 

its authority. The 5150B's statement is made by the rows of Perréaux 

designed heat sinks with over 60 dissipation ribs per inch. And by the hand 

made front panel with its beveled edges and meticulous etched finish. 

The impressive performance is also derived by this attention to detail. 
Every transistor is tested, calibrated and matched by Pereaux. Every 

audio component created undergoes several hundred quality control 
inspections. Only Perreaux completely handcrafts in one facility, from 

the cutting of the metal to insertion of the components to final testing. 

THE POWER Suffice it to say the 5150B's power is enough. There is 

no wattage rating given. The power supply can deliver 2,000 amps 

peak current to the circuit boards. Each channel is capable of deliver- 
ing over 30 amps continuous current at the output along with 
220 volts peak to peak. In addition to the extensive heat sinking, 

convection cooling is utilized to silently draw cool air into the 
amplifier. The 5150B is the greatest power available dedicated to 

the reproduction of music. 

THE PERFORMANCE Perreaux was not satisfied with creating 
an amplifier of such power magnitude unless it was also the 

finest sounding and performing. The 51506's bandwidth extends 

to 3,000,000 Hz. Its phase accuracy is ± 1° 20 to 20,000 Hz. 

and T.I.M. distortion is unmeasureable by most test equipment. The sound emanating from thus brute is smooth, delicate and accurate. 

The 51506's production is very limited. Perreaux's 10 years of manufacturing experience is brought to a culmination for 

those who demand the utmost in power, performance and quality. Price S3,500 

Awarded the Audio/Video Magazine Hi Fi Grand Prix for its "Mercedes -like construction" Perreaux pre -amplifier and power 

amplifier combinations start at two thousand dollars. 
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Manhattan 2 West 45th Street 212 575-5000 

ELECTRON I C S Westchester 236 East Post Road, White Plains 914 948-3380 
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At 20 kHz, the right 
channel was flat within 
0.1 dB, but the left channel 
was up 3.7 dB, indicating a 
ringing analog filter. 
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Fig. 1-Frequency 
response, left (top) and 
right channels, at 0 -dB 
(maximum) level. 
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Fig. 2-Harmonic 
distortion vs. frequency at 
levels of (from top to 
bottom) -30, -24, and 
0 dB. 
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chose to use an all -black front panel with silver -colored 
touch buttons, while Akai uses-you guessed it-an all - 
silver front panel with black touch buttons! 

When I realized that the two units are essentially the same 
physically, I was half tempted to abort the tests on the Akai 
and simply use the test results obtained from the Micro Seiki 
unit. The published specifications of both units read much 
the same, and after consulting Audio's Annual Equipment 
Directory (October 1983), I noted that the features are about 
the same as well. Even the output filter system claimed for 
both is the same. Fortunately, I proceeded with the tests 
anyway. To my surprise, the test results and, apparently, the 
circuitry are quite different, adding to the mysterious as- 
pects of these two seemingly identical units. If some of the 
descriptions that follow seem unusually familiar, now you 
know why. 

The Akai CD -D1 is a full -featured unit, but there is no 
provision for remote -control operation. Up to 24 tracks, 
index points, or a combination of both can be committed to 
the player's microprocessor memory and can be played 
back in any random order. For those CDs that contain index 
numbers (subdivisions within a given program track), the 
CD -D1 provides easy access to any point in a disc by index 
number, as well as by track (program) number or even by 
elapsed time within a given track. 

The Akai CD -D1 is a front -loading machine with a hinged 
disc -compartment door that accommodates a vertically po- 
sitioned disc. To the left of the disc door is a power on/off 
pushbutton, and immediately to the right of the door are four 
display areas. The uppermost display has three LEDs, for 
"Stand By" (illuminated during the stop mode or when a 
track is being searched), "Pause," and "Play." The "Music 
No." display indicates the number of the track currently 
being played or about to be played, while the next display 
indicates time elapsed since the beginning of the track 
being played. If the "Total Time" button, at the lower right of 
the front panel, is pressed, this display will indicate total 
elapsed time from the beginning of the disc being played. 
Finally, this display will also indicate index number within a 
track, when such an index number is being programmed. 
The fourth display area, configured much like a tuner's dial 
scale, has a red-light dot which moves left or right to 
indicate the relative location of the laser pickup along the 
Compact Disc's surface. 

Major operating buttons, to the right of the displays, are 
"Play/Start," "Stop/Eject," "Pause," forward and reverse 
"IPLS" (which skip the laser pickup to the beginning of 
either the current or the following track), "F. Rev" and "F. 
Fwd." A set of keypads, numbered from "0" to "9" and 
located to the right of the major operating buttons, is used to 
program desired track or index numbers and/or track start- 
ing times. A button labelled "Set" is used to enter track or 
index numbers during programming, while another button in 
the keypad area identified as "C/AC" (Clear/All Clear) is 
used either to clear an error you may have made during 
programming (if touched once) or to clear or erase all 
programs from memory (touched twice). 

Six small buttons arranged in a vertical row at the right 
end of the front panel take care of the remaining functions. 
Included here are a "Phrase" button to initiate repeat -play of 
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Sherwood's new car stereo - 
Everything you're looking 

for plus something 
more: AM STEREO 

The broadcast industry has been talking about AM 
stereo for a long time. But the talk is over. Stations all 
over are now using this exciting new technique. 
Why AM stereo? 

The excitement of AM stereo is revolutionizing AM 
programming. Music, of course, takes on new realism, 
but that's just the beginning. Talk radio, a growing 
trend in AM broadcasting, is more exciting, more 
intimate in stereo. 
What about FM Stereo? 

Stereo FM is terrific. The new CRD-150, like all 
Sherwood receivers, sounds great on FM. But some- 
times you can't pull in FM clearly, no matter what 
receiver you have, because FM signals have short 
range and travel in straight lines. 

This wouldn't matter if we lived (and drove) on a 
flat, open surface. But since the earth is curved and 
covered with obstructions, it's difficult to get and hold 
clean FM where signals are weak or in congested 
urban areas or moving cars. That's when you need 
AM stereo. 

FM Stereo has short range and is easily obstructed. 

No "fupp, fupp, fupp:' 
On the edge of clear reception FM makes a "fupp, 

fupp, fupp" noise, a result of its short range and direc- 

tional nature. AM signals bounce off the earth's atmo- 
sphere, creating an "energy umbrella" from above. 
So with AM stereo there's no "fupp, fupp, fupp" 
Not just for the boonies. 

Because AM stereo is long-range, most people think 
it's just for remote areas. Not so. In big cities, too many 
FM stations make for poor selectivity, and high-rise 
structures make good FM reception even tougher. AM 
stereo is for the country and the city. 

AM Stereo has long range and is not directional. 

An all new car stereo at a price you can afford. 
Now you can enjoy the benefits of AM stereo as well 

as all the features you would expect in an advanced 
cassette/receiver. Sherwood's new CRD-150 has digital 
readout, 10 station presets, Dolby* noise reduction, 
separate bass and treble controls, metal tape capability, 
and more. (The radio even plays when the tape deck is 
in fast forward or rewind.) And, like all Sherwood 
products, the CRD-150 gives you quality and innovation 
at a ¢rice you can afford. 

To experience AM stereo and find out just how good 
(and how affordable) Sherwood's new CRD-150 is, see 
your nearest Sherwood auto sound dealer. To find him, 
call (800) 841-1412 during West coast business hours. 
'Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories. 

Sherwood 
Enter No. 47 on Reader Service Card Quality and Innovation You Can Afford 

17107 Kingsview Avenue, Carson, CA 90746. In Canada: The Pringle Group, Don Mills, Ontario 



McINTOSH... the tradition for EXCELLENCE 

KR 1051 
aTRA'REf.L LOUDSPEAKERS 
Suggested Retail ('rice $1199 each 

In 1884 art -sans, following an exact and demanding 
design, created this piano (SIN #51908). Master 
craftspeop e, using common and ordinary materials 

I uncisikillon fashion, created the unique instru- 
L____IDent that is ... Steinway. Today, 100 years later, 

' this superb Musical instrument, when combined 
with hands of talent, continues to produce concert 
hall performapces. Here, truly, is an expression of 
superior te,httology, performance capability, and 
lasting value. 

Since its beginning in 1949, the McIntosh tradition 
for Excellence and technological leadership and 
more than Thirty-five years of lived history provide 
the theore cal and practical background for years 
of dedicate research and exploration that has pro- 
duced the 'R 1051 'Xtra Real' loudspeaker. 
The Mclntcsh XR 1051 is the finest expression in 
the Ioudspeaer scientist's repertoire. It is imbued 
with the McIitosh tradition for Excellence in 
technologica4Íy superior design, a significant ad- 
vance in Ion distortion performance, in depth and 
spaciousness of stereo imaging, a cabinet finish that 
is the pride a) the cabinet craftperson's art, lasting 
long-term value, and best of all, 'Xtra Real' music. 

STEINWAY & 
SONS 

Mt 
1 

For Detailed Information on McIntosh Products Write: 
McINTOSH LABORATORY INC. 
EAST SIDE STATION, A54 P.O. BOX 96 
BINGHAMTON, NY 13904-0096 

Enter No. 31 xi Reader Service CaJ 
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Unweighted signal-to-noise 
ratio measured an even 
100 dB, one of the highest 
S/N readings I have 
obtained for any CD player. 

a desired musical phrase, an "Index" button to select de- 
sired index points, a "Time" button to program by starting 
time rather than by track or index number, a "Memo Call" 
button to visually review memory content in the order in 

which it was programmed, a "Repeat" button to repeat -play 
any given track, and the "Total Time" button. 

In addition to the usual left and right output jacks on the 
rear panel of the CD -D1, there is an output -level control 
which adjusts left and right channel outputs simultaneously. 

Measurements 
Figure 1 is a plot of frequency response for both left and 

right channels of this CD player. The vertical scale is ex- 
panded to 2 dB per division, and the plot is from 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. At 20 kHz, response for the right channel was virtually 
flat (down only 0.1 dB), but for the left channel, response at 

that specific frequency was actually up a full 3.7 dB. This 
appears to indicate the presence, solely, of an improperly 
terminated analog filter that was exhibiting an inordinately 
large amount of ringing. In our Annual Equipment Directory, 
Akai had listed their filtration system as digital as well as 
analog. Furthermore, the Micro Seiki unit, which the Akai 
seems to emulate in its physical details, does use digital, as 
well as analog, filters. The mystery deepens! 

Harmonic distortion at mid -frequencies, for maximum re- 
corded level, measured a very low 0.0045%, rising to 
0.013% at the lowest test frequency of 41 Hz. At 20 kHz, 
THD rose negligibly to 0.007%. Graphic plots of harmonic 
distortion versus frequency for three different levels of out- 
put are shown in Fig. 2. 

Output linearity was accurate to within 0.1 dB from 0 -dB 
reference level down to -60 dB and down to -80 dB within 
0.3 dB. Stereo separation is plotted for left and right chan- 
nels in Fig. 3. I measured separation of around 72 dB at 
mid -frequencies and approximately 71 dB at 20 kHz. 

SMPTE intermodulation distortion measured a negligibly 
low 0.005% at maximum recorded output level, increasing 
to 0.015% at -20 dB recorded level. Unweighted signal-to- 
noise ratio for the Akai CD -D1 measured an even 100 dB- 
one of the highest S/N readings I've obtained for any CD 
player. A spectrum analysis plot of noise versus frequency 
is shown in Fig. 4. 

Examination of a reproduced 1 -kHz square wave (Fig. 5) 
revealed the familiar ringing pattern along the top and 
bottom of the square wave that is always associated with 
sharp -cutoff, multi -pole analog filters and not with pre-D/A 
digital filters such as those in the Micro Seiki, Magnavox, 
Marantz, and other units. This fact is further confirmed by 
examination of the reproduced unit -pulse signa (Fig. 6). I 

should mention, too, that the sample had trouble tracking 
the square -wave signals on my Philips test disc. There were 
moments of muting while this test signal was being played. 
Since the disc is maintained in clean condition and contin- 
ues to play through on other CD players, I can only suspect 
less than perfect tracking capability for the sample Akai. 

As far as the digital -versus -analog filter mystery, I have no 
ready answers. Is it possible that the manufacturer of this 
Akai unit simply ran out of parts and substituted an alterna- 
tive p.c. board, or at least alternative circuit chips, rather 
than stop production? Could the person who supplied the 
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Fig. 5- 
Response to 
1 -kHz 
square wave. 

Fig. 6- 
Single-pulse 
reproduction. 

Fig. 7- 
Two-tone phase 
check (2 kHz left, 
20 kHz right). 
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When you invest in a DRAKE Earth Station Receiver, you've chosen the very 
finest. Elegantly designed with the latest engineering concepts in solid-state 
techniques, every, DRAKE is characterized by superb performance and ver- 
satility. DRAKE. . . world $ ass leader in satellite television reception. 
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ESR240 EARTH STATION RECEIVER 

Infrared Remote Control 

Digital Channel Readout 
Preset 6.2/6.8 and Variable 
Audio Tuning 
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4 EARTH STATION RECEIVER 

Digital Channel Readout 

z.Detent Channel Tuning 
Preset 6.8 and Variable Audio Tuning 

1 

R.L. Drake Company 

«ID DRAKE® 540 Richard Street; Miamisburg, Ohio 45342, USA 
® Phone: (513) 866-2421 F7(xJF f Ft MEMEtEN of 

Telex: 288-017 PJSPYCE 
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The Akai's programming 
features and front -panel 
controls performed 
perfectly. Access to a given 
track was extremely fast, 
and programming is simple. 

information to Audio for the Directory have been working on 
the basis of preliminary data about the machine? I don't 
think we'll ever know the answer, but it certainly is an 
intriguing situation. The phase -response track on my test 
disc, which consists of a 2 -kHz signal on one channel and a 
20 -kHz signal on the other, was also reproduced with the 
phase error (for the high -frequency signal relative to the 
lower frequency) that is typical of CD players employing 
multi -pole, analog post-D/A filtering. Results of this test are 
shown in the 'scope photo of Fig. 7. 

The usual tests were made for error correction and track- 
ing to see how well the player could handle simulated 
scratches, dust particles, and fingerprint smudges on the 
surface of a Philips test disc. The player successfully played 
all the way through the simulated scratch wedge, or right 
through opaque linear distances of 900 microns. In the case 
of the simulated dust specks, however, some mistracking 
occurred when black dots 600 microns in diameter were 
reached. As for the simulated fingerprint smudge, the CD - 
D1 had no trouble playing through it, nor have any of the 
other players tested been tripped up by this simulated 
defect in the CD's surface. 

Use and Listening Tests 
The programming features and front -panel controls of the 

Akai CD -D1 performed perfectly. Access to a given track 
was extremely fast, as specified by Akai, and programming 
is relatively simple and well documented in the owner's 
manual, which is translated in English, French and German. 
As for those analog filters, I did hear differences between 
the Micro Seiki and Akai units, using well -recorded program 
material. I suspect, though, that more of what I didn't like 
about the sound of the Akai can be attributed to the peaking 
at the high end in one channel than to the presence of one 
particular type of filter. As always, it is unfortunate that I am 
limited to one sample in such tests. I would be most curious 
to learn if all of the Akai units use this type of filtering, and, if 

they do, if other samples have a smoother high -end re- 
sponse in both channels. For all of this nit-picking, the Akai 
player sounded very good indeed, albeit not quite as good 
as the Micro Seiki-which I had tested just hours before and 
was still available for a direct A -B comparison. 

As was true of the similarly configured Micro Seiki unit, I 

particularly liked that the disc compartment did not "swal- 
low" or "grab" discs when I inserted them. In other words, it 

is necessary to push the disc all the way down, until a click 
is heard, and then to push the door closed manually. Retain- 
ing a certain amount of control over the mechanism is, to my 
mind, somewhat reassuring. 

The Akai CD -D1 is somewhat prone to mist racking in the 
presence of mechanical shocks. However, aside from the 
mistracking noted while it played the square -wave test sig- 
nal and the error -correction test tracks, I experienced no 
mistracking with any of the musical discs that I played so 
long as I refrained from pounding on its surface with my fist. 

As for the "mystery" of why two units whose front panels 
look the same don't have the same "insides," I susoect after 
this report is printed I'll be hearing from one or both of the 
manufacturers in question. If I do, I'll let you know what the 
explanation is in a future issue. Leonard Feldman 

Most high -quality 
tonearms are overdesigned 

and overpriced. 

But not ours. 
Take a good look at those 
high-priced separate tone - 
arms and you'll find most of 
them are designed to solve 
problems they created for 
themselves. 

After all, every tonearm 
has the same essential job to 
do: let the stylus function as 
intended. Specifically: track 
the groove accurately, bring 
the tonearm along as the 
groove spirals inward from 
lead-in to run -out, and leave 
no trace of its passage on 
the groove. 

To do that job well, a tone - 
arm needs the right geome- 
try, perfect balance, precise 
and stable settings for track- 
ing force and anti -skating, 
extremely low bearing 
friction, and immunity to 
resonance and external 
shock. 

In short, the Dual tonearm. 
The straight-line tube 

that made everyone else go 
straight. (It's made of Dual's 
own XM300 aluminum and 
magnesium alloy-the best 
material on any tonearm for 
low mass, rigidity and self - 
damping.) 

r 

The entire tonearm per- 
fectly balanced in all planes, 
and suspended within a 

four -point gimbal on ultra - 
low -friction bearings made 

' and polished to aerospace 
l, 

standards. 
Tracking force applied 

within 0.1 gram tolerances, 
and without unbalancing the 
tonearm the way others do- 
by design, no less! 

O And effective mass less 
than 7 grams with the ULM"' 
cartridge. 

Contrast all this with so 
many of those highly -touted 
separate tonearms with their 
"Rube Goldberg" gizmos- 
weights, pulleys and outrig- 
gers-that may look impres- 
sive, but are really there to 
correct inadequacies or mis- 
takes in the basic design. 

Finally, compare the value. 
Overkill tonearms like that 
vs. the elegant Dual tonearm. 
The highest -priced less 
than $250-complete with 
turntable. 

Ml/. ADCOMa 
11 Elkins Road 
East Brunsw'ck N J 08816 
USA 
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE 

AUDIO 
RESEARCH 
SP -10 
PREAMP 
AND D-70 
AMP 

Manufacturer's Specifications 
Preamplifier 
Frequency Response: 5 Hz to 30 

kHz, ±0.25 dB; -3 dB below 1 Hz 
and above 100 kHz. 

Maximum Output: 60 V (into high 
impedance). 

Harmonic Distortion: 0.01% at 2 V 
rms output, 20 Hz to 20 kHz; mid - 
band, typically 0.002%. 

SMPTE and IHF IM: 0.002% at 2 V 
rms equivalent. 

Input Sensitivity: Phono (MM or 
MC), 0.125 mV; high level, 35 mV. 

Phono Overload: 300 mV at 1 kHz; 
1Vat10kHz. 

S/N Ratio: Phono (MM or MC), 86 
dBA; high level, 90 dB below 1-V in. 

MM Phono Input: Capacitance, 40 
pF; impedance, selectable, 10, 30, 
100 ohms, 10 or 47 kilohms. 

Dimensions: Two pieces, each 19 
in. (48.3 cm) W x 51/4 in. (13.3 cm) 
H x 10'/4 in. (26 cm) D, plus 15/8 in. 
(4.1 cm) forward extension for han- 

dles and '/8 in. (2.2 cm) projection 
for rear fittings. 

Weight: 31 lbs. (13.9 kg). 
Price: $3,450.00. 

Amplifier 
Power Output: 65 watts per chan- 

nel, 4-, 8- or 16 -ohm loads, 20 Hz to 
20 kHz, 1% THD. 

Power Bandwidth: 10 Hz to 60 kHz; 
15 Hz to 30 kHz at 1% THD. 

Slew Rate: 12 V/µS. 
Input Sensitivity: 950 mV. 
Dimensions: 19 in. (48.3 cm) W x 7 

in. (17.8 cm) H x 16'/ in. (41.9 cm) 
D, plus 15/e in. (4.1 cm) forward ex- 
tension for handles. 

Weight: 51 lbs. (22.9 kg). 
Price: $1,995.00. 

Company Address: 6801 Shingle 
Creek Pkwy., Minneapolis, Minn. 
55430. 

For literature, circle No. 94 
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Audio Research's SP -10 is their most -evolved, top -of -the - 
line preamplifier. The D-70 is the smallest of three models 
that represent the company's current thinking on tube pow- 
er amplifiers. 

Among the design principles involved in these units are 
the use of 6DJ8 dual triodes, "Wonder Cap" polypropylene 
coupling and bypass capacitors, new signal circuitry, elab- 
orate power -supply regulation, use of superior -sounding 
wire in the signal and power -supply construction, and new 
output transformer designs. 

The SP -10 consists of two parts, the preamp itself and a 

separate power supply; both are 19 -inch rack width. Inter- 
connection is via a 1 -meter cable with gold-plated "aircraft 
type" connectors. Rotary controls on the preamp front panel 
are, from left to right: "Gain," "Balance," "Mode," "Input" 
selector, phono loading "Impedance," and phono "Car- 
tridge" selector. Toggle switch controls include: Bypass/ 
normal, high/low gain, mute, and tape monitor. Also on the 
lower center portion of the front panel are two green LED 
indicators, one to indicate power on, and the other, by 
alternately flashing dim and bright, to indicate automatic 
mute mode. On the rear panel are the usual signal connec- 
tors, power -supply connector, and a pair of binding posts 
for connecting the chassis to signal common-a useful 
feature in rack installations, to break ground loops. 

nob. rmdi 
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Controls on the power supply's front panel are two toggle 
switches for preamp and outlet power; green LED indicators 
show when these are switched on. Rear -panel features : 

include the three -wire a.c. power cord, a connector for 
voltages to the preamp. line and high -voltage fuses, and 
one unswitched and three switched three -wire a.c. outlets. 
The third or ground wire of the power cord goes to the third 
wire of the a.c. outlets and to the chassis and signal ground. 

Since the preamp and power amp both have third -wire - 
ground a.c. plugs, I would recommend grounding only one 
of the units, preferably the power amplifier, to the a.c. line 
via the power plug, aria isolating the other units (and any 
other equipment in one's system). One way to do this is by 
equipping the other components having three -wire power 
cords with ground -lifter adaptor plugs. This will avoid un- 
wanted ground loops between units. 

The D-70 power amplifier is also rack width. Its one front - 
panel control is a toggle switch for power. Two green LEDs 
show when power and output -tube screen voltage are on, 
and also serve as fuse -out indicators. Line and screen 
supply fuses are easily accessible on the front panel. (An 
aside on what a screen grid is: It is an accelerating grid, in 

pentode and beam power tubes, which gives the tubes high 
gain, high output impedance, and low saturation voltage 
drop, enabling higher power to be obtained from a given 
high -voltage supply than triode output tubes can.) 

On the rear panel are the power cord, two signal input 
jacks, and two four -terminal barrier strips for output connec- 
tions for 4-, 8-, and 16 -ohm loads. 

Two output transformers and the main power transformer 
are mounted behind the front panel. The bulk of the circuit- 
ry, including the output tubes and filter capacitors, is on one 
large p.c. board taking up the remainder of the top area of 
the chassis. A perforated screen covers the components on 
the p.c. board, keeping one from possible severe burn and 
shock hazards. The p.c. board and parts quality are first- 
rate. The boards have been drilled with many holes to let air 
flow up through them in the area of large heat -dissipating 
parts. 

I find the Audio Research pieces very attractive and 
functional in appearance. 

Preamplifier Circuitry 
The signal circuitry in the SP -10 is a departure from past 

Audio Research preamps in that the tubes used are 6DJ8s, 
instead of 12AX7s, and the phono circuit is more elaborate. 
Overall, there are two blocks of gain, consisting of a phono 
preamp/equalizer and an output amplifier, yielding minimum 
circuit topology regarding number of amplifiers in the signal 
path. The first stage acts as a grounded -cathode (i.e., usual 
connection) amplifier which is RC -coupled to the second 
stage. Operation of this second stage is as a cascode 
connection of two tubes, the bottom of which is a grounded - 
cathode amplifier and the top, a grounded -grid amplifier. 
Resultant characteristics of this combination are high gain, 
linearity and speed. These are appropriate to the second 
stage, since signal level is higher than in the first stage. 
Output of this second stage is direct -coupled to the third 
stage, which operates as a grounded -plate or cathode - 
follower amplifier, yielding low output impedance and high 
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Perfect basl...Per ec re 
Perfect sound forev 

Introducing Rotel. Audio components with extraor- 
dinary features, yet surprisingly affordable. An incor- 
poration of superb quality and elegant, modern 
design has been achieved onlythrough painstaking 
research and development...in both the engineering 
laboratory and listening room. 
In the interest of audio signal purity, Rotel has dis- 
pensed with all tone controls and extra switching. In- 
stead, there is a high standard of precision and 
enhanced sensitivity within...eliminating the 
necessity for manual adjustments. Rotel audio corn - 

' 
' . 

le...... 

. . 

ponents are highly refined, and providé perfect's' 
reproduction of your favourite: music, .as. originally.... 
recorded by professional sound.eñgineers. , : . . 
This high performance and outstanding quality is the:. 
product of a perfect marriage...prestigious British- 
design, coupled with advanced Japaoése.technol --. 
ogy. 

. 
. . 

If you want to achieve the ultimate in sound qualityat . 

an affordable price...dón't settle on anything less 
than perfection... : . 

The Rotel Revolution .-..built better to sound better: 

L 
Enter No. 44 on Reader Service Card P.O. Box 653, Buffalo N.Y. 14240 U.S.A. 
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linearity for driving the outside world (tape output), the 
mode, volume and balance network, and the RIAA feed- 
back network. 

The output amplifier is of more usual topology and more 
like previous Audio Research circuits. It consists of a 
grounded -cathode first and second stage and, again, the 
cathode -follower output stage. Frequency -independent 
negative feedback is applied around the output amplifier for 
wide frequency range, low distortion, and low output imped- 
ance. 

In the phono preamp, both elements of each 6DJ8 are 
connected in parallel. This gives the advantage of lower 
stage noise, which is most important in the first stage. 
Additionally, lower plate -resistor values, along with higher 
currents than were formerly used with 12AX7 tubes, give 
higher speed operation of the overall circuit. In the output 
amplifier circuit, single halves of 6DJ8s are used in the first 
and second stages, whereas two paralleled elements are 
used in the cathode -follower output stage. 

Power -supply distribution and regulation is more elabo- 
rate in the SP -10 than any other preamp that I am aware of. 
To supply regulated and low -noise heater voltages to the 
preamp tubes, the SP -10 uses two transformer windings, 
each with its own bridge rectifier and filter capacitor, plus a 

total of six, three -terminal TO -3 power regulators. The basic 
high -voltage supply starts out with a full -wave, bridge -recti- 
fied, 550 V d.c., terminating in 100 µF of filter capacitance. 
The high -voltage regulator provides an output of 305 V d.c. 
and is a hybrid circuit using two triode -connected 6L6 
output tubes connected in parallel as the series -pass ele- 
ment. A 12AT7 tube, with the two halves paralleled, is used 
as a voltage amplifier to drive the grids of the series -pass 
tubes. The error amplifier is a solid-state op -amp whose 
output drives the grids of the 12AT7 tube. This regulator is in 
itself a low -noise, highly regulated source of d.c. voltage. 
Four additional regulators, consisting of op -amp error ampli- 
fiers and Darlington -connected series -pass transistors, fur- 
nish 293 V d.c. to each channel's three phono stages and 
three output amp stages. The 293 V d.c. from the phono 
first -stage regulator is dropped down to +43 V d.c. in a two - 
transistor discrete regulator, and, finally, a circuit similar to 
the 293-V regulators supplies +32 V d.c. to the grids of the 
upper phono second -stage tubes! Polypropylene capaci- 
tors are liberally used as bypass elements in all the regula- 
tor circuitry. 

A time -delay automatic mute circuit is provided to prevent 
gross turn-on/turn-off surges to connected power amplifiers. 
Delay time upon turn -on is about 2V2 minutes. Automatic 
mute upon preamp turn-off is rapid enough to prevent 
output surges. Since the SP -10 really takes longer than 21/2 

linutes to settle out and stabilize, it is recommended that 
tf e "Mute/Operate" switch be placed in "Mute" (which actu- 
all.: shorts the preamp main outputs) when the preamp is 
turr ' d on or off. One should wait about 5 minutes before 
switt hing the muting switch to "Operate" after turning the 
unit c,n. This is particularly important for high -power transis- 
tor pc /tier amps and is not so important for tube power 
amps. The auto -mute circuitry will also mute when the 
preamp is on and operating if the a.c. line voltage drops 
below about 100 V a.c., preventing really gross output 

Fig. 1-S M PTE -I M 

distortion, SP -10 
preamplifier. 
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One departure in the SP -10 
preamp from past 
Audio Research practice is 
that the phono stage is 
more elaborate. 
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Fig. 2-Phono EQ error 
with IHF load at tape out, 
SP -10 preamplifier. 

Fig. 3-Response of 
SP -10 phono section to 
pre -equalized square 
waves. Top, 40 Hz with 90 
and 10 kilohms; middle, 
1 kHz with IHF load; 
bottom, 10 kHz with 
IHF load. 

a 
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An interesting test of 
phono EQ error is with a 
pre -equalized square wave; 
at 1 -kHz, 10-V output, the 

:-----.SP-1-0-does very well. 
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Fig. 4-Interchannel 
crosstalk (right to left) vs. 
frequency, SP -10 preamp. 
Line -amp crosstalk 
measured with 1-kilohm 
source and high -gain 
setting, volume control 

Fig. 5-Response of 
SP -10 line section to 
square waves. Top, 20 Hz 
with 90 or 10 kilohms; 
middle, 20 kHz with 

;OF 

fully clockwise. Whole- 
preamp measurements 
made with high -gain 
setting, 0 -ohm source, 
and volume control at 
12 o'clock. 

normal and IHF loads; 
bottom, same as middle 
but volume control at 
12 o'clock. 

surges that would occur if the power -supply regulators 
dropped out of regulation-which would happen at about 
90 V a.c. 

A word about the gain structure and signal path of the SP - 
10: The input noise of the phono stage is quite low for tube 
circuits, allowing a satisfactory S/N for medium -output mov- 
ing -coil pickups without step-up devices. Further, the total 
maximum preamp gain of about 72 dB with the gain switch 
in the high position is entirely adequate for enough system 
acoustic output. The SP -10 was really designed with just this 
in mind. A more normal preamp gain of 60 dB is possible, 
for higher output moving -magnet cartridges, with the gain 
switch at low. 

A nice purist feature of this preamp is a bypass switch 
which connects the output of the phono preamp directly to 

the volume control. This eliminates the switches and wiring 
of the selector, tape monitor, gain, and balance controls 
from the signal path. Under these conditions, one has full 
72 -dB gain (volume controllable, of course), committed 
phono operation, and no balance or mode functions. A 
related feature is the use of high -conductance rotary switch- 
es for phono input -resistance loading and "Phono 1/Off/ 
Phono 2" selection. 

Amplifier Circuitry 
The first stage of the D-70 power amp is a push-pull, or 

differential, voltage amplifier using the two halves of a 6DJ8 
tube. Often, such a first stage performs the phase -inversion 
function by having one input -tube grid grounded. The D-70 
uses a single half of a 6DJ8 as a "plate -follower" inverting 
amplifier fed back to unity gain to feed one grid of the input 
stage, while the other grid is fed by the input signal itself. 

Having established a solid push-pull or balanced signal 
out of the first stage, we proceed to the second stage, which 
I would best describe as a cross -coupled output -driver 
stage. This composite second stage uses two 6DJ8 tubes 
so arranged that the second of these tubes, whose plate 
signals are the outputs which drive the output -tube grids, 
has push-pull grid drive via direct coupling from the output 
of the first stage. Combination direct and capacitor coupling 
from the first stage is also used to drive the grids of the 
second stage's first tube, which is used as a cathode 
follower. The cathodes of this tube are cross -coupled to the 
cathodes of this stage's second tube. This ensures that 
each phase of the final output has both phases of the stage 
input involved in creating it. Such an arrangement yields 
better push-pull balance in the output phases, despite any 
drift and aging of the tubes involved. 

The output of the second stage is capacitor -coupled to 
the grids of the output tubes, a pair of 6550 beam power 
tubes. Regulated fixed bias is used in this grid circuit. The 
primary winding of the output transformer is not screen - 
tapped as in ultralinear operation, because the output tubes 
are operated as pentodes with a regulated screen -supply 
potential of +325 V d.c. The B+ supply for the output -tube 
plates is 430 V; it is unregulated but has enormous filter 
capacitance for tube circuits, some 1,000 µF of electrolytic 
bypassed with 2 of polypropylene. 

Since the final intent of this design is to have balanced 
push-pull feedback from the output back to the input stage, 
the 4 -ohm tap of the output transformer secondary winding 
is grounded, causing the 0- and 16 -ohm taps to have equal 
but opposite -phase voltages in respect to ground. To com- 
plete the picture, local output -stage negative feedback of 
about 6 dB is obtained by connecting the output -tube cath- 
odes through 1 -ohm, current -monitoring resistors to the "0" 
and "16" output taps. Having the 4 -ohm instead of the usual 
0 -impedance tap grounded offers little practical difficulty in 
driving speakers, but one musn't have a common ground 
between the input ground and the 0 -ohm tap during use or 
measurement, or one-half of the output transformer second- 
ary will be shorted out. 

The main regulator in the power supply for the screen 
supply is a hybrid design like that in the SP -10. A triode - 
connected 6550 tube is used as a series -pass element. 
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Sansui has developed an a -razing new -eceivrr; we call it the 
S -X1050. You'll call it incredible. That's because no other 
35 watt' stereo receiver car match the Sansui S -X1050 tar 

feat sound, beauty and value. 
Achieving more than any other receiver in is range, the 

S -X1050 incorporates a Etend graphic equalize.. It's a bjilt-in 
exclusive for a receiver at his leel, that g'ves you complete tonal 
versatility for tailoring sotrc and attainirg flat frequency response. 

The Sansui S-X1050also features Guartz PLL synthesizer 
tuning that assures you of drift -tree reception. Clean bass response 
is provided by our DC servo circuitry, ardour 5 -LED power display 
lets you see what's happeting-even it daylight. 

We put all this overaciievement under east control with 
velvet -touch slides, tabs and push -buttons. b make the S -X1050 
as pleasurable to operate asit is to listen tc. For instance, simul- 
switching lets you go instarly from one source tc another at the 
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touch of a tab. And 
when you want tc lock 
in yoi.r favorite music 
stations, you can al the 0 

e o _ 

touch of a button with t - I --I 
- 

12 presets (6FM,6AM). - -r 
All this, plus 

playing two pairs of OurS-X1C3C 25watt, receiver isanothe-Sansui 

speakers simulta- schiever with nary of the g -eat featuree 3f our 

neously, slide volume 3 x1OE0_n t. 

control and a 2-ceck connector for tape 1 to 2 duping make rt 
S -X1050 a most incredbie unit 

So achieve a new level of sound quality conwnien_e and] 

value with Sansui's S -X:050. We <my. you'll be overwhelmed. 
SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORPCFA ICON, Lyndhurst, NJ0707: 
Carson, CA 90746, SarsJi Electric o , Ltd.. Tokyo, Japan 
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Voltage gain of the D-70 on 
the 8 -ohm taps, loaded 
with 8 ohms, was 27.9 dB, 
close to the gain of 26 dB 
"normal" for a power amp. 

Table I -Gain and IHF sensitivity, SP -10 preamplifier. 

IHF 
Sensitivity, 

Gain, dB mV 

Condition L R L R 

AUX or Tape to Main Out 
Low Gain, "Normal" 

Load' 12.7 12.7 
Low Gain, IHF Load 11.7 11.8 130.0 127.0 
High Gain, Normal Load 24.6 24.6 
High Gain, IHF Load 23.6 23.8 32.5 32.0 

AUX to Tape Out 
Normal Load -1.21 -1.21 
IHF Load - 4.45 -4.45 835.0 835.0 

Phono to Main Out 
Low Gain, Normal Load 59.8 59.7 
Low Gain, IHF Load 58.7 58.8 0.58 0.575 
High Gain, Normal Load 71.7 71.7 
High Gain, IHF Load 70.6 70.8 0.147 0.144 
Bypass, Normal Load 72.4 72.4 
Bypass, IHF Load 71.4 71.6 0.134 0.131 

Phono to Tape Out 
Normal Load 46.0 46.0 
IHF Load 45.3 45.3 2.73 2.73 

"See text 

Table II-Phono noise, referred to input, 
SP -10 preamplifier. 

Source 
Impedance, 

Referred Input 
Noise, nV 

Bandwidth Ohms L R 

400 Hz to 20 kHz 0 190.0 240.0 
20 Hz to 20 kHz 0 700.0 1500 (1/f) 
A -Weighted 0 220.0 220.0 
A -Weighted 100 230.0 220.0 
A -Weighted IHF MM 410.0 500.0 

Table III-Phono and AUX IHF signal-to-noise ratios, 
SP -10 preamplifier. 

Source 
Impedance, IHF S/N, dB 

Condition Ohms L R 

MM Phono 
Low Gain IHF MM - 76.5 - 77.0 
High Gain IHF MM - 78.3 - 77.5 
Bypass IHF MM - 77.8 - 77.5 

MC Phono 
High Gain 100 - 64.5 - 64.5 
Bypass 100 - 64.5 - 64.5 

High -Level Inputs 
Low Gain 1 kilohm - 77.2 - 79.2 
High Gain 1 kilohm -82.0 - 82.0 

Input to the plate of the 6550 is 570 V, obtained from a 
separate winding and rectifier and capacitor system added 
to the 430 V for the output -stage plate supply. A 12AX7 tube 
with elements paralleled is used as a voltage amplifier to 
drive the control grid of the 6550. The error amp is a TLO-71 
op -amp. A solid-state "zener-follower" regulator is connect- 
ed between the raw 570-V and regulated 325-V output of 
the screen regulator, to provide a regulated 430-V supply to 
the plate resistors of the second tube of the amplifier driver 
stage. A full electronic -feedback regulator -with Darlington - 
connected, transistor series -pass elements and an op -amp 
error amplifier -is fed from the screen supply to deliver a 
regulated 327 V to the plate resistors of the amplifier's first 
stage and the plates of the first tube in the second stage. 

Another winding on the power transformer is bridge -recti- 
fied and capacitor -filtered to -56 V, then electronically 
regulated to - 42 V for the output -tube bias supply. This 
regulator uses Darlington -connected series -pass transis- 
tors, with a one -transistor error amplifier. The driver stage, 
output tubes, and screen -regulator series -pass tube heaters 
are a.c.-powered. The rest of the tube heaters are fed with 
regulated d.c. 

As in the SP -10, the various regulator circuits in the D-70 
power supply are liberally bypassed with polypropylene 
capacitors. A useful feature of this power supply is a circuit 
designed to prevent excessive a.c. inrush current upon 
amplifier turn -on. A thermistor, placed in series with the 
power -transformer primary winding, is bypassed by a relay 
after a suitable time delay. Control voltage for the relay coil 
is from the rectified d.c. for the tube heater supplies. Since 
heaters have a low resistance when cold, the amp's turn -on 
delay is essentially the time these heaters take to warm up 
to a higher resistance, allowing this d.c. voltage to rise and 
pull in the thermistor-shorting relay coil. Novel -and much 
easier on components. 

Another interesting aspect of the power supply is an 
interconnection of the regulated bias -supply output and the 
12AX7 in the screen supply. If, for some reason, the bias 
supply drops below some threshold value which would 
cause excessive output -tube dissipation, the screen voltage 
is also dropped, keeping dissipation in line. 

Preamplifier Measurements 
Interested readers are referred to my review of the Spec- 

tral DMC-10 in the September 1983 issue of Audio for 
helpful comments or IHF measurements. With this in mind, I 

won't repeat them here. 

Table IV-Phono overload vs. (left -channel) frequency 
and loading, SP -10 preamplifier. 

Frequency 

Ncrmal Load IHF Load 

E in, mV E out, V E in, mV E out, V 

20 Hz 34.0 61.0 15.0 24.5 
100 Hz 71.5 63.0 30.5 24.5 

'1 kHz 251.0 51.0 121.0 22.4 
5 kHz 510.0 39.0 300.0 21.3 
10 kHz 565.0 23.2 432.0 16.0 
20 kHz 615.0 12.8 485.0 9.0 
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Remember when laser technology was 
the stuff that made for good science fiction? 

Well, it isrit fiction anymore. 
Because Pioneer has harnessed the same 

laser that used to Dlow space creatures away, 
to blow you away. 

With the P D70. A compact disc player that 
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reproduces music so realistically you'll think 
you were at the original recording session. 

Since a sophisticated optical laser never 
makes contact wi:h the disc, all surface noise 
from dust and scratches is eliminated. 

And because the music is processed 
digi ally, dis_ortior_ is essentially nonexistent, 
resLlting in the drama of a live performance. 

In addition, the P D70 contains all the 
ultra -convenience features of a player so sophis- 
tica:ed and futuristic. 

But o: course, it's what you should expect 
from a compact laser disc player from Pioneer. 

After all, we developed laser optics and 
digital electronic _echnology for our revolution- 
ary LaserDisc"" vireo systems. 

And that was back when most people 
were of the opinion that lasers were more 
fiction than science. 

- b "` :97'88' 

(V) PIONEER 
Because the music matters. 

r>t 

®1984 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc. For your nearest dealer call toll-Ir.e (800) 447-4700. 
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One Step Closer to Perfection 
The Ohm Walsh 2 is the "Speaker of the Year" 

The new Ohm Walsh 4 is even better. 

Over 4,000 acknowledged experts chose the Ohm Walsh 2 
as "The Speaker of the Year" in Audio Video International's 1982 
Hi -Fi Grand Prix Competition. How could anyone make a better 
speaker than one that is "among the best speakers we have ever 
heard, regardless of price" (The Complete Buyers Guide to 
Speaker/Hifi Equipment), or that 
has received more rave reviews 
than any new speaker in the last 10 

years? That question is answered 
by the new Ohm Walsh 4. 

Here's What We Did 
1 We reproduced the sound 
I quality the New York Times 

described as "a spacious acoustic 
ambience with precise stereo 
imaging creating a 'reach -out - 
and -touch -it' realism that this lis- 
tener has rarely experienced..." 

2 We gave it the ability to play 
louder. The new Ohm Walsh 4 

can handle 500 watts rms of music. 
It can reproduce a full orchestra at 
live levels in a normal listening 
room, flawlessly. It also can han- 
dle the new digital audio discs, 
effortlessly. 

3 We made it play deeper. The 
Ohm Walsh 4 can reproduce 

over half an octave deeper bass. At 
30 Hz the 4's put out 10 times as 
much volume as the superb 2's. Maybe 
only one record out of a hundred 
demands this-but the 4's are ready 
whenever you are. They let you physically 
feel the impact of a bass drum or timpani. 
An unusual luxury, but it's there. 
A We gave it more control range, so 

you can better match your own listen- 
ing room to your musical taste. While most 
high -end speakers do have a high fre- 
quency control, the Ohm Walsh 2 has 
both a high frequency control and an . 

additional Sub Bass Activator control to 
balance bass output-something no other 
speaker has ever had. The new Ohm 
Walsh 4 goes one better. We added a 
truly exciting and unique control called 
'perspective." This allows you to change 
your 'seat' in the audience from up front to 

Ohm Walsh 4 

Ohm Walsh 2 

in the rear-matching your taste, your 
music, your room and your state of mind. 

5 We made the Ohm Walsh 4 even 
more convenient to live with. They 

come built with casters for easy place- 
ment or movement. Moreover, our three 
ambience controls are placed within easy 
reach on the rear. The speakers are tall 
enough (40") not be blocked by most 
chairs and sofas but small enough (only 
121/2" square at the top) to be incon- 
spicuous in most rooms. They come in 
five finishes (all genuine wood veneer) to 
match your furniture. 

Here's How We Did It 
We used the same unique, patented 

technology as in the Ohm Walsh 2. The 
main transducer is in the shape of a con- 
ical pyramid, inverted like an upside down 

Specifications Ohm Walsh 2 Ohm Walsh 4 

Frequency Response 45Hz to 16kHz ± 4 dB 32Hz to 17kHz ± 4dB 
Size 321/4" tall o 91/4" a 91" at top, 

111/4" x 111/2" at bottom 
40" tall x 121/4" o 121/2" at top, 
151/4" x 151/4" at bóttom 

Wefghl 29 lbs. 63 lbs. 
Sensitivity 87dB al t meter with a 2.83 volt 8748 at 1 meter with a 2.83 volt 

Input and all controls at maximum input and all controls at maximum 
Finish Genuine wood veneer, walnut and oak 

standard. Scandinavian rosewood and black 
or white lacquer on oak finishes available 
on special order. 

Genuine wood veneer, walnut and oak 
standard. Scandinavian rosewood and black 
or white lacquer on oak finishes available 
on special order. 

Inputs Press connectors accepting banana plugs' Press connectors accepting banana plugs 
or bare wire up to 12 gauge or bare wire up to 12 gauge 

Controls 2 - low and high frequency each with 
3 positions 

3 - low, high and perspective each with 
3 positions 

Power requirement 30 watts minimum/150 watts maximum 
on Music 

50 watts minimum/500 watts maximum 

Impedance 4/4 ohms 4/4 ohms 

ice cream cone. This driver is 

driven full range and by its 
very nature gives perfect dis- 
persion, so you can still sit 
anywhere in your room and 
hear and hear everything 
correctly. Our patented 
design mates this driver to a 
tiny super -tweeter supple- 
menting the highest octave. 
They are in time and phase 
alignment at all listening 
positions. This perfect align- 
ment is what prompted 
The Washingtonian to say 
"...the Walsh 2s are 
among the best 'imaging' 
speakers at any price, 
which means they create 
the original setting in 

which the music was 
recorded-Evoking the 
broad expanse of an 
orchestra or the com- 
pact spacing of a jazz 
combo, for example." 
The inverted driver and 

cabinet of the Ohm Walsh 4 

are much bigger, which allows it to 
handle more power and go deeper. 

Now You Have A Choice 
Either the Ohm Walsh 2 speakers 

which "...certainly must be rated a 'best 
buy"' (Audio), "The fact that a pair sells for 
well under a thousand dollars is, in our 
opinion, nothing short of á sonic miracle." 
(The Complete Buyers Guide to Speaker/ 
Hifi Equipment), or the more expensive 
new Ohm Walsh 4, with both the luxury of 
extended bass and the ability to be 
played louder, which the New York Times 
said "is a bigger and more potent version 
of the remarkable Ohm Walsh 2 which 
has gained a devoted following among 
listeners since its first appearance about 2 
years ago." In either case, you will get the 
sound Popular Mechanics has said, 
"...meets the ultimate audio test: It 

makes you unaware of its presence. You 
feel there's nothing between you and the 
music." One step closer to perfection. 

To get details on buying directly from 
Ohm, call today toll free, 

800-221-6984 
Or write, 

Ohm Acoustics Corp. 
241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, New York 11205 

Price per Pair Under $995 
Depending on finish 

Under 51895 
Depending on finish 

Enter No. 34 on Reader Service Card 

We make loudspeakers correctly. 



Spectral balance, harmonic 
structure, and revelation of 
detail were very good with 
the Audio Research SP -10. 

Circuit gains and IHF sensitivities of the Audio Research 
SP -10 were measured first (Table I). Next, phono noise was 
measured for various bandwidths, weighting, and source 
impedances (Table II). IHF signal-to-noise ratios were mea- 
sured for phono and high-level inputs, and results are pre- 
sented in Table Ill. 

Phono THD plus noise was measured at output levels of 2 
and 5 V rms with an IHF load. At 2-V output, for the worse 
(right) channel, it was 0.1% at 20 Hz, 0.011% at 1 kHz, and 
0.01% at 20 kHz. At 5-V output, it was 0.26% at 20 Hz, 
0.024% at 1 kHz, and 0.02% at 20 kHz. 

The SMPTE-IM distortion was measured as a function of 
output level and phono preamp loading, and results are 
shown in Fig. 1. Two-tone CCIF distortion, with frequencies 
of 10 and 11 kHz (equal amplitude), was measured at 3-V 
rms output from the phono preamp and was found to be 
less than 0.01%. 

Phono overload versus frequency and loading at tape 
output is enumerated in Table IV. Relevant conditions are: 
Volume control full counterclockwise, tape monitor to 
"Source," and bypass switch to "Normal." The basic limita- 
tion at low frequencies is onset of clipping of the negative 
half -cycle of the output waveform. At high frequencies, a 

stewing aberration near the peak of the negative half -cycle 
is the limitation. 

Phono equalization error versus frequency for a resistive 
source is plotted in Fig. 2. A test that I always look at in 
phono preamps (although not always reported), is how 
symmetry of a 1 -kHz pre -equalized square wave varies with 
output level. This circuit looks just about perfect up to ±5 V 

output; at ± 10 V output, the negative half -cycle has some 
tilt while the positive half -cycle is still straight. This is very 
good for this measurement. A 'scope photo of various pre - 
equalized square waves applied to the phono input is pre- 
sented as Fig. 3. The top trace in this figure shows the effect 
of the 10-kilohm part of the IHF load causing more low - 
frequency tilt. 

Phono input impedance could be represented to a 
satisfactory degree of accuracy by a resistance of 46.8 
kilohms in parallel with 300 pF. Phono crosstalk was 
looked at with a short or zero -impedance source on the 
input of the undriven channel, which is the way I've 
usually measured this. One drives one channel with a pre - 
equalized sine wave and measures the leakage into the 
undriven channel in respect to the driven channel's output. 
Results are very good with the zero -impedance source and 
are plotted in Fig. 4. 

Something devious within urged me to try terminating the 
undriven channel with my IHF moving -magnet noise -source 
impedance, which is a parallel network of a 500-mH induc- 
tor in series with 1,000 ohms and 125 pF of capacitance. As 
can be seen, this made matters much worse. The reason for 
the peaking at about 10 kHz is the resonance of the 500-mH 
inductor with the shunt capacitance of 125 pF in the IHF 
source and 300 pF in the SP -10. I don't know if this is unique 
to this preamp, and I suspect it's not, but it does suggest a 

possible reason why moving -magnet pickups with high in- 
ductance don't seem to have imaging and dimensionality as 
good as the better moving -coil pickups, which have much 
lower high -frequency electrical impedance. Crosstalk of the 

phono and line sections of this preamp are both in phase, 
which means that the leakage or crosstalk signal is positive - 
going for a positive -going pre -equalized square -wave edge 
in the driving signal. 

To investigate how much phono crosstalk might be de- 
graded by a moving -coil step-up transformer, which trans- 
forms the pickup impedance upwards by the step-up im- 
pedance ratio of the transformer, I measured phono cross- 
talk for terminating impedances of 100 and 1,000 ohms. 
Considering the various moving -coil impedances and step- 
up ratios of transformers, 1 kilohm is a reasonable value but 
not worst -case. This information is plotted in Fig. 4 along 
with crosstalk for the line section and a few combinations 
through the whole circuit. What does it all mean? A moving - 
coil pickup fed in directly will have superior channel -to - 
channel electrical cross:alk, virtually that of a zero -imped- 
ance source, while a moving coil fed in via a step-up 
transformer might have the crosstalk of a 1-kilohm source, 
which is considerably better than the crosstalk of most 
pickups themselves. High -inductance moving -magnet pick- 
ups will likely have crosstalk similar to that of the IHF source, 
which is on the order of the high -frequency crosstalk of most 
pickups. 

THD, 16- OHM TAP & LOAD 

Fig. 6-Total harmonic 
distortion plus noise, 
SMPTE IM, and CCIF IM 

-60 

, 

1000 

vs. power output, channel 
2, D-70 amplifier. 
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Fig. 7-Total harmonic 
distortion plus noise vs. 
frequency and power, 

. Q 

channel 2, D-70 amplifier, 
with 4 -ohm tap and load. 
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I personally prefer the 
sound of the Marantz 9s to 
this particular D-70, but 
I've heard good reports on 
the D-70 from people whose 
listening ability I respect. 

321 

iZ. J 

Fr;- 

Fig. 8A-Frequency 
response of D-70 
amplifier, 16 -ohm load. 

16 -OHM TAP 

6. OHM TAP 

Fig. 8B-Damping factor 
vs. frequency, D-70 
amplifier. 

Fig. 9-The effect of a 
difficult load on the D-70 
at high frequencies is 
shown by the difference 
in the 10 -kHz square wave 
into a 16 -ohm load (top) 

when the same load is 
paralleled by 2µF 
(middle). The bottom 
trace is 50 Hz into a 
16 -ohm load. 

These pure-phono-stage crosstalk considerations are 
somewhat complicated by the line section of the SP -10. For 
instance, in the bypass mode there is lower overall crosstalk 
than in the normal mode. The final point here is that the 
whole preamp will have better crosstalk with moving -coil 
pickups than with moving -magnet pickups of high induc- 
tance. It is to be emphasized that I'm not specifically con- 
demning the SP -10 on this count, as further investigation 
may well reveal that other preamps have similar behavior. 

Figure 1 shows the SMPTE-IM distortion for the output 
amplifier. My "normal" load is the parallel combination of the 
Sound Tech distortion meter input, 'scope, and intercon- 
necting shielded cables. Resistance is about 90 kilohms, 
and capacitance is about 250 pF. The IHF load is 10 

kilohms in parallel with 1,000 pF. Total harmonic distortion 
plus noise was measured as a function of frequency, output 
level, and loading for the line amplifier. At 2-V rms output, it 
was less than 0.01% with either load. At 5-V output, it was 
0.013% at 20 kHz with normal load and 0.02% with the IHF 
load. Two-tone CCIF equal -amplitude 10- and 11 -kHz dis- 
tortion was less than 0.01% with either load at 3-V rms 
output. 

Various square -wave responses of the output amplifier 
are illustrated in Fig 5. The top trace shows the effect on 
low -frequency tilt of decreasing the load from 90 to 10 
kilohms. The middle trace shows the effect of adding the 
IHF load to the normal load on a 20 -kHz square wave (the 
smaller amplitude wave is with the IHF load). The bottom 
trace shows the effect of the normal versus IHF load with the 
volume control at 12 o'clock (the faster waveform with some 
overshoot is with the normal load). Rise -time of the output 
amp with the volume control fully clockwise was 1.4 µS with 
normal load and 2.5 p.S with the IHF load. 

Slewing could be induced in the output amp and mostly 
occurred in the plus -to -minus transition of a pulse or square 
wave. At 35-V peak -to -peak output, it was - 20 V/µS for the 
normal load and -6 V/p.S for the IHF load. The reason for 
slewing in the negative direction is that single -ended follow- 
er circuits can't take a capacitive load in the negative 
direction faster than the cathode or emitter resistor can 
discharge the capacitance. Speed in the positive direction 
is higher because the follower device is actively turning on 
and becoming a lower dynamic impedance. 

Output impedance of the phono function at tape output 
was about 1 kilohm. Output impedance at the main outputs 
was 840 ohms for the right channel and 965 ohms for the 
left. The AUX input impedance was about 59 kilohms shunt- 
ed by 150 pF on low gain and 180 pF on high gain. 

Amplifier Measurements 
First thing done to the D-70 was to measure its bias and 

balance conditions. Output -tube idling current was about 60 
mA for both channels. Both channels were set to 65 mA per 
Audio Research's recommendation. The d.c. balance of the 
front-end was close but was set right on. 

I must say that setting output -tube bias by oneself is a 
bitch in this design. I had to measure the voltage drop 
across 1 -ohm sampling resistors which have terminals on 
the p.c. board near the hot output tubes. Holding two meter 
probes on these terminals with one hand in order to have 
the other hand available to adjust the bias pot is a bit of a 
trick. Have someone else help with this if you can. 

When attempting to set the a.c. balance controls for 
minimum second -harmonic distortion, I noticed that the sec- 
ond couldn't be eliminated on the 4 -ohm taps but could be 
on the 16 -ohm taps. The a.c. balance controls were set to 
null out the second harmonic at 10 -watts output, 1 -kHz, 16 - 
ohm taps. Harmonic distortion plus noise was then mea- 
sured as a function of frequency and power with 4-, 8-, and 
16 -ohm loads on their respective output taps. Harmonic 
distortion versus power at 1 kHz for 4-, 8-, and 16 -ohm 
loads, and SMPTE and CCIF distortion with 8 -ohm loads, 
are shown in Fig. 6. Harmonic distortion versus frequency 
for the 4 -ohm tap is shown in Fig. 7. Note that distortion on 
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WHY PUT TWO 
FILTERS INTO ONE 
GREAT COMPACT 
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The Kyocera D-801 Cassette Deck 
is hard to get because so much more 
is built into it. For example, it has 
five circuit boards where most 
decks have only one or two. But 
that's only the beginning. 

It more than meets the ultimate 
tape deck challenge. 
The challenge is to move tape 
across the heads at as nearly a con- 
stant speed as possible. Variations 
in speed, of course, come out in 
your speakers or headphones as 
wow and flutter. 

Many decks claim a wow and 
flutter figure of 0.05% WRMS- 
trouble is, speed variations of 
0.05% are clearly audible with 
piano music (one of the most re- 
vealing tests you can give a cassette 
deck-try it on the D -80I and 
marvel!). 

The D -80I by Kyocera comes 
through with a remarkably low wow 
and flutter figure of 0.02% WRMS 
-and that is derived from a unique, 
three -motor, dual capstan drive 
mechanism. Two capstans are 
driven by a direct drive motor. A 
beltless/clutchless simple DC motor 
drives the feed and takeup reels, 
while a third motor is used as a 
head -position assist drive (it greatly 
prolongs head -to -tape azimuth ac- 
curacy). The dual capstan system 
provides that sensationally accurate 
tape travel, maintaining proper ten- 
sion between capstans to eliminate 
external shock source modulating 
noise. 

It more than meets the needs of 
the audio perfectionist. 
The D-801 goes above and beyond 
even the fussiest audiophile's needs 
with 3 -position bias/equalization 
selection (with fine bias adjust- 
ment), 400 Hz calibration tone, 
Automatic Program Mute Record- 
ing, automatic search, and 
electronic 4 digit display, including 
counter, elapsed time and time re- 
maining functions. 

The D -801's noise reduction sys- 
tems were built for the audio purist. 
It has two-Dolby' B & C- Dolby B 
for music material of limited dynamic 
range, Dolby C for music of the 
widest dynamic range, so noise re- 
duction can be tailored to program 
material. 

Finally, the specs everyone 
wants: frequency response of 
30-20,000 Hz ± 3 dB using metal 
or CrO2 tape, and a S/N ratio of 78 
dB with metal tape in Dolby C NR 
mode. 
Call (201) 560-0060 for the name of 
the nearest dealer. Kyocera Interna- 
tional, Inc., 7 Powder Horn Drive, 
Warren, NI 07060. 
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'Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby 
Laboratories. Inc. 1]B 



I recommend the SP -10 as 
"state of the available art"; 
on the D-70, go listen in as 
many situations as you can 
and judge for yourself. 

the 8- and 16 -ohm taps will be lower than shown in Fig. 7. 

The reason for differences in distortion on different output 
taps is because the coupling in the output transformer 
between secondary windings is somewhat less than per- 
fect. In a recent discussion, Bill Johnson of Audio Research 
said this phenomenon was less prominent in the higher 
power (and cost) D115 and D250 amplifiers, which implies 
better coupling in their output transformers. Some people 
have reported better sound from Audio Research tube pow- 
er amps on the 16 -ohm taps even though their speaker 
impedances were lower than 16 ohms. This may be related 
to better circuit balance affecting sound on the 16 -ohm 
taps. Unfortunately, I didn't try this when listening to the 
D-70. (Postscript: As I was finishing typing this review, I 

started to listen to the D-70 on the 16 -ohm tap with the 
Infinity RS Ila speakers and find that it sounds smoother and 
less offensive that way.) 

Voltage gain of the D-70 on the 8 -ohm taps loaded with 8 
ohms was 25 x , or 27.9 dB, which is close to "normal" 
power amp gain of 26 dB. IHF input sensitivity on the 16 - 
ohm taps loaded with 16 ohms was 118 mV (channel 1) and 
116 mV (channel 2). 

Measured rise -time on the 16 -ohm taps was about 4.5 µS 
at 5-V peak -to -peak output level. Running the amp up to 
clipping with a 10 -kHz square wave yielded a large -signal 
rise -time of 5µS. This is a good quality for an amp to have, 
approximately the same small- and large -signal rise -times. 

Frequency response at the 1 -watt output level and damp- 
ing factor versus frequency are shown in Fig. 8. A 'scope 
photo illustrating square -wave responses is shown in Fig. 9. 
The top trace is 10 kHz into 16 ohms. (The nature and 
degree of ringing was not materially different on the other 
output taps.) The middle trace is with 2 across the 16 - 
ohm load. Bottom trace is at 50 Hz and shows excellent low - 
frequency response. Finally, dynamic headroom measured 
out at about 0.16 dB with both channels operating into 16 - 
ohm loads. Clipping headroom was about 0.32 dB. 

Use and Listening Tests 
Equipment used in evaluating the SP -10 and D-70 includ- 

ed an Infinity air -bearing turntable and arm using a Koetsu 
EMC -1B cartridge; Fidelity Research XF-1 Type M moving - 
coil step-up transformer; Marantz Model 9, Dyna Stereo 35, 
and Acrosound 20-20 power amplifiers; Audio Research 
SP -3 and GC/BHK developmental tube reference preamp; 
Infinity RS II and RS Ila and Magneplanar loudspeakers, 
and always, Stax SRX Mk Ill headphones. 

Early on, the SP -10 was compared to the tube reference 
preamp using Marantz 9s to drive the Stax headphones via 
the Stax SRD-7 power supply and step-up transformers. 
(Note: I used the FR transformer only with my tube reference 
preamp.) The sound of the SP -10 was, by comparison, not 
as spacious and airy by an appreciable margin. Spectral 
balance, harmonic structure, and revelation of detail were 
very good with the SP -10. One observer characterized the 
SP -10 as "spatially compressed" by comparison. Next, the 
D-70 was listened to in the same setup, using the reference 
preamp as the signal source. Compared to Marantz 9s, the 
D-70 sounded noticeably less open and spacious and was 
slightly hard and metallic -sounding in the upper midrange. 

Another interesting listening experiment was to interpose 
one power amplifier in series with the other and then to 
reverse the order. More specifically, the reference preamp 
was fed via a dual 50-kilohm volume control into the input of 
the D-70. The output of the D-70 was loaded with 50 ohms 
on the 4 -ohm output tap and then fed into the inputs of the 
Marantz 9s, which drove the Stax phones. The 50-kilohm 
level control was adjusted so that overall level, as adjusted 
with the M-9 input level controls, was the same as when the 
M -9s were used alone and with the M-9 level controls at the 
same degree of rotation. In effect, I was inserting the D-70 
as a gain -of -one device and noting how the sound changed 
as a result of this insertion. The sound of this arrangement 
was less spacious and generally sounded more like the 
D-70 alone. Instrumental texture was -good, and 'the hard- 
ness of the D-70 alone was less noticeable. The order was 
then reversed, with the Marantz 9s first, attenuated by the 
50-kilohm level control and loaded with 50 ohms on the 4 - 
ohm taps, and then the D-70 driving the Stax phones. 
Interestingly, the sound took on the character of the M -9s, 
being more open and spacious. This means that neither 
amplifier is perfect; otherwise, there would be no change in 
the sound wherever a perfect amplifier was inserted in 
series with an imperfect one. 

I personally prefer the sound of the Marantz 9s to this 
particular D-70 sample, both in headphone listening and on 
the speakers I have used. Another observer, who uses 
Magneplanar speakers and Quicksilver tube amps, said of 
the D-70: "Punchy, very powerful -sounding for its rating, 
dimensionally flat, clear, metallic -sounding in upper ranges, 
less apparent low bass." I have heard very good reports 
about the D-70 in other situations from people whose listen- 
ing ability I respect. 

The SP -10 I find highly listenable and have used it exten- 
sively in my system and in other systems. I took it over to the 
house of the same friend who has the Magneplanars. On his 
system, the SP -10 produced excellent resolution and detail, 
with good spectral balance. We compared it to an old Audio 
Research SP -3, which sounded more spacious and three- 
dimensional, but the SP -10 was more textually honest. 

A few caveats on the SP -10 and D-70. I can generally 
judge preamps' susceptibility to external r.f. interference by 
how much of a thump I get at playing levels on phono 
function when I turn my turntable on and off. The SP -10 
makes a horrendous crack when I do this. I definitely have 
to mute it when turning on my turntable. Also, when my 
kitchen oven cycles on and off, I get a zap in my stereo 
when playing records with the SP -10. Other preamps, under 
the same conditions, produce less or no interference. The 
D-70 has a moderate turn-off thump, which is odd for a tube 
power amp. 

In conclusion, I feel the Audio Research components 
reviewed here are both attractive and functional pieces. I 

would wholeheartedly recommend the SP -10 as a "state of 
the available or purchasable art" preamp. My less enthusi- 
astic feelings about the D-70 may be related to my personal 
preferences and possibly a less than representative sam- 
ple. On this count, I would have to say, go listen to the D-70 
in as many situations as you can and judge for yourself. 

Bascom H. King 
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AURICLE 

If 

INNOVATIVE 
TECHNIQUES 
ITC -1 SPEAKER 
Company Address: 703 Revere Dr., 

Herbertsville, N.J. 08724. 
For literature, circle No. 95 

Editor's Note: This is the first appear- 
ance of both a new column and a new 
reviewer, Anthony Cordesman. Though 
breaking our tradition of listening 
backed by thorough, careful measure- 
ments, we are adding the column in an 
attempt to discuss more of the truly 
worthwhile gear available, with less de- 
lay than a full-scale review might take. 
Mr. Cordesman intends to concentrate 
principally on "high -end" gear; other 
reviewers will probably also contribute 
to "Auricle." We must emphasize that 
we still believe in the ultimate worth of 
measurements; however, we have long 
felt the need in these pages for some- 
thing in between a "New Products" 
mention and a complete "Equipment 
Profile." We invite your commentary 
on this column.-E.P. 

It has been clear ever since the LS - 
3/5A that a speaker system could be 
small and still produce excellent high - 
end sound. While no speaker can defy 
the laws of physics regarding the 
amount of bass energy that can be 
produced from a small box, the LS -3/ 
5A demonstrated that a small box 
could produce a great deal of appar- 
ent bass, high -quality midrange 
sound, and act as a near point -source 
radiator which provided excellent im- 
aging and sound state. 

The Innovative Techniques ITC -1 is 

o 

r 

an attempt to provide even higher 
quality sound in a very small box. Each 
speaker is only 71/4 in. W x 121/4 in. H 

x 8 in. D and is nicely packaged in 
high -quality veneer with matching 
wood stands. Despite its small size, 
the ITC -1 is a full three-way system, 
with a 51/4 -inch woofer having a 
damped Bextrene cone and a magnet 
larger than the cone; a 11/2 -inch, soft - 
dome midrange, and a 1 -inch soft - 
dome tweeter. The cost per pair, in- 
cluding equalizer, of the ITC -1 is $800 
without stands or $900 with stands. 

The ITC -1's frequency response is 

specified as being ±3 dB from 50 Hz 
to 18 kHz, with ± 1.5 dB from 55 Hz to 
17 kHz as typical. Its efficiency is 

specified at 86 dB SPL at 1 meter with 
1 -watt input, and it is said to be able to 
handle 150 watts. Crossover frequen- 
cies are at 1 and 7.5 kHz. The system 
is described as phase coherent and 
uses a first -order cascaded filter at the 
top end and a second -order crossover 
between the midrange and woofer. 
These high crossover frequencies are 
felt to increase speed and reduce dis- 
tortion. There are separate treble and 
midrange gain controls. 

An external active equalizer, used to 
improve bass response and protect 
the woofer by filtering very low bass 
frequencies, fits in a spare tape loop or 
between the preamp and amplifier. 
The equalizer is comparatively neutral, 

although it will add a slight transistor 
character to the sound if you are using 
tube equipment. This is reflected in a 
slight drying out of the sound and mi- 
nor loss of transient life. 

In most ways, however, all this tech- 
nology pays off. The ITC -1 produces 
very good bass from about 60 Hz up, 
even at relatively loud playing levels, 
and the bass is tight and has good 
transient speed. It sounds flat and can 
handle a great deal of power. There 
are no major irregularities apparent in 

its performance. Unlike many small or 
miniature speakers, the ITC -1 provides 
the full audio spectrum, except for 
deep bass, without compensating 
rises or shifts in apparent frequency 
response. 

Placed on its stand, and several feet 
from the side and back walls, the ITC -1 

has outstanding imaging and very 
good depth. The manufacturer, inci- 
dentally, recommends placing the 
speaker 4 feet from the back wall to 
improve depth, but 21/2 to 3 feet gener- 
ally seemed adequate. The speaker 
does not present bass problems if it is 

placed closer to a rear wall, but it does 
lose some of its air and excellent 
sound stage. It also benefits from a 
wide spacing between the units and 
from having the speakers toed in to- 
wards the listener. This still leaves a 

wide listening area and produces the 
most realistic overall result. 
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The ITC -1 must be treated 
for what it is: A small 
"point source" designed to 
be kept in the open; it 
should not be hidden on a 
bookshelf. 

In fact, few speakers at any price 
can provide a more natural and stable 
spread of instruments from left through 
center to right with natural size and 
height. There is no loss of center fill, 
nor any tendency to divide the sound 
of instruments and make it sound as if 

each group had somehow been 

bunched near each speaker. This is 
enhanced by a good range of controls 
that allow you to make slight adjust- 
ments.in the frequency balance so that 
the treble energy reaching the listener 
seems natural to the sound stage. 
Many speakers with fixed controls tend 
to sound either too bright and close, or 

see 
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stereo 

ads 

TINY but PERFECT 

W...aá....... 
wHARRaxiE 

A high technology, ultra -compact two way design for bookshelf, wall or bracket mounting 
achieving the very highest standards in quality performance 

and space conservation (9.6"H x 7.3"W x 7.5"D) 

"It is difficult to tell you just how good these loudspeakers are. Their mid -range clarity, tonal 
evenness and coherence fully justifies the description monitors " 

STEREO, January 1984 
very clear, opén and uncoloured liked good monitor should be and more importantly 

(they) are lively and rhythmic allowing you to follow the music with ease..." 
HIFI TODAY, January 1984 

"The Diamonds size, performance and price make them an ideal choice for a budget studio. 
They could also find a home in many professional studios for checking the "home sound." 
"I mentioned in the last section (Sound Quality) that the Diamond has few obvious 
peers " WHAT HIFI, December 1983 
"The overall sound produced can best be described as being big, dynamic and above all, 
not fatiguing " HIFI FOR PLEASURE, 1983 
"I have to say that I was quite bowled over by the Diamond. Its sound was detailed, dynamic 
and integrated " HIFI NOW, December 1983 

Now Available in the U.S. to music lovers on small budgets. 

arfedalé 
Quality and innovation since 1932 

For informat'on on Diamonds and other Wharfedale speaker gems, please use the 
Readers Response Card or write to: Wharfedale Loudspeakers, PR Department, 

do Sasaki & Associates, Inc., 9 Beltane Drive, Dix Hills, New York 11746. 

too soft and far away, for their appar- 
ent imaging. 

This combination of controls, and the 
small size and weight (16 pounds) of 
the ITC -1, also provide an unusually 
practical ability to vary the sound stage 
to suit the performance. The speakers 
are so small and light that you can 
easily reach the treble and midrange 
controls to change the apparent fre- 
quency balance to match your listen- 
ing position. You can then alter the 
distance between the speakers so the 
imaging matches. Moving them closer 
together makes the imaging seem fur- 
ther back in the hall; moving them fur- 
ther apart makes the imaging seem 
closer to the stage. 

This means, however, that you must 
treat the ITC -1 for what it is. It is not a 
small speaker designed to be hidden 
on a bookshelf. It is a small "point 
source" designed to be kept in the 
open with a clear line of sight to the 
listening area. It can always be put 
aside when it is not being used, but it 
ought to be well out in the room when 
the music is playing. 

As for the competition, it may be 
unfair to judge the ITC -1s by their size, 
but the LS-3/5As, the Spica TC-50s 
and the Dayton -Wright LCM-1s do pro- 
vide some good benchmarks in the 
small speaker arena. The LS-3As are 
less flat, more distorted, and can han- 
dle less power, but they have a slightly 
more natural transient life and very mu- 
sical midrange. The Spicas have more 
speed or detail from the lower mid- 
range up, although they have less ex- 
tended and balanced bass. The Day- 
ton-Wrights are more dynamic and 
have more air and imaging detail than 
the ITC -1s, although they are not the 
equal of the Spicas in this regard. The 
Dayton Wrights also have bass that 
seems as natural and more live than 
that of the ITC -1s, although the LCM-1 s 
sound flatter. 

This places the ITC -1s among sever- 
al excellent speakers. Their strength is 
in coherence, smooth frequency re- 
sponse, and imaging. Their weakness 
is a slight lack of life and dynamic 
realism. They mate best with the faster 
moving -coil cartridges and the transis- 
tor or tube amplifiers having a great 
deal of low-level detail and transient 
speed. A good new entry in a tough 
old world. Anthony H. Cordesman 
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New ADS speakers revealed. 
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The new 1.780 is one of seven new ADS speakers 
available in black or walnut finish. You'll recognize it by 
the new angled corner and distinctive deep -drawn metal grille. 
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The other day one of our engineers made an 
interesting observation. 

He was trying to illustrate how much 
better the new ADS speakers sound. 

"Think of the speaker as a camera lens;' 
he said. "What we've done is improve 
resolution, extend depth of field, magnify 
detail, produce a finer image" 

Not a bad analogy we thought, and 
asked him to go on. 

"We've done it with a lot of new 
technology," he explained,"but precision is 
critical. Take voice coil gaps. Ours are no 
thicker than your business card. About twice 
as fine as the gaps in most drivers, which has 
a lot to do with improving efficiency and 
reducing high end distortion. 

"We've improved power -handling in the 
high end, too, by using a new high -gravity 
cooling fluid made to our own specifications. 

"We've developed a new Linear Drive, 
long -voice -coil woofer which really improves 
bass response. The cone is Stifflite, an 
expensive, low -mass material used only by 
ADS. The result is a woofer with very high 
force -to -mass ratio, which means it goes 
lower, is more accurate and has more 
dynamic range" 

As you read this, new ADS speakers are 
being delivered to your ADS dealers now. For 
his name write us: Analog & Digital Systems, 
Inc. 216 Progress Way, Wilmington, MA 
01887. Or call toll free: 800-824-7888 (in CA 
800-852-7777) and ask for Operator 484. 

They're truly magnificent speakers. 

ADS Audio apart. 
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COMPACT DISCS 

STAR BRIGHT 

Stardust: Willie Nelson 
CBS CK 35305. 

It's a strange and wonderful mar- 
riage: Country outlaw Willie Nelson, 
producer Booker T. Jones (once of 
Booker T and The MG's), and CD tech- 
nology. This weird wedlock has 
brought forth one helluva gorgeous 
CD. Stardust, originally released in 
1978, was Nelson's first full album of 
pop standards in what later became a 
growing family of such releases. Exqui- 
sitely engineered and produced at that 
time by analog means, this LP trans- 
lates perfectly to the digital medium. 

Jones' production and arrange- 
ments are marvels of subtle, intelligent 
music -making. Unlike far too many pop 
recordings, this one leaves no ques- 
tion about who the star is. Willie Nel- 
son's warm, unique voice floats dead 
center, cushioned by a light layer of 
reverb. Each instrument complements 
or accents the main vocal line, never 
detracting from the old outlaw's superb 
vocals. Only on an instrumental bridge 
is his voice replaced center -stage, and 
then generally by a single instrument 
(either Jody Payne's masterful acous- 
tic guitar or Mickey Raphael's soulful 
harmonica) which takes on the function 
of the main voice. 

A special accolade to Bradley Hart- 
man, Donivan Cowart, and Bernie 
Grundman, the unsung engineers of 
this outstanding recording. The sound 
is clean as a whistle and utterly trans- 
parent. There is absolutely no audible 
hiss from the original master tapes. 
The first few pristine acoustic -guitar 
notes of the title tune introduce the 
album and set up a standard of clarity 
that holds throughout the recording's 
10 succeeding cuts. Following this gui- 
tar intro, Nelson's voice drifts in, 
buoyed by a touch of cymbal and a 
slight swell of organ so subtle, so 
keyed to his vocal quality, that the ac- 
companiment almost goes unnoticed. 
Each of the other family heirlooms in 
this digital dowry-"Blue Skies," "All of 
Me," "Moonlight in Vermont" among 
them-is treated equally lovingly by all 
involved. 

The only flaw here-and it is minor, 
though annoying-is in the album 
graphics, a simple copy of the original 
LP jacket reduced in size so as to give 
an inveterate credit -reader a major 

a; 
o. 

o 

headache from perusing the teeny -tiny 
print. 'Nuff said on the negative side. 

The musicians are among the best 
available, the technical packaging is, 
as mentioned, superb, and then 
there's Willie. If you're used to smooth, 
overly polished pop crooners, Willie 
Nelson's resiny voice and unique 
phrasing may take a moment to get 
used to, but not much more than that. 
Since Stardust's release, Nelson has 
taken many other standards into the 
country fold. If old, leathery Willie con- 
tinues along these lines, he may yet 
earn himself the title "Grandpop of 
Pop." Paulette Weiss 

Kind of Blue: Miles Davis 
CBS CK 08163. 

Sketches of Spain: Miles Davis 
CBS CK 08271. 

This is the original Miles Davis, the 
thinking person's man with a horn. 
Here is Miles pre Bitches Brew, his 
1969 album credited with giving birth 
to the jazz fusion movement. For those 
of us who consider his earlier record- 
ings among the greatest American mu- 
sic of the 20th century and are sorely 
disappointed in his current output, 

these two CDs, Kind of Blue and 
Sketches of Spain, are manna from 
jazz heaven. 

If your original analog LPs are any- 
thing like mine, the grooves are worn 
into oblivion; at the very least, these 
CDs offer pristine surfaces to replace 
the mangled vinyl owned by Davis fans 
worldwide. Unfortunately, there's just 
so much a digital clean-up can effect 
with recordings made so long ago 
(1959 and 1960, respectively). A defi- 
nite hiss remains from the original 
tapes; this is most noticeable in the 
contrast between the spaces which 
separate cuts (which are totally silent) 
and the initial portions of the cuts, 
when the hiss first raises its ugly head. 
It does so quite prominently in the first 
few moments of "So What" from Kind 
of Blue, for one instance. 

Kind of Blue presents the instrumen- 
talists-Davis on trumpet, Julian "Can- 
nonball" Adderly on alto saxophone, 
the magnificent John Coltrane on tenor 
saxophone, Bill Evans and Wyn Kelly 
on piano (the latter appearing only on 
"Freddie Freeloader"), Paul Chambers 
on bass, and James Cobb on drums- 
firmly entrenched in the same aural 
location throughout the five selections: 
Piano and tenor sax on the left, drums, 
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THIS MOWJI'S BIG EY5EE 

ON CBS COMPACDISCS. 
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Enjoy today's revolution in sound with CBS Compact Discs. Our rapidly -growing 

catalog features over 130 titles by superstar artists in all categories of music. * 

Ask for a free copy whereve Compact Discs are sold. 

BARBRA STREISAND "The Way We Were" 

THE ROMANTICS "In Heat" 

JEFF BECK "Wired" 
SLADE "Kaep Your Hands Of, My Power :wooly" 

HERBIE HANCOCK 'Headhunters" 

EDDY GRANT "Killer On The Rampage" 

PLACIDC DOMINGO "My life For A Sing" 
MOZART: Piano Conc. Nos. 15 8 16 

Pemba; English Chamber Orch. 

BOLLINC: Suite For Cello And Jan Piano Trio 

Yo -Yo Mc; Claude Rollrrg 
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"CBS' rs a trademark of CBS Inc. r 1984 CBS Inc. 
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On Sketches of Spain, 
delicate accents stand out 
clear and defined, pulled 
from the murk of the 
original analog recording. 

bass and alto on the right, and Davis' 
trumpet center stage. This presenta- 
tion offers little sensation of depth, but 
the brilliance of the music makes up for 
any lack of technical recording flash. 

Davis' horn both soars and strolls, 
both sets up a foundation for each tune 
and examines new cracks and open 

spaces. Under his leadership, these 
individually gifted jazz artists can be 
heard thinking together, exploring the 
musical terrain side by side. The 
lengthy (111/2 minutes) "All Blues" is 
especially appealing. 

Although there is no vast improve- 
ment in dynamic range, presence or 

KEF 
CARLTONIM 

. 

WHY BUY "BUDGET" LOUDSPEAKERS 
WHO FOR THE SAME PRICE YOU CAdOWN KEF? 

Today many speaker companies arc offering budget loudspeakers, but which of 
them has ever produced products of the calibre of KEF's-world-acclaimed 
Reference Series? 

Which of them can draw from this Reference technology to produce affordable 
pr s that ao notufa compromisesf worldsuality? 

thoroughly gh l OnlyKEF, manufacturers of the world's most thorou I li 
engineered loudspeakers. 

The Speaker Engineers The new KEF "Standard Series." For people with 
higher standards. 
In"ncc. PO. Mn 1UN, DuII.Im1 Nrpy,, wlahin{a.n. D.C.30511 

1Beethoven: Violin Concerto. The 
Philharmonia Orchestra, Carlo Maria 

' Giulini; ltzhak Perlman, violin. 
EMI/Angel CDC 747002. 

clarity, this CD is worth having for its 
cleanliness and because it will last 
without suffering further deterioration. 

Sketches of Spain, the classic col- 
laboration of Davis and jazz arranger/ 
conductor Gil Evans, presents Davis' 
moody, sensual trumpet against a full 
orchestral background. Although ana- 
log tape hiss is evident here as well, 
the improved sound of the CD version 
is marked. Delicate accents (the mo- 
mentary metallic rattle of a tambourine, 
a scattering of high-pitched, plucked 
harp strings) stand out clear and de- 
fined, pulled from the murk of the origi- 
nal analog recording. The castanets 
used to impart the Spanish flavor Davis 
had begun to cook with on Kind of Blue 
("Flamenco Sketches") click away in 
clean, crisp contrast to Davis' some- 
times -sexy, sometimes -stately horn. 
This is the album that won Miles Davis 
many new fans, with its accessible 
sensuality and its beautiful melodies. 

Sketches of Spain and Kind of Blue 
are both timeless recordings; what 
could be more appropriate than time- 
less music presented in a format that, 
theoretically, will preserve it for all 
time? One minor quibble, though. The 
lack of liner notes or even basic credits 
is sorely felt on classic recordings 
such as these. No indication is made 
of which musician plays what instru- 
ment on Kind of Blue; this seems the 
rock -bottom minimum of information to 
be supplied for those unfamiliar with a 
recording. That aside, these are splen- 
did acquisitions. Thank you, CBS; 
thank you very much. Paulette Weiss 

EMI/Angel, the last major record - 
company holdout, has finally entered 
into the production of Compact Disc 
recordings. The vast resources of their 
classical catalog will have consider- 
able impact on the CD market. 

One of their first offerings is this 
splendid recording of the Beethoven 
Violin Concerto, with the great ltzhak 
Perlman as soloist. Needless to say, in 
this early CD, I was keenly interested in 
the quality of the sound. EMI/Angel has 
a deservedly good reputation for the 
outstanding, high -quality sound of their 
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INTRODÚCES THE 
SECOND -GENERATION 

G . 

Second generation CD players have come a long way. But none come close to the new Yamaha CD -X1. It is the 
most technically advanced, user-friendly high-performance CD player you can buy. For two small reasons. 

LSI. Q. 
Meet the YM-3511 and the YM-2201, two high density, highly 

"intelligent" LSI's specially developed and patented by Yamaha. 

Together, they can do the work of many multiple LSI's and integrated 
circuits. And do it better. 

Because of them, the CD -XI performs better, weighs less, takes 
up less space. And costs less money. 

YAMAHA ~15§1^`d...in co w 

12 

OUR LASER'S EDGE. 
The CD -X1 also incorporates a remarkably compact three -beam laser combined with a super -smooth ceramic 

bearing in the disc drive motor. This advance, coupled with our proprietary LS1's servo control circuitry, provides 

exceptionally stable beam tracking for exceptional audio performance. 

TRUE CONVERSION. 
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Highly accurate conversion of the digital signal to an , '_,, o ,,2_ -1, Yo 
analog signal is critical for optimum playback performance. ' a - 
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Most CD players perform this conversion at the standard 
sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. Again because of our superior LSI 

technology, the digital filter system in the CD -X1 doubles this 
rate to 88.2 kHz. This over -sampling virtually eliminates phase 
distortion and greatly improves playback resolution. 

AT YOUR CONVENIENCE. 
To make using it as pleasurable as listening to it, the CD -X1 

has a long list of user-friendly features. Like three different play modes for greater playback flexibility. A multi- 

function time indicator. Simple and versatile memory programming. And a very convenient music search function 
that allows you to find selections or individual passages within a selection at the touch of a button. 

But perhaps its most user-friendly feature is the $599* price tag. 

The CD -XI from Yamaha. The others don't have anything like it. But you can have one just like it. At your 

Yamaha dealer now. 'Suggested Retail Price 
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B&W DIGITAL MONITORS 
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LISTEN AND YOU'LL SEE 
The new DMI 10 and DM220 are built to the same DM220. you now have a perfect excuse to upgrade 

exacting standards as the monitors we supply to your equipment to digital standard. 
major digital recordingstudiosthroughouttheworld. Ask to hear them soon 

They are, happily, much moreaffordable. Close your eyes and listen. 
At around $300 for the DMI10, and $500 for the Then you'll see. 

AS USED BY DIGITAL STUDIOS WORLDWIDE. AND SOON, WE HOPE, BY YOU 

Anglo American Audio, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240 416-438-1012 
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vinyl recordings, and this CD release 
certainly is an encouraging beginning. 

Perlman's characteristic tone is 
clean and sweet, completely articulate 
with no trace of edginess. The sound 
of his violin is just forward of the or- 
chestra, nicely balanced and never too 
prominent. It goes without saying that 
Perlman's performance is superla 
tive-highly expressive, lyrical, insight- 
ful,. masterful. 

Carlo Maria Giulini and the Philhar- 
monia Orchestra furnish a knowledge- 
able accompaniment to Perlman. The 
orchestral sound has good internal 
balances, is clean and well detailed, 
and the high strings do not exhibit any 
stridency or wiriness. The hall acous- 
tics had just about the right amount of 
reverberation to give a warm, fairly 
spacious ambience to the sound. The 
EMI/Angel engineers managed a fairly 
wide dynamic range in this recording, 
and, all in all, the sound of this CD 
must be judged a resounding success. 

So, a hearty welcome to EMI/Angel 
CDs. There is great music in the offing. 

Bert Whyte 

Erich Kunzel 

.4 

Battle Music of Beethoven & Liszt. 
The Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, 
Erich Kunzel. 
Telarc CD -80079. 

Telarc's LP recording of Tchaikov- 
sky's "1812 Overture" gained no small 
measure of fame by including the sty- 
lus -rattling sound of live cannon fire. 

Now, in this recording of Beethoven's 
piece d'occasion, "Wellington's Vic- 
tory," .the Telarc artillery has gone into 
action again. 

In Beethoven's time and ever since, 
critics have not treated hís salute to 
Wellingtons victory in the Battle of Vito- 
ria too kindly. li has always been over- 

Telarc's penchant for 
authenticity resulted in the 
digital recording of live 
cannon and mus:cet fire for 
Battle Music. 

shadowed by Beethoven's Seventh 
Symphony, which premiered on the 
same program as the "Victory," De- 
cember 13, 1813. 

Telarc's penchant for authenticity re- 

sulted once again in the digita record- 
ing of live cannon and musket fire, pro- 
vided by the North/South Skirmish As - 

i 

ORTOPHASE': 
And listening can never be the same again " 

Barry F' a -son of The A5soluté 
Sot.nd' is:ened and sad, 

'1Erea_tntakiig is the right word, 
even f we critics have used 
ittop careessly in the past." 
Ile was -a king about the 
Ortcfor M72,2000 moving 
coil :ar_-idge, the first to 
reflect new understand- 
ingsof:i1E critical role 

of phase response in ca-tridges. 
Now the Ortophasecon- 

cept, of which the MC2 00 is 
a proud example, has peen 
incorporated into an entre 

' Ina of phono cart-idges. 
We make only a modest 

claim for all of tte new 

Í 
' Ortop ase -design models_ 
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YOU' LOOKING AT 
SIX BEST AUTO -REVERSING DECKS 

YOU CAN BUY. 

THREE HEADS WITH TAPE 
MONITORING CAPABILITY- 

AKA], NAKAMICHI, JVC 

HIGH -TUNED DC AMPLIFIER- 
AKAI, NAKAMICH1, SONY TEAC 

SUPER GX HEADS- 
AKAI 

BI-DIRECTIONAL RECORD/PLAYBACK- 
AKAI, SONY, JVC, PIONEER, TEAC 

» (!P_® CIV851I 

vái7- 
1 

SPECTRUM ANALYZER 
ENCOMPASSING MOL DISPLAY- 

AKAI 

5808 

fig~1 ̂ Nmina Igigsw11,,i 

030 

CRLP 

Staying ahead of the competition in auto - 
reversing cassette decks has been an AKAI 
tradition for the past 14 years. Now we're intro- 
ducing the all -new GX-R99, a deck that has 
so many advanced features you'd have to buy 
six other auto -reversing decks to get them all. 

Features like our Computer Record Level 
Processing System, that sets a tape's bias, 
equalization and tape sensitivity, measures a 
tape's MOL, then sets the optimum recording 
level. A Spectrum Analyzer encompassing MOL 

i 

- 

AUTO MONITOR- 
AKAI 

COMPUTER RECORD LEVEL 
PROCESSING SYSTEM- 

AKAI 

TWIN DIRECT -DRIVE CLOSED LOOP 
DOUBLE CAPSTAN TRANSPORT- 

AKAI. NAKAMICHI 

display, which displays frequency response with 
greater accuracy. AKAI's exclusive Auto Moni- 
tor. And our super GX heads. So super, they're 
guaranteed for 171/2 years of continuous play. 

It's easy to see why the GX-R99, just one of 
four great AKAI auto -reversing decks, is called 
the Dragon Slayer. And to find out why it's getting 
more praise than all the 

AKAI other guys combined, write 
to AKAI, P.O. Box 6010, Dept. 

H; -Ft &Video. il//li A9, Compton, CA 90224. 
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sociation, and the battle sounds were 
incorporated into the score according 
to Beethoven's notations. While this 
Telarc recording carries a warning 
about the dynamic range of the artil- 
lery, in fact these battle sounds do not 
have the huge impact of the cannon 
fire in their recording of the "1812 
Overture." The cannons do produce a 
considerable pulse and steep wave - 
fronts, but the sound is more of a mid - 
bass, lower midrange crack rather 
than a low -frequency boom. In any 
case, it is a fun piece, with drums and 
brass fanfares, ruffles and flourishes, 
depicting the British forces on your left 
and the French forces on your right. 

This CD also contains Liszt's "Battle 
of the Huns" and "Hungarian March to 
the Assault." As you might expect from 
the titles, these are rather overblown, 
fustian pieces, heavily orchestrated. In 
my view, there are more sonic fire- 
works in these pieces than in the "Vic- 
tory." This is especially true in the fina- 
le of the "Huns," with the sound of very 

high-energy cymbals, huge brass fan- 
fares and the counterpoint of great or- 
gan chords. All is recorded in a spa- 
cious acoustic perspective, with good 
internal orchestral balances and very 
clean, highly detailed sound of wide 
dynamic range. Bert Whyte 

Ravel: Daphnis et Chloé (complete 
ballet). Choeur et Orchestre Sympho- 
nique de Montreal, Charles Dutoit. 
London 400 055-2. 

I direct the attention of all CD nay - 
sayers to this magnificent recording of 
Ravel's Daphnis and Chloé. It was re- 
corded in St. Eustache Church in Mon- 
treal, Canada, one of the premier re- 
cording venues extant. The gorgeous 
acoustics combine an ideal reverbera- 
tion period, great diffusion which 
makes for warmth and spaciousness, 
and a marvelous perception of depth. 
These qualities do not sublimate sonic 
focus and definition, which in this re- 
cording are of the highest order. 

London's CD of Ravel's 
Daphnis et Chloé has an 
acoustic perspective of rare 
beauty, and it abounds with 
ambience. 

In short, this recording has an 
acoustic perspective of rare beauty, 
and it abounds with ambience. In no 
manner does the CD medium diminish, 
attenuate, truncate, or otherwise alter 
the ambient information on this digital 
recording; it is, rather, a vital part of the 
glorious sound of an exceptional 
performance. 

Charles Dutoit is rapidly becoming 
the foremost conductor of French mu- 
sic, and his Montreal Symphony Or- 
chestra is beginning to achieve world - 
class standards. Dutoit furnishes a 
wonderfully atmospheric interpretation 
of this masterpiece. He brings out ev- 
ery detail in Ravel's incredible orches- 
tration, but never diminishes the sen- 
sual and mystical elements of the 
score. 

The sumptuous, natural -sounding 
string tone in this digital recording of 
Ravel's Daphnis and Chloé should 
convince most people that the Com- 
pact Disc medium is capable of com- 
plete neutrality in its delineation of mu- 

PYRAMID 

METRONOME 

MODEL 7 
.! y. 

ti¡ 
a ' 

UNIQUE STYLE COMPACT SIZE 

The Metronome Model 7 is astonishing the HI-FI world with a quality 
of sound reproduction in a compact size that is able to satisfy the 
most discriminating audiophile. Our two-way full -range mini 
loudspeaker (7-518H x 5-1/4W x 10D) outperforms speaker systems 
many times its size or cost. Available in a wide selection of decorator 
finishes, it allows the opportunity of conveniently blending the MET 7 

easily into your home decor. 
Unique styling, sonic excellence and modestly priced, a remarkable 
value from Pyramid Loudspeaker. 

. 

;3 4. 

i 

.1.11. 
,.. 

SONIC EXCELLENCE 

Freq. Response: ±3 dB 76 Hz to 22 KHz 
Two LED Level Indicators: 
Green: I/: Watt, Red: 100 Watt Peak 
Impedance: 4.8 Ohms 
Sensitivity: 1 Watt/1 Meter/87 dB SPL 
Recommended Amplifier Power R.M.S: 
Min 20 Watts; Max 200 Watts per channel 
Driver Complement 
(Both with sheer radiators): 
5 inch Coaxial Woofer/Mid-Range; 
2 Inch Coaxial Tweeter 

Pyramid Loudspeaker Corporation 
P O Box 192 131-15 Fowler Ave. Flushing, NY 11355 (212) 762-1300 
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Tricycle offers some 
striking sounds, especially 
in the high -intensity, 
transient attack of the 
percussion. 

sic. Overall orchestral definition and 
clarity are outstanding here, and the 
internal balances afford splendidly co- 
hesive sound. The wordless chorus is 
placed and miked to accent the sense 
of depth without becoming amor- 
phous. The dynamic range is very 
wide, ranging from ethereal pianissi- 

mos to awesome fortissimo outpour- 
ings from full orchestra and chorus. 

This is the complete ballet music of 
Daphnis and Chloé, all 56 minutes of it. 
Hearing it without interruption enables 
a better understanding of the organic 
and dynamic structure of the exquisite- 
ly scored music. This recording should 

° :obertson Audio: 
Plenty of Moxie 

When scrims music lovers want Moxie- and pkryof it -tiey'll settle for not úi= Bess than 
Ru ertsan Aadió s Forty Ten Power Amplifier. What s Mole? Energy! And that's mhi: first - 

tine lovers of power Map wart as do auliophile, a(grading the r sys erts 
Heré s.what Peter Monctieff, Editor and Puhlisaer of tae tlternational At.cic tei+iew 

1AR)said ill Issue #28 

'The Robertson's sonic sittnrior"ty is u;t.ady soarematic that pelpfe <on't 
need to stGerd much of their 'irate to hear tte obvixt... You shoula ;os1e7 to the 

a'upfor yourself on rsust and then :he a>;b-itself will became 
(Robertson's) lost eloquent spokesman. 

'This pou+rr amp adds othr' viraues to its sonic excellence Its siurpri.atgty 
a(tordttle ($895). Despite 'his and its modest 650-eaatt per ciarre: acting, 

tars amp's tremendous current capability gates it o1 t: awesome 
950 uatt peir ch4nnet $k to pother rating." 

SPECIFICATIONS. -6O vatts (8 ohms) 12a watts (4 ohm) 

F: a mmtetereprint of the L4R Report write )epl DT, Ii)hTt:on AuciG O. Box 8449. 'an dnc U 31409 
Phone (818) 99.1%44 

- ti Canada: Ms. Audio Marketing LTEt : Ltf., 346 Bnul. Guimord, In.kueuil.Quelee, J4G 1 P8. 3hox 61% e51-5707 

positively dispel any notion that the CD 
medium has inherent technical flaws 
that are in any way inimical to music. 
Don't miss it! Bert Whyte 

Tricycle: Flim & The BB's 
Digital Music Products CD 443, 
$20.00. (Digital Music Products, 
Rockefeller Center Station, P.O. Box 
2317, New York, N.Y. 10185.) 

This is another of those super Digital 
Music Products recordings engineered 
by Tom Jung. 

Flim Johnson and the three other 
members of The BB's play a wide vari- 
ety of acoustic and electronic instru- 
ments in 10 freewheeling numbers, all 
original works unknown to me. With the 
frequent use of soprano saxophone, 
the group often reminds me of Weather 
Report. 

There are some striking sounds 
here, especially in the high -intensity, 
transient attack of the percussion. The 
impact of the kick drum is startling. All 
is super clean and has been masterful- 
ly recorded on Tom Jung's digital Mit- 
subishi X-80. This pure digital record- 
ing is a knockout! Bert Whyte 

I'll Be a Song: Nancy Wilson 
Denon 88C38-7061. 

Performance: A+ Recording: A+ 
Source: Digital 

The magnificent Miss Wilson deliv- 
ers performances here that just about 
make these songs hers alone. God, 
she is fantastic. And here I thought that 
a chanteuse was not to be found. And 
as good as she is throughout, she out- 
does herself in "Life Begins with You." 

The recording, a classic multi -track, 
multi -mike production, is a paramount 
example of good taste and impecca- 
ble expertise. Some parts were record- 
ed in Japan (it's not clear where Miss 
Wilson's vocals were recorded) and 
parts in New York. Surprisingly, the ho- 
mogeneity of the final product is just 
unbelievable. To begin with, all the ele- 
ments in the recording have been 
echo-chambered-but they sound co- 
hesive, as if they all had been in the 
same hall (unlike most multi -tracks, 
where each section seems to have 
been recorded on a different planet). 
There is a superb roundness and air 
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Nancy Wilson 

Nancy . Wilson's I'll Be a 
Song is a paramount 
example of a recording 
done with good taste and 
impeccable expertise. 

The recording is multiple -mike, 
mixed very well and with the ambience 
of a small club, making it superb for 
easy listening. Ttie sweet, overall 
sound and sensitive mixing make you 
feel as if you were in the club, low 
ceilings and all (except for the highly 
audible transitions when the violin solo 

is part of the ensemble). The drum set 
is not taped, as is the custom nowa- 
days, and the cymbals are real -sound- 
ing, although the overall top end is a 
little subdued. The bass viol is good 
and sold, and the piano is very well 
recorded, with none of the percussive 
clang we are always subjected to by 

around the instruments that is just lov- 
able. The mixing is faultless; I have 
never heard a mix as superb as the 
one here. Even with evidences of multi - 
mike, this CD sounds as if it were true 
stereo-no doubt due to masterful 
panning. 

An interesting note: The Japanese 
recordings appear superior to those 
made in the U.S., but the blend is so 
good, only microscopic listening will 
reveal it. The percussion is also su- 
perb, but I wonder what size the bass 
drum is in the first two selections, "Just 
the Way You Are" and "The Island," 
that can make the floor move up and 
down-an 8 -foot bass drum? 

On a slightly negative note, there is a 

minor microphone peak in the vocals 
(sibilants) which mars this otherwise 
perfect recording. This is, so far, the 
greatest CD in this genre I've heard. 
Everyone should have it. 

C. Victor Campos 

The Club New Yorker: The Great Jazz 
Trio 
Denon 38C38-7072. 

Performance: B + Recording: B - 
Source: Digital 

This CD features some of New York's 
most popular cocktail -hour musical of- 
ferings. It really sounds as if you were 
in the Plaza's Palm Court. The only 
disappointment is Lewis Eley and his 
violin; God, I wish he weren't there. In 
fact, his selections are the only places 
where the audio mixing trips and falls. 
The real star and surprise of this re- 
cording is Eddie Gomez, who is just 
outstanding on bass. 

POLK'S SDA-1A & SDA-2 

The World's First and Only 
True Stereo Loudspeakers 

J 

SDA-1A 

$850 

SDA-2 

$595.95 

"Pock reinvests -the loudspeaker...Mind-boggling...Astounding...Flabbergasting..." 

1I4 Frjerty 

All speakers ocher than Polks Grand Prix Award winning SDAs (Pat. Pend.) are basicah mono 

systems, each efwhich reproduces one signal but is heard by both ears. However, the fun amental 

unapt of stereo is to?rovide two different signals (left aic right), each reproduced bya separate 

speaker eaker and each meant to be heard hi only one ear. The Palk SDAs are the first aid only speakers 

that are engineered to accomplish t is and let you hear the full sonic potential of stereo. The 

dramatic improverientin lifelike three-dimensional imaging, depth and spafial fidelity canbe easily 

heard and appreciated by novices and audiophiles alike. 

Hear the remarkable sonic benefits for yourself! /Digital Di. Ready/ 
(intact us now fo- the name of your nearest Polk dealer 

aic inbrmatiotr on all our loudspeakers. (From 179.95ee.) 

Polk Audio, Inc., 915 Annapolis Rd., Ealtirnore, MD 2230. polk, 

'audio® 
SpeakerFe 
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Onion Arne.,, Inc., 27 La- Now. Fanóeld, N.J. 07006(2011575.7810 

"HERE 
ARE THE 
DENON 

REFERENCE 
CD'S. 

AND HERE 
ARE THEIR 

REFERENCES:' 
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"...a sense of air around the instrumentalists that 
one ordinarily encounters only in live 
performances." 

Fanfare Magazine, September/October 1983 

á '¡/ 

.C/atldé DEBUSSY 
PRELUDES DEUXIÉA%IE LIVRE 

Jacques ROÚVIF.H 

..Jacques Rouvier is a superb technician, with 
tremendous power and solidity and remarkably 
precise fingers." 
"The sound is excellent: the overall acoustic is 
warm, the dynamic range is wide, and the 
Steinway's bass Is reproduced with stunning 
fidelity." Ovation Magazine, November 1983 

SCHUBERT 
SYMPHONY No.9 

L `'I "iE GREAT'- 
HEINZ R< 

IYJU.IN N111117 SYNAxx,Y tf1117Q'SI}_ 
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"...the most convincing reproduction of recorded 
music I've heard yet..." 
" .. for a Schubert Ninth that really sounds like 
an orchestra playing I think this issue has no 
equal." Ovation Magazine, November 1983 

Gl-1dDa 

DIE GROSSE SILBERMAI NORGEL 
DES DOMES ZU FREI3ERG 

Hans Otto 

"This is one of the most exciting organ records 
ever made." 

.completely hypnotizing." 

. uncannily like being in Freiberg's beautiful 
cathedral, listening in person to the splendid 
organ..." Ovation Magazine, October 1983 

s»-awa I:011 

BEEI1IOVE 
STRING QUARTET No. 8 'E MINOR 

"RASOUMOVSKY No. 2 Ng, N..: 
SMETANA QU 

compelling ... uncommon fire and precision." 
"This excellent performance is a revelation in 
CD!" 
"...the most natural string -quartet sound I hare 
yet heard on a recording, creating the impression 
that the players are sitting right in the room with 
the listener." 

Ovation Magazine, November 1983 
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BEET!' `', 
STRING QUARTET N. 7L F MAJOR 
"RASOUMOVSKY 

= 
s t59, No.1 

SMETANA QU4; 

"For anyone starting a compact -disc collection, I 
can think of no better release with which to 
begin." 
"The Smetana Quartet's version of Beethoven's 
Op. 59, No. 1 ... one of the most exciting 
versions of that particular work ever recorded." 

Ovation Magazine, November 1983 

ü ,-1`í ..._ )> 
[3EETHOVENSYMPHONY No.3 

EROICA 
OTMAR SUITNER 
STAATSKAPELLE BERLIN 

orris 

"A superb reading as a digital LP, the bass 
definition and general clarity are even greater on 
the CD, with no loss of warmth." 

Ovation Magazine, November1983 

ILIFJA11 

BEETHOVEN 
SYMPHONY No. 9 

CHORAL 
SUITNER 

STAASKAPELLE BERLIN 
VOCAL TSOLOISTS &CHORUS 

$ 

NEW RELEASE! 
Beethoven: Symphony No. 9 ("Choral") 
Staatskapelle Berlin, Otmar Suitner, cond. 

D E N O N IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO NEXT. 
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Frederica von Sta de 

Frederica von Stade has 
become a mezzo-soprano of 
increasing stature. Her 
voice is exceptionally clean, 
her articulation clear 
and precise. 

at which to marvel. Her vocal produc- 
tion is so effortless and so richly ex- 
pressive that she makes these lovely, 
colorfully scored songs newly attrac- 
tive. 

Antonio de Almeida conducts the 
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra and has 
a fine rapport with Ms. von Stade. Her 

voice is nicely positioned just in front of 
the orchestra. The felicitous acoustics 
add warmth to a most resplendent 
sound. The fine digital recording 
shows the quality of this beautiful 
voice, unsullied by noise. One of the 
best vocal recordings on CD. 

Bert Whyte 

those who always know better. The 
notes are in Japanese and are no help, 
and the 43:22 timing shows another 
LP -formatted master. 

C. Victor Campos 

Handel: Messiah Highlights. Musica 
Sacra, Richard Westenburg; Judith 
Blegen, Katherine Ciesinski, John Aler 
and John Cheek, soloists. 
RCA RCD1-4622. 

Both chorus and orchestra number 
in the 30s, but the conductor's ap- 
proach to this music is distinctly more 
modern than period. These are very 
competent performances, but they are 
somewhat inflexible. Only John Cheek 
rises above this difficulty for a quite 
spirited "Trumpet Shall Sound." 

The recording, made in RCA's capa- 
cious Studio A in New York, is very well 
done. Soloists are ideally balanced 
with the orchestra, and the orchestral 
resources themselves are naturally ar- 
rayed on the stereo stage. Some artifi- 
cial reverberation is added, and it is 

tastefully done, if not utterly natural. 
John M. Eargle 

Canteloube: Chants d'Auvergne, 
Vol. I. The Royal Philharmonic Orches- 
tra, Antonio de Almeida; Frederica von 
Stade, soloist. 
CBS MK 37299. 

Frederica von Stade has become a 

mezzo-soprano of increasing stature. 
She really has a glorious voice, a fact 
readily apparent in this recording of 
Canteloube's "Songs of the Au- 
vergne." Derived from French folk 
songs and colorfully orchestrated by 
Canteloube, they are an exquisitely lyr- 
ical vehicle for the lovely voice of Fred- 
erica von Stade. 

Her voice is exceptionally clean, her 
articulation clear and precise. She is 

secure throughout her register, and the 
purity of her tonal palette is something 

The Series 70 Power Amplifies a remarkably unique musical 
instrument. Remarkably sophisticated... remarkably simple... 
remarkably affordable. Its oversized power supply (72,000 mF), 
high current output stage, and lack of current -limiting circuitry, 
make it ideal for distortion -free reproduction of demanding sources 
such as Digital Disc. According :o J. Gordon Holt, editor of 
Stereophile, the 70 "...proved to be the best sounding amplifier 
in its price class... A winner!" Visit your Amber dealer soon. 
But don't just listen to the 70. Play it... as you would a fine, 
musical instrument. 

From the Amber Collection of 
Fine Musical Instruments: 

The Series 70 Power Amplifier. 

Amber- f71 

o 

1 hiuM(+N11.6 

A I" 1 

P.O. BOX 2015 CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902 TLX 901601 (8041.296-5696 
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ROCK/POP RECORDINGS 
MICHAEL TEARSON 
JON & SALLY TIVEN 

LEADING LADIES 

Mother's Spiritual: Laura Nyro 
Columbia FC 39215. 

Sound: B Performance: A 

There isn't a female singer/songwrit- 
er of any worth whose work hasn't 
been affected by Laura Nyro. Although 
Carole King, Cynthia Weil, and Ellie 
Greenwich preceded her as premier 
pop tunesmiths-women in a world 
ruled by men-it was Laura Nyro who 
made the transition from a writer of 
contemporary tunes for pop singers to 
a singer/songwriter with a following all 
her own. Chrissie Hynde's vocal styli- 
zations have more than a trace of Nyro 
to them, and Rickie Lee Jones has 
made a career out of slightly updating 
Laura's style. When she disappeared 
from public view in the early '70s, there 
were more than a few women inspired 
and ready to carry on in her tradition. 

It is because of these circumstances 
that a new Laura Nyro record-as rare 
as snow in June-is always held up to 
the most scrupulous observation by 
critics and public alike. It is a wonder 
that a soul who has been so closely 
involved with the record/publishing in- 
dustry can remain so untouched by 
that mire, but Mother's Spiritual is a 
fresh and original work. There is noth- 
ing here to suggest that Laura Nyro 
has listened to the radio, spoken with a 
record -company executive, or even 
thought about the competitive art pro- 
cess that goes along with being a 
member of the music industry. She still 

i 

sounds like the unworldly, poetic indi- 
vidual who charmed everyone in the 
'60s with "Eli" and "Stoned Soul Pic- 
nic" when no one had a clue as to what 
those songs were about. 

This is to say that this record will 
probably sell about 1/100th of what 
Michael Jackson's next will, but it really 
doesn't matter. Laura Nyro exists on 
the fringes of the music industry so that 
she can't be soiled by its irrelevant 
concerns. Jon & Sally Tiven 

Christine McVie 
Warner Bros. 25059, $8.98. 

Sound: B Performance: A 

In the crazy -quilt world of Fleetwood 
Mac, Stevie Nicks' spaceyness and 
Lindsey Buckingham's flash have 
dominated people's attention, but 
Christine McVie, with her warmth and 
earthiness, has been no less important 
to the group's massive success. She 
has composed a large share of their 
biggest hits, including, among others, 
"Warm Ways," "You Make Loving Fun" 
and "Hold Me." 

Christine is the last of the three writ- 
ers in the group to put out a solo album 
in this decade. (There was one solo 
effort, before she was in Fleetwood 
Mac, back at the beginning of the '70s 
under her maiden name of Christine 
Perfect.) She obviously has taken her 
time and expended great effort to de- 
liver this one, a most classy album with 
not a single outright bad song to be 
found. 

One thing about Christine's songs 
which makes them especially notewor- 
thy is that she tends to write about love 
relationships which are working, not 
falling apart or one-sided. She writes 
much more about joy than pain; why 
more people don't do this is a good 
question. Perhaps when things are go- 
ing right, most folks just don't take the 
time or get the inspiration to write 
about it. Fortunately, this is not so for 
Christine. 

From the opening song, "Love Will 
Show Us How," Christine Mc Vie is an 
album nearly all about how things can 
go. right and what you have to go 
through to get there. Love may well be 
"The Challenge" she sings about, but 
she notes that it's worth it. She sings 
how she is "So Excited" to see her 

i 

J 

ir 

.. 
baby, what it is like to find that "One in 
a Million," and about "The Smile I Live 
For." 

Though this is a solo effort, it is not 
surprising to find some friends helping 
out in the course of the album. As it 
turns out, most of the guest appear- 
ances are front -loaded onto the first 
side which, as it goes, is one of the 
finest album sides I've heard in quite a 
while. A chief reason for the efferves- 
cence of "The Challenge" is the bub- 
bly, liquid lead -guitar line Eric Clapton 
plays. Lindsey Buckingham happened 
through England when the album was 
being recorded, and he wound up on a 
clutch of songs, both singing and gui- 
taring. A certified highlight is a duet 
with Steve Winwood on "One in a Mil- 
lion." Steve sticks around to take Chris- 
tine's place at piano, adding his dis- 
tinctive style to the song they wrote 
together, "Ask Anybody." This one 
also features the heavy downbeat of 
Mick Fleetwood's drumming. 

The basic band heard on the album 
is very fine, playing with restraint and 
elegance. Ex-AWB drummer Steve 
Ferrone anchors the band with a lighter 
touch and more backbeat than Fleet- 
wood. George Hawkins plays bass. 
Todd Sharpe not only collaborated 
with Christine, writing most songs, he 
plays guitar as well. Christine McVie 
plays her customary keyboards. 

The album's production rests in 
Russ Titelman's very capable hands. 
With engineer David Richards, he has 
achieved uncommonly clear sound 
that lets you hear all the parts. You 
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hear it all, soft or loud. Christine McVie 
is a fine example of how to use digital 
mixing and mastering. 

Through her songs with Fleetwood 
Mac and now on her own, Christine 
McVie is that rare songwriter I can al- 
most call a real friend without ever 
meeting, the kind you love to go out to 
the neighborhood pub with, to hoist a 
few pints. She seems to be unafraid of 
airing her feelings and talking straight. 
The really nice thing about this solo 
album is that I really feel I've gotten to 
know her better because of it. 

Michael Tearson 

Declaration: The Alarm 
IRS SP 70608, $6.98. 

Sound: B Performance: B + 

In the ever -mounting British inva- 
sion, the Attack of the Killer Synthesiz- 
ers seems to be subsiding. We Yanks 
should ready ourselves for the Battle of 
the Bagpipe Guitars. That chronic wail 

of the synths-supplied by ABC, The 
Human League, and a host of other 
pretentious twerps-has been sup- 
planted by the air -guitar band best 
typified by U2 and Big Country. As a 

genre, this type of music is more rock- 
ing, less derivative of American R&B, 
and of a higher musical calibre than its 
predecessor. Part of the reason for this 
is that any fool can tap a digital synthe- 
sizer and make it sound like music, 
whereas an idiot playing a guitar will 
always sound like an idiot playing a 

guitar. 
As for how The Alarm fits into this 

movement, the answer is quite snug- 
ly-right between U2 and The Clash. 
They are a capable bunch of songwrit- 
ers, infused with enthusiasm and con- 
viction, and this kind of energy makes 
for interesting records. Unfortunately, 
they are often blinded by their own 
fervor and come up with semi -prepos- 
terous lyrics. Like The Clash, they take 
the steno of being fierce moralists, bu: 
The Alarm chooses to make religion its 

rock (The Clash tend to do the oppo- 
site). Musically, the group leans heavi- 
ly upon acoustic guitars bu: still man- 
ages to produce a strong, rocking 
track. 

This is one of those bands that hap- 
pens to be at the right place at the right 
time-its sound is in vogue, its songs 
are compact and driving, and the 
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Presenting the Premiere Recordings cf the magnificent 
Cleveland Orchestra conduced by newly -appointed 
music director Christoph von Dohnónyi: 

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 3 in Eb., Op. 55 "Er_ica" 

SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 8 in t "Unfinished" 
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No.8 in F, Op. 93 

TELARC CD -80090 

TELARC CD -80091 

Add these exciting new Telarc releases to 1:our CD collection... 
PROKOFIEV: Romeo & Juliet. O. 64. Selections from Suites 1 & 2 

Yoel Levi /The Cleveland Orchestra . TELARC. CD -80089 

BACH: "Bach in Los Angeles" featuring the Tcccáta and Fugue 1n d 
Michael Murray / The Organs of First Congregational Church, Los Angeles 

TELARC CD -80088 

BEETHOVEN: "Wellington's Vic-ory".Op 91 (aLthentic cannons & muskets) ' 

L SZT: "Battle Music" Erich Kenzel / Cincinna:i Pops . TELARC CD -80079: 

STAR TRR KS 
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Telarc's Spring "Leasebreaker" on CD... 

STAR TRACKS. An awesome mix of synthesized sound 
and the hits. from Jchn Wi [lams' film scores: Star Wars, 
E. T.,Close Encounters, Superman, Raiders & more... 
Erich Kunze / Cincinnati ops TELARC CD -80094 

All»elarc Compact Discs 
are produced from Digital Masters I 

- All titles also available In LP's - Distributed in Canada by Audio Market Sales, Á1ilton, Ontario 
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Stanton quality for your 
P -Mount turntables... 
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Stanton presents its new generation of cartridges - the 
P -Mount Series. This unique series of cartridges is 
designed to perfectly match the new family of plug-in 
turntables. Cartridges that wilt satisfy everyone ...the 
novice... the audiophile... the professional. All avail- 
able with universal mounts. Visit any fine audio outlet 
or write Stanton Magnetics Inc., 200 Terminal Dr., 
Plainview, NY 11803. 
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100% PURE 

Revolutionary by Design 

Introducing the New Acoustat TNT -120 Power Amplifier 
We applied the leading edge in 
electronics technology to bring 
you an amplifier that breaks with 
the obsolete designs of the past. 
An amplifier that exceeds the best 
that tubes and transistors have to 
offer, with the musical purity and 
finely etched detail that says live. 
With advanced pure FET tech- 
nology for wide bandwidth and 
linearity throughout the signal 
path. With innovative TRANS - 
NOVAE circuit topology for stabil- 
ity into the most difficult loads. 
With complete dual -mono power 
supplies for exceptional dynamic 

reserves and ultimate stereo 
separation. 

And finally, COMPLEMENT 
FEEDBACK assures that your 
speakers will respond directly to 
the amplifier output without 
delays or overshoots. Distortions 
are cancelled as they occur, 
leaving only the music...one 
hundred percent pure. 

The ACOUSTAT TRANS -NOVA 
TWIN 120. Revolutionary By 
Design. Call toll -free for more 
information and the name of 
your nearest Acoustat Dealer. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

POWER OUTPUT: 
120 watts/ch@ 8 ohms 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 
2-500k Hz 3 dB 

SLEW RATE:165 v/us 

ACOU)TAT 

guys' haircuts are pretty distinctive. 
However, one does get the feeling that 
the attention The Alarm is receiving 
has more to do with these superficiali- 
ties than any intrinsic musical value, 
and its members will have to learn to 
survive the trend they currently are rid- 
ing. Jon & Sally Tiven 

The Everly Brothers Reunion Con- 
cert 
Passport PB 11001, two discs. 

Sound: B+ Performance: A 

I was eight or nine when "Bye Bye 
Love" introduced The Everly Brothers 
to the world, and I was immediately 
hooked by that close sibling harmony 
which became their trademark sound. 
By the time "Wake Up Little Susie" 
followed, all doubt was long gone. Don 
and Phil went on to have a long, long 
string of hits well into the '60s. Beside 
all the rockers, the brothers sang some 
of the sweetest, most sincere love 
songs of the rock 'n' roll era, songs like 
"When Will I Be Loved," "I Wonder If I 

Care As Much," "So Sad (To Watch 
Good Love Go Bad)," "All I Have to Do 
Is Dream," "Devoted to You," "Cathy's 
Clown" and "Let It Be Me." They kept 
singing together until early in the '70s, 
when a severe falling out left them not 
only not singing together but not even 
talking for over a decade. 

Following a long -hoped -for rap- 
prochement comes this double album 
which documents their reunion concert 
at London's hallowed Albert Hall last 
autumn. For the occasion, they gath- 
ered a band of the best English musi- 
cians available, all guys who grew up 
on The Everly Brothers sound. There's 

The Everly Brothers 
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The Everly Brothers start 
out a bit raggedly, but as 
they play on, the singing 
gets better and better, the 
harmonies tighter. 

Pete Wingfield on piano and assorted 
keyboards, Graham Jarvis on drums, 
Mark Griffiths on bass, and Martin Jen- 
ner on guitar, plus England's best 
country guitarist, Albert Lee, too. 

At the opening of the show you can 
almost hear and feel the brothers' 
nerves standing on end. They start out 
a bit raggedly, but as they play on, the 
singing gets better and better, the har- 
monies getting tighter all the while until 
they sound as great as ever, with a 

sublime, close meshing. The English 
audience is an active participant. They 
applaud many of the songs, greeting 
the openings as if they were long lost 
friends. 

All the songs 1 mentioned above are 
included in the program, with many 
more, songs like "Bird Dog," "Clau- 
dette," "(Til) I Kissed You," "The Price 
of Love" and their Little Richard covers 
of "Lucille" and "Good Golly Miss Mol- 
ly.". It adds up to 28 in all and not a 

clunker among them. 
The recording and mixdown were 

both done with digital technology, 
which results in a superb on -record 
sound that captures lots of sonic nu- 
ance, such as the feel of the flat pick 
on the acoustic -rhythm guitars the 
brothers play, really lively drums, and 
that wonderful interaction with the au- 
dience. A video of the concert has 
been shown a number of times on 
HBO, but since I live in a non -cable, 
non -HBO area I haven't seen it. I've 
only got the record to go on. 

Hearing two of the heroes of my 
youth singing together again is a real 
thrill for me, but there's something else 
about this reunion that I'm really excit- 
ed about. The trip was such a success 
that The Everly Brothers have an- 
nounced plans to go in and make a 

new album. It is scheduled for release 
this summer. 

Most albums like this one are dreary 
tasks to get through, as most of them 
sound like old folks trying desperately 
to sound young, a depressing effect. 
The Everly Brothers don't succumb to 
that fate. By the end of the show they 
are singing together sensationally in a 

style they defined-rock 'n' roll, close, 
two-part harmony. Without The Everlys, 
do you think that Simon and Garfunkel 
or The Beatles would have wound up 
sounding like they did? 

Michael Tearson 
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DESIGN INTEGRITY To all those who were never given a better 
explanation for the superiority of separates than, "They're separate," 
Denon dedicates the PMA-737 Integrated Amplifier and TU -767 AM/FM 
Stereo Tuner. 

Based on the design philosophy that separates must offer technology 
formerly unavailable in conventional components, the PMA-737 features 
Denon's dual Non-NFB circuitry, a faster more accurate way of reducing 
distortion without the use of negative feedback. Denon'sTU-767 
introduces the Super Searcher System (SSS) for reducing the distortion 
created by adjacent channels without sacrificing stereo separation or high 
frequencies. 

Design Integrity. What separates Denon separates from the rest. 

Derrcn America, grit., 27 Law Drive, Fairfield, New Jersey 07006 
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We pú'' gitla 
to r e itést_ 

Introducing the NewAcousta 
Model ONE + ONE Speaker 

Now that you've experienced the 
noiseless reproduction of today's 
digital technology, how does your 
present speaker system stack up? 

In designing the new Acoustat 
Model ONE + ONE, our refer- 
ence was live music-the ultimate 
test. So when it came to reproduc- 
ing the startling clarity and in- 
creased dynamics that digital has 
tooffer, the music came through 
loud and clear. 
Our advanced full -range electro- 
static speakers -are free from the 
distortions and colorations of 
conventional multi -way box -type 
speakers. Music emerges with all 
the harmonics and sonic detail 
of the original performance. 
Tne ONE + ONE's revolutionary 
Floor -to -ceiling line -source array 
recreates the height and depth 
of the concert hall with realism 
u imatched by the most exotic 
designs. 
Acoustat. We brought :he prke of 
high technology down to earth. 
Call toll -free for more information 
and the name of your nearest 
Acoustat dealer. 

Bringing Music To Life 

ACOu TAT 
Toll Free: 

1-800-327-3136 
In Florida: 

305-462-6700 
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EDWARD TATNALL CANBY 

DOING WHAT COMES NATURALLY 

Haydn, Beethoven, and Ries: Solo 
Music for Natural Horn. Jean Rife, 
horn; Martin Pearlman, fortepiano; 
Daniel Stepner, violin; Fortunato Arico, 
cello. 
Titanic TI 94, $10.00. (Titanic Re- 
cords, P.O. Box 204, Somerville, Mass. 
02144.) 

Titanic, in Cambridge, Mass., is a 
most circumspect and careful outfit. It 
has been around a long time and is- 
sues few records; every one is top val- 
ue, if those I've received are an indica- 
tion. This one is a musical landmark in 
my life. I have heard nothing like it, 
though no doubt there are other perform- 
ances of the sort these days. And so 
beautifully recorded! Analog, of 
course. 

Yes, this is one of those "authentic 
instrument" jobs. Music critics don't 
much like the idea, nor does the music 
establishment. Very, very narrow view- 
point, both on the grounds that per- 
formers are not good enough (the im- 
plication-all wrong-is that they never 
can be) and that our ears can't really 
enjoy the music as it was in the origi- 
nal. Poppycock! All it takes on our part 
is a bit of open-minded imagination. 
And on the musicians' part some really 
first -quality performing. That's what we 
have here, and I couldn't care less if 
The Times may disapprove. 

Natural horn! Since the mid -19th 
century it has been considered unplay- 
able. No valves, just the lips. Like a 
simple bugle at a Boy Scout camp. Yet 
Beethoven wrote for it, Mozart, Haydn, 
and even the Romantics, including the 
little-known and very juicy Ries, who 
was a student of Beethoven. All such 
music is played as a matter of course 
nowadays on the fancy, valved French 

horn. I don't suppose one hornist in 
thousands has even dared perform on 
a natural horn. Well-here is one who 
did. And the astonishing thing is that 
her music is in every way superb- 
always in tune, fluent, expressive, easy 
(less clumsy than many a valved per- 
formance I have heard). Intellectually, I 

knew it could be done, was done. I still 
was unprepared for the fact. 

Fact is, these lost talents miraculous- 
ly reappear, given the right interest in 
the instruments. Take the fortepiano: 
two different models here, also used 
for what seem to me splendid and idi- 
omatic performances, notably in the 
Beethoven. Not only is the horn unbe- 
lievable in the Beethoven (even the 
stopped notes, tuned via hand in the 
bell, sound easy and musical), but the 
fortepiano, as played by Martin Pearl- 
man, throws a whole new light on this 
familiar early piece, making it sound, 
oddly, much later, more "modern" than 
the usual effect with modern piano and 
valved horn. The sound almost rages 
at times, notably in the very active pi- 
ano part-no wonder the man was 
famous for breaking strings! That 
strained sound, absolutely missing in 

the modern instrument, is written into 
the music, and you hear it here. Bee- 
thoven kept trying larger and larger 
pianos (fortepianos, of course, on 
wood frames) to cope with his ever 
more furious and wide-ranging music. 
But not a Steinway! 

You will hear the same in later, more 
Romantic terms in the long Ries sona- 
ta, played on a later, sturdier piano, yet 
still not the modern steel -frame instru- 
ment. This music, too, strains at its 
leash, just as it should. And so does its 
horn, still the natural instrument, minus 
valves. 

All this and hi-fi too. That's the way a 
fine recording should be. 

Moore's Irish Melodies (1808). Lucy 
Sheldon, Jan de Gaetani, Martin Kelly, 
and William Sharp; Igor Kipnis, 1808 
Broadwood fortepiano. 
Nonesuch 79059, digital, $11.98. 

You'll surely know some of these old 
tunes-you couldn't help it. Through- 
out the 19th century and well into ours, 
they were incredibly famous, largely as 
home -based do-it-yourself entertain- 
ment before the phonograph changed 
all that. Are they folk music? As much 
so as, say, Stephen Foster and maybe 
later balladeers like Cole Porter or 
even Dylan. These were adapted, at 
least, from various unspecified old 
tunes and given the "classical" treat- 
ment of the day, plus new and elegant 
words fit for the educated ear. All pop- 
ular tunes were so treated. Beethoven 
and Haydn did scads of them (for pay) 
in the same style. For your ear, they are 
classical. 

And yet, it says, when this Tom 
Moore opened his mouth and sang, 
"Women fainted and grown men 
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cried," he was a sensation. Like Dylan 
himself? Not so far removed! Dear me, 
how times change. Imagine fainting (or 
crying, you guys) over "The Last Rose 
of Summer" or "Believe Me If All Those 
Endearing Young Charms"! Well, they 
did. But you won't. 

Nonesuch was ingenious in acquir- 
ing, out of a museum (Metropolitan, of 
course), an authentic Broadwood for- 
tepiano of exactly the same time as the 
first publication of Moore's famous 
songs. Unfortunately, they could not 
match this with a brace of authentic 
1808 voices. Instead, we have first- 
rate, modern professional singers, ex- 
cellent musicians but simply not 
trained for this kind of music. They are 
too fussy in tone and diction, full of 
elaborate vibrato, blasting out the 
higher notes-which should be light. 
It's the operatic style of today and this 
is not opera! The sense is there, but 
you will have to work a bit to get hold of 
it. Some parts are lovely. Even old 
John McCormack (d. 1945), that invin- 
cibly sentimental Irish tenor of so many 
early discs, did this sort of music with a 
much more suitable simplicity. 

Ravel: Ma Mere L'Oye (complete bal- 
let), Valses nobles et sentimentales, 
La Valse. The Dallas Symphony Or- 
chestra, Eduardo Mata. 
RCA ARC1 4815, digital, $12.98. 

A splendid sound here-I wish I 

could understand why so many good 
digital sounds emanate from Sound - 
stream! Even when the good Dr. S. is 
not in attendance for the miking. This is 
no plug; it is simply an observation. 

The music here isn't that positive. It's 
interesting but, shall I say, aberrant, 
departing from the established but un- 
declared traditions of this Ravel music 
in the way that it is performed. 

To get back to the sound-it is not 
only big and full (including music for 
reduced orchestra) but has also an 
extraordinary clarity in the detail. I par- 
ticularly noted the marvelous impact of 
the low strings here and there, some- 
times solo, sometimes the whole body 
of cellos/basses. How to describe? It is 
resonantly stringy. What else can I 

say? All too often in the past, the bass 
line in the music has been simply that, 
a low pitch which supports the harmo- 
nies, without much color in itself. This 
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If you re a friend of Jack Daniel's, drop us a line We'd like to hear from you. 
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ON FLAG DAY at Jack Daniel's Distillery we 
always know the best place for putting out 
the flag. 

Mr. Jack's old office (the one he built ín 1866) ís 

a perfect spot for unfurling Old Glory. Arid the 
charcoal mellowing building, where every drop 
of our whiskey ís smoothed 
out, is another good place. 
We hope there's an equally 
nice location wherever you 
work or live. And that, 
come June 14, you'll take 
equal pride ín setting out 
the nations flag. 

Tennessee Whiskey 90 Proof Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery 
Lem Motlow, Prop., Route 1, Lynchburg (Pop. 361), Tennessee 37352 
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Mata's tempi and phrasing, 
his sense of line, are 
flatfooted, especially in the 
waltz. He does not feel the 
pacing. 

ti. 
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Eduardo Mata 

is an artifact of the recording process, 
not the sound of music alive. Digital 
seems to have made a definite new 
contribution in this unexpected area. 

Beyond that, I must note that there is 
much more to digital than observed 
dynamic range and new silence, even 
though these are the touted features. 
Much appears equally well in the old 
LP system, by force of comparison with 
analog originals. I would not actually 
want to hear the full dynamic range of 
this Ravel in my living room; the mild 
LP compromise is plenty for me and in 
no way at all interferes with the musical 
sense. (And very quiet LP surfaces ef- 
fectively enlarge that range beyond 
most earlier LPs.) What is more impor- 
tant than dynamic range is the new 
clarity in loud portions of the music, the 
big climaxes. 

No question about it, digital-even 
via LP-has by its very nature made an 
often audible difference here. The 78 
electrical recording accustomed our 
ears to inevitable distortion as volume 
increased, notably in the harsh, 
squealing string sounds and especial- 
ly at the inner grooves. We took this in 
stride as a part of recording. 

With LP, there was a big improve- 
ment, and that improvement has con- 
tinued ever since. Yet the tendency 
towards distortion under high-level 
strain-potent signals, jaggedly com- 
plex wave forms-was inherent in the 
analog process, and severally in its 

many components. By improving all of 
these components, we have improved 
the sum output. The inherent tendency 
we cannot remove. 

At last, then, digital recording can. 
And so even in an LP like this, though 
we make use of many of the analog 
elements out of the past, the digital 
master recording removes a major 
area of that inherent distortion-and 
you can hear it. Other things being 
equal (or excellent, as here!), there is a 
sense of relaxed clarity, a lack of strain 
in all the severely taxing climaxes of 
Ravel's music. This, to my judgment, is 
a basically new, satisfying experience, 
even via the old LP. It does not take a 
CD to bring it to usefulness. 

For those who know a bit of Ravel- 
and a bit of waltz-these are curious 
performances. Details are beautifully 
rendered, with care and obvious dedi- 
cation, if occasionally a bit underre- 
hearsed for such tricky music. But Ma- 
ta's tempi and phrasing, his sense of 
line, as the musicians put it, are flat- 
footed. He does not feel the pacing, 
the lift and shape of ideas, the rhyth- 
mic impact and springiness which 
make dance out of mere locomotion. 
Especially in the waltz-such a stylized 
tradition, with all its elegant hesitations) 

Thus, the "Noble and Sentimental 
Waltzes" suffer the most; they simply 
do not waltz. You'd never know. (And 
they can, believe me.) The other works 
are better, but even so the music is full 
of clumsy overspeeding, too -great 
slowings-down, ungainly pauses that 
fall flat. Bad timing! Still, it's an enjoy- 
able LP for many other virtues, and so 
it is recommended. 

Scintillations, Music for Harp by Car- 
los Salzedo. Heidi Lehwalder, harp. 
Nonesuch 79049, digital, $11.98. 

Digital recording is not really signifi- 
cant to the listening of this all -solo -harp 
record. There is little in the rather spe- 
cial musical palette here that could not 
be reproduced as well by current top - 
analog recording, to sell at a lower 
price. Other aspects of the disc are 
more important than its digitality. 

First, of course, is that large bald 
head on the cover, attached to a body 
playing a big harp. It isn't the perform- 
er-she has hair. It's the composer. 
Double take. I would think that Ms. 

Lehwalder might be a bit put out. With 
SALZEDO so prominently displayed in 
large letters, one might casually sup- 
pose that he was the player, not she. 

The confusion is, in a way, legiti- 
mate. Salzedo, who died in 1961, was 
an absolutely extraordinary harp ge- 
nius. I once sat very close to him in a 
private recital which I will not forget. He 
was much more than just a virtuoso 
harpist. He magically lifted his medium 
far, far beyond its normal confines, not 
merely in technique but in a sort of 
universal expression; one forgets the 
instrument and hears only the music. A 
rare thing, especially in the harp. 

Like most such outstanding perform- 
ers in this century, Salzedo was also a 
composer but not, alas, with much ge- 
nius. These are nice little virtuoso 
pieces, some in a sort of turn -of -the - 
century style, though composed much 
later, some of a more exotic and Im- 
pressionist -mystical sort, as of the pre - 
WW I period, all of them basically de- 
rivative and without much individuality. 
Nice, harpy sound and not much more. 

As for the performer, her technique 
is tops all right but in this sound, at 
least, she is not too convincing. The 
effect seems more watery than most, 
the melodic lines aren't really sharp 
and defined, as they surely can be, 

Heidi,Lehwalder 
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and the upper strings are persistently 
out of tune. (A standard harp weak- 
ness that should never appear on re- 
cords!) Recording technique? Marc 
Aubort surely knows how to get the 
best of what there is into his mikes, 
whether fed to analog or digital. I sus- 
pect we are hearing what the lady is 
playing in terms of music. She's good 
but she definitely is not Salzedo. 

Chopin: Songs, Op. 74. Teresa Zylis- 
Gara, soprano; Halina Czerny-Ste- 
fanska, piano. 
Erato STU 71527, $10.98. 

Did you know Chopin composed 
songs? Few people do. These were 
written at various times throughout his 
short life, published together only after 
his death-hence the high opus num- 
ber. It would be hard to tell which are 
early and which came later; they go 
together remarkably well. 

If you will listen to the piano introduc- 
tions, before the singer begins, you will 
hear a familiar Chopin sound. But, curi- 
ously, once she sings, the piano be- 
comes super modest and not at all 

Chopinesque. Remarkable restraint for 
a piano composer! The songs them- 
selves fall into an unfamiliar idiom, for 
Chopin, sounding to our ears vaguely 
Russian and rather folkish-not what 
you might expect from the composer. 
This is perhaps understandable con- 
sidering that, for all their tragic interfer- 
ences, the Russians and Poles have 
similar languages and an overlap in 

cultural terms. In fact, much of the Pol- 
ish territory has often technically been 
a part of Russia, including the infa- 
mous era when Poland was divided up 
and disappeared entirely from the 
map. 

A small galaxy of Polish female 
names here! The two ladies are indeed 
from Poland, though, like Chopin him- 
self, they operate from France. The 
songs are beautifully performed by a 
large operatic voice, well controlled if 
rather too loud for the living room in the 
higher notes. The songs are sung, I 

assume, in Polish-it sounds like Rus- 
sian to my uneducated ear. Polish, in 

any case, is much nicer on the ear than 
it looks on paper, with all those clumps 
of consonants. By all means add this 
disc to your Chopin collection if you 
incline in that direction. 
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Wynton Marsalis. 
The difference is genius. 

Trumpeter Wynton Marsali; has 

accompished t e unprecedented. 
winningtwo 1983 Grammies in 

two diferent categories-classi- 
cal and }1zz. Haydn/ 1 lummel/ 
L. Mozart: Trwnpet Concertos is the 
album with Wynton's Gran -my -win- 

ning performance. Its an essential 

recording tha. confirms his aosit ion 

as the most inspired interpreter of 
the classic trumpet repertoie to 
emerge in deL ides. 

Wynton fMlarsalis. Discover the 
difference. On CBS Masterworks 
Records and Cassettes. M 37846 

VV MV1N 
MARti.AIJ; - 
RAYMOND 
l'.1RO 

The New Gold Standard 
In Recorded Classical Music. 

"CBS: "Masterworks:' $ are trademarks of CBS Inc. 0 1984 CBS Inc. 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 

CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING RATES 

BUSINESS ADS-$125 per word, MINIMUM charge 
PER AD $30. All centered or spaced lines $10.00. 

NON BUSINESS ADS -85¢ per word, MINIMUM 
charge PER AD $15. All centered or spaced lines at 
$8.00. 

ALL LINE ADS-First line set in bold lace type at no 
extra charge. Additional words set in bold face at $1.50 
extra per word. One point ruled box is $10.00. 

CLASSIFIED LINE ADS ARE PAYABLE IN AD- 
VANCE BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY. 
(Sorry, we cannot accept credit cards or bill for line 
advertising.) ALL LINE ORDERS should be mailed to: 

" AUDIO 
CBS Magazines 
P.O. Box 9125 

Dept, 346V 
a Stamford, CT 06925 

ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT 
ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR 
FULL AMOUNT. 

CLOSING DATE-First of month two months preced- 
ing the cover date. If the first of the month falls on a 
weekend or holiday, the closing date is the last busi- 
ness day preceding the first. ADS RECEIVED AFTER 
THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR THE 
NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 

FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS -3 times less 5%, 6 times 
less 15%, 12 times less 20%. These discounts apply to 
line ads only. Ads submitted for a three time frequency 
are unchangeable. Frequency discounts not fulfilled 
will be short rated accordingly. Agency discounts do 
not apply to line advertising. 

BLIND ADS-Audio box numbers may be used at 
$5.00 extra for handling and postage. 

GENERAL INFORMATION-Ad copy must be type- 
written or printed legibly. The publisher in his sole 
discretion reserves the right to reject any ad copy he 
deems inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST 
SUPPLY: Complete name, Company name, Full street 
address (P.O. Box numbers are insufficient) and tele- 
phone number. Classified LINE ADS are not acknowl- 
edged and do not carry Reader Service Card Num- 
bers. AGENCY DISCOUNTS do not apply to line ad- 
vertising. FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS not fulfilled will 
be short rated accordingly. Only those advertisers who 
have prepaid for their entire contract time will be RATE 
PROTECTED for the duration of that contract, in the 
event of a rate increase. 

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES 
1 col x 1 inch 
1 col x 2 Inches 
1 col x 3 inches 
2 cols. x 1 inch 
2 cols. x 2 Inches 

$250. 
$395. 
$565. 
$450. 
$760. 

One column width is 2W. Two columns wide is OW. 
For larger display ad rates and 6, 12, 18 and 24 times 
frequency rates call (212) 719-6338. 

DISPLAY ADVERTISERS should make space reser- 
vation on or before the closing date. Ad material (film 
or veloz) may follow by the 10th. DISPLAY ADVER- 
TISERS MUST SUPPLY COMPLETE FILM NEGA- 
TIVE READY FOR PRINTING OR VELOX. PRODUC- 
TION CHARGES WILL BE ASSESSED ON ANY AD 
REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PREPARATION. 

ALL DISPLAY CORRESPONDENCE should be sent 
to: 

Laura J. Lo Vecchio 
AUDIO MAGAZINE 

1515 Broadway 
New York, NY 10036 

FOR ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION contact 
Laura directly at (212) 719-6338 

ATTENTION READERS: 

Beginning with this issue all "FOR SALE' 
line advertising has been recategorized. 
Dealers who are authorized by manufactur- 
ers to sell their product lines now have their 
own section and are grouped according to 
the geographic areas which they serve. 

Private individuals, manufacturers and 
participating authorized dealers (indicated 
by the letters AD in bold face type) are listed 
in the specific category of their choice. 

We hope this will allow you to easily lo- 
cate a particular dealer or find a specific 
product or service. 

AUTHORIZED DEALERS 

NATIONAL 

ABBIE'S AUDIO OFFERS EXCEPTIONAL PRODUCTS, 
Beming, Beard, Audioquest, Pink Triangle, Sonographe, 
Robertson, Goetz systems, Spica, Melos Audio, JSE Infi- 
nite Slope, Talisman, Monster Cable, Precision Fidelity, 
Sumiko, M&K, Heybrook, Grace, Premier, Creek, Alpha - 
son, Music Link, and more. Free newsletter, 302 E. High 
St., Waynesburg, PA 15370. 412-852-1134. 

ABSOLUTE AUDIO SYSTEMS-Northern Illinois Quality 
Dealer features Music Systems from Linn, Naim, Conrad - 
Johnson, Perreaux, Robertson, Kyocera, Mitchell, Thor - 
ens, Dayton -Wright, Spica, Heybrook, Hatter, Zeta, Audio - 
quest, and Niny Gritty. Hear the Music at 1409 North Main, 
Rockford IL, 61103. 815-962-2806. 

ACOUSTAT AND PS AUDIO-SUPERB! 
Free shipping! Fast service! Also Nakamichi, Thorens, Tal- 
isman, Proton, Hatter, Adcom, Mitsubishi, Carver, digital 
discs and players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King 
Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276. 

THE BOOK ON DIGITAL 
BY THE PEOPLE BEST 

QUALIFIED TO TE IT. 
..s]..s+' 

sow' 
: WWI(`ÁwO 
tÉCNMOLOGr 

When it comes to digital 
audio, Sony wrote the book on 
the subject. Over 300 pages by 
our project engineers on every- 
thing from PCM processors to 
the development and operation 
of the Compact Disc Player. 

For your copy of the defini- a tive reference book for the 
is industry send $11.95,' payable to as ' Is Sony Special Products. Allow a as 4-6 weeks for delivery. $$tits$ $$ .00 $ as $a Sony Digital Book,P.O. Box 166. $ $S 1 a $ I Lowell, MA 01853 

a 
$ 
I 1 I Name 

$ 
a Address 

a $ City 
as $li a $ 

0 00e$:jt$ $ a 

$$ 

ÉpTON 

a 
a 

rl+ 

AM68r 

State Zip 

SONY. 
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO 

r 
'Outside U.S.A.. add $3.00. ©1984 Sony Corporation of America. Sony is a registered trademark of the Sony Corporation. 
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AUTHORIZED DEALERS 

NATIONAL 

APPALLING? ISN'T IT? 
How many esoteric audio products look and feel as If 

they were made by orangutans with screwdrivers. If you 

are fed up with sacrificing reliability, aesthetics and quality 

of construction to obtain purer sound, don't despair! 
There are many high end audio components built by 

small yet solid professional companies which not only ex- 
press the utmost in musicality but also reflect the highest 
level of design Integrity, craftsmanship and quality control. 
At Sound by Singer we select and blend only such compo- 
nents into systems designed to extract the most music from 

your audio dollars. 

ACOUSTAT ADCOM APOGEE AUDIO DESIGN 
AUDIOOUEST AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS AUDIO NOTE 

AUDIO INTERFACE BEARD BERNING BEVER- 
IDGE COUNTERPOINT DYNAVECTOR FUSELIER 

GRACE GRADO ITC KISEIKI KLOSS KRELL 
KYOCERA LINN SONDEK LIVE WIRE MERIDIAN 
MICRO SEIKI MONSTER CABLE NAD NAIM AUDIO 

NITTY GRITTY NOVAK PIONEER VIDEO PRECI- 
SION FIDELITY PROTON REGA ROBERTSON 
SNELL ACOUSTICS STAX SUPEX SYMDEX 
SYRINX TALISMAN THRESHOLD 

SOUND BY SINGER 
227 Lexington Avenue 
New York, NY 10016 

(212) 683-0925 
WE SHIP ANYWHERE 

ATTRACTIVE PRICES: ACCUPHASE, DYNAVECTOR, 
DENON CARTRIDGES, LINN, ALPHASON, KOETSU, 
FULTON, STAX, SOTA, WALKER, BERNING, AUDIBLE 
ILLUSIONS, FR, BRB. 713-7284343. MAURY CORB 
11122 ATWELL, HOUSTON, TX 77096 AD 

AUDIO DIMENSIONS IN OKLAHOMA CITY: AR; Alpha I; 

Amber; Belles; Counterpoint; Dayton -Wright: Electron Ki- 

netics; Fried; Grace; Mapleknoll; Meridian; Michell; Mon- 

ster; NAD; Premier MMT; Quicksilver; Randall Research; 

Reference Recordings; Sheffield Labs; Sola AC Line Con- 

ditioners; Sumiko; Talisman; Torumat; Tweek; Win Labs; 
YSL, Zeta. Free shipping in Continental United States. 
3633 N.W. 19th, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73107 (405) 
943-8010 

Luaman 
Harmon Kardon 
Tandberg - 

Boston Acoustics 
Audio Control - 

Sherwood 
Hitachi ADS 
Denon AIWA 
Revert Grace 
Onkyo 
Ortoton 
Hanér 
Thorens 

MBK 
BBO 
SME 
B Many More 

We Deliver FREE 
Anywhere in the 
Continental USAI 

the SOU NB,1ppi(óactli 
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725 

Charge it...Call 516-499-7680 

BOSTON AREA'S FINEST 

Conrad Johnson 
Souther 
Pro Ac 

Duntech 
Vandersteen 
Infinity RS 1 

Sumiko 
Stax 
VPI. 

Spica 
Perreaux 
Robertson 

Counterpoint 
Acoustic Electronics 

Koetsu 
Creek 
Belles 

and many others 

LEASING OF FINE PRODUCTS NOW AVAILABLE 

flUDIO 
vIs ON 

40 Mass. Ave. 
Lexington, MA 02173 
617 863-5221 

AUTHORIZED DEALERS 

NATIONAL 

ARIZONA MUSIC LOVERS: Choose iron Counterpoint, 
Conrad -Johnson, and Audible Illusions tubed electronics; 
phono cartridges by Talisman, Grado. Monster Alpha, 
Koetsu, Goldbug, Audioquest. Accuphase; arms by Zeta, 
Premier, Grace, SumikolFletcher; turntab es by VPI and 

Sonographe; loundspeakers by Stax, Entec, and Strath- 
earn; cables by Monster; record -cleaning machines and 
preservatives by VPI and Last; and the many other VPI, 

Monster, Sumiko, and Stax products. Still part time: phone 
evenings and weekends 602-943-6877. Two Jeffreys Au- 

dio, 527 W. Butler, Phoenix, AZ 85021. Write for free info. 

AUDIOPHILES ... VISITING DISNEYWORLD OR EP - 

COT? Stop at central Florida's finest audio/video dealer. 
Shipping worldwide ... Select from: Acoustat. Allison. 

Aiwa, Conrad -Johnson, Counterpoint, D.C.M., Denon, 
Dual, E.P.I., Grace, Grado, Harman-Kardon, Janis Audio, 
Kimber, Koetsu, Mitsubishi, Monster, Nitty Gritty, Oracle, 

Polk Audio. P.S. Audio, Syrinx, and more! ELECTRONIC 
CREATIONS. Altamonte Springs. Florida, 305-831-1010. 

BEST TRADES OFFERED-Acoustat, Audio Research, 

Beard, Berning, Belles, Classé, Counterpoint, Creek, Dual 

Electro Research. ESB, Goetz, Haller. Helius, KEF, 

Koetsu, Oracle, Perraux, Pink Triangle. PS Audio. Pro -AC, 

Robertson, Rogers, Snell, SOTA, Spendor, Spica, Souther. 

STAX, Sumiko, Syrinx, UPI, Premier, AP turntables, and 

more. Audio Doctor, P.O. Box 390 Buffalo, Missoun 65622, 

(4171 345-7245. Free newsletters. AD 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-826-0520 FOR ACOUSTAT, 
DAHLOUIST, NAD, CARVER, HAFLER. DENON, dbx, 
THORENS, BBW, PROTON, TANDBERG, BELLES. 3D, 
GRACE, GRADO. PERREAUX, SNELL, VSP, ORACLE, 
M&K, SUMIKO, PYRAMID, NITTY GRITTY, TALISMAN, 
STAX, DYNAVECTOR, AUDIOOUEST, CWD, ASTATIC, 
DCM, SOTA. THE SOUND SELLER, 11706 MAIN ST., 
MARINETTE, WI 54143 (715) 735.9002. 

Audiophile's Corner 
ATTENTION ALL TONE ARM OWNERS 

'Monster cable's new lone arm cable uses their 
new 'Bandwidth Ralanced'M' interconnect cable 
rechnologt right where it counts the most, from 
turntable to preamplifier. Available in 1.5 meter 
lengths. Hear it to believe it at: - 

SOUND! NG BOARD 2399 Shattuck 
Berkeley, CA 94704 (4111 843.7031 

AUTHORIZED DEALERS 

NATIONAL 

BEST DARN TRADES OFFERED. Dealer for Accuphase, 
Acoustat, Alpha -1, Audioquest, Audio Research, AR turnta- 
bles, Beard, Bedini, Belles, Berning, Classé, Counterpoint, 
Creek, Dual, Duntech, Dynavector, Electrocompaniet, 
Electro Research, ESB, Goetz, Goldbug, Grace, Grado. 
Gyro-dec, Hatter, Helius, JSE, Koetsu, MAS, Monster Ca- 
ble, Music -Link, Oracle, Perreaux, Pentagram, Pink Trian- 
gle, Premier, Precision Fidelity, PS AUDIO, Pyramid, 
Rauna, Robertson, Rogers, Snell, SOTA, Spendor, Spica, 
Souther, STAX, Sumiko, Symdex, Syrinx, VPI, Win -Labs, 
Nitty Gritty, and more. In the beautiful OZARKS, Audio 
Doctor, ¡518 West Commercial, Box 390, Buffalo, Missou- 
ri, 65622. 417-345-7245 Newsletters. 

-EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS- 
REGA. HEYBROOK. AR, ARISTON, THORENS, DUAL 

turntables: ZETA, SYRINX, PREMIER. LOGIC. HELIUS- 
HEYBROOK. REGA tonearms: ADCOM, ARCAM, AU - 

DIRE, CREEK, COUNTERPOINT, KENWOOD BASIC, 
KYOCERA. SHERWOOD. VSP LABS electronics: FRIED. 
HEYBROOK, MAS 925 loudspeakers: SUPEX, TALIS- 
MAN, GRADO & SIGNATURE, REGA. ARCAM cartridges; 
AUDIOOUEST, DECCA, NITTYGRITTY, The PIG and 

other accessories. WE CARRY PRODUCTS THAT WE 

WOULD WANT TO OWN! EARS, P.O. BOX 658-U, W. 

COVINA, CA 91790. 818,961-6158 (818/961-6158 after 
January 7) EVENINGS, WEEKENDS. MCVISA. MONTH- 
LY SPECIALS. 

Monstrously Affordable 

A Mew Cable Technology Delivers High 

Performance at Low Cost 
Interlink 4 offers Monster Cable's ex- 
clusive "bandwidth balanced" tech- 
nology' and performance in a low 
cost, high performance cable. Based 
on the same technology used in 
Monster Cable's highly acclaimed 
Interlink Reference, Interlink 4 uses 
a special construction of dual multi- 
ple gauged wire inner conductors to 
accurately transfer both highs and 
lows with equal clarity and definition. 

Why "Bandwidth Balanced?" 
Unlike a conventional "coaxial cable" 
Interlink 4 incorporates 2 inner con- 

ttNllyillh6 

ductors plus a shield to accurately 
control the magnetic behavior of the 
audio signals as they are transmitted 
through the wire. In addition each in- 
ner conductor utilizes 2 wire networks, 
one for the bass and one for the highs, 
to maintain proper balance in both 
phase and amplitude. 

The result? 
Superb music reproduction. Powerful, 
dynamic, and natural. A high perform- 
ance audiophile cable at a very non 
audiophile price. Available in various 
lengths from I,í meter to 20 ft. pairs as 
well as custom terminated lengths. 

- patent pending 

TíiiiTnk 4' 
by '111011St'r?_CABLL USA 

"Phase Aligned" High 

Resolution Interconnect 
Monger Cable Co. 101 Townsend St. 

San Francisco, CA USA 94107 
415/777-1355 telex: 470584 MCSYUI 
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LEGENDS MINE AND IMI'lit)`'1?. 
Chestnut Hill Audio is at the leading edge of musical technology. Hear our new Sony CDP-101 
Compact Digital Disc Player as well as legendary products from: Accuphase, Acoustat, Acoustic 
Electronics, Adcom, Amber. Apature, BK Components, Berning, Cabasse, Cotter. Denon, Dyna- 
vector. EMT, Euphonics, Fourier. Fried, Grace. Hatler. Infinity, Janis, Kenwood Purist, Koetsu, Kiseki, 
Krell, LAST, Leach, Linn Sondek, J.A. Michell, Monster Cable, Music Reference. NAD, Oracle, 
Origin, PS Audio, Pioneer Video. Proton, Pyramid. Quad, PGA, Rogers, Signet. Sony. Spectral, 
Spendor, Syrinx. Tandberg, Thorens, Threshold. 3D Acoustics, VPI, VSP Labs and Vandersteen. 
311 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19106. (215) 923-3035. 

CHESTNUT IIII.I, t111110 
AUTHORIZED DEALERS 

NATIONAL 

DEALERS-C.E.S. ANNOUNCEMENT: REFERENCE 
AUDIO IMPORTS (711A Conrad Hilton) will exhibit: British 
SONDEX S230 mc-capable 50 w/ch $399 Integrated; Dual 
Mono Passive Control Unit; Head Amp; Power Amp; Tuner. 
New CJ WALKER Turntable. G.B. Record Clamp. New 
ODYSSEY s -o -t -a tonearm. STAND AND DELIVER 
Speaker Stands. 

MONSTER CABLE AT LOWEST, LOWEST PRICES, cut 
to any length. We Carry All Monster Cable accessories. 
Hailer, Precision Fidelity, Thorens, C.J. Walker, System- 
dek, DCM, Alpha 1, Grado. Jensen. Maxell UDXL2C90 
$2.19 each, UOXL2C9OS 52.59 each, Minimum of 12. Call 
or Write for other Great Prices. $4.00 Shipping Charge. 
MCNisa. Trolley Stereo 364 Trapelo Rd. Belmont, Ma. 
02178, (617) 484-7847 

TRADE INS WELCOME ON ALL EQUIPMENT! Conrad 
Johnson, Gold Aero Tubes. Acoustat, Grado Signature, 
Carver, Apature HI Output Moving Coil at $100 is a steal. 
Harman Kardon, Nakamichi and more. M 8 K Rabco, mint 
5400; Souther tone arm. THRESHOLD AUDIO 409 S. 
22nd St.. Heath, Ohio 43056, 614-522-3520. 

AUTHORIZED DEALERS 

NATIONAL ' 

ESOTERIC AUDIO 
MICHIGAN'S FINEST SOUND SHOP IS DEDICATED TO 
PROVIDING YOU WITH PERSONALIZED SERVICE AND 
WORLD RENOWNED PRODUCTS: 
HARMAN KARDON PINK TRIANGLE SPICA 
JVC ARISTON PROAC 
PS AUDIO MICHELLE GYRO DEC KINDELL 
AUDIBLE.ILLUSIONS THIEL CELESTIOM 
AND MUCH MORE. FULL LINES OF ACCESSORIES. 
SPECIALS ON LOUDSPEAKERS! DAILY 11-9, SATUR- 
DAY 11-7. 

(313) 553-8240 
ORCHARD -12 PLAZA, FARMINGTON HILLS, MI. 48018 

NAKAMICHI BUYERS BEWARE 
Nakamichi goods not designed for sale in the United States 
are being sold by unauthorized dealers. NAKAMICHI 
U.S.A. CANNOT BEAR ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
SALES OR SERVICING OF UNITS NOT COVERED BY 
OUR APPLICABLE WARRANTY. For the name of your 
nearest authorized Nakamichi dealer, call 1-800 421-2313. 
In Calif., call 800-223-1521. 

THE NEW GOLD STANDARD 
When VSP Labs released our now -classic Trans Mos 
amplifier, it received excellent reviews from the audio 
experts at Sensible Sound, Stereophile, and Stereo 
Review. Now, we are pleased to introduce an enhanced 
performance version -.the new Gold Edition Trans Mos. 
Featuring more power (200 watts/channel) and a naturally 
smooth musical sound, the Gold Edition breathes life into 
even the most complex program material. 

For complete specifications and reviews of our Trans Mos, 
Gold Edition Trans Mos, and the Straightwire Preamplifier, 
plus the location of the dealer nearest you, call (313) 
769-5522. Or write: VSP Labs, 
Dept. A6, 670 Airport Blvd., 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104. 

Only e music remains. 

o o e 
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BUY SELL TRADE 

CONSIGN BROKER 

95 Vassar St 
Cambridge. MA 02139 

AUTHORIZED 'DEALERS 

'NATIONAL 

HAFLER - QUALITY AUDIO, MODEST PRICES 
We stock all of the following components: DH -100K 
5149.95, DH -100A $199.95, DH -110K $324.95, DH -110A 
$399.95, DH -112 $74.95, DH -160K $299.95, DH -160A 
$399.95. DH -220K $349.95. DH-220KE $359.95, DH -220A 
$449.95, DH-220AE 5459.95, DH -330K $374.95, DH -330A 
5449.95, DH -500K $599.95, DH-500KE $619.95, DH -500A 
5749.95, DH-500AE $769.95. Accessories too! Three year 
warranty on assembled units. FREE SHIPPING to all fifty 
states, PR and APO/FPO. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. 
Visa and MasterCard honored. OXFORD AUDIO CON- 
SULTANTS, INC.. Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145, 513- 
523-3333, TLX427791. AD. 

MIDDLE ATLANTIC 

AUDIO CONNECTION 
in Northern New Jersey 

Turntables: AR. Goldmund, HK. Heybrook, VPI 
Tonearms: E.T. (air), Helius, Lurné, Souther, Zeta 
Cartridges: Alpha 1, Argent, Decca VdHul, Grado, 

Promethean, EMT VdHul 8 Type III, 
Win 

Electronics: Tube-Audible Illusions, Beard, Kern- 
ing, Quicksilver (we stock replacement 
tubes) Solid State-Electrocompaniet, 
Magnum, FM Acoustics, HK, PS Audio 

Speakers: Fuselier, Goetz, Heybrook, Kindel, 
Perkins, Melos, Rauna, Spendor, Spi- 
ca, 3D Acoustics. Vandersteen 

Accessories: Goldmund clamp/mat, Last, LiveWire, 
Randall Res, Kimber, Nifty Gritty, VPI 

201-239-1799 
615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona, NJ 07044 

SOUTHEAST 
ABSOLUTE AUDIO: ROBERTSON, SPICA, AMBER, 
COUNTERPOINT, ORACLE, CONRAD-JOHNSON (in- 
cluding PREMIERS), MONSTER, NAD, COUNTERPOINT, 
RGR, SNELL, VPI, THIEL, THRESHOLD, MAGNEPAN, 
MIRAGE, WALKER. ETC. AUDIO FILE, 1202 S. Congress, 
Austin, Texas 78704, (512) 443-9295 AD 

GENE RUBIN AUDIO-LOS ANGELES 
Linn Sondek Naim Audio Isobariks 
Thorens Conrad -Johnson Acoustat 
C.J. Walker Creek Spendor 
Acoustic Research NAD Celestion 
Dual Precision Fidelity PS Audio 
Pre -paid shipping, (818) 571-1299, (Pac. time) 

LINN PRODUCTS 8 NAIM AUDIO: 
Simply The Best Available 

GENE RUBIN AUDIO (818) 571-1299 AD 

The Marketplace. 
Discounts on New/Used Audio 8 Video. 

Great Savings In Our New Catalog: 53. 

HAFLER SUMIKO/Premier MONSTER CABLE 
PS AUDIO AR EUPHONIC AUDIO 
11-IORENS CD DISCS INNOTEC 
ACOUSTAT DBX DESKTOP 
BERNING SPENDOR CARTALIGN 
PYRAMID PIONEER LV D8 SYSTEMS 
FRIED SONY* LAST 
DYNAVECTOR KRELL VAMPIRE 
GRADO SOUTHER TIFFANY 

USED SPECIALS! 
AR Xa armless. modióed pre-cut for GRACE 707 599 

REGA Planar III with GRACE 707-118 8 F9E 5349 
LINN Sara PMS Speakers pr. 5699 

PIONEER TX6200 AM/FM Tuner 579 
KENW000 KT313 AM/FM Tuner 589 
LEVINSON JC-2 RCAw/A Cards 5499 
ALTEC 729A AcoustiVoicette EO Call 

KEF Rio Monitors pr. 5349 

- Sony. No man 

orders. Avaitabie 
only at our store. 

AUDIO 
617-547-2727 
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1 AUTHORIZED DEALERS 

MIDWEST 

ATTENTION MIDWEST AUDIOPHILES: authorized Acou- 
stat. Counterpoint, Creek, Grace, Heybrook, Mas, Premier, 
Robertson, Walker, Etc. Trades, demos, specials. VISA/ 
MC. THE MUSIC ROOM, 15701 West 127th Terrace, Ola- 
the. Kansas 66062. 913-764-2022. 

AUDIO EMPORIUM, representing hifi s best values. Free 
Catalog. 6914 W. Brown Deer Rd., Milwaukee, Wi. 53223. 
414-354-5082. AD 

WEST 

ACCURATE AUDIO-SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
Alpha -One. AR Turntable, Audio Pro, DCM, Denon, 
Kindel, Monster Cable, NAD, Nitty Gritty. Perreaux, 
Phantoms, Premier, Sonagraphe, SOTA, Spica. Stay, 
Sumiko, Syrinx, Randall Research, Talisman 
SANTA MONICA LAGUNA BEACH PASADENA 
(213) 399-HIFI (714) 494-2030 (213) 792-4444 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

AMPS/PREAMPS - 

A HIGH END PREAMP for $495? The Counterpoint SA -7 
is the audiophiles' choice. Hear it at Musical Images in 
Fresno. (209) 226-1770. AD 

ATTENTION DYNA AND HAFLER OWNERS 
We build new circuits into most Dyna and Haller units. 
We transform Dyna ST -80. ST -120, ST -150. ST -300, 
ST -400, ST -416, SCA-50, and SCA-800 amplifiers 
into modern POWER MOS-FET amps with new PC 
cards, precision parts. and low inductance power sup- 
plies. We install five new PC cards in Haller DH -200 
and DH -220 amplifiers with ground plane output net- 
works for much improved transient performance. We 
install new circuits in DH -101, PAT -5. PAT -4, and 
PAS -3X preamplifiers with exact RIAA equalization, 
matched precision parts, precision controls. and com- 
plete freedom from transient and digital overload. 
Audiograrn said we make the world's best tuner in the 
FM -5 chassis. Our 599 phono cartridge has a satisfac- 
tion guarantee or your money back. Call or write for 
free catalog and sample copy of our monthly newslet- 
ter. Audio Basics. We ship worldwide and have new 
120 and 240 volt equipment available. 

JENSENS STEREO SHOP 
2202 RIVER HILLS DRIVE 

BURNSVILLE, MINN. 55337, (612) 890-3517 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

AMPS/PREAMPS 

AUDIONICS CC -3, A NEW STANDARD 
We have in stock the SUPERB Audionics CC -3 for immedi- 
ate delivery, 5749.00 FREE SHIPPING to all fifty states, 
PR and APO/FPO. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. Visa and 
MasterCard. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 
145. Oxford. 01-4 45056-0145, 513.523-3333, TLX427791. 

AD 

AUDIO PERFECTION IN MINNEAPOLIS presents Coun- 
terpoint. Hear what music sounds like without Solid State 
devices. (612) 866-0083. AD 

AUDIO RESEARCH SP10 PREAMPLIFIER, NEW, PER- 
FECT, $2500. BES amp $500: FM Acoustics 300A, 800A 
power amps, FM 212A headamp. (415) 526-5736 eves., 
weekends 

AUDIO RESEARCH 5P-68 PREAMP and MCP -2 head - 
amp - perfect condition - $850 each or $1600 both - call 
901-767-2990 days - 901-323-5566 evenings. 

BEARD TUBE AMPLIFIERS AND PREAMPLIFIERS: 
For the sound connoisseur. For dealer 1st, contact IAI, 
723 Bound Brook Road. Dunellen, NJ 08812 or call 
201.968-8771. 

BEARD TUBE ELECTRONICS AT PERSONALIZED 
AUDIO IN NEW JERSEY. Call 201-752-3883. 

BRB SYSTEMS - MODEL 1A MOVING COIL CAR 
TRIDGE HEAD AMPS, 2 Gains. 2 Input Imp.. NEW $55 
ea.: MODEL 200 Power Amps 5395: P.O. Box 391202. Mt. 
View, CA. 94039 

ARC SP -8 MINT, 51100; Wanted McIntosh, MA 6100. 
(913) 749-0133. 

u pE r.,phon 
The Revelation Basic® 

This preamplifier is available 
factory direct for just $399.00 
call, write, or ask your dealer 

for more information. 
Dealers welcome too! 

Phone: 503/345-4226 

1840 W. 11TH EUGENE. OR 97402 

717' 
HW-19 

If your turntable has: 

I. A wood suhchassis 
2. A thin metal suhchassis 
3. A platter that rings 
4. A toy motor 

It's time to experience the quality of 
sound, design, and components in 
.the HW-19. Call: (212) 738-3269 
or write: 

V.P.I. Ind. Inc. 
P.O. Box 159 

Ozone Park, N.Y. 11417 



GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT Audio components 
and systems dedicated to the 

presentation of the art form THE MUSIC. 

Accuphase Adcom Ariston Audio Interface Beveridge Berning Classe Audio Clear Audio 
Counterpoint DB Systems Disctech Dynavector Electrocompaniet Electron Kinetics 

Entec Estoric Audio Research Grace Haller ISOS Kiseki Kimber Kable Klyne Koetsu 
Lustre Micro Serki Orsconic Ortofon Precision Fidelity Profile Sidereal Akustic SME 

Snell Souther Spica Stax Supex Thorens Tiffany Triad VPI VSP Labs 

Call or write for ,ntormahon - Complete shipping and eport facilities available - Auditions by appointment 

7805 Greenfield Street River Forest, Illinois 60305 (312) 771-4660 

2.7." º 

. 

You've been reading a lot about the 
superiority of tube amplification 
lately. Isn't it time you checked 
Into it? The unique design of the 
Counterpoint SA -3 Preamplifier 
offers the sonic verity of tubes in 
o gorgeous slimline chassis. You 
owe it to yourself to audition the 
Counterpoint SA -3 and our other 
fine products at your dealer. 

COUNTERPOINT 
(619J 453-9090 

P.O. Box 12294, La Jolla, CA 92037 

HOUMN] 
Comes of Age 

The notion's fourth -largest city proud y 
welcomes a truly distinctive audio dealer: 

AUDIO PRO' PHILES 

Fully outfsorizd dealer reprsndng, 

Audio Resw 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

AMPS/PREAMPS 

FM ACOUSTICS from Switzerland-the world's best am- 
plification-elegant, musical, lasting. Audio Connection in 
NJ 201 239 1799 AD 

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH) 
In stock, the superb Hailer pre -amps, amplifiers, tuner and 
equalizer. Immediate, FREE shipping. Also Acoustat, Ad - 
corn, Audire. Carver, Conrad -Johnson, Fried, Klipsch, M' - 
rage, Nakamichi, PS, Proton, SAE, Talisman, Thorens, 
Vandersteen, digital discs and players. READ BROTHERS 
STEREO. 593 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 
29403. (803) 723-7276. AD 

LEVINSON ML -1. Mint cab. cards, updates. (212) 881- 
2455 evenings. 

McINTOSH MC30 tube amps. $360(pr). MA 6100 Inte- 
grated Amp. $395. MC 2505 Amp. 5450.ARC SP3A-1 
Preamp. 5450. Marantz 8 tube power -amp. $450. (3) 
Dynac Pas 3 $95 ea. (505) 393-3923, 392-8448 (Rick) 

MUSICAL CONCEPTS NEW PRODUCTS: TP-200 (7 amp 
toroid power transformer) replaces standard 4 amp trans- 
former of the Haller DH -200 and DH -220, LIPS (described 
elsewhere In this issue), MC -1 preamp board (replaces PC 
board of the Haller DH -101, others) dual mono preamps on 
a single board with LIPS circuit Write for our brochure/ 
review packet on all of our products. Musical Concepts, 
1060 Fifth Plaza, Florissant, MO 63031, 314-831-1822 

MUSIC REFERENCE RM-4A MC Pre-preamp, Mint, new 
RAM Super -A tubes, $295. 517-835-4148 after 5PM EST. 

OUR HAFLERS HAVE LIPS 
LIPS, our low impedance power supply, produces striking 
improvements in control, imaging, and tonal balance when 
used to replace the regulators of the Haller DH -101, 110 
and 100. The sound is far superior to dual mono designs 
using average regulators. LIPS is a small PCB. A bolt -in 
replacement for the Haller DH -101 and other preamps 
requiring ± 12V to t 24V. Our Hailers have LIPS and they 
sound like it? Musical Concepts, 1060 Fifth Plaza, Flans - 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

AMPS/PREAMPS 

OTL AMPLIFIER 
For those who appreciate the subtley of tube amplifiers the 
logic is obvious -by removing the output transformer you are 
removing the major obstacle to the full potential of the 
output tube. For a complete technical comparison between 
transformer coupled and OTL amplifiers' send for our 100 
page book UNDERSTANDING TUBE ELECTRONICS. 
NEW YORK AUDIO LABORATORIES, 33 N. Riverside 
Ave, N.Y. 10520 $3 domestic, $5 foreign. 

PS AUDIO'S INCREDIBLE PSIV CHALLENGES any pre- 
amplifier. Audio Nexus, NJ. (201) 464-8238, (201) 730- 
2409. AD 

THE SOUND OF SILENCE 
Music consists of both sound and silence. The spaces In 

music are as important as the peaks. Our new circuit 
designs (now in all RGR products) clean up the residual 
time smear which otherwise blurs these spaces. This Im- 
provement results in astonishing dynamic contrasts from all 
recordings -78's to CD's! ROCK, POP, JAZZ, and CLAS- 
SICAL all benefit from improved dynamic accuracy. Addi- 
tionally, background noise from analog sources is reduced. 
For a brochure on RGR System Technology, call or write 
Robert Grodinsky Research, 6440 N. Ridgeway Ave., Lin- 
colnwood, IL 60645, 312-673-9320. 

LOUDSPEAKER S 

A&S OFFERS THE WIDEST SELECTION OF HIGH -END 
SPEAKER KITS AND DRIVERS FROM THE WORLD'S 
FINEST MANUFACTURERS, INCLUDING FRIED, DYN- 
AUDIO, AUDAX, FALCON -ACOUSTICS, SEAS AND 
PEERLESS. WE CARRY RAW DRIVERS ALSO FROM 
DALESFORD/CAMBRIDGE, JORDAN, PHILIPS, JVC, 
MOREL, SIARE AND PINFOLD. CUSTOM AUTO SPEAK- 
ER SYSTEMS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE. FREE CATALOG. 
ASS SPEAKERS, BOX 7462A, DENVER, CO. 80207. 
(303) 399-8609. AD 

ATTENTION SPEAKER BUILDERS-APPLE COM- 
PUTER PROGRAM FOR SPEAKER SYSTEM DE- 
SIGN Menu driven program allows the design of Vent- 
ed Enclosures, Sealed Enclosures, Passive Radiator 
Systems, 6/12/18 24 d&Octave Crossovers with Im- 
pedance Correction Circuitry. A unique "Utilities" pro- 
gram does many miscellaneous design functions. Sys- 
tem design includes complete graphic presentation of 
response plots. Supplied with extensive documenta- 
tion and a 51/4 Inch diskette. Send Check or Money 
Order for $39.95 plus 53.00 shipping and handling- 
COD Orders CASH Only-California Residents add 
$2.60 Sales Tax 

SCIENTIFIC DESIGN SOFTWARE 
P.O. Box 3421 

Northridge, California 91323 



CLASSIFIED ADS 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

BUYING SPEAKERS IN PITTSBURGH? Fourier 6's will 
exceed your expectations of openness, neutrality and over- 
all sophistication for $500/pr. BETTER SOUND CON- 
CEPTS, 400 South Craig St., Pittsburgh, PA 15213 412- 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

ORPHEUS MODEL 8 LOUDSPEAKER-AI $1150 pair, it 

is setting the competition on its ear! Find out whyl AUDIO 
ADVOCATE, Short Hills, NJ (201) 467-8988. AD 

687-3737. AD POINT SOURCE RIBBON LOUDSPEAKERS: NOW 

DAVID BERNING & SPICA at Sound Concepts. The new 
Beming EA -2100 amplifier & Spica TC-50's in stock. Call 
(319) 395-0095 or (319) 396-2628 eves. 

AVAILABLE FROM MELOS AUDIO. Ribbon mid - 
range, "P.E.T." tweeter, dynamic woofer. 25Hz to 25 
kHz, less than $2000. "POINT ONE" SYSTEM by 
Melos Audio, 723 Bound Brook Road, Dunellen, NJ 

08812, or call 201-968-8771. AD 

ELECTRO AUTHORIZED DEALER-Speaker -VOICE 
components stocked. CD35 speakers. EV/Tapco mixers, 
equalizers, electronic bi-amp crossovers, reverb. Proles- 
sional microphones. Low prices. Call Rick Marder at (201) 
561-8123. AD 

PROAC TABLETTE SPEAKER IS RATED STATE OF 
The Art by Absolute Sound Magazine and yet retails for 
only $550 pr! Hear them at these fine dealers: 
OMNI SOUND DALLAS, TEX. 
POWER BASE FT. WORTH, TEX. 

FOR SALE-ACOUSTAT SPEAKERS "MODEL TWO'- 

ON CUSTOM CASTERS $800. CALL 919-847-6670. 

WILSON AUDIO TUCSON, ARIZ. 

STEREO UNLIMITED SAN DIEGO, CAL. 
PAUL SEYDOR AUDIO LOS ANGELES, CAL. 

FRIED LOUDSPEAKERS IN NJ: AUDIO NEXUS has 
them all (201) 464-8238, (201) 730-2409. AD 

SHELLEY'S STEREO LOS ANGELES, CAL 
BRADFO RDS HI Ft EUGENE, ORE. 
NEW! PROAC DOUBLETTE AND STUDIO 2 MONITORS! 

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS 
Free Also State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! shipping. 

Nakamichi, Haller, Carver, Mitsubishi, Adcom, digital discs 
and players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King 
Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276. 

AD 
RECORD 

CLEANING 
HILL $3800, Pyramid 0 

2602 
Winston-Salem, NC 27107, (919) 788-8870 PERFECTED 

Cheap record brushes static 
JANIS WOOFERS & INTERPHASE CROSSOVER/AMP 
The Janis bass systems are the finest universal subwoofer 
systems available. FREE SHIPPING IN US AND PR. Visa 
and MC. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. OXFORD AUDIO 
CONSULTANTS. INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145, 
513-523-3333, TLX427791. AD 

guns. and ointments leave damaging 
garbage in your record grooves! 
Nitty Gritty leaves only a purified 
record and will save your precious 
record collection. In the long run it 

J. B. L SPEAKERS AND COMPONENTS used - bought, 
sold, and traded 1-313-229-5191 eves, aft. 7 EST 

will save you $ as well. 
Six affordable models to choose 

from, starting at $239. 
JSPRE MODEL -1 rave SLOPE E LOUDSo E Ue- UN- 
PRECEDENTED rave reviews (Sensible Sound)!Now be- 

ing enthusiastically demonstrated at Audio Nexus, New 
Jersey's high -end Mecca. Experience this new reference 

1 NITTY GRITTY ./ 
standard at $899/pair. (201) 464-8238 (201) 730-2409. AD 

RECORD CLEANING SYSTEMS 

KEF 1052 SPRS; 2 PR BAFFLES, LIKE NEW. 215-567- 
4626, EVES. 

4650 ARROW HWY # F4 
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763 

MELDS AUDIO AT PERSONALIZED AUDIO IN NEW 
JERSEY. Call 201-752-3883. AD 

714/625-5525 
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Beach Avenue, Old Greenwich, CT 06830 
cards honored. Open 10 AM -6 PM Mon -Sat. 

Willie Nelson, 
Issac Stern 

and 
50,000 - 

music lovers 
have 

something 
in common. 

They own 
Magneplanar® 

speakers: 

III MAG N EPAN 
1645 9th Street 

White Bear Lake, MN 55110 
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The Lowest Price 
on Sound Advice 

Call SOUND STAGE 
to compare product. price 
and senice. Our friendly 
informed staff makes 

sure you get only the best 

stereo values. Gllherlte 
for monthly,* demos and 
specials Uses. 

Shop SOLID STAGE for: 
knowledgeable scnice 
30 -day price guarantee 
super selection In stock 
extended warranties 
prompt, free delivery 
free repair pick up 
authorized deajershig, 

101 ,1e 
^loW Available: machine with a 
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212 961-9888 

FREE, 24 pg. 

catalog. 
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Fresh Shadows, NY 11365 
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THE BEST PREAMP IN THE WORLD 
WHO SHOULD YOU BELIEVE? 

Read how HP rates the nine top tube and solid state 
preamps in the spring issue of The Absolute Sound, 
The test includes, in ascending order of cost, the Sid 
Smith modification of the Marantz Model 7, the Per- 
reaux SM-2, the Nova Electroacoustics CPA -100, the 
Electrocompaniet Pre -1, the Spectral DMC-10/Gam- 
ma, the Conrad -Johnson Premier Three, the Audio Re- 
search SP -10, the Dennesen 1C-80, and the Levinson 
ML -6a. 

Also in the spring issue: 
The current estate of Laserdisc technology; the revolu- 
tionary Berning Amp and the startlingCelestion SL -600's; 
the Souther Arm and how to get the best from it. 
The Music includes an interview with Rough Trade's 
Carol Pope (HP conducting); the best of the Mercury 
Living Presence discs; the latest from Sheffield and 
Reference Recordings; and the Lyritas, heir to the Mer- 
cury tradition. 

the abso!ute sound° 
ORDER TODAY AND FIND OUT MORE 
ABOUT HOW THEY ACTUALLY SOUND. 

The Absolute Sound is the magazine that reports 
authoritatively on the I ligh End of audio. 
If you would like to sample a single issue, send 
us $7.50. A years subscription costs $20 US, 
$22 Canada, $35 Overseas. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ST. ZIP 
Please send a check or U.S. money order with return 
address to: 

The Absolute Sound 
P.O. Box L 

Sea Cliff, N.Y. 11579 
Visa and Mastercard Accepted, or Call (516) 
671-6342 10am - Spm EST. Ask for Eden, 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

QUAD 63 OWNERS, Get Cie best from your sound invest- 
ment with our simple to install capacitor kit. You'll hear 
Improved locus and Imaging, better clarity, more inner 
detail, We guarantee it! THE MOD SQUAD, 542 Coast 
Highway 101, Leucadia CA 92024 (619) 436-7666 

QUAD 63, $1995; ALPHA -1 CARTRIDGE (NEW) $350; 
(216) 752-1100 AFTER 6PM OR (216) 444-8138 DURING 
DAY. 

SPEAKER KITS AND SPEAKER CABINETS. Constant 
voltage crossovers and heavy guage air core coils. Will 
manufacture custom design cabinets to your specifications. 
Let us quote "free" on quantities of 10 or more. Send $3.00 
for our 1984 speaker kit catalog. AUDIO DESIGN PROD- 
UCTS, P.O. Box 2166, Knoxville, TN 37901 

SPENDOR SP1-JUST SPLENDID! 
Imagine a Spendor BC1 with Increased power handling, 
tighter bass, improved transient response but still modestly 
priced. You have just imagined a Spendor SP1. Teak $875, 
walnut $900, caster stands $90. FREE SHIPPING in US 
and PR. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. Visa and Master- 
Card. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, 
Oxford, OH 45056-0145, 513-523-3333, TLX427791. AD 

SPICA TC-50 SPEAKERS available at OPUS ONE, 400 
Smithfield Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15222, 412-391-3800. Let 
Opus send you a pair. Free UPS within the 48 states with a 
pre -paid order, AD 

VANDERSTEEN 2C-DIMENSIONAL PURITY 
With recent improvements in driver technology, this classic 
Is even more analytical and revealing! IN STOCK at 
$1125.00. Stands extra. FREE SHIPPING to all fifty states 
PR and APO/FPO. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. Visa and 
MasterCard. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 
145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145, 513-523-3333, TLX427791, 

AD 

TURNTABLES 
ACOUSTAT 2+2 OWNERS the "ACOUSTAT MOD" 
eliminates midrange and hi -end colorations for state-of-the- 
art sound. $295/pr. No risk, 30 day trial. For info send 
SASE to John Koval, Linear Acoustics Labs, 11521 Cielo 
PI., Santa Ana, CA 92705, 714-838-6555. 

GOLDMUND STUDIETTO-the #1 turntable w/arm for 
less than $2000. A sine -qua -non for the advanced audio- 
phile. In NJ at Audio Connection 201 239 1799 AD 

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC 
CROSSOVERS 

STEREO BI -AMP $139 
STEREO TRI-AMP $230 

Level controls and sub -sonic filters, 
summers, optional. Filters, regulated 
power supplies, equalizers, are also 
available. 

Free catalog and price sheet 

reetwrde j Eng. Lab. 
11828 Jefferson BI. Culver City, CA 90230 

PHONE (213) 397.9668 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

TURNTABLES 

MERRILL MODIFIED AR TURNTABLES. $150. Includes 
new replacement subchassis, stainless steel spindle. UN- 
DERGROUND SOUND, 2125 Central Ave., Memphis, TN 
38104. (901) 272-1275. 

MERIiILL TURNTABLE 
Features: Beautiful hand-crafted solid oak base. Sev- 
en layer, lead -lined laminated plinth. A unique and 
sophisticated, three-point Constant Resonance Sus- 
pension System. A subchassis designed to absorb 
tonearm release energy. Tunable with arms weighing 
7 oz. to 2 lbs. Twenty -lour pole synchronous motor 
with anti -magnetic motor pod. Two-piece high inertia 
aluminum platter with a unique lead damping ring. 
Comes with soft vinyl dust cover. Coming soon- 
optional, revolutionary, outer periphery record clamp. 
Price: $600. For more Information contact UNDER- 
GROUND SOUND, 2125 Central Ave., Memphis, TN 
38104. (901) 272-1275. 

ORACLE DELPHI OWNERS. You won't get the best 
sound from your turntable without our beefier, low ripple 
power supply. Improved imaging, dynamic range and In- 
strument timbre guaranteed! THE MOD SQUAD, 542 
Coast Highway 101, Leucadia CA 92024 (619) 436.7666. 

ORACLE DELPHI REGULATED POWER SUPPLY, 27V, 
2A. New. Money -back guarantee. $75/ppd R. John, Rl. 1, 
Fincastle, VA 24090 703-992-3040. 

PINK TRIANGLE TURNTABLES: Clearly superior. 
For dealer list, contact IAN, 723 Bound Brook Road, 
Dunellen, NJ 08812, or call 201-968-8771. 

PINK TRIANGLE TURNTABLES AT PERSONAL- 
IZED AUDIO IN NEW JERSEY. Call 201-752.3883. 

AD 

REVOX B790 TURNTABLE WITH IMO MMC-2 cartridge, 
mint condition $550 or best offer, Call Bob (201) 247-4072 

MULTI COMPONENTS 

AAAMAZING AUDIO - High end equipment for sale, Au- 
diontrs T.T. $500. Oracle TT w/Grace arm 5800, Berning 
TF-10 $910, Bedini 45/45 $450. Audio Pro Sub woofer 
$550, Celestion speakers $500/pr. or B. O. Call Eddie; 904- 
733-2756 or 904-241-0544. 

AUDIOPHILE BARGAINS, all mint Berning TF-10H $1395. 
Goetz GMS-1 $1195., Nakamichi 700 ZXL $1495.00, Ora- 
cle Alexandria $695. Sonographe SG-3SP $395., Spec- 
trum 208A $245., Spica TC-50 $360. Jeff (313) 478-0857 

AUDIO RESEARCH SP6A PREAMP-5550; Infinity 4-5 
Reference Speakers-$1,700 or best offer. (308) 237- 
7993. 

THE NOVA CPA -100 
The world's finest all JFET solid-state 
preamp. Dealer inquiries invited. 
Contact: NOVA 

ELECTRO acOLvsncs 
PO. Bea 2_4190, LOS ANGELES CA 9002S1E1J, 477-7491 

P . 

SAVVY EQUIPMENT REPORTS AND SPIRITED EDITORIAL CONTENT 
Send 520 for 10 issues. Stereophile 1107c Early Street. Santa Fe, NM 87501 or 
Call toll -free 800/821-3528 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 

MULTI COMPONENTS 

AUDIO EQUIPMENT NEW AND USED, AUDIO RE- 

SEARCH SP4, SP5. SP6, D100, D120; AUDIONICS PZ3 
Poweramp, ET1 Headamp-$100., AMBER Series 70 

Preamp and Amp-$600-Save $500: CROWN SL1 Pream- 
plifier, PL1 Poweramp-5550/pr.: DAHLOUIST D010 
Speakers -5550; MITSUBISHI micro Preamp, Amp, Tun- 

er-$450; RH LABS Subwoofer-$299; TANDBERG 
TCD3004 CassetteDeck: TCA3002 Preamplifier; TPA3003 
Amplifier, TD20A: THORENS TD16OBMKII, LINN LVV- 
$229: VANDERSTEEN 2C Loudspeakers with Stands- 
$798: Call Terry #402-391.3842 AD 

DEEP SIX SYSTEM 
(ABOUT $6000) 

Turntable: Linn Sondek Lp-12 
Cartridge: Talisman S 
Tonearm:: Linn Basik LV-X 
Tuner: Adcom GFT1-A 
Preamp: Acoustat TNP 
Amplifier: Acoustat TNT -200 
Speakers: Acoustat 2+ 2 

SOUND BY SINGER 
227 Lexington Avenue 
New York, NY 10016 

(212) 683-0925 AD 

ENTER DESERT WAIL. Best service, excellent prices. 
Intelligent selection of accurate translators, because only 
music matters. Please write for Information package. 535 
Cordova road #429 Santa Fe, NM 87501 AD 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

MULTI COMPONENTS 

GOLDMUND T3 S1595, Koetsu Onyx Gold 5750, Electro- 
companiet Mono Ampllwires 51750/pr, Keith Monks record 
cleaning machine 5995, (405) 341-7980. 

JBL PARAGON $6500, Revox A-77, McIntosh C-32 8 
2125. Sony television 2648-R. All excellent Trades possi- 
ble. 1-207-946-7079. 

LINN NAIM BUDGET SYSTEM 
We are pleased to offer a complete Linn Naim System 
(LP12, Basik LV-X with cartridge, Nairn NAIT, Kan 's with 

stands and 8 meters of Naim cable) for only 51986. Hear 

this system and other Linn Naim systems In our single 

speaker demonstration room. FREE SHIPPING to all fifty 

states, PR and APO/FPO. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. 
Visa and MasterCard. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS. 
INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145. 513.523-3333, 
TLX427791. AD 

Turntable: 

Tonearm: 

Cartridge: 

Tuner: 

Preamp: 

Amplifier: 

MORE WITH 
FOUR SYSTEM 

(UNDER $4300) 

Linn Sondek Lp-12 
Linn Basik LV-X 
Audioquest 404 
Adcom GFT1-A 
Counterpoint SA -7 
Robertson 2140 

Speakers: Fuselier 3.3 

SOUND BY SINGER 
227 Lexington Avenue 
New York, NY 10016 

(212) 683-0925 

THE MOST RESPECTED 411, 
AUDIO DEALERSHIP 

James Gala 

During the past five years, GALA SOUND has be- 
come among the most highly regarded audio dealers 
in the United States-according to many of the 
world's pre-eminent musicians and audio engineers. 

Located in Rochester, New York and established by 
pianist James Gala, GALA SOUND sells musically 
accurate and correctly engineered audio components. 

In addition to meeting the needs of audiophiles throughout the country, 
major recording companies, musical institutions, and philharmonic 
orchestras interested in achieving the highest level of reproduction of music 
rely on GALA SOUND for their audio equipment needs. 

We fly our customers round trip-at our expense-from anywhere in the 
continental U.S. to our store for the selection and purchase of a stereo system 
of $6,000 or more. Or, if it's more convenient, we will ship you the audio 
components of your choice the day you order. 

Phone (716) 461.3000 today, and ask for Mr. Gala. If music is important in 
your life you deserve a stereo system from GALA SOUND. 

MARK LEVINSON THRESHOLD KEF B & W QUAD 
ACOUSTAT MAGNEPLANAR ORACLE McINTOSH 

NAKAMICHI BANG & OLUFSEN LUXMAN NAD 
THORENS BRYSTON POLK KYOCERA GRACE 

GALA SOUND 
11 

650 Monroe Avenue 
O 

Rochester. New York 14607 
0 

(716) 461-3000 . 

AD 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

MULTI COMPONENTS 

MAGNEPAN SMG $200. Audio-Technica ATH-8 (Signet 
TK33) electrostatic headphones 590. Sony Walkman WM- 
7 plus accessories $50. All Mint. Mark Zenon, 2301 S. 

Jefferson Davis Hwy., Apt. 1231, Arlington, VA 22202. 
(703) 521-0836 evenings. 

PRESS COMMENT 
ON VMPS 

On the VMPS Super Tower Ila/R: 
"To my own ears the sound was extra- 
ordinary - smooth, utterly clean and 
transparent (as though you were right 
there in the record groove getting the 
sound direct), completely free of distortion, 
fuzz, !hash and break-up, and the closest 
I've ever come to feeling I had a fairly 
reasonable facsimile of the concert hall." 
Leon Yorburg in the -Audiophile Society Minutes, Jul -Sep 

83' 

On the VMPS Widerange Ribbon: 

"The sound from these speakers is big. 
Depth and width are outstanding, bass im- 
pact is phenomenal. Midrange and highs 
like all ribbons are clean and clear with 
incredible subtle detail. Dynamic range and 
transient response are excellent. At its 
best. the sound is awesome, especially in 

big orchestras, classical or rock works." 
Hy Kachalsky in the Audiophile Society Minutes, Jul -Sep 

83' 

"A VMPS demonstration of the famous 
DAFOS drum whack, with (John Curl's) 
Vendetta Research electronics on the 
front and (John Iverson's) Eagle 7a as the 
power amp, left no doubt as to the most 
powerful, well controlled deep bass we'd 
ever heard." 
J. Peter Moncrieff in IAR Hotline 31 

VMPS manufactures the lowest distor- 
tion, widest bandwidth speaker systems 
ever made for home listening. Hear the 
complete line, including the MiniTower II 
($309ea kit. $439ea assem), Tower II 
($419ea kit, $599ea assem), Super 
Tower/R ($679ea kit, $969ea assem), 
Super Tower Ila/R ($999-1199ea kit, 
$1499-1699ea assem), the new Sub - 
woofer ($250ea kit, $375ea assem), and 
the fabulous Widerange Ribbon (four 
pieces plus electronic crossover, $5995 in 
the standard version, $7500 in the Special 
Edition with Randall Research internal 
wiring and 27 -element WondercapTM 
crossovers) at the dealers, listed below, or 
write for brochures and test reports. Kits 
supplied with fully assembled cabinets and 
all prices include free shipping in USA. 

%JMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS 
div (tone Audio 

1016 Contra Costa Dr., El Cerrito, CA 
94530 (415)526-7084 

Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston: Cuomo's. 

Salem NH; Mike Hilliard, Shreveport La: Audio Labs. Des 

Moines lo: Efficient Stereo, Torrance Ca: Woodland 

Stereo. Woodland Hills Ca: The Long Ear, Big Bear Lake 

Ca: Sounds Unique. San Jose Ca; A-Vídd Electronics. Long 

Beach Ca: (tone Audio. El Cerrito Ca: Leisure Electronics. 

Chugiak AL; Arthur Morgan (rep) Altamonte Springs P. 

'Membership and subscriptions $25/yr c/o The Audio- 

phile Society. P 0 Box 312, Mamaroneck NY 10543 
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Randall Research Cable Systems 
. , , The Indispensable Component 

1'925 Sky Park Circle Suite rl lrtifte. CA 92714 '14/201-9141 

Teltdopler +.m tt118iD 

G.. 
-! -r ' - . ..._... 

Noise Reduction Stereo Synthesizer 
Ambience Four Input Stereo Switcher 

Bring new life to TV or FM Audio with this fabulous product' 
Order yours today - comes complete with all cables. instruc- 
tion. two-year warranty 30 day money back guarantee. Send 
check. M.O.. Visa. or MC x to below address. or call for tree 
literature Also available at better dealers. The TE -600 Teledap- 
ter Features In One Audio Processor. 

Rr1011!/E/ Toll Free 608 
P.O. Box 1316, Dept. 122 

NATIONAL CORPORATION Columbia, TN 38402 

In New England... 
(r ii Mall ~El ... MIWP~Z ....~=~ if,7I MPMEM111~1.10 MI WV AZ 7/».C~11~115.- M11~1l.IIM 

J. ,..-i I 
The knowledge, creativity 
and dependability you 
expect from a dealer who 
represents these 
manufacturers. 

Acoustat Kiseki 
ADS Magnepan 
Alpha Mission 
Audio Interface NAD 
Audio Pro Nakamichi 
Audioquest Niles 
Bang & Olutsen Nifty Gritty 
Boston Acoustics Oracle 
Bryston Plexus 
Carver Proton 
Counterpoint Pyramid 
C.).Walker Robertson 
Dennessen Signet 
Denon SOTA 
Dynavector Stax 
Energy Sumiko 
ESB Tandberg 
Grace Threshold 
Haller Vandersteen 
KEF VPI 
Keith Monks Wooden Images 

5 listening rooms ... New 
England's largest Audiophile 
record dealer ... Keith Monks 
record cleaning.. .1n -store 
service... All shipments pre -paid 
and insured in the continental U.S. 

105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT 
(203) 777-1750 

Mon.. Tue., Wed., Fn. 0-6, Thurs. 10-8, Sat. 10.5 

CLASSIFIED ADS - 

MULTI COMPONENTS 

MCINTOSH MX -110 275; Revox A-77 375; Hewlett Pack- 
ard "Barney Oliver" Integrated Stereo Amplifier 5500. All 
excellent. 315-896-4420. 

ORPHEUS AUDIO-LONG ISLAND 
AR (turntable), Haller, NAD, Orpheus loudspeakers, Sumi- 
ko (Grace), Vandersteen. Check us out first! New York 
customers only. ORPHEUS AUDIO, Locust Valley, NY 
(516) 676-5082. By appointment: Elam - 1pm. AD 

START WITH 
SEPARATES 
SYSTEM 1 

(UNDER $2700) 

Turntable: Rega Planar 3 
Cartridge: Dynavector DV -10X3 
Preamp: Adcom GFP-1 A 
Tuner: Adcom GFT1-A 
Amplifier: Adcom GFA-2 
Speakers: Snell Type E's 

SOUND BY SINGER 
227 Lexington Avenue 
New York, NY 10016 

(212) 683-0925 AD 

TANNOY DREADNAUGHT SPEAKER SYSTEM. 2.15' 
subwoofers, 1-15" dual concentric loudspeaker with horn 
loaded tweeter per 10 cubic toot enclosure. Electronic 
crossovers with time correction and parametric equaliza- 
tion. New -56500. Retail $12000. 512-366-3691. 

2 SONY TC-758 AUTO -REVERSE 101/2" REELS WITH 
TEAC AN -180 DOLBYS $650 EACH, NAKAMICHI 700 
$375, ADVENT SOUND SPACE CONTROL $325. ALL 
PERFECT CONDITION. BARNETT, POBX 58, BRAN- 
DON, FLA. 33511, 813-689-3870. 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

CARTRIDGES/TONEARMS 

DECCA VdHUL PHONO CARTRIDGE-a revelation turn- 
ing into a stunning experience: Discerning listeners will 
own one, Audio Connection 201 239 1799 AD 

LINN ITTOK OWNERS. Our exceptional modification gives 
you improved dynamic range and imaging, better bass 
definition and impact, more smoothness. We guarantee ill 
For complete details contact THE MOD SQUAD, 542 
Coast Highway 101, Leucadia CA 92024 (619) 436-7666. 

TALISMAN SAPPHIRE: CROWN JEWEL OF moving 
coils- Audio Nexus, NJ. (201)464-8238, (201) 730-2409. 

AD' 

TUBE EQUIPMENT 

DYNACO OWNERS: 60,000-Ib buyout of Dyna's re- 
maining inventory! Tubes, transistors, circuit boards, 
sheet metal, manuals ... more. FREE BARGAIN 
CATALOG. SCC, Box 551(AM), Dublin, OH 43017. 
(614) 889-2117. VISA/MC/COD. 

GENELEX GOLD LION POWER TUBES 
KT88-$68 MATCHED PAIR 
KT77-$58 MATCHED PAIR 
KT66-$56 MATCHED PAIR 

INDIA REFERENCE TUBES- 
ECC83-$12 ECC82 or 81-$8 

SOUND GOODS -2627 SOUTH BASCOM, 
CAMPBELL, CA 95008 

408-559-1920 AD 

GOLD LION POWER TUBES: KT88, KT77, KT66, 
Premium 12AX7, 12ÁU7, 12AT7, and 6DJ8, available 
from IAI, 723 Bound Brook Road, Dunellen, NJ 08812, 
or call 201-968-8771. 

MARANTZ, MCINTOSH, LEVINSON, BUY -SELL -TRADE. 
MAURY CORB. 713-7284343. 11122 ATWELL, HOUS- 
TON, TEXAS 77096. 

MCINTOSH AUDIO EQUIPMENT-Bought-Sold-Traded 
S.D.R. Box 176 Walton, NY 13856 eves. & weekends. 607- 
865-7200. If no answer 607 865-5387. 

MCINTOSH SOLID STATE-bought, sold, and traded. 1- 
313-229.5191 aft. 7 EST 

QUICKSILVER MONO TUBE AMPLIFIERS-First-class 
sound and technology for under $1000. Hear them at Audio 
Connection In NJ 201 239 1799 AD 

TUBE AMPS: One pair Dynaco Mark VI mono amps. 
Completely wired and assembled. Sound great but blow 
power line fuses. $250.00 ea. offer. (213) 518-5543. 

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO DIMENSIONAL PURITY 
1 Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977 

with the commitment to offer always the 
finest in music reproduction for the dollar. 
Toward this goal there will always be a 

high degree of pride, love, and personal 
satisfaction involved in each piece before it 
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer 
shares in this commitment, and has been 
carefully selected for his ability to deal with 
the complex task of assembling a musically 
satisfying system. Although sometimes 
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out. 

Write or call for a brochure and the 
name of your nearest dealer. 

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO 
p 116 WEST FOURTH STREET 
P HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA 
ñ (209) 582-0324 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 

TUBE EQUIPMENT 

TUBE SPECIALS! Premium quality Tungsgram 
12AX7, $2.99 each; Amperes (British) EL34/6CA7 (tall 
slender style). $19.95 matched pair. Complete kits: 
Dyna Mk4 40W mono power amp, $199.00; Dyna 
PAS -3X stereo preamp, $149.00. FREE BARGAIN 
CATALOG. SCC, Box 551(AM), Dublin, OH 43017. 
(617) 889-2117. VISA/MC COD. 

TUBES VS. TRANSISTORS 
Why do tubes sound different than transistors? What is the 
sonic difference of cascade and cascode preamp circuits? 
Why do tube regulators sound different than transistor 
regulators? What is the difference between a transformer 
coupled and OTL tube amplifier'? Why are tubes superior 
voltage amplifiers? What is the honest way to measure the 
performance of amplifiers? The answers to these questions 
and much more will be found in our 100 page book UN- 
DERSTANDING TUBE ELECTRONICS, which includes a 

complete review of all NEW YORK AUDIO LABS products. 
Send $3 domestic $5 foreign to 33 N. Riverside Ave, 
Croton -on -Hudson, N.Y. 10520 

WHOEVER SAID THAT TUBE ELECTRONICS had to be 

ugly or unreliable hasn't seen Counterpoint! The Audio 
Doctor, Buffalo, MO. (417) 345-7245 AD 

PARTS/ACCESSORIES 

DB SYSTEMS OFFERS PRECISION ELECTRONICS 
AND AUDIOPHILE ACCESSORIES. Five year warranty. 
Write for our complete product list. DB SYSTEMS, Main 
Street, Rindge, NH 03461 (603) 899-5121. 

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS: 6, 12, 18dB octave. Kits 
from $106.50. Transient -Perfect Crossover, $175. Free 
folder. ACE AUDIO CO., 532 -5th St., E. Northport, NY 

11731-2399. (516) 757-8990. 

FINALLY! 
RANDALL RESEARCH speaker 

wire and interconnect cables improve your system as 
dramatically as significantly upgrading your cartridge 
or pre -amp. ACCURATE AUDIO, 1207 N. Coast Hwy., 
Laguna Beach, CA 92651. (714) 494-2030 

GAP ZAPPER PURE VIRGIN SPRAY CLEANER. HEAD 
AND DRIVE SYSTEM PARTICLE REMOVER FOR ALL 
MAGNETIC RECORDERS. MANUFACTURED TO NASA 
SPECIFICATIONS. MAXIMIZES SIGNAL TO NOISE. 
RESOLUTION, MACHINE AND TAPE LIFE. 16oz CAN 
WITH GAP ZAPPER EXTENSION NOZZLE 29.95. MAIL 
ORDERS TO A.J. COMELLA COMPANY, 890 HILL - 
CREST BOULEVARD, HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS 
60195, 312-884-6069. 

GOLD PLATED CONNECTORS-AUDIOPHILE QUALI- 
TY. Ten types available. For complete information write: 
DB SYSTEMS, Main Street. Rindge, NH 03461 (603) 899- 
5121. Enclose S1.00 for color photograph. 

GRUV-GLIDE IMPROVES RECORD FIDELITY. Hear the 
difference. Simple application. One time treatment. In- 

creases record life. Removes static. Kit treats 200 records. 
$21.95. GRUV-GLIDE, Box 19003. Las Vegas. NV 89132- 
0003. 

LOW OCR AIR CORE INDUCTORS ARE OUR ONLY 
PRODUCT! Wide selection of coils wound with twelve and 
sixteen gauge wire! Custom orders welcome! Lowest 
prices! Rush C.O.D. orders accommodated! Free Informa- 
tion! Wilsonics, 2111-M 30th street, Suite 1138, Boulder, 
Colorado 80301, (303) 449-2394 

MERRILL LEAD COATING. This process which acts as a 

molecular isolation barrier, is now available for application 
to almost any turntable platter. Contact: UNDERGROUND 
SOUND, 2125 Central Ave.. Memphis, TN 38104. (901) 
272-1275 Price: $20.00. 

New England Compact 
Disc Headquarters 
Acowial AR Roston Acolaba saw CAtvel 

Ca,esibn Denor, Dual Fr ad Mal let 

nar rron/kardon Onkyo Integra Ortolon 
Pyr.ns,d Snu,a Sony Es St Anton Ttwrens 

Sound U Music 
92 EMS Sty Norirametrv,, MA A/O 594.9547 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

PARTS/ACCESSORIES 

SUBSONIC FILTERS, 18 or 24dB/octave (from 598.50) 
remove unwanted noiserthumps from passband. Free flyer 
w/reviews. ACE AUDIO CO., #532 -5th St., East Northport, 
NY 11731-2399 (516) 757-8990. 

TIPTOES: The perfect Platforms for High Quality Compo- 
nents. Put your system on our TOES and we guarantee 
you'll hear more clarity, better resolution, greater dyanamic 
range. THE MOD SQUAD, 542 Coast Highway 101, Leu- 

cadia CA 92024 (619) 436-7666. 

CD PLAYERS 

COMPACT DIGITAL DISCS ANO PLAYERSt 
In stock! Many titles. Fast, FREE shipping. Also: Mitsubishi, 
Klipsch, Nakamichl, more (see our Haber ad.) READ 
BROTHERS STEREO 593 King Street. Charleston, South 
Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276. AO 

SONY COMPACT DISC PLAYER CDP-200 with 6 discs, 
$490 new. Denon DL -301 cartridge, $85. (614) 267-0456 
evenings. 

AUTO SOUND 

FOSGATE SUPER QUAL. AUTO -Fl. Punch 40 $125, RX1 

DBX 100 watt $370, PR235 $160. MANY OTHERS ALL 
AT DEALER COST. Visa, MC, AMX, ok. Soundpro 2146 E. 

116th, Carmel, IN 46032. 

BLANK TAPE 

AMPEX PROFESSIONAL SERIES AUDIO TAPE 
SALE High quality open reel 1800' or 2400' on T' 
reels, used once. Case of 40, $45.00. 101/2" x 3600' 
and cassettes available. Master Card/Visa. Valtech 
Electronics, Box 6-A, Richboro, PA 18954 (215) 322- 
4866. 

5Oa pair 
The superb SPICA TC-50 
sounds glorious on the 
MONITORS Speaker Stand. 

Steel and Lead construction 
for superior decoupling INFINITE 
ADJUSTABILITY of height (to 
301 and tilt (0°-151 for precise 
stereo Imaging Positive Security 
Clamp Satin Black Finish 

Also MONITOR: Same 
as MONITOR -S except 
clamp is made for 
mini speakers 
up to 20 lbs. 

At your dealer or send 
check or M.O. for 
$50 +S3.50 pph. No C.O.D.s 
And sorry, Big Guy, speakers are not included. 

173 Wilson Rd 

ARCICI: INC, Camos .h.. 43204 
telephone 1614 279.4437 

SIMPLY... 
THE WORLD'S ONLY 

PURELY MECHANICAL LINEAR ARM. 

THE SOUTHER S[A-3NI Z ,` 
1 I T nH tse: 0.:tfrr inquines raven , 

rete 828 5050 

SOUTHER ENGINEERING CORPORATION 
429 A York Street, Onion. Massachusetts 02021 

Clq audioquest 

The Audio/Quest stable of products includes the famous AO series of 
moving coil cartridges with hollow sapphire cantilevers. The AQ404, 
AQ606 and A0808 are high output models designed to feed a normal 
phono input. The A0505, AQ707 and A0909 are low output models 
requiring an extra gain stage. The new A01.1 is a medium output 
model designed for the new generation of "high gain" preamps. We 
also make the remarkably inexpensive GroovDancer MC+ high 
output moving coil and the GroovDancer IM+ induced magnet 
cartridge. The AO Shadow tonearm along with the AQ 317/LW and 
AQ 407/LW all come with LiveWire headshell leads and a LiveWire 
tonearm cable. Whether you are spending $325, $575 or $825 these 
arms will let you hear what your cartridge is supposed to sound like 
instead of the harshness and resonance -induced mistracking so 
common in other arms. Don't forget the superb LiveWire inter- 
connecting and speaker cables, the only good looking sound 
paneling, AudioQuiet One and Two, the AO record brush and AQ 
stylus cleaner. The latest AQ product is an extremely effective record 
mat which supports and damps for the least colored sound possible. 

AT AUDIO/QUEST WE TALK MERIT - NOT MARKETING! 

3857 birch street, +610 neuiport beoch, collfornlo 92660 714 / 720-1995 

Th1VEWI R 
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° CLASSIFIED ADS 

BLANK TAPE 
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1-800-245-6000 

TAPE WORLD 
TDK: MAR -90 6.29 
TDK: MA -90 4.29 
TDK: SAX-90TDK: 2.99 

2.59 

TDK:0 SA -60 0 1.89 
TDK: AD -90 1.89 
TDK: AD -60 1.49 
TDK: D-90 1.19 
TDK: D-60 1.05 
MAXELL, TDK: T-120, L-750 HI -Grade 8.79 
MAXELL, TDK: T-120, L-750 6.79 
MAXELL: XLI or IIS-90 2.99 
MAXELL: UDXL I or 11-90 2.29 
MAXELL: UDXLIor11-60 2.19 
MAXELL: UD-90 1.99 
MAXELL: LN-90 1.29 
MAXELL: XL 135-908 6.49 
MAXELL:9 4.99 
SONY::UCXS-90 2.49 
WE WILL BEAT ANY COMPETITORS PRICE OF 
THE TOTAL ORDER IN THIS BOOK by 1%. $3.75 
Shipping any size order in US. VISA, MC no extra 
charge. COD add $1.65. Minimum COD order $40.00. 
PA add Sales Tax. All orders shipped within 48 hours. 
M -F, 8:30-5:00 

323 Brown Ave., Box 361, Butler, PA 16001 
412-283-8621 

n S TM 

compusound° 
SPEAKER SYSTEMS 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

_ 

BLANK TAPE 

Twentyyears of research 
and six years of development 

to bring you the first 
wholly new technology 

MAGNETIC MEDIA CASSETTE TAPES CD -Cobalt C-90 
$1.40 plus 10% for shipping and handling. RMS Audio 
Products 4751 Bonair *6 Salt Lake City, Utah 84117 801 
277.7007 

in loudspeaker systems 
in fifty years. 

SEE US AT CES CONRAD HILTON PD9 

REEL TO REEL TAPES -Mostly Ampex, used once, un- 
boxed, 1800'. 50 reels -$48.00, sample reel $2.00. Prices 
include shipping. COD orders accepted. Paragon Sales, 
Inc. POB 2022, Joliet, IL 60434 (815) 752-9212. 

PRERECORDED TAPE 

LIVE OPERA ON REEL, CASSETTE, DISC. INCREDIBLE 
SELECTION SINCE 1930's. FREE CATALOGUE. LIVE 
OPERA, BOX 3141 STEINWAY STATION, L.I.C. N.Y. 
11103 

BEMETT fOUnD CORPORATIOfI 
P.O. BOX 565 - RESEDA, CA 91335 (818)345-1608 

SURPLUS AMPEX 671 SCOTCH 24 00' box of 62, $56. 
SCOTCH 3600' box of 30, 75. COD or check. CK Ltd., P.O. 
Box 527, Cottondale, Florida 32431 

OPEN REEL TAPES from studio masters, Catalogue 
Barclay -Crocker, 313 A Mill Street, Poughkeepsie 

NY 12601. NEW 
OPERA COLLECTION ON STEREO OPEN REELS 21 
complete operas by Bizet, Deliebes, Mozart, Puccini, Ros- 
sini, Verdi, and other composers. Sold only as complete 
collection. None ever played more than twice. More than 
half never played. Six still sealed In original boxes. Com- 
plete description available. Fosbury 305-753-3613. 

. 
. 

COMPACT DISCS 

r/ 
T7 ANNOUNCING 

GRAND OPENING 
THE 

OF 
AURICO SOUND 

CD DISCS! 
The first compact disc dealer in North America (see 
Billboard cover story 3112183), and still the best. We 
have inventory! Nearly 1200 titles in stock, or readily 
available. Fair prices. Same day shipping. Our stock 
changes daily: phone orders a must. 

Capitol Record Shop 
Capitol Ave.- Hartford, CT 06106 

203-278-6530 

AUDIO RESEARCH HARMAN KARDON 
CELESTION JENSEN VIDEO 
CITATION KYOCERA 
CLASSÉ AUDIO NEW YORK AUDIO LABS 
DENNESEN NOVA DISCRETE7 TECHNOLOGY PINK TRIANGLE 
DUNTECH PCL-3 SAO WIN LABS 
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY SOUND LABS 
ENERGY SYSTEMDEK 
FUTTERMAN THORENS 
GRADO SIGNATURE VSP LABS / Es"ry. free 141: 
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Personalized Service 
In -Home Installation 

Convenient Location In Midtown Manhattan 

SOUND 
State Of The Art In The Heart Of The City 

601 Fifth Ave. (On Fifth Ave between 48th & 49th Streets) 
New York, NY 10017 212-319-6200 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 

COMPACT DISCS 

COMPACT DIGITAL DISCS exclusively-from stock- 
classical, opera, jazz, film-catalog $1.00. refundable with 

order-Ethel Enterprises, P.O. Box 3301, Dept. A. Falls rP 
Church. VA 22043 

THE PEOPLE TO LISTEN TO: 
knowledge, individual attention plus the names 
you want most in audio/video. - 

ACOUSTATACOUSTIC ELECTRONICSAUDIO RESEARCHB&ODENON 
Boston AcousticsADSCOUNTERPOINTCARVERDUNTECH-HAFLER AUDIO/VIDEO Discrete TechnoGAAOCERAJENSEN VIDEO PS AUDIOAlphason 
KoetsuDahiquistGRADOLINN SONDEKPROACSONOGRAPHE 
REGANADSignetTHIELNalmKoetsuGrace 201/744.0600 

AUTHORIZED DEALER .upper montclair.n.j. 
COMPACT DISCS -950 TITLES -LISTED NOW! Immediate 

delivery! Classics-Pop-Jazz!-FREE Catalog available. 
Phone or mail orders-Master Card & Visa. LAURY'S 
RECORDS 9800 North Milwaukee. Des Plaines. II. 60016 

(312) 296-0420 - 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

RECORDS 

ALBUM LIQUIDATORS, UHOR's. Half -Speeds, Direct 
Discs. Japanese, dbx, more. The Beatles Collection $245 
shipped. All quantities limited. Catalog $1.00. TBT & Asso- 
dates. P.O. Box 11341, Chattanooga. TN 37401. 

SideÍeal 
1 

Finally, a full range dynamic 
speed and accuracy beyond 
electrostatics. Without the 

sonic drawbacks of these 

V 
kustict... 

loudspeaker with 
even the finest 

size, complexity or 

systems. 

DIGITAL COMPACT 
DISCLUB 

Join and get SUPER SELECTION, SUPER LOW PRICES, 
TRADE IN PRIVLEDGES. Free updated quarterly catalog 
with 400 titles. Send 51.00 (Refundable with membership) 
for DETAILS TO SOUNDPRO DISCLUB-A, 2146 E. 116th 
Street, P.O. Box 645, Carmel, Ind. 46032 

JAZZ CDs 
RECORDED TOTALLY DIGITAL. Free catalog DMP, Box 
2317, NY, NY 10185. 

WE BUY AND SELL LIKE NEW LPS, Perecorded reel 
tapes and casettes. Thousands in stock. Catalog $2.50. 
Protect your Lps Poly, Paper, Cardboard jackets Low 
Prices. Free Catalog, Music House, Hilburn, New York 
10931. 

Designed from its inception to provide an 

essentially flawless recreation of the original 
sound field, the Sidereal Akustic Model Four 

Louds ker System is startlingin its life -like, p y ea 

three dimensional realism. 
SPECIALIZING in Imported and audiophile compact discs. 
Hundreds in stock at discount prices. Labels Include Har- 
moma Mundi Telarc, Delos, Windham Hill, Chandos, Lob- 
ster, Digital Music, Canyon, Yupiteu, Pierre Verany, DG 
and many more. Send S1 for complete catalog and inven- 
tory list to: SUPERSOUND RECORD SERVICE, P.O. BOX 
7082-A, Forest Park, IL. 60130, (312) 366.1300 (Phone 1- 

5pm, Mon -Sat) **** THE NEW SHEFFIELD LAB CD's 
$16 thru August 31 **** 

RECORDS 

CLASS -A -UNDERGROUND: Audiophile discs, cleaners, 
cassettes at HUGE savings. Mobile Fidelity. Sheffield. 
compact discs, Last, Imports. Visa and Mastercards ac- 
cepted. Free catalog: 35 North, Greenbush Road, West 
Nyack, NY 10994. 

Sidereal Akustic invites you to audition the \ COMPACT { 

... 

(518) 
DISC 664-2550 
CENTER P.O. BOx 616 

CLIFTON PARK NY 12065 

Model Four Loudspeaker System in your 
Dealer's listening room. 

ála QUALITY, AT AFFORDABLE 
PRICES FREE CATALOGUE Sidereal Akustic.. 

LARGE SELECTION C 1-3 )er disc 516.99 
4-9 515.99 
OVER 10 514.99 

Audio Systems Inc. 

4035 Oceanside Blvd. Unit G-57 
Oceanside, CA 92054 (619) 726-3150 

r 
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'the Zeta Is the best sounding arm I've tried...capable of 
bringing a whole new dimension to disc reproduction.' - HIFI 
ANSWERS. 

'more dramatic In resolution, dynamic range enhanced, general 
sharpening of instrumental positions.' - HIFI NEWS. 

'bass was exceptionally good, deep, powerful, tight & 

articulate... treble was sweet & transparent.' - HIFI CHOICE. 

l ` 

- 
, 

RARE OUT OF PRINT RECORDS: Warehouse stock rea- 
sonable pnces. Catalog $2., Melody House Records, Box 
607, Ansonia Station, New York, NY 10023. 

REFERENCE RECORDINGS 
Linn lovers and others: Announcing our new 33íh rpm 
label, A & R PRODUCTIONS! First release on A&R-"The 
Human Holiday"-is a multimedia comic extravaganza in 

the tradition of The Firesign Theatre and Monty Python, 
written, performed and produced by Sleight of Mind, with 
spectacular sonic effects by our own Prof. Keith Johnson. A 

cross between a consciousness seminar and a Tupper- 
ware party, "The Human Holiday" asks the burning ques- 
Lion, "Is there humor on the other side?" Destined to 
become a cult classic among those who love Lily Tomlin, 
Tom Lehrer and Ruth Draper, "The Human Holiday," AR- 
1001, is available for only $9.98 postpaid from Reference 
Recordings, PO Box 77225X, San Francisco, CA 94107 
(408)745-7159. V,saiMC welcome. Dealer inquiries Invited! 
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probably the best tonearm in the world? 

'the sound overall was gratifyingly delicate...stereo imagery I frankly 
thought superb... good subjective dynamic range... excellent 
trackability ... the Brier is a superb pickup.' - HIFI NEWS 
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Eliminate Your 
"Patchcord 
If you have more compo- 
nents than places to 
hook them up, we 

system for you 
have a 

For 
I completeinforma- 

bon on switch boxes 
for your tape decks, 
signal processors, and 
WRITE OR CALL TODAY. 

niles 
NIA 

Dept A, 
Miami. Florida 

DEALERS: SEE US 

Headaches" - ¡ / I 1 .wt 
1 t11 1,1111 
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speakers. --. _ 
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Gaudio 
P.O. Box 160818 

33116 (305) 238-4373 
kT CONRAD IIILTON 
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GOOLDBUG 
hand building sweeter MC cartridges 

REFERENCE MONITOR INT. INC. 6074 CORTE DEL CEDRO, CARLSBAD, CA 92008 
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BOTH SIDES 
NOW! 
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Introducing the NITTY GRITTY "PRO^ the world's first 
record cleaning system to wash and vacuum dry both sides of a 
phonograph record Just 30 seconds from start to finish. 
Easily. Beautifully Perfectly. Available from select NITTY GRITTY 
dealers only. 
If the preservation of your record collection is important to you. NITTY GRITTY has a record cleaner that you need - seven 
models to choose from 

NITTY GBRITTY 

RECORD CLEANING SYSTEMS 

NITTY GRITTY 
RECORD CARE PROD. 
4650 ARROW HWY.. F-4 
MONTCLAIR. CA 91763 
(714) 625-5525 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

-AUDIOPHILE RECORDS 

AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS, CD'S, ACCESSORIES low- 
est price available on MFSL. Telarc, Mastersound, Japa- 
nese, Fresh Aire, Nautilus. Sheffield, over 400 CD's. cata- 
log 51.00, 20% discount first order, Record Rack, 818 GB 
Plaza, Green Bay, Wisconsin 54304 

MOBILE FIDELITY, OUT OF PRINT, SEALED,-SUPER- 
TRAMP CRIME OF THE CENTURY UHOR-5125.00, 1 
SPEED $45, KING CRIMSON, Ih SPEED $45, SHIPPING 
FREE, 518-459-1396. 

REFERENCE RECORDINGS 
NOW IN STOCK: the new version of RR -10, "The Tem- 
pest," Paul Chiflara's tuneful orchestral ballet, remastered 
at half -speed 45 rpm by Stan Ricker. pressed by JVC 
Japan. Improved transparency and higher levels make this 
much -acclaimed recording even greater. $16.98 postpaid 
from Reference Recordings, Box 77225X, San Francisco 
CA 94107. UNPRECEDENTED OFFER: Those who own 
the original version o1 RR -10 may return it to us and obtain 
the new edition for half price-$8.49! Visa MC Welcome. 
408-745-7159. Dealer inquiries invited. 

A SINGER'S DREAMY 
I -_ ;k-T:vfr. -2Tft V6- 

REMOVES VOCAL FROM MOST STEREO DISCS 
Our VOCAL ELIMINATOR can remove most or virtually all sI 

a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and leave most sf 
the background untouched! Not an equalizer! We can prove it 
works on the phone. Write or call for brochure and demo record. 

YOU SHOULD 
For: 
Time DelaylAmbierice 
Studio Echo/Reverb 
Tape Noise Reduction 
Parametric Equalization 
Electronic Crossovers a.lwtawwulwtata 
Compressor/Expanders ' 

Mic Preamp/Mixers , 
istammtsiontom 

,11148M11~111011R 
itlelteens~nu 

We manufacture a full line of high qua y au io a recor re 
equipment. You will probably have to pay twice as much 
elsewhere to obtain comparable quality. Only Direct Sales male 
our prices and quality possible. Write or call for a 24 page 
brochure and demo record. 

Write to: LT Sound, Dept. AU, P.O. Box 338. 
Stone Mountain, GA 30086, Phone (404) 493.1258 

TOLL F ¡) E_1-HOOt24!1.3005 - Eat. 13_ 

CLASSIFIED A DS 

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS 

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS 
New, complete catalogs are now available as follows: 

1) Audiophile recordings - labels include Sheffield, Ref- 
erence, Meridian, Sonic Arts, Opus 3, American 
Gramophone. Proprius and many more. 

2) Half -Speed master recordings from Mobile Fidelity 
and others. 

3) DBX encoded records and cassettes 
4) Inventory: Japanese import Jazz - the largest stocked 

in U.S.A. 
5) Inventory: Japanese import Rock - hundreds of new 

and classic titles (Complete Japanese catalog - over 
6,000 titles: Jazz only $2, Rock $2) 

Send $1 for each catalog to: SUPERSOUND RECORD 
SERVICE. P.O. BOX 7082-A. Forest Park, IL 60130. (312) 
366.1300 (Phone 1-5pm, Mon -Sat) 

-'-The SUPERSOUND CHALLENGE: Pay 5lialbum less 
than the price in any catalog you send us"' 

WE STOCK THESE AUDIOPHILE RECORD LABELS: 
Meridian, Opus 3, Proprius, Reference Recordings, Shef- 
field Lab & more. Audio Connection 201-239-1799 AD 

ATTENTION DEALERS: 

EARN FREE ADVER- 
TISING 

,r 

SPACE -IN AUDIO. 
FOR DETAILS-.,STÓP BY 
OUR BOOTH IN MC COR- 
MICK PLACE AT SCES. 

,- 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

TEST RECORDS 

SEVEN STEPS TO BETTER LISTENING, FROM CBS 
TECHNOLOGY CENTER, is a high -precision test record 
for the novice. Set up your hi-fi system and tune it to the 
specific acoustics of your listening room. Make certain your 
equipment functions property. Includes 16 -page booklet by 
AUDIO's Edward Tatnall Canby which shows you how to 
perform the following "ears only" tests: Proper identifica- 
tion of left and right channels, phasing, loudspeaker bal- 
ance, tone control settings, elimination of buzzes and rat- 
tles, proper adjustment of vertical and lateral -tracking 
forces, and much more. Send 56.98 in check or money 
order In U.S. funds only; payment must accompany order. 
Allow lour to six weeks for delivery. AUDIO TEST REC- 
ORD, P.O. Box 182101, Dept. 406, Cincinnati, OH 45218 

TEST RECORDS FROM 
CBS TECHNOLOGY CENTER 

STR 100 PHONO CARTRIDGE TEST RECORD, in- 
cludes sweep frequency with sync for recorder; spot fre- 
quency; separation; compliance; vertical- and lateral -track- 
ing; tonearm resonance, and more. $10.00 each. 

STR 112 PHONO CARTRIDGE TEST RECORD, in- 
cludes square wave, graduated -tracking, and IM bands. 
515.00 each. 

STR 120 PHONO CARTRIDGE TEST RECORD, In- 
cludes ultra -sonic test tones, high-level low -frequency glide 
tones, standard -level and silent bands, and can be used 
with a graphic level recorder. 515.00 each. 

STR 130 RIAA FREQUENCY RESPONSE TEST REC- 
ORD, provides accurate means of calibrating professional 
recording equipment. Can be used with a graphic level 
recorder or, without automatic equipment, with the spot 
frequency bands. 515.00 each. 

STR 140 PINK NOISE ACOUSTICAL TEST RECORD, 
is designed for acoustical testing of loudspeakers In ordi- 
nary rooms and whole systems, and for psychoacoustic 
tests. Includes spot frequency tones with voice announce- 
ments and glide -tones in f octave bands from 30 Hz to 15 
kHz synced for a graphic recorder. 515.00 

SOT 1100 QUADRAPHONIC TEST RECORD, the stan- 
dard test disc for SQ decoding adjustment, has test bands 
for pickup measurements, setup of decoders, channel 
identification and balance. $15.00 each. 

Payment must accompany order and be either a check 
or money order In U.S. funds. Allow four to six weeks for 
delivery. 

STR 100 Stereo Frequency Record 510.00 
STR 112 Square Wave, Tracking and IM Disc 
$15.00 
STR 120 Wide -Range Cartridge Disc 515.00 
STR 130 RIAA Frequency Response Disc $15.00 
STR 140 Pink Noise Disc $15.00 
SOT 1100 Quadraphonic Test Disc $15.00 

AUDIO TEST RECORDS, P.O. Box 182101, Dept. 406, 
Cincinnati, OH 45218 

WANTED TO BUY 

ATTENTION, WANTED: MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, QUAD, 
ARC, DYNACO, BERNING, WESTERN ELECTRIC, TUBE 
EQUIP. OLD THORENS, ALTEC, JBL. 713.728-4343. 
MAURY CORB 11122 ATWELL HOUSTON, TX 77096 AD 

BIG REWARD I I All Mac equip., JBL spkrs, and electron- 
ics, Altec Acousta-voicette, MXR ETC 31 band equalizers, 
Thorens TD 125, SME 3009-3, JBL speaker cabinet blue- 
prints. 1-313-229-5191 aft. 7 EST 

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE COMPONENTS, Western 
Electric, Hartstlelds, Patricians. John Conrad 1178 Black- 
bird El Cajon, Ca. 92020 (619) 449-9155 

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE EQUIPMENT, Thorens 
TD -124, Western Electric, Altec/JBUEV/Tannoy/Stephens 
raw speakers, Tubes, etc. Top cash. Scott Dowling, 9908 
Daines Dr., Temple City, CA 91780 (818) 286-9122. Week- 
ends and after 6PM (PST) M -F 

MC INTOSH MC2300 AMPLIFIER late 4V series. Pasiecz- 
nik, 52 Crest, Murray Hill, NJ 07974 

NEEDED JVC NR -50 NOISE REDUCTION UNITS CON- 
TACT J.J. 205.293-6078 days - LEAVE MSG.PSC-1 BOX 
5255 MAXWELL AFB AL. 36112 

QUADRAPHONIC OPEN REEL TAPES, O -8's, records. 
select equipment, Michael Robin, 120 Atlanta Place, Pitts- 
burgh, PA 15228. 412-341-1686 
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WANTED TOI BUY 

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, LEAK, TUBE AMPS. Thorens 
TD -124. Garrard 301. Old Tannoy Monitor Speakers, 
Western Electric Equip (Tubes, Mixers, Consoles, Amps, 
Tweeters, Horns, Speakers, Etc.,) Tel: 818/576-2642 David 
Yo, POB 832, Monterey-pk, Ca. 91754. 

WANTED: Instruction manuals, photo copies ok LWE2i 
LWE4 speaker systems. AAction Sound Studios 18675 
Birchcrest, Detroit, MI 48221 

PLANS & KITS 

ATTENTION! SPEAKER KITS, Audax, Becker, Dynaudlo, 
Eclipse, Focal, Peerless, Morel, Vda, STARE, and more. 
1984 catalog, 25c. Meniscus Systems, 3275W Gladiola. 
Wyoming, Michigan 49509. 

FREE SPEAKERKIT CATALOG! 17 proven designs. Also, 
42 pages on 400 components. (JBL, crossover parts, poly- 
propylene woofers), $2. GOLD SOUND. Box 141A. Engle- 
wood, CO 80151. (303) 789-5310. 

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER KITS, 12-24 BANDS/CHANNEL 
$89-200. NOISE FILTER EXPANDER $120. SUBSONIC 
FILTERS, OTHERS: SSS, 856U LYNNROSE, SANTA 
ROSA, CA 95404. (707) 546-3895. 

LEACH AUDIO PRODUCT KITS NOW AVAILABLE DI- 
RECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER. The Leach Amp 
160 watt/channel stereo amplifier and The Leach Super - 
amp 300 watt mono amplifier. All electronic modules are 
completely assembled and tested. Only a Phillips screw- 
driver ís required to complete assembly. Chassis is 31/2" 

rack mount in black anodized aluminum with solid walnut 
side panels. Moving coil prepreamp also available. All units 
carry a full 3 year warranty. Price schedule by request. 
Manuals $5.00 each, refundable with order. LSRBD, Inc., 
481 Buckingham Circle, Marietta, Georgia 30066. 

MADE IN U.S.A. BY SKILLED CRAFTSMEN Youl 
PHOENIX SYSTEMS, the high performance kit company. 
Ambience/Surround Sound decoder, MM 8 MC Phono 
preamps, Parametric EQ, and more. Designed by John 
Roberts. Call or write for information. PHOENIX SYS- 
TEMS -A, POB 628, Manchester, Ct, 06040. (203) 643- 
4484. 

We specialize in Phonograph Needles 6 Cartridges. 
Toll Free: 800-368-3506 

Featuring the cartridges of 

Boston Acoustics 
Needle in a Haystack. Inc. 
P O. Box 17435 Washington. DC 20041 
"Wore Needling the World" Send for a tree catalog. 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

SERVICES 

AUDIO PULSE SPECIALISTS. Repairs-Modifications- 
Updates-Sales. WALT'S AUDIO SERVICE. 111 East Ri- 

alto Ave., Rialto, Calif. 92376. (714) 875-0776. 

G.A.S. REPAIRS-ALL MODELS 
4 Month Limited warranty-Parts/Labor 

For more information write or call between 10:00 & 6:00 
EST, Audio Diagnostics, Inc. 19888 Kelly Rd. Harper 
Woods, MI 48225, (313) 527.5400 

G.A.S. REPAIR SERVICE. Factory trained techs. Original 
G.A.S. parts used. Call 818-701-7697. SSM Electronics, 
17200 Parthenra St., Northridge, CA 91325. 

MCINTOSH AUDIO EQUIPMENT REPAIRED -MODIFIED - 
UPDATED. S.D.R., BOX 176, WALTON. N.V. 13856. 
EVES. & WEEKENDS 607865.7200 if no answer 607 865- 
5387. 

RADIO PROGRAMS 

CUSTOM TAPES OF VINTAGE RADIO PROGRAMS-All 
Categories. Source material from onginal transcriptions, 
not from collectors' tapes. SOUND VAULT, BOX 593-B, 
YPSILANTI, MI 48197 

OLDTIME RADIO ... Classic broadcasts on high quality 
tapes. Free catalogue. Carl A. Froelich, 2 Heritage Farm, 
New Freedom, PA 71349. 

KIMBER KABLE 
HIGH PERFORMANCE 

SPEAKER WIRE 

Strong in the West, headin' East. 

ASK YOUR DEALER 
Manufactured by; 

RKB Industrial. Inc. 
2058 Harrison Blvd. 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
(801) 621-5530 

SCES BOOTH #CH -613A 

- - THE NEW TECHNOLOGY 

. _t 

r1 

Tube Quality- 
Transistor Prices 

New from Kinergetics. 
The KBA-100 Amplifier $795.00. 
The KPA-1 Preamplifier $775.00. 

Hear them now at selected 
audio dealers. 

SEE US AT CES CONRAD HILTON PD8 

UNafl ucrMSl < 
KINERGETICS 
INCORPORATED 

6029 Reseda Boulevard Tarzana, California 91356 (818r 345.2851 

MOREL 
INTEGRA 

rr 
s` 

111 

MOREL'S "INTEGRA" AUTO FIDELITY loud- 
speakers provide the perfect solution to high - 
quality sound reproduction in the car. Morel's 
system differs from conventional coaxial sys- 
tems which use two separate drivers that have 
to be mounted mechanically together. The 
"Integra" concept is based on a two-way coax- 
ial system consisting of two magnets - one for 
the dome tweeter and one for the woofer - 

integrated on a single axis. Similar in their high 
power -handling and excellent sound to the 
Morel driver units for home loudspeakers, the 
Morel Integra auto fidelity loudspeakers are 
durable and rugged enough for use in any type 
of vehicle. 

INTEGRA - 1 

Integrated 2 -way 6" / Dome Tweeter 'Adapted for Hl amp) 

Power Hailing Capacity 100 Watts WAS 

Woofer 

Reponse 45-25gp Hz 

Wbofn h11e ñ Dia. 3" Aluminum voice coil 

Tweeter Type Soft dome. Aluminum voice coil 

ferrofluid Cooling/Damping Yes 

Impedance 4 ohms 

Sensitiv'ry 1WMM 91 db 

Magnetic Structure Weight 2.3 Ibs/11tí Kgs 

Dimensions 169nm/6'," Dia, 67mm/214e" Depth 

Mounting apth 53mm/2'h" 

Net Weight 2.85 Res/13 Kgs 

Front Grill Integral metal grill 

INTEGRA -2 
Integrated 2 -way 8" / Dome Tweeter (Adapted for HI -amp) 

Power Handling Capacity 120 Watts RUS 

Fnequenof Response 3525000 Hz 

Wbofn Type 8' Dra. 3" Aluminum voice coil 

Tweeter type Salt dome. Aluminum voice coil 

Ferroflaid Cooling/Damping Yes 

Impedano 4 ohms 

Sensibvdy 1W/1M 92 lb 

Magnetic Structure Might 2.3 lbs/115 Kgs 

Dimensions 22amm/811" Dra. 75mm/3' Depth 

Mountir9 Depth Slmm/2'4" 

Net Wright 33 fie/15 Kgs 

From Gull Integral metal grill 

Please write for details: 

))1 
morel 

morel acoustic usa 
414 harvard street, brookline, mass. 02146 

u.s.a. tel. (617) 277-6663 

morel acoustic ltd 
industrial area b, p.o.b. 140, ness ziona 

70 451 israel. tel. 054-70796, telex 31951 
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PUBLICATIONS 

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN QUALITY, USED STE- 
REO EQUIPMENT? Send for the PLAY IT AGAIN 
SAM newsletter-hundreds of listings-items for 
sale-items sought-published 6 times per year. $6. 
1 -year subscription. Send today to PLAY IT AGAIN 
SAM, 12611 Madison Avenue, Lakewood, Ohio 
44107. (216) 228-0040. Master Charge and Visa ac- 
cepted. 

SOUND NEWS JOURNAL 
Our Spnng issue has equipment reviews of these fine 
products: RGR, Robertson, Musical Fidelity, Celestion 
SL600, Electrocompaniet, Spectrascan, Kinergetics, and if 
you're sure you know how compact discs really sound, just 
wart until you read our reviews on CD players from Magna- 
vox and Hitachi! Summer Issue will be featuring: Koetsu, 
Audio Research, KEF, Octave Research, Luminescence, 
and many new and exciting audio products. We evaluate 
components designed for music in the home, but we have 
no limits as to price ranges, but rather value for money. 
Why not give us a try? $16 US, $18 Canada, $32 overseas. 
Check, M.O.: Sound News Journal, P.O. Box 657, Lyn- 
brook. NY 11563. 

L.aAudioMhIonl 
where you will find the very latest in technology, 

along with truly old-fashioned hospitality 

electronics 
BELLES BRYSTON DENON LUXMAN S.A.E. 

loudspeakers 
ALLISON DESIGN ACOUSTICS DUNTECH 

I.T.C. M 8 K SNELL 3D "cube" THIEL 

turntables, cartridges, tape decks 
ACCUPHASE ADCOM AUDIOOUEST DENON 

DYNAVECTOR GRACE GRADO KOETSU 
ORACLE SUMIKO THORENS 

SPECIAL GRADUATION SALE 

BALANCED "SOUND SENSE" SYSTEM 
SNELL S.A.E. + ADCOM LUXMAN 

UNDER $1,100 !!! 
The famous SNELL type K, with INDIVIDUALLY 
CALIBRATED crossover networks, is manufactured in 
the same factory that produces the legendary TYPE A. 
Like the "A," the type K is BI-WIREABLE to achieve even 
clearer highs & tighter bass. An outstanding value at 
5379/pair. in your choice of fine oak or walnut IurnIture- 
grade woods. The brand-new S.A.E. 50 watt/channel 
computerized R102 offers a level of performance that you 
never before have seen - or heard - from a 5500 receiver. 
The brand-new ADCOM high -output moving coil HC 
type II is a true audiophile cartridge at an amazing $140 
price. The LUXMAN model PX-99 is a fine semi -auto 
turntable for $230. This "SOUND SENSE" system even 
Includes 44 feet of MONSTER CABLE, enough, In 
average -size rooms, to allow for BI -WIRING the Snell 
speakers. 

HAFLER model DH101 preamp, assembled, 
with handsome walnut cabinet ... $199 

SUMIKO'S model PREMIER LMX moving coil cartridge 
(originally $200) ... $139 

special prices on AKG MICROPHONES & CABLES 

HEADPHONES MAKE GREAT GIFTS! Call for very 
special prices on AKG models K40, K130; K140s; & 
Kt41. Also on STANTON models XII; 55; & XXI. Also 
on KOSS model KSP (perfect for use with portables and 
"walkpersons") and model HVX. 

ACCULAB model 220 speakers (demo) ... $95/pair 
moving coil pre-preamp, PLEXUS, JP -1 (demo) ... $79 

end of model year specials on selected DENON models, 
limited quantities: 

PMA-730 integrated amp, 60 watts/channel ... 5239 
TU -720 analog FM/AM tuner ... $179 

PMA-750 integrated amp, 80 watts/channel ... 5359 
TU -750 digital FM/AM tuner ... $228 

DRM-3 cassette deck, 3 heads ... $399 

1067 MONTAUK HIGHWAY, WEST BABYLON 
NEW YORK 11704 1516) 661-3355 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

MISCELLANEOUS 

CASSETTE STORAGE PROBLEMS???? Organize your 
cassettes with 138 individual compartments wall mounted 
rack. ALL WOOD Walnut Finish. $42.50 or send S.A.S.E. 
For Information. B.C. Woodworking, Box 221C, Medford, 
WI. 54451. 

CLOCKS: The absolute finest ships bell and mantel clocks. 
Discounted "high -end" send $3 for catalog. San Joaquin 
Clockworks P.O. Box 60322 Dept. -A. Bakersfield, CA 
93386 

DEEJAYS, BANDS, NIGHTCLUBS wholesale prices on 
disco -stage lighting effects (fog, bubbles, fleshpots, can- 
nons) professional sound equipment. Send $1.00 for large 
catalogue. HM Productions P.O. Box 20395A, Bowing 
Green, KY 42102. 

FM ANTENNA 
Indoor Circularly Polarized FM -Stereo Antenna ... $32.95 
MAXTENNA, Dept. AM, P.O. Box 3101, Ouincy, IL, 62305 

10 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY In Audio -Informative Report 
$5.00 Audiomation, Dept. 300, P.O. Box 5936, Jackson- 
ville, Fi. 32247-5936 

25,000 WORTH OF MOBILE SOUND4ights/eftects. Well 
sacrifice as unit or separate. Write details: 1208 Henry 
Ave., Bowling Green, KY 42101. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

ELECTRONIC REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!! UNLIM- 
ITED PROFIT POTENTIAL! LOWEST POSSIBLE 
PRICES!! OVER 100 BRANDS! AUDIO-VIDEO--CAR 
STEREO-COMPUTERS. ELECTRONIC EXPERTS. 
1000 ORANGE AVE., WEST HAVEN, CT 06516 

MAIL ORDER/USED EQUIP. 

CROWN BEST QUALITY AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PRE- 
AMPLIFIERS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION-BEST 
PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (818) 840-0878. 

BANG & OLUFSEN PRODUCTS AND NAKAMICHI CAS- 
SETTE DECKS-IN STOCK AT BEST PRICES. (717) 
774-2618 

HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CAS- 
SETTE DECKS, TURNTABLES, PROFESSIONAL CON- 
SULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; 
WEST: (213) 840-0878. 

ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE AND CD SERIES QUALI- 
TY SPEAKER SYSTEMS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTA- 
TION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: 
(213) 840-0878. 

HAFLER, REVOX, TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTH- 
ER QUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CON- 
SULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; 
WEST: (213) 840-0878. 

AAAA - AUDIOPHILES Cartridges, tonearms, step- 
ups, headphones, speakers, accessones, etc. World- 
wide connections for best selection and prices. Why 
shop overseas? Send for our tree catalogue, newly 
revised. Exclusive Audio - #107-2929 Nootka St., 
Vancouver, B.C. CANADA. V5M 4K4. 

AFFORDABLE AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS! Great 
prices on wide selection of "Best Buy" high -end audio 
components. Large selection of audiophile accessories and 
record cleaning products. Call or write for prices and list of 
monthly specials. HCM AUDIO, 1600 B Mangrove, Chico. 
CA 95926 (916) 345-1341 

Motion 
Directly 
Converted 
to Voltage 
The first new method of 
transduction in years. 
Priced from S80 to 5290. 

Astatic's Moving Flux Phono Cartridge 
The patented Moving Flux principle creates a phono cartridge 

without the design compromises to which all others are subject. It 
incorporates the advantages of both moving coil and moving 
magnet cartridges. What's more, it features: 

Excellent compliance for superior tracking ability. 
Reliability so exceptional the record can be rotated in reverse 
with no damage to the cantilever. 
Low inductance (90 mh) for consistent frequency response, 
regardless of capacitive loading. 
User replaceable styli. 

This concept of no compromise is continued by Astatic's 
construction quality. We invite inspection by microscope of 
the stylus/cantilever assembly. It rates with the world's finest. 

THE CHOICE IS CLEAR: MOVING FLUX Mr by ASTATIC 

The Astatic Corporation, Conneaut, Ohio 44030-0120, USA. 
Canadian Astatic Limited, 1220 Ellesmere Rd., Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M IP 2X5 
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AD INDEX 

) 

Firm (Reader Service No.) Page 
ADS (1) 99 
Acoustat (2, 3) 114, 115 
Aiwa (4) 17 
Akai (5) 106 
Allison (6) 31 
Amber (7) 111 

Audiophile Systems (8) 15 
Audio-Technica (9) 6 
Audiovox (10) 13 

BASF (11) 3 
BES (12) 20 
BMW (13) 10 & 11 

B&W Loudspeaker (14) 104 
Bryston Manufacturing (15) 20 
CBS Masterworks (16) 119 
CBS Records (17) 101 

Camel 67 
Celestion (18) 75 
Chevrolet 57 
Chrysler 68 
Custom Woodwork 

and Design (20) 16 
D'Ascanio 8, 69 
Delco/Bose 21 

Denon 
(21, 22, 23, 24) Cover III, 

19, 110, 115 
Design Acoustics (25) 60 
Dual (26) 83 
Fostex (27) 4 

Goodyear 61 

Harman/Kardon 9 
Jack Daniels 117 
KEF (28) 102 
Kyocera (29) 95 
McIntosh (31) 80 
Maxell (32) 14 
Meridian (33) 7 

NEC (34) Cover II & 1 

Nakamichi 22, 55 
Ohm (34) 92 
Onkyo (35) 30 
Ortofon (36) 105 
PDMagnetics (37) 72 
Perreaux (38) 77 
Pioneer (39) 91 

Polk (40) 109 
Pyramid (41) 107 
RL Drake (42) 82 
Robertson (43) 108 
Rotel (44) 86 
SAE (45) 5 
Salem 58 
Sansui (46) 89 
Sherwood (47) 79 
Soundcraftsmen (30) 24 
Sony (48) 28 
Stanton (49) 114 
TDK (50) 65 
Technics (53) Cover IV 

Telarc (51) 113 
Wharfedale (52) 98 
Winston 26 
Yamaha 103 

Q1-800-431-3232 0 specializing on in 01 

cartridges +styli +macs +headphones ' 

B80 ' aucio-techmca ' AKG ' Onoton 
Dynavector Grace ' PICKERING Stanton 

ADC ' SIGNET ' SHURE Sennheiser 
We quote pro advice+lowest price 

24 Hr Shipment on all our equipment 
CODs are Okay call us. don t delay 

P.O. Box 37, Brooklyn, NY 11204 (212) 4384400 

MAIL ORDER/USED EQUIP. 

tv 
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B80 REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGES; call for our low 

prices. Audio Advisor, Inc. (616) 451-3868. 

C.D. DISCS, ROCK, COUNTRY, CLASSICAL. THE LOW- 

EST PRICES. S1 FOR CATALOG & SEVERAL UPDATES. 
MR. B's AUDIO, P.O. BOX 1413, CARY, N.C. 27511. 

AAA AUDIO DISCOUNTS OFFERS THE FINEST 

lines of audio components (INCLUDING THE ESO- 
TERICS) at DISCOUNT PRICES. If you're in the mar- 

ket for speakers, receivers, cassette decks. to the best 

in separate components including amps, pre -amps, 

turntables, cartridges etc. or a new CAR STEREO our 

knowledgeable sales staff will be glad to assist you. 

For more Information Monday thru Saturday PLEASE 

CALL 301-593-8833 or write to AUDIO DISCOUNTS, 
1026 McCeney Avenue, Silver Spring, MD 20901. We 

honor VISA -MC and COD for your convenience. AD 

ABARGAIN: STAX SIGMA 5230, LAMBDA $162, SAX) 

MK3 $130, SRD-7 568, PROF. LAMBDA/SRMIMK2 $529; 

SUPEX SDX2030 $259, 901E SUPER $120; GRACE F9E 

$99, RUBY STYLUS $110, F9E RUBY $160; ACCU- 

PHASE AC -2 $265, AC -1 $155, AC -3 $250; TECHNICS 

EPC205CIII $140, EPA 500 5298, EPA250 $289, TECH- 

NICS STYLUS GUAGE $49; DENON 103D 5165; 

KOETSU BLACK $445; DYNAVECTOR 23RS $175, 17DII 

$199, 17DS $370, 10 x 3 $75, DV501 $315, DV6A SILVER 

FORMER $265; GRACE 70711B $145, 747 $170; FIDELI- 

TY RESEARCH FR64S.S. $395, FR64FX $325; 

MAYWARE FORMULA IV S75; GOLDBUG MR BRIER 

$660; INTERCONNECTS: BANSEI 3' $35, 6' $49; OR - 

SONIC SHELLS $22; ALL UNUSED. BOX 273179 BOCA 

RATON, FL., 33427 (305) 487-1048; BOX 6312 L.I.C., N.Y. 

11106 (212) 784-2939; DEALER INQUIRY INVITED ON 

ACCESS. 

Qualleg Tapes 
BELOW WHOLESALE SPECIALS! 

TON SONY 

SA 90 2.09 AD60 1.45 UCXS90 2.25 
SA 60 1 A D 90 1.10 UCX 90 2.1 S 

SAX 90 2.99 D 60 .99 LNX 90 1.05 

5AX 60 2.49 LX 35-90 5.15 LAW 60 .05 

MA 90 4.29 LX 35-908 S.IS L-500 6.49 
MA 60 339 HD -01 D'rnag 12.75 1.750 6.95 
MAR 90 6.29 T-120 6.9S L.750 HG 8.95 

MAR 60 4.79 T-120EXHG 0.95 T-120 4.95 
ADX 90 2 S L-750 6.95 
AD 90 1.95 L-750 EX HG 1.95 /UJI 

FRMETAL90 3.49 

IISAXBLL FRII90 1.99 

UOXL II 90 2.25 1N 90 135 DISCWASN611 
UDXLI160 2.15 LN 60 1.05 
XL It 5 90 2.79 ÚD 35-90 4.95 DISCK17 32.95 

MX 90 4.49 XL 1 35.908 6.39 SYSTEM 4.79 

UD 90 2.15 T -I20 4.95 DISCSET 14.49 

UD 60 1.15 T-120 HGx 9.95 16 oz. Fluid 9.99 

CALI NOW' 2124343017 W orden by 'Abu 

13 SOnnlpping en orders p ro 170 Over 3700dá 0A, o/ rorMoran. 

Ou6Dle at*lrpan panel pan Outside USA bole. 4Maddv ,dling.3 

QUALITY TAPES 
1364 East 711, Street, Dept. AS, Brooklyn, NY 11230 

MAIL ORDER/USED EQUIP. 

A BETTER SYSTEM? PEOPLE WHO KNOW STEREO 
BUY THEIR SOUND DIRECT. Now you can buy the finest 

in high fidelity components, including esoterics and auto - 
sound at unheard of prices. DIRECT SOUND MARKETING 
provides sensible expert advice, in-house service facilities, 

and factory fresh components on an in stock basis. Discov- 
er America's best kept audio secret. Send for our FREE 

catalogue to DIRECT SOUND MARKETING. Dept. A, 3095 
Bolling Way, Atlanta. Georgia 30305 or call 404-233-9500. 
MC/Visa Amex accepted. Sales tax charged to GA. resi- 

dents only. 

A FREE CATALOG-CARTRIDGES, tonearms, turn- 
tables, electronics, Denon, Grace, Supex. Dynavector, 
Thorens, Michell, Ariston, Signet, Stax, lustre. All with USA 

Warranty. Audio Unlimited, 17986 Technology Drive, San 

Jose, CA 95110 4081279-0122 11.6M-Th. 
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LISTEN TO THE BPA-100B HIGH TECHNOLOGY, HIGH DEFINITION AMPLIFIERS. 
MEETS ALL THE DESIGN CRITERIA OF OTTALA AND CHERRY. 
FEATURES NESTED MULTIPLE FEEDBACK LOOPS, WIDE BANDWIDTH AND HIGH SLEW RATE WITH A 

DOMINANT POLE FREQUENCY OF 15 KHZ, RESULTING IN CONSTANT FEEDBACK AND ZERO 
PHASESHIFT FROM DC TO 20 KHZ. 
A FULLY REGULATED POWER SUPPLY YIELDS TRUE DC COUPLING AND INCREDIBLY SOLID BASS. 

NO PROTECTION CIRCUITRY WITHIN THE SIGNAL PATH. YET FULLY PROTECTED. 100 W/CH INTO 8 

OHMS, 175 W/CH INTO 4 OHMS AND 350 W INTO 8 OHMS IN THE BUILT-IN BRIDGE -MONO MODE. 

COMING SOON: TWO PREAMPLIFIERS, (MODELS LCA-10 AND LCA-20) AND A PAIR OF SPEAKERS 

(ASHLEY 10OL). WRITE OR CALL FOR BROCHURES AND PRICES. 

SPEC7RASCAN3 INC. 
5923 N. NEVADA AVE, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 80907, 

(303) 599.9254 
DEALER AND REPRESENTATIVE INQUIRIES INVITED 
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MAIL ORDER/USED EQUIP. MAIL ORDER/USED EQUIP. MAIL ORDER/USED EQUIP. 

AAAA RATED JAPANESE AUDIO for U.S. Audiophiles; 
our equipment comes direct from Japan, unopended, 
WITH WARRANTIES. We have many items not available 
anywhere else. Recommended: YAMAHA CD -X1 $515; 
Sony ES series discounted! 610ES, 701ES discounted! 
PCM-F1 59951 New NEC 705 available! NAKAMICHI 
CASSETTE DECKS: LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE. 
Call or write for our list! MICRO SEIKI TURNTABLES: 
fantastic quality; selection. Tonearms: Fidelity Research, 
Micro, SAEC, Audiocraft: all discounted tremendously! Car- 
tridges: see oupad "Cartridges from Japan" this issue. Our 
full list of 100 free. STAX F-81 speakers $2,2501 Stax 
Lambda $155, Lambda PRO Set $4951 YAMAHA R-100 
$595, A-1000 $500, 1-70 $300. Sony, Yamaha, Esprit, 
Lux, Stax, many more: write for Information. Our detailed 
catalog (with specifications) $3. Japanese Stereo, 930 
North Laclenega, L.A. 90069, (213) 652-3337 (Tuesday to 
Saturday 10 to 5:30) 

BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES IN EVERYTHING. AU- 
DIO, VIDEO, MUSICAL, TAPES & ACC. PHONO CAR- 
TRIDGES & MORE. $2. FOR CATALOGS & PRICES. MR. 
B's AUDIO, P.O. BOX 1413, CARY, N.C. 27511 

Cartridges from Japan: DYNAVECTOR pure diamond can- 
tilever DV-17DII 5199! 23-R 5135; ACCUPHASE AC -2 
$260; AC -3 $230; GOLDBUG'S Mr. Briar $580; Ms. Briar 
5695; KOETSU Black, Silver, Gold all discounted; Tech- 
nics' EPC-100CMK4 $310, EPC-P205CMK3 $125; HIGH - 
PHONIC Ruby $245; Factory sealed with warranty; air 
shipment included. Write for our full list of 100, all priced! 
Japanese Stereo, 930 N. Laclenega, L.A. 90069 (213) 652- 
3337. 

CASSETTE DECKS, CD PLAYERS, BETA VHS HI-FI: 
Special Low Prices, All Makes And Models, VISA/MC. 1- 
296-325.7601 

HEADPHONES 
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WW1 a CALL for FIE 2B8 PACE ;YO 

DISCOVER THE SOURCE. Our international buying group 
offers you a wide range of quality audio gear at astonishing 
prices! THE SOURCE newsletter contains Industry news, 
new products, equipment reviews and a confidential price 
list for our exclusive members. Choose from Aiwa, Alpine, 
Amber, B&W, Denon, Grace, Harman Kardon, Kenwood, 
Mission, Nakamichl, Quad, Revox, Rogers, Spica, Sumo, 
Walker, Yamaha and much more. For more Information call 
or write to: THE SOURCE, 745 Alexander Road, Princeton, 
N.J. 08540. 1-609-921-0800. 

FOR DOMESTIC & OVERSEAS USE NTSC PAL/SECAM 
TVs, VCR's, Video Cameras, Video Games & Computers, 
Stereos, SW Radios & Appliances 110-220V, 5060 Hz. 
Lowest prices, Ouick Delivery, Contact: Roma Entp., P.O. 
B. 41127, Cincinnati, OH -45241, (513) 769-5363 

GRADO CARTRIDGES: GTE+1, GF3E+, G + in stock at 
ow prices. Audio Advisor, Inc. (616) 451.3868. 

INTERSONICS-YOU'VE HEARD OF US: direct -ex- 
port specialists: Japanese high-end/esoteric audio 
components, accessories, parts, Japanese pressings, 
OEM sourcing, more. Serving audiophiles and dealer/ 
distributors with exceptional volume pricing, prompt 
delivery, responsible backup. An AMERICAN enter- 
prise: INTERSONICS. PO Box 113, Toyohashi 440, 
JAPAN. 

MARANTZ, MAC, LEVINSON, A.R.C. bought and traded. 
Don't be misled by this small ad, I will buy large quantity or 
one piece and have lots of goodies for collectors and 
goldenear crazies. Cosmostatic spkrs (ong 53600) $1395. 
B&O 9000 deck 5895. Dayton Wright XG8 5800, XG10 
$1200. Mac 1900 rec. b/o. ARC D150 $1800. Sansui 
G9700 rec. $575. Mac C20 5250 Colony AB -1 $1000. 
Souther SLA2 arm $550 new. ARC SPEC 5720. Levinson 
LNC2 (stereo) $1200. Call NOON to 3p.m. only N.Y. Sound 
Investments. 212-377-7282 

MCINTOSH C22 MINT $750, MC240 $450, MC225 5400, 
MR7I W/CABINET $375, MR78 MINT 5800, 1700 W/ 
CABINET $390, 1900 MINT W/CABINET 5725, MX110 W/ 
CABINET PERFECT $500, C24 WHEW GLASS $225. 
MARANTZ 8B $500. FIRST GENERATION REAL TIME 
DUBS OF DIGITAL OR ANALOG MASTERS AVAILABLE: 
HALF OR QUARTER TRACK OPEN REEL, 14 OR 16 BIT 
DIGITAL CASSETTE, ELCASET. NOISE REDUCTION 
DOLBY B.C. DBX. PURIST MICROPHONE TECHNIQUES 
WERE USED EXCLUSIVELY. CALL OR WRITE FOR 
LIST! TEAC AL -700 ELCASET MACHINES FACTORY 
SEALED ORIGINALLY $1,100 NOW 5349. RX10 DBX 
FOR ELCASET FACTORY SEALED $250. ADVENT 500 
SOUNDSPACE TIMEDELAY $375 220V VERSION $375 
NEVER USED. ADS TIME DELAY $650. REVOX B77 
HTLS $900, OTLS $900, A77MK2, G36 BEST OFFERS, 
B790 TURNTABLE 5500. PIONEER RTV22 PERFECT 
HTHS $1,000, VP1000 LASER VIDEO PLAYER 5375, 
VIDEO DNCV SEALED Ih LIST. DBX 124 5175. PHASE 
LINEAR 3000MK2 PREAMP W/HEADAMP $185. MANY 
SCOTT TUBED PREAMPS, POWER AMPS, TUNERS. 
MULLARD 12ax7 TUBES 55.95. ORTOFON STM72 
TRANSFORMER 530. 300 PRERECORDED R/T/R 56.00. 
5,000 ORIGINAL SERVICE MANUALS. I WANT PIONEER 
TAU -11, JT-2044T, MCINTOSH, MARANTZ (TUBED) 
UNITS, QUAD R/T/R TAPES, SANSUI QS UNITS, MANY 
ODDBALL UNITS AND ACCESSORIES. EVERYTHING 
MONEY BACK GUARANTY. SHIPPING WORLDWIDE. 
MARTIN GASMAN, 779 WORCESTER ST., WELLESLEY, 
MA 02181, PHONE (617)-CEL-TICS,(617.235-8427). 
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COMPACT DISCS 
et .,if Your s,ómpact Discs 

From ONE Source At LOW 

DISCOUNT PRICES 
All Labels Available 

Send 12 00 for 58 page catalogue 
with over 900 titles & growing, 

OMNI DISTRIBUTTOPS 
Mail to 
569 S. Lvnnhe.en Rd., Va. Beech, VA 23452 

DIAMOND NEEDLES and STEREO CARTRIDGES at 
DISCOUNT PRICES for SHURE, PICKERING, STANTON, 
EMPIRE, GRADO, AUDIO TECHNICA, ORTOFON, MI- 
CRO -ACOUSTICS. SONUS, ADC and LAST, send 
S.A.S.E free catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. A., Box 
69. Brooklyn. NY 11218. For fast COD service Toll Free 
800-221-0906. N.Y. State (212) 871-3303. 9AM - 8PM 
except Sunday. VISA/MC 

DISCOUNT FIREWORKS: Firecrackers, bottle rockets, ro- 
man Candles, and much more. For catalog send 50C to 
Spartan Fireworks. P.O. Box 792, Tiffin, Ohio 44883, or 
after May 5 call toll -free in Ohio 1-800-821-7901, outside 
Ohio 1.800-821-2483. 

NAKAMICHI NAKAMICHI SHAMEFULLY LOW PRICES: 
Cassette Decks, Turntables, Automotive Products. Extend- 
ed 15 Month Warranties; Local Warranty Service Available 
In Some Areas; We Professionally Service What We Sell; 
Dealer Inquiries Invited; No Affiliation With Nakamichi USA; 
VISA/MC; COD. AudioWorkShop 1-206/323-4987 

THEY DON'T DISCOUNT IT? WE DO! Get LOW 
PRICES on ALL types of audio equipment -including 
high -end and even esoteric products not normally dis- 
counted! Now we can save you money on the equip- 
ment you REALLY WANT. Extensive selection -no 
need to settle for second choice. Thousands of satis- 
fied customers nationwide. Call us for price quotes or 
friendly, expert advice. No purchase too small, no 
question too trivial. Catalog 51. 616-451-3863. VISA/ 
MC/AMEX. THE AUDIO ADVISOR INC., BOX 6202 
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506. 

CROWN BEST QUALITY AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PRE- 
AMPLIFIERS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION -BEST 
PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (818) 840-0878. 

BANG & OLUFSEN PRODUCTS AND NAKAMICHI CAS- 
SETTE DECKS -IN STOCK AT BEST PRICES. (717) 
774-2618 

ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE AND CD SERIES QUALI- 
TY SPEAKER SYSTEMS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTA- 
TION -BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: 
(213) 840-0878. 

HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CAS- 
SETTE DECKS, TURNTABLES, PROFESSIONAL CON- 
SULTATION -BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; 
WEST: (213) 840-0878. 

HAFLER, REVOX, TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTH- 
ER DUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CON- 
SULTATION -BEST b4 ICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; 
WEST: (213) 840-13878. 

lErtritlEd 

203-937-0106 
Lowest Possible Prices !! 

AUDIO VIDEO CAR PRODUCT 

COMPUTERS - (HARDWARE - SOFTWARE) 

VIDEO GAMES TELEPHONES MORE 

FULL WARRANTY - FAST DELIVERY 
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG II 

l 996 ORANGE AVE IIMINIM 
+WEST HAVEN. CT. 06516 
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TO MAKE CASSETTE DECKS SOUND MORE LIKE OPEN REEL, 
YOU HAVE TO KNOW HOW TO BUILD OPEN REEL' DECKS. 

An audio cassette should be really no more than two miniature 
open reels in a case. It follows therefore, that extracting "open 
reel -like" performance from cassettes will involve miniaturized 
open reel technology. 

Denon has been producing open 'eel tape and tape recorders for 
over 25 years. Not simply 1/4" mach nes, but 24 -track 2" studio 
machines. This open reel technology helped Denon become one of 
Japan's largest recordirg companies and a prime supplier of 
equipment to Japanese recording studios and radio stations. 

It also led to the Non -slip Reel Dr ve Motor and Closed -loop 

/ 

_ '1.4" órvor 
DENON. rs"R^EDX1/90 

DENON. w'= DX3/90 

DENON 8,^S^ow-^^LDX4/90 

DENON. DX 7/90 
DENON. DX8/90 

DENON METAL DXM/90 

-DENON ^ Dx8/9C 

CLOSED LOOP DUAL CAPSTAV 

DENON E.fe.ov.ET own ,,.E«.Er,w.f. 

Dual Capstan technologies found on Denon's DR -M33 and the 
DR -M44 Three -head Cassette Decks. 5 milarly, the outstanding 
audio performance of these decks can be attributed to 
Denon's electronics esperiencebuilding the world's finest h -fi 
components. 

The net result is the most advanced 1 the series of cassette 
decks considered by serious recordists b be "the most musical 
cassette decks available at any price" (roof that no matter how 
much anyone tells you or charges you, Were simply is nobubstitute 
for experience. 
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They don't just reduce tape noise. 
They eliminate it. 
Technics cassette decks with 
Dolby*B,C and dbxm 

This remarkable series of Technics 
cassette decks represents an important 
technological advance in the fight 
against tape noise. Because unlike 
other decks that give you only one 
or the other,Technics now gives 
you: Dolby B noise reduction for 
compatibility with your present tape 
collection. Dolby C for compatibility 
with the new "C" encoded tapes. And 
dbx to eliminate virtually every decibel 
of audible tape noise. All in one deck. 
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dbx is effective because it 
compresses a musical signal so its 
dynamic range is cut in half. When 
the tape is played back, the original 
dynamic range is restored, but the 
noise level is pushed below the 
level of audibility. 

This allows loud passages to be 
recorded without distortion and soft 
ones without hiss. 

These Technics cassette decks go on 
to give you computerized performance: 
microprocessor feather -touch controls. 
Music Select to automatically find any 
song on the tape. Music Repeat to 
replay a song up to 16 times. And a 
remaining time display to tell you how 
much recording is left on a tape. 

In addition, there is automatic tape 
bias and EO setting, expanded range 
(-40db to +18db) three -color FL 

meters to handle all the dynamic range 
dbx gives you, the accuracy and 
precision of two -motor drive and more. 

Explore all of the Technics cassette 
decks with Dolby B, C and dbx. After 
all, why own a deck that just reduces 
tape noise, when you can own one 
that also eliminates it. Technics. 

*Dolby Is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories. Inc. 
®dbx Is a registered trademark of dbx, Inc. 
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. Technics 
The science of sound 
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